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Good Morning Sweetheart By Nate Hawthorne 

I’m just… furious. Like so angry I’m sputtering and stuttering, as in “I – I – how could 
you – why would you ever think that … I just – you need to knock it off!” I’m standing in 
front of a room full of my students, and I’m spitting out these chunks of sentences and 
I’m doing it loud. I’m full-on shouting. I’ve definitely lost my composure. I’m yelling at 
them because they’ve been sleeping in class, and they’ve been turning in their homework 
late and doing it really poorly, and that makes my workload even higher because late 
work means more stuff I need to keep track of, and poorly written assignments take a lot 
longer to grade. And class size went up ten percent this year so I’ve got more students 
than last year’s maximum. So part of what I’m really shouting at them about is the fact 
that I can’t handle the workload. They also recently embarrassed me in front of some of 
the other teachers, including the one who supervises me. I shout incomprehensibly and 
they don’t care. It’s written all over their faces. If they cared then we wouldn’t be in this 
situation in the first place. Shouting at them just makes them care less, I can see it as they 
slump lower in their seats, look out the window, check their phones. My tie starts to feel 
too tight, I try to loosen it up but doing that one-handed while shouting doesn’t work so I 
use two hands and I’m sort of look down at my chest trying to see the tie and that’s not a 
position that makes for very effective yelling – it’s hard to feel righteously furious while 
fumbling with a tie with your chin tilted downward – so now I’m mumbling something 
about applying yourself and being a team player. I get the tie off and look up at the clock 
and I’ve just wasted several minutes of class time here accomplishing nothing, setting 
myself back because the students are even less engaged in the class now and now we’re 
short on time and will never get through all the material today. 

I wake up. I fumble for my glasses, look at the clock. I don’t have to be up for another 
five minutes, I’m up before the alarm. That almost never happens. I’m usually so tired 
that I take a minute to wake up as the alarm is ringing. I went to bed early last night, 
which is probably why I had a dream I remembered. A lot of times I get about six hours 
of sleep, I don’t remember any dreams and I don’t wake up refreshed so much as I’ve just 
skipped over a few hours of blacked out time. But I went to bed early, I don’t feel so tired 
like I do most mornings. I don’t feel refreshed, though. I feel that work feeling, the sense 
of having too much to do and too little time to do it and the feeling that I must be letting 
someone down somewhere – either a supervisor who will be angry that I haven’t jumped 
through some hoop like handing in a report on what my gradebook looks like so far, or a 
student who will genuinely have an intellectually substantive question that I don’t have 
time to adequately address. I pull my clothes on quickly, the same ones as yesterday but 
I’ll put a clean button-down shirt over the top and hope no one notices. 

I get the coffee brewing and am pouring my bowl of cereal when my daughter toddles 
into the room. She’s the center of my life in terms of my priorities and in terms of what I 
enjoy. She’s a lot of work but she’s a lot of fun and one of the only aspects of my life that 
I find genuinely restorative/rejuvenating. “Daddy I have a wet diaper,” she says. She’s 
good at talking. “I’ll take it off honey, then you can give me a good morning hug.” I get 



her diaper off, she gives me a hug. I check the time, grab the bus schedule. 

Why the hell can I never remember when the bus comes? It’s like a mental block. I had 
this problem once years before. I bought a car for work. I had never bought a car before. I 
paid too much and got a pretty crappy loan. Maybe 8 months later the job didn’t work out 
very well. I didn’t need the car to get around except for job related stuff so I was stuck 
with a not very useful thing that cost too much money and I didn’t have a job to help 
make the payments. I started just forgetting where the car was. I just couldn’t find it 
sometimes, I would draw a total blank on where I had parked it. I ended up starting to 
send myself text messages about where the car was. The other day the same thing 
happened where I couldn’t remember the room number for one of my classes, total blank. 
I have the same thing with the bus time. It’s annoying and it makes me feel stupid. 

I’m thinking of all this as I pick up the bus schedule from the shelf. Mental block just 
makes me life harder, get it together subconscious mind, what the fuck, why can’t you be 
on my side? I fumble to unfold the bus schedule. My daughter’s sleepy, she’s leaning on 
my leg which is nice, I like snuggles. While I’m looking down the page – why do they 
make the damn print so small on the bus schedule? aw christ I’m getting old – I say 
without looking at her, “did you have any dreams last night sweetheart?” I’m only sort of 
paying attention, I have to ask her to repeat herself, she says “yes but I don’t remember 
any of them.” I find the time on the bus schedule, I’ve got half an hour. 

My daughter sits in my lap while I eat my cereal, she eats the occasional bite. She likes 
cereal when I’m eating it but not when it’s in her own bowl. She’s talking to me but I’m 
not really paying attention. I’m running through my mental list of what I have to do 
today, and trying to remember my lesson plans. I’m full of work feeling, my muscles feel 
tense and I keep thinking about the stuff my students have done that annoy me, I’m still 
in the bad mood from the dream. My wife walks into the room. “There’s coffee,” I say. I 
mean it as “good morning, it’s nice to see you” but that probably isn’t clear. It’s certainly 
not what my tone of voice says. My wife says thank you, pours herself a cup, starts 
making herself some oatmeal. I wolf down the last of my cereal and set my daughter 
down so I can grab my coffee. The coffee’s bitter, a little too strong. That’s fine, it’s that 
kind of morning. I’m starting to feel embarrassed about the dream I had, because clearly I 
made an ass of myself, and I feel embarrassed for being embarrassed about a dream. 

I tell my wife “I dreamed I was shouting at my students.” She says “for what?” I say “I 
don’t know, basically just for begin students. I was out of line. It’s silly but I feel 
embarrassed about what I did in my dream.” She says “have you ever shouted at a 
student?” “I don’t think so. I also dreamed I had trouble untying a tie.” She says, “well at 
least you dreamed you looked good. You look good in a tie,” and she smiles. I give her a 
kiss on the cheek. The work feeling I woke up with is slowly starting to ease up, I feel 
like I’m getting un-knotted a little. 

I hurry and pick out a shirt, brush my teeth. My daughter wants me to play with her, I 
check the time, ten minutes. I can play for ten minute. We push trains around the train 
track. I try hard not to let myself think about anything except the conversation these trains 



are having with each other. When work thoughts come up or I feel my shoulders tense up 
I make my train ask my daughter’s train a question and I focus really hard on listening to 
her answer. It’s not much but it’s something. Ten minutes is up. “Sweetheart, I have to go 
to work. I’ll see you tonight. I’m going to fix dinner for you and mama and then we’ll 
play afterward.” She says “no, stay here and play with me.” “I’m sorry sweetie I have to 
go.” I kiss her and stand up. She’s crying, but it’s that deliberate kind of crying to get her 
way. I feel annoyed with her for a minute and hate myself for it for a minute. I take a 
deep breath, pick her up to give her a hug, she squirms because she wants playing not 
hugs. I kiss her again, say goodbye and head for the door. I kiss my wife, “I love you, see 
you tonight, I’ll cook dinner okay?” “Okay. I love you too.” I walk fast to the bus stop, 
I’d run but I don’t want to fall on the ice again. I wait for the bus in the wind. I keep 
going back and forth from thinking about my dream and feeling tense like I’m already at 
work or thinking about how I wasn’t really paying attention to my kid and how she’s 
already so tall and isn’t a baby anymore and when did that happen?, and how I can’t get 
these moments back once they’re gone. 

I remember from college how Sigmund Freud says something that part of the point of 
dreams is to fulfill a wish in your imagination that you can’t or won’t fulfill otherwise, 
and the point is to help you stay asleep. You have a mental itch of some kind, the dream 
scratches it enough so that you don’t wake up. I dreamed I shouted at my students, I 
guess I have a need to scream at someone, because of my job. Of course I do. 

This story is part of our series on work, sleep, and dreams. Nate is part of the editorial 
group here at Recomposition. He writes an individual blog at libcom.org. 
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A debate on collective bargaining and the IWW 
 
I write in reply to Fellow Worker Sean G. I thank him and FW Juan Conatz for 
their replies to the “Direct Unionism” discussion paper. I’m pleased to see this 
discussion happening in the Industrial Worker and I hope the discussion 
continues. 

I agree with some of what FW Sean. writes. Due to space limitations I reply now 
only to a point where I disagree, which is with FW Sean’s advocacy of collective 
bargaining for the IWW. FW Sean is right that “ideas only matter to the extent 
that they correctly reflect historical experience and objective conditions,” so I will 
discuss some of the history of the capitalist state’s sponsorship of collective 
bargaining in the United States. 



The U.S. government increasingly promoted collective bargaining in the early 
part of the 20th century. To take one important example: In 1919, economically 
disruptive disputes escalated between the International Ladies Garment Workers 
Union (ILGWU) and capitalists in the textile industry. In response, the New York 
governor appointed a state commission aimed at preventing “industrial war” 
which created “distrust and hostility” between classes. This commission 
recommended collective bargaining in order to reconcile the union and the 
employers. As the commission wrote, a “collective bargaining agreement calls for 
the utmost good faith on both sides to perform (…) every term and condition 
thereof; whether it refers to shop strikes on the part of the worker, lock-outs on 
the part of the employers, or the maintenance of its terms as to wages and hours. 
This Board desires to emphasize this point as fundamental in any contractual 
relationship.” Contracts require such good faith and, from the point of view of the 
capitalist state, contracts helped create such good faith. 

With state help, the ILGWU won an industry-wide collective bargaining 
agreement, which the industry association soon violated in 1921. The ILGWU 
sued and won an injunction against the employers. The New York Supreme Court 
said it issued this injunction to prevent “the continuance of an industrial impasse.” 
The Court said that no matter who won the dispute, “such industrial struggles lead 
to lockouts, strikes and acts of violence” and in the end “the employer and 
employee, instead of co-operating to promote the success of the industry, become 
permanently divided into hostile groups, each resentful and suspicious of the 
other.” Therefore, “it is the duty of the court to (…) compel both parties to await 
an orderly judicial determination of the controversy.” In other words, the 
capitalist state began to believe that promoting collective bargaining agreements 
would help create industrial peace. The role of law is not simply to protect 
individual capitalists but to bring greater stability to the capitalist system as a 
whole. (On this point, I encourage fellow workers to read the discussion of the 
English Factory Acts in chapter 10 of Karl Marx’s “Capital.”) 

The state’s role and strategy of promoting stability in the capitalist system by 
promoting collective bargaining explains U.S. labor legislation created in the 
1930s. The 1933 National Industrial Recovery Act (hereafter, “Recovery Act”) 
said “disorganization of industry (...) burdens interstate and foreign commerce, 
affects the public welfare, and undermines the standards of living of the American 
people.” The Act argued that one key tool for more efficiently organizing industry 
under capitalism was to promote collective bargaining agreements. Thus Congress 
should “remove obstructions to the free flow of interstate and foreign commerce” 
by “induc[ing] and maintain[ing] united action of labor and management under 
adequate governmental sanctions and supervision.” The Recovery Act added that 
contracts would raise wages for workers, “increas[ing] the consumption of 
industrial and agricultural products by increasing purchasing power” of workers. 
More money in the pockets of more workers would help stabilize the American 
economy by providing a larger base of consumers. 



The National Labor Relations Act (or the “Wagner Act” named after its sponsor, 
New York Senator Robert F. Wagner) took up the labor relations provisions of the 
Recovery Act, adding little except for extra enforcement. Senator Wagner argued 
before Congress that the Wagner Act was “novel neither in philosophy nor in 
content. It creates no new substantive rights,” and went on to list various prior 
examples of workers’ legal right to collective bargaining. The real change with 
the Wagner Act, he argued, was greater enforcement of rights that the state 
already recognized workers as having. By providing better enforcement for 
workers’ right to collective bargaining, he said, the Wagner Act would be more 
conducive to industrial recovery than the Recovery Act. Wagner said that lack of 
adequate enforcement in the Recovery Act brought “results equally disastrous to 
industry and to labor. Last summer it led to a procession of bloody and costly 
strikes, which in some cases swelled almost to the magnitude of national 
emergencies.” That is, Wagner argued, it was precisely the lack of collective 
bargaining that led to the strike wave of 1934. 

Wagner identified a second consequence to the lack of enforcement provisions in 
the Recovery Act. Without collective bargaining, he said, workers “cannot 
exercise a restraining influence upon the wayward members of their own groups, 
and they cannot participate in our national endeavor to coordinate production and 
purchasing power.” Wagner argued that Congress should pass the Wagner Act in 
order to “stabilize and improve business by laying the foundations for the amity 
and fair dealing upon which permanent progress must rest.” If Congress didn’t 
pass the Wagner Act, Wagner predicted that “the whole country will suffer from a 
new economic decline.” 

The Wagner Act’s full title was “An act to diminish the causes of labor disputes 
burdening or obstructing interstate and foreign commerce, to create a National 
Labor Relations Board, and for other purposes.” Like the Recovery Act, the 
Wagner Act’s first priority was to keep the economy flowing as smoothly as 
possible by reducing labor disputes. The Wagner Act said “denial by employers 
of the right of employees to organize and the refusal by employers to accept (…) 
collective bargaining lead[s] to strikes and other forms of industrial strife or 
unrest.” Furthermore, “inequality of bargaining power between employees (...) 
and employers (...) substantially burdens and affects the flow of commerce, and 
tends to aggravate recurrent business depressions, by depressing wage rates and 
the purchasing power of wage earners in industry.” 

FW Sean is right that “ideas only matter to the extent that they correctly reflect 
historical experience and objective conditions.” “Direct Unionism” is far from 
perfect, but its criticisms of contractualism are based on analysis of the history of 
the U.S. government’s embrace of collective bargaining. The U.S. government 
backed contracts because they believed this would make the capitalist system 
more stable and resilient. As the Wagner Act said, “protection by law of the right 
of employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce from 



injury (…) and promotes the flow of commerce.” Furthermore, the Act added, 
collective bargaining would encourage “practices fundamental to the friendly 
adjustment of industrial disputes.” U.S. Congress passed the Wagner Act in 1935. 
When President Roosevelt signed it, he declared that the Wagner Act was “an 
important step toward the achievement of just and peaceful labor relations in 
industry.” 

The Preamble to our Constitution states that the IWW’s goal is help our class 
advance the historic mission of abolishing the wage system and declares that the 
working class and the employing class have nothing in common. We should 
hesitate, then, before pursuing strategies which U.S. presidents and senators 
deliberately encouraged in order to achieve industrial peace within the capitalist 
system. 

Originally appeared in the December 2011 issue of the Industrial Worker 
newspaper 
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Workers, the state, and struggle 
 
In 1935 the United States Congress passed the National Labor Relations Act 
(NLRA). This Act is often credited by progressives with creating incredible new 
opportunities for the U.S. working class. The NLRA created a new regime of 
industrial relations in the U.S., but that change was less a matter of creating 
something new and was more a matter of further spreading practices that already 
existed. What the NLRA did is throw greater weight of the U.S. government 
behind a range of forms of workers' organizing and left room open for unions to 
define some of the specifics. In an article in the Industrial Worker newspaper, part 
of a debate about what some of us sometimes call "direct unionism", I dealt with 
aspects of this history. 

The heart of the NLRA was about bringing to bear state power on employers, in a 
very limited way, with one main goal: greater stability for capitalism. One 
argument that supporters of the NLRA made was that state backing of workers 
organizing would result in redistribution of wealth into the pockets of more 
workers. This redistribution in turn would make for more consumers able to buy 
goods, thus encouraging economic activity. Another argument that supporters of 
the NLRA made was that the act would prevent more disruptive conflicts. In other 
words, the NLRA would channel and shape workers struggles in a direction that 
posed less of a problem than other forms of struggle. 

Capitalists tend to have a good sense of their interests as employers. These terms 



aren't ideal but employer-consciousness arises organically from the social 
relationship of employment under capitalism. Many readers will be familiar with 
this but in case anyone isn't, generally speaking capitalists employ people to 
create goods or services which the capitalist own. The capitalists sell these goods 
or services for prices that are higher than the capitalists' costs. That is, they sell 
the good/service for more than the cost of the materials and the wages of the 
people who worked on those materials in order to produce the good/service sold. 
When workers work on something, we increase its value. We're not paid the full 
value of the increase we bring about, the capitalist keeps some or most of it. That 
difference - between the increase in value we bring about and the share we get in 
wages - is what Marx called surplus value. This is the heart of the profits 
capitalists make from workers. This is where capitalists get their wealth; this is 
what employers live on. 

Capitalist employers have a sense that their employees produce surplus value and 
they act accordingly. If they don't, they face threats from the rest of the economy - 
a capitalist who pays higher wages than other capitalists who sell similar 
goods/services will, all things being equal, fall behind. If they don't become more 
competitive, they will go out of business. That's part of what I meant when I said 
that employer consciousness arises organically. If capitalist employers don't get 
enough surplus value from employees, they face penalties. These penalties help 
make employers relatively aware of their position as employers. 

Awareness of the dynamics of being an employer is not the same thing as being a 
class conscious capitalist, however. Every capitalist is a capitalist in relation to his 
or her employees, but not every capitalist acts in ways that are favorable to the 
capitalist class as a whole or the long term life of the capitalist system. As an 
analogy, anyone who works for a living is in some way aware of the power 
relationships involved in being an employee but not all employees are class 
conscious workers. Workers sometimes act in ways that are bad for other workers 
or the working class as a whole. Similar things can happen with capitalists. Being 
a worker doesn't automatically provide working class consciousness. Likewise, 
being a capitalist doesn't automatically make someone a class conscious capitalist. 

One of the roles of the state is to help identify needs for the current capitalist 
system and needs of the long term health of the capitalist system. I began with the 
National Labor Relations Board; the NLRA was part of an important set of 
institutional changes in U.S. capitalism. It involved challenges to many currently 
existing capitalists, and yet the changes were made in order to preserve the long 
term health of capitalism in the United States. The policymakers and economic 
planners who pushed for the NLRA opposed many capitalists but they did so in 
service to capitalism. The NLRA was an attempt to answer some problems within 
actually existing capitalism and to do so on capitalism's own terms. 

This is part of the role of the state, not only to attempt to identify systemic needs 



but also to try to get capitalists to act in line with those perceived systemic needs. 
This can serve to create capitalist class consciousness or at least to discipline 
capitalists to act in ways that planners believe are good for capitalism. In some 
cases this can result in long term benefits to actually existing capitalists but in 
other cases it involves some businesses being put out of business and, eventually, 
some of them or their descendants being ejected out of the capitalist class. This is 
part of why capitalists hesitate in the face of state introduction of changes - no 
capitalist wants to lose. If they do so enough times, they or their children might 
have to actually work for a living… In the words of the historian of slavery 
Eugene Genovese, in his book Roll, Jordan, Roll: 

"the great object of social reform is to prevent a fundamental change in class 
relations." 

This means that reformers 

"muss fight against those reactionaries who cannot understand the need for 
secondary, although not necessarily trivial, change in order to prevent deeper 
change (…) reactionaries will insist that any change, no matter how slight, will set 
in motion forces of dissolution." 

Sometimes capitalists oppose reform because they're reactionary ideologically; 
sometimes they do so because they believe that they will find themselves at a 
competitive disadvantage in the new version of capitalism that will exist after the 
reform. 

The state is in part a mechanism for helping identify problems that are systemic – 
tied to the interests of the capitalist class as a whole – and a way to work out 
politically how to respond to the capitalists’ class interests. That is, visionary 
capitalists and their functionaries in foundations and think tanks can use the state 
to put forward proposals and communicate them to others to try to win them to 
this view. If that fails, with enough political support from other capitalists (and 
some workers, in many cases), particular parts of the capitalist class can get the 
state to do certain things, to discipline individual capitalists who aren’t acting in 
line with what is believed to be the capitalist class’s over all interests. 

Individual capitalists or fractions of the capitalist class don't necessarily pursue 
the interests of the capitalist class as a whole. Often there is disagreement among 
the fractions of the capitalist class about what is the best course of action to 
pursue. That a given fraction is dominant does not mean it necessarily does what 
is best for the capitalist class, but usually the dominant fractions, and those who 
the state acts in service of, will believe they are doing what's best for capitalism 
over all. The dominant fraction can be wrong, though. For example of this is 
health insurance in the US. The only measure according to which 'our' 



healthcare/health insurance (non)system makes sense is that of the profits of 
insurers. The current non-system poses public health risks (which can become 
political and economic problems) - for many people it results in less preventive 
care, which is cheaper to provide than other forms of healthcare. So it causes 
worse health outcomes, which cause loss of economic productivity and more 
expensive health care. This arrangement also raises the costs of the same 
procedure in the US. By maintaining a very minimal floor - you can always get 
treatment in a hospital emergency room if you have an immediate healthcare 
problem - the system results in very large amount of public dollars going to 
healthcare, in addition the excessively high private healthcare and health 
insurance costs. These expenditures are inefficient from an over-all social 
perspective, however, even according capitalist logic, because the high 
expenditures purchase lower quality healthcare. This is not good for anyone 
except the insurers making money off of it. Some of the costs are passed onto 
employers (via unions, via market pressures - need to have a competitive benefits 
package for certain jobs, and via taxes), as well as causing conflicts with 
employees that could be avoided. This is a form of highly mediated inter-
capitalist conflict with regard to who gets what share of the total surplus wealth 
extracted from workers (some companies have to pay what would otherwise be 
profits). Over all it's not good for US capitalism beyond insurers and a few others. 
That this arrangement continues demonstrates that changes in these arrangements 
stuff are not natural or built in to capitalism or predetermined, they're political. 
Those politics include the class struggle above all, but also political conflict 
among the capitalists. 

Sometimes an individual capitalist or group of capitalists pursues things that are 
believed by the dominant capitalists to be detrimental to the capitalist class as a 
whole and and so they need to be brought in line. To quote Eugene Genovese 
again, 

"The most advanced fraction of the slaveholders - those who most clearly 
perceived interest and needs of the class as a whole - steadily worked to make 
their class more conscious of its nature, spirit, and destiny. (…) For any such 
political center, the class as a whole must be brought to a higher understanding of 
itself - transformed from a class-in-itself, reacting to pressures on its objective 
position, into a class-for-itself, consciously striving to shape the world in its own 
image. Only possession of public power can discipline a class as a whole, and 
through it, the other classes of society. The juridical system may become, then, 
not merely an expression of class interest, nor even merely an expression of the 
willingness of the rulers to mediate with the ruled; it may become an instrument 
by which the advanced section of the ruling class imposes its viewpoint upon the 
class as a whole and the wider society. The law must discipline the ruling class." 

Genovese is overly statist when he writes that "possession of public power" is a 
requirement, but he is right that state power plays this role in capitalism, in 



helping the capitalist class guide and discipline itself. Here's Genovese again: 

Quote: 
"The slaveholders fell back on a kind of dual power: that which they collectively 
exercised as a class, even against their own individual impulses, through their 
effective control of state power; and that which they reserved to themselves as 
individuals who commanded other human beings in bondage. In general, this 
duality appears in all systems of class rule, for the collective judgment of the 
ruling class, coherently organized in the common interest, cannot be expected to 
coincide with the sum total of the individual interests and judgments of its 
members; first because the law tends to reflect the will of the most politically 
coherent and determined fraction, and second, because the sum total of the 
individual interests and judgments of the members of the ruling class generally, 
rather than occasionally, pulls against the collective needs of a class that must 
appeal to other classes for support at critical junctures." 
The NLRA brought the power of the U.S. state to bear on U.S. employers as part 
of bringing capitalists into line with what policymakers and economic planners at 
the time thought were the interests of the capitalist system. In my article in the 
Industrial Worker I used these points as part of argument against the IWW 
pursuing collective bargaining. I suggested that state endorsement of collective 
bargaining ought to make us pause. At the same time, while collective bargaining 
was what economic planners preferred, there is another component to the National 
Labor Relations Act. 

In addition to helping spread collective bargaining, the NLRA included language 
stating: 

"Employees shall have the right of self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor 
organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own 
choosing, and to engage in concerted activities, for the purpose of collective 
bargaining or other mutual aid or protection." 

In the contemporary IWW in the U.S. some of us have advocated form of 
workplace organizing that go by a variety of names - solidarity unionism, 
minority unionism, direct unionism… These names track onto differences in 
practice but what all of these approaches have in common is that they fall into the 
legal category of "concerted activities." In the United States there is legal support 
for attempts to engage in collective bargaining (understood to include a union 
contract and a single exclusive bargaining agent in the form of a union), but there 
is also support for workers "self-organization (…) for the purpose of (…) mutual 
aid." What this means in practice is that in a non-unionized workplace one worker 
who complains about work conditions can be fired with impunity (part of a 
doctrine called at-will employment) but two workers who complain have gained a 
new sort of legal protection. Two or more workers who approach management to 
make changes at work have engaged in protected concerted activity. If an 



employee retaliates against them, the employees can file a charge with the 
National Labor Relations Board, a charge called an Unfair Labor Practice. Now, 
American labor law at this point is weak and enforcement is poor, but the legal 
power brought to bear in cases of retaliation against two workers self-organizing 
to demand change at work is the same as that brought to bear in collective 
bargaining with recognized unions. Direct unionism can be just as legally 
protected as contractualism. 

I can't speak to the actual historical origins of the legal language protecting some 
forms of workers' self-organization, but here are some reasons why I think this 
protection makes sense. One is about shaping the forms that workers' struggle 
take - concerted activity is not protected when it breaks the law: violence isn't 
protected, for example, nor is the seizure of employers' property. Protecting some 
activity over others is partly a way to encourage or channel workers' struggles into 
some forms instead of other forms. In addition, again to quote Genovese, 

"The law (…) may compel conformity by granting each individual his right of 
private judgment, but it must deny him the right to take action based on that 
judgment when in conflict with the general will. (…) It appears mere egotism and 
antisocial behavior to attempt to go outside the law unless one is prepared to 
attack the entire legal system and therefore the consensual framework of the body 
politic." 

That is to say, by allowing some measure of redress, labor law helps make 
workers' grievances a matter which can potentially be addressed within the 
capitalist system and under capitalist governments. 

More fundamentally, though, I think the protection of concerted activity is about 
one of the same things that makes the state support collective bargaining: 
sometimes workers' struggles can help advanced class conscious capitalists and 
the state preserve capitalism. The state, by backing workers' struggles in some 
cases, bets on the potential power of those struggles to help capitalism. Workers' 
struggles can do so by helping discipline capitalists into acting in ways that 
support capitalism, or by helping identify practices that are particularly prone to 
creating social friction, and perhaps by helping identify potential solutions to 
those practices. 

None of this is to say that struggle always reinforces capitalism. Nor is this to say 
that we should reject the call for 'direct unionism' because it sometimes fits into 
activity that the U.S. state recognizes as acceptable ('protected concerted 
activity'). Rather, the point is that those of us who are engaged in conversations 
about the form of workers' struggles, including so-called direct unionism and 
other efforts to avoid the traps of collective bargaining and other institutionalized 
forms of workers' struggles, we should have further discussion about a few things. 



One thing I think we should discuss further is the role of explicit, openly 
revolutionary political perspectives as part of our activity in struggle. (I discussed 
this to the best of my abilities in a discussion paper called Mottos and 
Watchwords. I think some of the reflections by Joseph Kay and other comrades in 
SolFed about what they call political-economic organizations are thought 
provoking on these themes as well.) Another is the connection between struggle 
over immediate conditions and the struggle to end capitalism. These are clearly 
connected, and yet it's not the case that all victory in any particular struggle over 
the terms of life and work under capitalism is also a victory that brings us closer 
to the end of capitalism. The third point is that I think we should talk more about 
the ways in which workers' struggles can sometimes be temporarily made to serve 
as a tool which some capitalists use to get an advantage over others and can 
sometimes be a source of innovations within capitalist institutions, innovations 
that strengthen the system and boost profits. Struggles and efforts can play this 
role even when strongly opposed by actually existing capitalists because 
capitalists, like workers, don't always believe in or act in accord with the interests 
of their class as a whole. That capitalists fight or fought hard in opposing a reform 
can sometimes make it seem like a given struggle or victory is more radical than it 
is. Fourth and finally, I think we should discuss what it means if and when we 
make use of state resources and enforcement provisions. In the United States in 
IWW campaigns we sometimes make tactical use of filing Unfair Labor Practices 
charges with the National Labor Relations Board. There is much to be said about 
problems that can result from this. Among the potential problems one might be 
that we inadvertently encourage the view that the current system can 
accommodate workers' grievances. Use of the NLRB to file ULP charges doesn't 
necessarily reinforce capitalism or bad ideas among workers, but it might if we do 
it wrong. We should discuss better and worse ways to make use of this aspect of 
state power against employers. 
 
 
*  
http://libcom.org/blog/navigating-negotiations-22022012 
 
Navigating Negotiations 
 
Recently Occupy activists helped the ILWU win a new contract. A union officer 
described this as “a victory for Occupy in their involvement in forcing 
negotiations.” He added that “the solidarity and organization between the Occupy 
Movement and the Longshoremen won this contract." These events could point 
toward what Joe Burns has been calling for in his book Reviving the Strike. Burns 
argues that ultimately if unions want to reverse their decline then they need to 
return to tactics of powerful production-stopping strikes. (I recommend the book, 
it's definitely worth reading.) Given recent events in Occupy and in 2011 in 
Madison, Wisconsin, it gets easier to plausibly imagine unions taking this step. 

Part of why Burns thinks these strikes are needed for the labor movement has to 



do with the current costs and benefits of unionization. At one point, Burns 
suggests that most people join unions if and when it's in their economic interest to 
do so. That is, people will not generally join unions unless the costs of joining are 
lower than the benefits. He also says that unions in the U.S. are not going to have 
the power to win much unless there's a threat of really serious economic harm to 
employers. That means unions are unlikely to act in ways that make the benefits 
of forming a union outweigh the costs for most people. He goes on to detail how 
the current arrangements of labor law create this situation, by helping reduce the 
likelihood that unions will engage in production-stopping strikes. Any union that 
follows the law will not be a credible threat to employers and so employers will 
not have any need to really negotiate. 

Burns says that the only thing that will revitalize the U.S. labor movement is 
militancy that breaks out of the current system of labor law. He has some 
suggestions on ways that unions could try to reduce the costs for breaking out of 
the legal system, but such militancy will still involve serious risks. The thing is, if 
people join unions based on cost-benefit analysis then there's little reason why 
anyone would ever take such actions. There’s a sort of “which came first, the 
chicken or the egg?” quality to all this: most people won’t join unions unless 
there’s some benefit to doing so, the law is set up so that unions in behave in ways 
that limit the benefits of unionization, breaking the law will have huge costs, so 
why would people break the law…? 

The solution to the puzzle is that some people take militant action despite the risks 
and not primarily out of a narrow cost/benefit calculus. I think this is part of the 
role that radicals and militants can play in helping set off movements that re-
enliven existing institutions or creating a willingness for reform on the part of the 
official powers that be. Some people might run the risks of initial militancy 
despite the consequences. In doing so, these militants will push against the current 
prevailing forms of governing capitalism. If these initial militants succeed, larger 
numbers can join in and the forms of capitalist rule are forced to reconfigure – 
either through incorporation or repression or both. That reconfiguring can change 
the costs and benefits of unionization, encouraging larger numbers of workers to 
form unions. That is to say, it is often not in workers short-term interests, 
narrowly understood, to form unions. People who act bravely against short-term 
interests might change this condition, to make it so that unionization is more in 
keeping with people’s short-term narrow interests. 

Parallels from the 1930s These sorts of dynamics occurred in the 1930s in the 
U.S. The changes that happened in the U.S. in the 1930s in response to the 
economic crisis had two basic sources, which related to each other in mutually 
reinforcing ways: a changed view on the part of the state regarding working class 
organization, and working class militancy. (As I’ve written in another blog post, 
in my view what happened in this era was in part that the state began to make use 
of the working class as a way to discipline capitalists into acting in line with the 



long term interests of the capitalist system.) Nelson Lichtenstein has written that 
the labor law reforms of the 1930s involved the extension into workplaces of 
rights that were “thoroughly bourgeois” and yet “their achievement required 
something close to revolutionary action, or so it seemed during the summer and 
fall of 1934.” (Page 32 in Nelson Lichtenstein, State of the Union: A Century of 
American Labor.) While there were important policy changes, as Lichtenstein 
writes, “a law is not a social movement.” For the new policies to have “real social 
and political meaning, the United States required a working-class mobilization of 
explosive power.” (Page 39.) 

The government reforms and working class militancy of the 1930s changed the 
institutions that create the costs and benefits of unionization. And radicals played 
a crucial role in that. To quote from Lichtenstein again, “Because of their 
exceptional ability as mass organizers, [CIO leader John L.] Lewis hired scores of 
communists and socialists (…) When reporter probed his decision to hire so many 
Communists, Lewis replied, “Who gets the bird, the hunter or the dog?”” That is 
to say, Lewis expected to make use of radicals to build the CIO, and expected to 
stay in control of the process and the results. Licthenstein continues, “Such 
radicals were and are essential to the organization of a trade union movement, in 
the United States even ore so than in other countries with an established socialist 
tradition. Indeed, if it were left to those whose aspirations were shaped merely by 
the trade union idea, most labor drives would have died at birth. This is because 
the founding of a trade union is a personally risky business whose costs and 
dangers are disproportionately born by those who take the early initiative.” 
Workers who took on early militant action “gambled with their jobs, and 
sometimes their lives. Most workers therefore remained passive, not because they 
endorsed the industrial status quo, but because defeat might well threaten what 
little security they had managed to achieve. (…) Only those individuals with an 
intense political or religious vision, only those radicals who saw the organizing 
project as part of a collective enterprise, and only those who understood the 
unions as a lever with which to build a new society could hope to calculate that 
the hardships they endured might reap such a magnificent political and social 
reward.” 

That is to say, commitment to a vision beyond a short term cost/benefit 
calculation helped create the militant minority of the working class that was one 
key ingredient to the restructuring that happened in the 1930s. The other big 
ingredient was the new disposition toward reform on the part of state planners. 
Working class militancy played a key role in creating that new disposition as well. 
Rhonda Levine writes that the militant “extraparliamentary struggles of the 
industrial working class forced Democratic congressman and senators to take a 
more liberal position within congressional debates, thereby moving the 
Democratic party to the left on the political spectrum.” (Page 149 in her book 
Class Struggle and the New Deal.) Levine also argues that the Democrats only 
backed the new labor relations legislation at first in the attempt to offer a 
legislative alternative to American Federation of Labor supported legislation 



calling for limits on work hours. The Roosevelt administration and Congress 
initially did not support the proposals that Senator Robert Wagner put out for 
dealing with industrial relations; the strike wave of 1934 brought politicians 
around on this. 

The combination of working class militancy and reform-minded politicians 
helped create the conditions where U.S. unions gained five million members 
between 1933 and 1937. Lichtenstein makes the point that the U.S. labor 
movement has tended to grow in bursts like this. Big upheavals happen - initially 
involving militant minorities of the working class then larger numbers – and 
union membership grows. Between upheavals, membership tends to level out and 
begin to decline. Burns’s book is in part an argument that those concerned about 
growth of unions generally or specific unions should orient less toward 
incremental growth and more toward creating the massive upheavals that have 
kicked off union expansion in the past. As I’ve said, the initial sparks of such 
militancy will not come from people who are making a narrow short-term 
calculation of their interests. I think the actions of Occupy in relation the ILWU’s 
victory are an example of people acting out of other interests. 

Institutions of negotiation and rule The ILWU victory goes against the larger 
over-all trend in the United States. Since Ronald Reagan’s attack on the air traffic 
controllers’ union over thirty years ago, employers have been on the offensive 
against unions and the U.S government has done very little about this, and in 
some cases has aided it. This is different from an earlier era. In the 1930s the U.S. 
capitalist state made collective bargaining a key part of economic policy and of 
the governance of the working people. That is, collective bargaining formed a key 
part of the capitalist system in the United States for a while, where collective 
bargaining was a system of governance that channeled and shaped workers’ 
activities and struggles, as well has helping promote economic activity by putting 
more money in workers’ hands. The attack on unions in more recent times 
represents in part a move away from the use of unions as a tool for capitalists and 
the capitalist state to try to govern the working class, and a move away from the 
use of unions as a tool for the capitalist state to try to govern capitalists. Victories 
like that of the ILWU with the aid of Occupy cuts against the general outlook of 
the capitalist state and capitalists today. 

In my opinion, one of the things that this victory suggests is that militancy can re-
enliven existing institutions of dispute resolution. That is, militancy can help re-
invigorate older forms of institutionalizing truces in the class struggle. I think the 
foreseeable future might proceed in terms of tactical breaks from existing 
institutions. The response from the official powers will be repression, or a 
combination of repression and the re-enlivening those institutions. In an earlier 
blog post I detailed some ways that past militant conflict has made institutions of 
dispute resolution work again. In some respects, the ILWU’s Occupy-aided 
victory is an example of the re-enlivening of old forms of dispute resolution. If 



militancy continues and these kinds of institutions can’t contain and channel 
conflict effectively and if tactical breaks from institutions continue, then we will 
see more repression and probably attempts at creating new institutions of 
negotiation. In two earlier piece I detailed some of the origins of U.S. labor law, 
in a combination of militant struggle and innovative, flexible planning by parts of 
the capitalist state. This quote from an early IWW writer, Justus Ebert, lists some 
other examples of this from the past. Ebert wrote that the IWW's "industrial 
activities have affected the political institutions of the country in a manner 
favorable to labor. George West, the well-known journalist and publicist, is 
authority for the statement that the I. W. W. Lawrence strike of 1912 precipitated 
the formulation of the labor measures of the Progressive party. (Teddy Roosevelt 
adjunct Republican party.) Following the Wheatland strike, the housing 
commission of California used its authority to clean up labor conditions on all the 
ranches in the state. In the early war period, thanks to the I. W. W. lumber 
workers' strike, the governor of Washington, and Carlton Parker of the Federal 
Board recommended the eight-hour day for the lumber industry. In the 1912 
Lawrence strike the I. W. W. destroyed the Democratic presidential aspirations of 
Governor Foss, by pillorying his misuse of the militia. The political results of the 
I. W. W. are undoubtedly many." 

It can be hard to imagine existing institutions working again. Many of us have 
grown up politically in a time when people have been disaffected from the 
institutions of capitalist society. We are cynical about the ballot box, the court 
system, and so on. We are used to these institutions being of little use in helping 
people resolve disputes and meet needs in the short term. This cynicism about 
institutions is partly because the capitalists and the capitalist state have move 
away from using these institutions as effective means of governing us and 
organizing capitalism. Existing institutions can change, though. 

The unions in the U.S. are in serious decline. This is in part because the capitalists 
and the state have moved away from using the unions as a tool for governance, 
connected to a general turn away from any sort of redistribution of wealth among 
the working class. (As an aside, I want to just stress here that wealth redistributed 
in capitalist society is wealth extracted from the working class – rising wages 
means giving workers a bit more of the surplus value taken from workers.) It 
could be that the ILWU’s recent Occupy-aided victory is the type of activity 
which could re-invigorate the labor movement, in keeping with Burns’s 
arguments. 

Let’s say we see more upheavals and more effective forms of negotiation. Then 
what? What will that mean? I’ve been arguing recently that we need to 
differentiate radicalism and militancy in part because of the role that militancy 
sometimes plays in the governance of capitalism. Capitalism is made of up 
conflicts between capitalists and working class people. There’s tremendous 
conflict among some working class people, including over how to best navigate 



the workers vs capitalist conflict. Another important dynamic within capitalism is 
conflict between capitalists. Capitalists get their wealth from exploiting workers, 
but the capitalists also conflict with each other over who will get how much of a 
share of that wealth. That conflict between capitalists has to be governed or it will 
cause larger problems. Some of the time the capitalist state tries to make use of 
the working class as a source of power to govern capitalists. 

Some of the time class struggle helps create, in the words of Michel Aglietta, 
“major transformations in the social organization of labor which can provide the 
basis for the conditions of a new and lasting accumulation.” (Quoted on page 153 
of Levine’s Class Struggle and the New Deal.) That is, sometimes class struggle 
helps re-enliven the institutions of capitalist society, or create new ones, and these 
institutions help prop up capital accumulation. This can happen even when 
struggles involve tactical violations of capitalist property rights – as in the case of 
the sit down strikes that helped build the CIO, and as in the types of militant 
action that Burns is calling for, actions that stop production and have real 
economic costs for capitalists. 

Karl Marx discusses one example of this dynamic in this short excerpt of Capital, 
Volume One. Marx argues that struggles by English workers helped create new 
standards for health and safety in the workplace. Capitalists only came around to 
these new standards because of tremendous pressure by workers and to some 
extent by the actions of forward thinking state personnel (like factory inspectors). 
The victory of these struggles for a new and better capitalism helped push English 
capitalism to a new type of development. 

Rising militancy and renewing negotiation As I argued in an earlier blog post, I 
think working class militancy can be increased when institutions of negotiation 
don’t work. Currently institutions of capitalist society are not likely to negotiate 
or concede. That can lead to rising working class militancy and more room for 
radical ideas to spread. Radicals, as specialists in militancy (or at least advocates 
of militancy) might gain more legitimacy as a result. Then, militancy practiced in 
larger numbers might re-enliven capitalist institutions. It’s important to note that 
those institutions are tools for capitalist rule, even though they are different sorts 
of tools than the guns and clubs of the police. I gave some examples of this in my 
earlier post, and the same thing happened in 1934. 

In a strike at Electric Auto-Lite in 1934, the actions of radical organizers helped 
push the strike into militant conflict which eventually pushed the state to get 
involved and the employer to negotiate. There’s much about this struggle that’s 
inspiring and much that’s interesting. Among other things, the AFL leadership 
opposed the militant strike tactics used, which ultimately helped win the strike. 
And that win resulted in a contract and a return to some version of capitalist 
normalcy. Similar things happened in the Teamsters strike in Minneapolis. Both 
strikes involved serious physical confrontations and brave, militant action by 



radicals and other workers, and ended in negotiations, these events helped shape 
the terrain of U.S. industrial relations as I’ve already noted. These strikes helped 
call into question the ability of the capitalists and the capitalist state to govern, 
and the end result was an innovation in the form of capitalist and state 
governance. 

When one form of governance stops working, those who govern seek to find new 
forms of governance that do work. In recent years, we’ve seen less willingness to 
respond to our grievances and less reforms. With growing militancy, especially if 
there more of the type that Burns has called for in which we break from the 
current system of labor governance, we may see more of this willingness. I think 
it’s important in this that we try to think about this and how we would respond. 
Burns is clearly a radical but his books mostly focuses on how militancy can help 
people get a better standard of living and a renewed labor movement. In my view 
this is part of the problem with the ‘direct unionism’ conversation in the IWW – it 
overemphasizes the importance of ‘getting the goods’ and underemphasizes the 
need to abolish the wage system and the idea that an injury to one is an injury to 
all. In my opinion, these militant calls – by Burns and by the direct unionism 
discussion paper (and, for the sake of transparency, I’m a co-author of the 
discussion paper) – are calls to break with the current system of capitalist 
governance, without a follow up conversation about what comes next. If we break 
from one particular aspect of capitalist rule, we don’t break from capitalism 
altogether. 

In a recent article, the Black Orchid Collective wrote that “unions have a dual 
nature under capitalism. They at once ensure that union workers have the ability 
to negotiate with bosses about wages and benefits by way of collective might. 
However, they also adhere to laws which hinder the potential of this collective 
might and it’s ability to end a situation in which a majority has to negotiate for its 
survival. Our critique of the bureaucracy lies in the fact that regardless of how 
progressive individual labor leaders may be, their positions rests in some manner 
on their ability to adhere to the contract which they have negotiated with the 
capitalists. They end up helping management and the courts enforce this contract 
even when it goes against the interests of the workers. In other words, they play a 
role in maintaining labor power as a commodity and in ensuring some level of 
discipline at the workplace.” In helping the ILWU win their contract, Occupy 
activists helped workers improve their lives, and reinforced these same dynamics 
of governing and managing the class relation. 

In reply to Black Orchid, I would say that I think all fighting collectivities “at 
once ensure that [the involved] workers have the ability to negotiate (…) by way 
of collective might.” Negotiation is a social relationship, it’s built in to the 
relationships between employers and employees on a small scale and between the 
capitalist class and the working class on a large scale. Burns's book is concerned 
with how labor law encourages unions to act in ways that make them unlikely to 



successfully negotiate. To put it another way, Burns’s book is about one form of 
institutionalizing the social relationship of negotiation between capitalists and 
workers. He argues that the current version of the institution of unions isn’t 
working. It can be made to work, his book suggests, by large, production-
stropping strikes that break the law. A rise in militancy might re-enliven the 
practices of negotiation. 

Victories like that of the ILWU are exciting and inspiring. And yet, it’s unclear 
how to think of them as contributing to break from negotiation – in which we 
move from a challenge to one kind of capitalist rule into a challenge to the ability 
for capitalists and their state to rule in any way at all. To put it another way, 
Burns’s book calls for a break from the current system of labor law in the United 
States. I agree with that call. But breaking from the current system of labor law is 
not the same as challenging capitalist rule. I realize that I sound here as if I’m 
suggesting that anything short of the end of capitalism is unacceptable. I do 
believe that to some extent. I think that all struggles that don’t end with the end of 
capitalism are partial defeats. At the same time, it is vitally important that we be 
able to distinguish and to rank different kinds of partial defeats. 

Black Orchid also wrote that “At times rank and file workers use the union 
structure to fight back against the bosses and secure gains; at times they go 
beyond this structure and create new forms of struggle.” I think that in the future 
we’re likely to see more times when people “go beyond this structure and create 
new forms of struggle” but that doesn’t necessarily mean going beyond 
negotiation. It’s going to be a process either way and will be muddy, and some of 
the new forms of struggle will be innovative, militant, exciting ways to 
renegotiate and maintain the status of labor power as a commodity. It seems to me 
that we very much need institutional innovations (going beyond NLRB, having 
leadership from the shopfloor upward instead from the top down etc) and many in 
the labor movement recognize this and are experimenting with it. As that happens 
I think we’ll see temporary alliances based on agreement on institutional change 
(noncontractual unionism, for instance) and those alliances will soon then face 
internal disagreements on politics and about issues related to negotiation and 
trying (or not trying) to go beyond negotiation. 

Better and worse negotiation It seems to me that for the foreseeable future we’re 
probably going to be navigating between different forms of the social relationship 
of negotiation between classes. That’s not to say that all versions of this 
relationship are equal. Far from it. How we institutionalize this relationship 
matters a great deal. There are two basic ways to think about what makes forms of 
negotiation better. One is about which form makes us more likely to get more of 
what we need. As someone who has a hard time making ends meet, I am all for 
this. On the other hand, another way to think about different types of negotiation 
is what they do to the participants. 



I think this relates to some current conversation among some of us in the IWW 
about direct unionism or solidarity unionism. This vision of organization tends to 
involve rejection of some aspects of negotiation with employers but it isn't really 
anti-negotiation in practice. It rejects one institutional form of negotiation – 
contracts, collective bargaining – but still involves types of negotiation. Part of 
the importance of direct unionism in my opinion is at the level of what forms of 
negotiation we accept and what forms we don’t. In my view, struggles generally 
have a dynamic like a wave. They rise, they level out, they decline. (I tried to 
sketch these dynamics in more detail in relation to some of Scott Nappalos's ideas 
in this article.) Some forms of institutionalizing negotiation involve trying to take 
and hold some territory. Holding territory means having to govern that territory, 
and that governing takes place within the larger context of capitalist society. A 
collective bargaining agreement requires a union to govern the workers who fall 
under that agreement, or requires those workers to govern themselves, within a 
range of acceptable behaviors. If the workers go outside that range, there can be 
serious penalties. Effectively this makes the union into a lever for enforcing 
behaviors that are functional for capitalism. Unions are disciplined into helping 
discipline workers into doing their jobs. To quote Black Orchid again, unions 
“end up helping management and the courts enforce this contract (…) they play a 
role in maintaining labor power as a commodity and in ensuring some level of 
discipline at the workplace.” In my view, part of what’s important about direct 
unionism is that it tries to institutionalize forms of negotiation that don’t make our 
organizations play role in disciplining workers into capitalism. 

Some comrades have argued that this aspect of direct unionism makes direct 
unionism a more effective means for workers to win gains in the short term. That 
makes direct unionism advisable for the reason I mentioned before, that it can 
help us get more stuff we need to meet our needs. I’m not convinced that this is 
the case. [IWW joke about firings and unemployment.] 

Beyond negotiation Even if it is the case that direct unionism means we will win 
more often, even if we can count on the idea that direct action gets the goods, as 
radicals, we don’t just want goods. We want more than that. And we want other 
people to want more than that. As I’ve tried to say a few times, I don’t think the 
particularly important aspect of direct unionism is its usefulness as a form of 
negotiation that delivers the goods. I say this as a fairly convinced direct unionist. 
The degree to which direct unionism is or become more effective as a means for 
people to meet their interests via militant struggle under capitalism is in part the 
degree to which direct unionism can become institutionalized as a form of 
governance under capitalism. 

Direct action for the sake of goods is compatible with a ritualized form of struggle 
used to maintain the rule of the capitalist state. It is precisely the fact that people 
can get some of their needs met and their disputes resolved through existing 
institutions that makes (or rather made, and might again make) those institutions 



effective organs of capitalist rule sometimes. Often the prevailing institutions of 
negotiation haven’t worked well in recent years, and the costs of this institutional 
breakdown has been low for the capitalists. With rising militancy, the costs of 
ineffective negotiation and dispute resolution will get higher, and we may see 
those institutions start to work better again, or we may see new once created. 
Rather than efficacy in negotiation, in my direct unionism is important to the 
degree that it connects with and helps advance a longer term social vision, 
radicalizes more people, and prepares people to participate in the struggles of the 
working class against capitalism. 

As I tried to argue in another blog post, in attempting to spread our social vision, 
it’s a mistake to rely on the experience of struggle to do most of the work of 
advancing our social vision. Clearly the types of social change we want to see 
happen will involve a challenge to capitalist rule, and challenging capitalist rule is 
a matter of balance of power. To get to that point, though, alongside building 
power, and building willingness to use that power, there has to be building the 
values that inform how and why to use that power. In the past I've had 
experiences where IWW organizing that's all about building power and taking 
action has radicalized people. I don't know how it works but it has worked a fair 
amount of the time. That's fine, doing what works is good, but I definitely think 
that we in the IWW could be doing more to increase our odds -- have a better 
percentage, so to speak. In a lot of ways I think we or at least I haven't really 
advanced much on this issue, but the context has changed: there's larger 
mobilizations now and they're happening without us making them happen. Before 
it was always a matter of us acting in the context of the heat we could create, at a 
smaller scale. The scale is larger now and the heat isn't generated by us. (I'm 
thinking mostly of Occupy but also the Madison stuff and of anti-austerity 
responses generally.) I also think that the pace of all this is different than 
workplace organizing because the organizing allows more opportunity for long-
term relationship building. I'm not sure but I think those long term relationships 
plus the IWW's explicit (but occasionally a bit thin) anticapitalism have been key 
to the radicalization that's happened with people. As other stuff happens outside 
the workplace I think our percentages will be worse, especially without figuring 
out consciously how this stuff works and just relying on events to do the political 
work for us. 

As I said, I think that for the foreseeable future we’re going to be dealing with 
forms of negotiation. If social conflict continues to escalate I think it’s likely we’ll 
see attempts to restore older forms of negotiation, and if that doesn’t work we’ll 
see new attempts at institutionalizing negotiation. I think it’s likely that we won’t 
be able to stop this, at least not initially, and we’ll need to be able to argue against 
these institutions. It may not be sufficient to argue “direct action gets the goods” – 
as in, it may not be enough to say “these institutions can’t pay out the same way 
that direct action will, if what you want is goods,” because that may not always be 
true. It may end up that some of the time following the routines of institutions of 
negotiation gets the goods (and it may end up that forms of direct action to get the 



goods become routinized). We’ll need to be able to articulate our social vision on 
its merits based on the inherent limitations of our lives under capitalism and based 
on our vision of human liberation. I can say for myself I’ve neglected this and I 
feel like I have a great deal to learn here. 

That is to say, if we do see rising social conflict, it will be important to spread our 
social vision and deepen our ideas and analyses prior to real social ruptures that 
place capitalist rule into question in a real way. It will also be important to think 
through collectively what the next round may look like. As a metaphor, there’s a 
thing that happens in chess games where one player has the initiative and sets the 
terms of the game in a way and the other player has to react. It’s hard to articulate 
but it’s relatively easy to feel when it happens while playing. I think many of us 
have lived in a time when the capitalists and the state have had the initiative and 
set the terms and we’ve largely been reacting. In smaller scale campaigns this is 
sometimes true though there are more instances where we’ve had the initiative 
and set the terms and have had clearer ideas. There’s a chance that social 
movements may take the initiative and come to set the terms during the economic 
crisis, and a chance that radicals can take the initiative within movements. 

If and when this happens, a lot of us will face unfamiliar problems and make 
many mistakes. It’ll be important not to respond to good faith mistakes 
polemically, because doing so is corrosive on the ability of movements and 
organizations to carry out organizing and needed reflection. It’ll also be important 
to pose problems openly that we don’t yet know how to answer. In this blog post 
and some others I’ve been trying to raise issues about how we might react in the 
face of a renewed capacity for reform, the re-invigorating of institutions of 
dispute resolution (which are also institutions of capitalist rule), or the creation of 
new institutions. I’ve also been trying to address issues about how our 
organizations might relate to negotiations and better and worse ways to carry out 
negotiations. The biggest question in all this for me, which I think is closely 
related, is what we imagine it looking like as struggle move from forms of 
negotiation to conflicts that actually move beyond negotiation, at least 
temporarily. And how we might spread these. I’d like to have a much clearer 
sense of this than I do. I don’t think it’s the kind of thing that any one person can 
just know, it’s something that requires a large-scale collective conversation. John 
O’Reilly and I tried to lay out some questions to inform this conversation as 
regards the IWW specifically. http://libcom.org/library/industrial-unionism-one-
big-unionism-part-4-three-big-unions-iww-revolution The IWW is just one tiny 
group among many small groups within the millions and millions of people in the 
global working class, so the conversation has to be larger than just the IWW. 

As I’ve tried to say in this post, as we move forward, I think it’s important that we 
call for and experiment with breaks from the current institutions of capitalist rule, 
and that we be attentive to potential and emerging new institutions of negotiation 
and rule. We should keep in mind that the institutions of capitalist rule are often 



themselves the product of struggle among capitalists and struggles with real 
stakes in workers’ lives. (It is precisely the real human stakes that make some 
institutions effective as tools for capitalists to govern – the wage is a basic 
example of this; our socially-imposed need for wages is a key part of the power 
that capitalists have over us.) At the same time we shouldn’t shy away from 
struggles just because we worry that they may eventually re-energize of existing 
institutions of dispute resolution or aid the creation of new ones. 
 
*  
 
http://libcom.org/library/mottoes-watchwords-discussion-politics-mass-
organizations 
 
Mottos and watchwords: a discussion of politics and mass organizations 
 

The IWW Preamble declares that “Instead of the conservative motto, “A fair day’s wages 
for a fair day’s work,” we must inscribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword, 
“Abolition of the wage system.” It is the historic mission of the working class to do away 
with capitalism.” In what follows, I use this as a jumping off point for discussion about 
the relationship between organizing and taking on openly revolutionary views. 

In the section called “An Undemocratic Organization With Only Paper Radicalism” I 
discuss a hypothetical situation sometimes used rhetorically against the idea of radical 
unions and similar organizations. In the next section, “Should Unions Ever Carry 
Revolutionary Banners?” I answer, “Yes, at least sometimes.” I suggest that even if we 
answer “no,” there are similar problems that organizations face even if they do not decide 
to be radical. In the next section, “Militancy Is Not Radicalism,” I argue that whether 
something is militant or not tells us very little about whether or not something contributes 
to revolutionary transformation. I argue here that the old slogan “direct action gets the 
goods” can be misleading. In the next section, “Two Kinds of Struggles in One Messy 
World” I point out that apparently less radical struggles often do still have radical 
potentials. These pieces all fit together fairly closely. Together they form an argument in 
favor of radical mass organizations. The example I am most familiar with today is the 
contemporary IWW. I personally think that more people on the left should be involved in 
the IWW, especially if they want to do workplace organizing that doesn’t seek to win 
recognition and contracts from employers, but the point of this discussion paper is not to 
argue for involvement in the IWW. Rather, the point is to open up some discussion about 
the connections between a radical perspective that calls for long term change and 
organizing for short term change now. 

The next few sections relate to each other and to the overall theme, but they do so more 
loosely. They are closer to independent articles. These form a sort of second half of the 
discussion paper. The piece, “Shared Interests And Mass Organizations Make And 
Remake Each Other,” defines what I mean by “mass organization” and tries to argue that 
mass organizations should not be understood simply and narrowly as bodies of economic 
self-defense. Instead, they should be understood as having their own internal value 



system or moral economy. I also draw on a distinction from the writer E.P. Thompson, 
between struggles to get more goods and struggles that express outrage at the ways 
capitalism limits human possibility. These are not mutually exclusive. In the next piece, 
“Where Do Radicals Come From?,” I argue that people with a commitment to fighting 
capitalism and other forms of injustice are not usually motivated by a desire for more 
stuff but rather are motivated by a moral outlook and/or emotional attachments. In the 
next piece, “What is a Fair Day’s Wage, Anyway?,” I present what many readers will 
find to be an obvious analysis of why “fair wage” is a contradiction in terms. I also 
discuss some passages from Karl Marx which influenced the early IWW. The discussion 
paper ends with a note on some changes in the IWW’s preamble during the 
organization’s first few years. 

This paper also has an appendix which includes some additional material, lists some of 
the sources and influences that shaped this paper, and recommends some further reading. 
The appendix is online here.  An Undemocratic Organization With Only Paper 
Radicalism 

The IWW Preamble rejects “the conservative motto, A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s 
work,” and says instead that “we must inscribe on our banner the revolutionary 
watchword, Abolition of the wage system.” Why must we inscribe this on our banner? 
And who are “we” anyway? This line from the IWW Preamble is a claim that unions and 
similar organizations can and should take on explicitly revolutionary perspectives at least 
some of the time. 

There are some revolutionaries who reject the idea that unions and similar organizations 
should take on radical political perspectives. This means that they implicitly take a 
reverse of the IWW Preamble: they say “we must not inscribe on our banner the 
revolutionary watchword, Abolition of the wage system; at most our banners should pose 
the common sense motto “a fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work.” 

Some people like to use a hypothetical scenario to explain their rejection of radical 
unions. The hypothetical scenario goes something like this. “You inscribe on your banner 
the phrase, ‘abolish the wage system.’ Well, imagine that a lot of working class people 
suddenly join the organization. This will create a huge problem. An organization should 
be democratic. The organization can only be democratic if it reflects the consciousness of 
its members. Most of the working class currently do not want to abolish the wage system. 
At most, they want a fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work. That means if a lot of 
working class people join up, then either the organization will not really want to abolish 
the wage system – so the slogan will be just empty words – or else the organization will 
not be democratic – the people who want to abolish the wage system will control things 
and the rest of the people will not have any real input or participation.” 

This hypothetical scenario is very compelling rhetorically, but let’s look at it more 
closely. If most of the working class today do not want to abolish the wage system and 



are not willing to join an organization that wants to do so, then we don’t really need to 
worry about how to keep the organization democratic if large numbers of workers join 
because it simply won’t happen. The problem dissolves. 

If most of the working class today do not want to abolish the wage system and are not 
willing to join an organization that wants to do so, something will have to change before 
large numbers of workers join such an organization. One thing that could change is that 
the organization drops its commitment to abolishing the wage system. Another thing that 
could change is that the working class becomes radical in its consciousness. In that case 
too, the problem dissolves. 

Another possibility is that the working class comes to see some benefit in membership in 
the organization and so pretends to want to abolish the wage system. This is possible. 
There is quite simply no way to prevent people from joining who are not sincere in there 
expression of agreement with radical views. People might lie. We can attempt to test for 
lies, but no tests are 100% accurate. The same problem occurs to some extent in any 
organization. Currently unions often face the problem of needing to make members 
active participants in the organization and its activity, and to build a culture of solidarity. 
Failure to do this can lead to members crossing picket lines and otherwise not standing 
with their fellow members. 

The problem of people seeking membership and expressing an insincere commitment to 
“abolish the wage system” is not as pressing as the problem that people might express a 
shallow or temporary agreement with an organization’s radical principles. To put it 
another way, the hypothetical situation does not examine what joining is, as an activity, 
or what it means. There are real problems with recruitment, retention, and member 
education, but the hypothetical scenario doesn’t help with any of that. While there are no 
quick fixes, one key piece of the puzzle is to make joining into an interactive activity. 

Joining a union can and should involve a frank discussion with a member of the 
organization about values. This is a conversation about why the organization exists, why 
the person is joining, why the current member is involved. There can and should be a 
conversation between two people about their understanding of the world and of the world 
they would like to see, at whatever small scale and in whatever general terms. That is, 
there can and should be a conversation about existing shared interests which is 
simultaneously a conversation that is a small step toward remaking shared interests or 
creating new ones. Furthermore, after joining, there can and should be educational 
components of membership in an organization, including written materials, discussions, 
various parts of the life and culture of the organization, and, above all, relationships with 
other members, all of which reinforce aspects of shared interests. 

Part of the difficulty here for radical unions (to the very limited extent that they exist) is 
that people are dynamic. They heat up and cool down. Most people who are radicals and 
who have been for many years will admit that at certain moments they have 



contemplated, at least in a vague “what if…?” kind of way, the possibility of giving up on 
their radical commitments. Our lives would be so much easier if we could only 
accommodate to the system… our views make life under capitalism even harder to 
endure… and of course many of us have seen fellow radicals waver more strongly, and 
fall away. This problem happens in existing radical organizations. 

There is no simple solution to this. We should have longer conversations about it, about 
how to reduce the frequency of people cooling off. Many of us who have stayed radical 
for a long time have managed to take the heat we have experienced — from our outrage 
at the world, from our passionate relationships with other radicals, from the collective 
struggles we have participated in – and combine it with other things – ideas, value 
systems, stories, and more – in order to create our own internal heat source. We need to 
figure out better how to deliberately replicate this in others, so that we can make more 
radicals. Beyond that, we must recognize and prepare for the fact that people will cool 
off, and we should prepare for the consequences this will have. Among other problems, 
we want to avoid having the situation where members have cooled off and become only 
paper members. 

One mechanism for this is to make dues payments require face to face or recurrent 
interaction, rather than mechanisms like dues checkoff. This way to handle membership 
dues keeps organizations financially dependent on having real members, rather than 
paper members. There is much more to be said about all of this, but most of that is for a 
longer conversation for another time. 

The hypothetical scenario has one additional flaw – about democracy. To be blunt, why 
should we care if organizations are democratic? Democracy is not an end in itself, 
democracy is a means. A bad decision made democratically is still a bad decision. There 
are two reasons to care about democracy. Democracy is good when it results in good 
decisions – when groups decide to do good things. And democracy is good when it has 
good effects on the participants – when it makes them better and more likely to do good 
things. This results in tensions. Participation in democratic decision-making can have 
important shaping roles on people’s shared interests. But sometimes people’s shared 
interests are narrow and conservative. 

Say there are two mass organizations, both with a lot of conservative members. One is 
highly democratic and votes to exclude racial minorities or to oppose a program of 
member education around racial oppression within the organization and in society. The 
other is highly undemocratic, with a leadership to the left of its membership. In the 
second organization, the leadership undemocratically creates a program to educate 
members about race and changes the members’ attitudes. Clearly both of these situations 
are highly imperfect. Clearly the second is preferable. 

Above all, we should strive to create the conditions wherein an organization can act 
democratically and make good decisions in a democratic fashion. Sometimes this means 



encouraging democratic processes even though this will result in worse decisions than if 
an enlightened leadership made them. Other times, however, certain issues are important 
enough that being less than fully democratic is worth it because it will avoid catastrophes 
or create conditions which change members’ consciousness over time.  Should Unions 
Ever Carry Revolutionary Banners? 

The rejection of radical unions expresses important truths. For one thing, we should not 
overestimate what an organization says – what really matters is what an organization 
does. But words do matter. More to the point, it matters when organizations make explicit 
commitments to world-views and ideas. It matters when organizations deliberately try to 
spread these ideas – or rather, it matters when an organization’s official structures have 
created space and provided resources for one section of the organization (whether 
officers, staff, members, or some combination) to propagate ideas among the people that 
make up the organization and among other people beyond the organization. For example, 
whatever else there is to say, it had important effects when the UAW agreed to sign no-
strike pledges and urged members to buy war bonds during World War Two, or when it 
showed opportunistic support for anti-Communist provisions in Taft-Hartley. Union 
support for racial discrimination similarly has had important effects in U.S. history. 

The rejection of unions and similar organizations taking on radical perspectives also 
expresses the important point that taking radical positions really does limit who will be 
involved. All things being equal, a radical organization will face additional difficulties 
that other organizations will not face. Quite simply, it’s harder to be radical than it is to 
not be radical. An organization will have greater difficulties in society the more that it 
portrays itself as opposed to dominant values in society and even more so as it actually 
threatens dominant values. 

These problems are not limited to slogans like “abolish the wage system.” Should 
organizations make internal efforts to overcome contradictions in the working class such 
as sexism, racism, homophobia, and others? If so, should these be official positions of 
organizations? The sad fact is that much of the working class holds racist, sexist, 
homophobic, xenophobic, and other bad ideas. Organizations of the working class that do 
not take steps to address these forms of oppression implicitly support them. This is 
because organizations are a product of shared interests but they also create shared 
interests, including shared interests that segment off some sections of the working class 
from others or interests which seek for one section of the class to advance at the expense 
of another. 

Taking strong stances means that individuals who oppose those stances will not join the 
organization unless we manage to change their minds, or they will join in ignorance of, or 
direct opposition to, those stances. Taking strong stances also provides reasons for other 
people to strongly oppose the organization and it gives the organization’s opponents 
resources for attacking the organization in rhetorical and material ways. 



Taking a stand has consequences. The United Electrical Workers were attacked with a 
combination of red-baiting and raids, which nearly destroyed the organization in the 
aftermath of Taft-Hartley. Some unions didn’t survive these attacks. The early IWW was 
attacked with violent state and vigilante repression which reduced the organization to a 
mere shadow for decades. Unions that practiced civil rights unionism in the Jim Crow 
South faced additional obstacles that other unions did not, because of their opposition to 
racist ideology. 

If an organization officially opposes forms of oppression and divisions within the 
working class and takes steps to combat these problems among members and in the 
world, this places the organization to the left of much of the working class. This is how 
unions ought to be. And in reality, this is how many current unions already actually 
operate: they take stances to the left of much of their membership. Job advertisements for 
openings in the labor movement often describe the union as building social justice. The 
union officialdom also poses this in terms like ‘standing up for workers’ rights,’ and 
‘battling for dignity and fairness and respect,’ and they sometimes contribute political 
funds for lobbying for gay rights and other issues that many workers have reservations 
about. Now, of course, being revolutionary is much to the left of all this. But the criticism 
that the organization is to the left of the class and therefore the class won’t get involved 
or therefore the organization is flawed, that applies to most actually existing 
organizations already, except for those which are truly reactionary. 

The issue of whether or not an organization should be radical is on a continuum, and the 
arguments against organizations taking radical perspectives often imply positions that 
would fall on that continuum to the right of many actually existing unions. 

“Okay, fine,” someone will say, “but surely sometimes we have to work with people who 
do not agree with some of our values. We have to work with people who do not want to 
abolish the wage system.” Yes, absolutely, and this is difficult. This is not something that 
can be fixed through theoretical maneuvering; we will have to do different things 
depending on the situation, and we would benefit from more discussion in detail about 
real examples when we have dealt with these problems in various ways. 

At the same time, when we work with people who don’t want to abolish the wage system 
we can not simply say “we want to abolish the wage system and you do not, that’s okay, 
it’s just like how I like romantic comedies and you like action movies.” Our vision and 
values are not taste preferences. We must talk about what our vision and values are, and 
to the best of our ability we must talk in terms and appeal to values held by our fellow 
workers, and we should try to convince them of our values. This does not mean we 
should preach. And this does not mean that we should only associate with them if we 
manage to convince them. If we don’t convince them we should still associate with them, 
and over time perhaps our relationship with them might help us change their minds. What 
this does mean is that we should speak frankly about our vision and values, we should 
build relationships of trust and affection with people who disagree with us, and we should 
try to get them to hold our views. 



Inscribing “abolish the wage system” on our organization’s banner provides a 
requirement for us to have these difficult conversations with our fellow workers. Often 
the hesitation about radical unions and similar organizations is a hesitation to speak 
frankly about, and try to convince people of, our values. It is much more comfortable to 
group with people who already agree with us, and to do our outreach to the unconvinced 
in passive ways via media rather than face-to-face, in real time. This effectively leaves it 
up to people to convince themselves before we talk to them about our vision and 
values.  Militancy Is Not Radicalism 

What distinguishes radical from conservative organizing? Some people answer 
“militancy.” Militancy is always brave, but it is not always radical. The old slogan 
“Direct action gets the goods!” expresses one kind of commitment to militancy. This 
slogan is only sometimes true. Not all direct action gets the goods. That is, direct action is 
not a guarantee of success. And sometimes people get the goods without direct action. 
It’s undeniable, though, that in some settings direct action really is the best route to 
getting the goods. 

But who cares? Who wants goods anyway? Imagine that the global economy recovers in 
a big way. Prosperity is the new order of the day. A rising tide begins to lift most boats. 
There are increasing opportunities for electoral politics and in the United States NLRB 
elections begin to genuinely improve many people’s lives under capitalism. In that case, 
we could “get the goods” in a variety of ways other than direct action. Would this change 
how we orient toward electoralism and recognition? If our main motivation is getting the 
goods, then the answer should be yes. But if our motivation is abolishing the wage 
system, then the answer should be no. 

“Getting the goods” under capitalism is a matter of “a fair day’s wage” won through 
direct action. Of course it’s good if people have better lives, and changes under 
capitalism really do matter for individuals’ lives. But we can mislead ourselves if getting 
the goods is all we are about – that is, if the goals is what the struggle gets people in our 
lives under capitalism, as opposed to how the struggle contributes to the consciousness 
and ability of the working class. Engels expressed this misguided view once by calling 
the idea of a general strike “nonsense.” He said that “whenever we are in a position to try 
the universal strike,” – Engels’ terms for the general strike – “we shall be able to get what 
we want for the mere asking for it, without the roundabout way of the universal strike.” 
The mistake here is to limit the strike to what sort of goods it is about – “we shall be able 
to get what we want.” 

A friend told me a story once about a group of workers who organized themselves 
independently against a big public facility. This was a relatively small group of workers 
compared to the size of the facility, no more than 300 people in relation to a facility that 
has employees numbering in the thousands, serving members of the public numbering in 
the tens of thousands, and dealing with millions of dollars. The workers had the power to 
shut the place down, and they used that power to bring the facility to a stop temporarily. 
They put forward a list of demands they wanted met. The bosses gave in on every one of 



them. The bosses then said “hey next time you have any problems, let us know and we’ll 
fix things right away so we don’t need to have any of these headaches.” In terms of 
“getting the goods,” this arrangement is a victory. The workers got what they wanted and 
they had an experience of collective action. Most of us would love to be in the position of 
these workers — more money! making the boss concede! — who wouldn’t want those 
things? At the same time, what happens next time? Management said “next time, come to 
us, we’ll give you what you want without all this trouble.” Will the workers do so? 
Should they? If we think in terms of simply “getting the goods” then the workers might 
as well get whatever they can without action – after all, nothing is too good for the 
working class, as Bill Haywood once said — so why not get as much as possible for as 
little work as possible? But “getting the goods” is not the point. Direct action simply to 
get goods is merely militancy. We should not care about militancy on its own. Militancy 
is not necessarily radical. There is no contradiction between militancy and the 
conservative slogan “a fair day’s wage.” 

Our commitment to “abolish the wage system” means that we don’t just want more under 
capitalism – we want to abolish the wage system. That requires more people to want to 
abolish the wage system and to understand that an injury to one is an injury to all. Marx 
and Engels referred to the struggles of the working class as “the real movement which 
abolishes the present state of things.” We should care about direct action when it 
contributes to this “real movement” to abolish the wage system. This is about how direct 
action affects the people who carry out and witness the direct action. 

We should orient toward making direct action into radical militancy. Radical militancy 
deepens and spreads class consciousness –“an injury to one is an injury to all” – and a 
commitment to having a new society – “abolish the wage system.” We should organize in 
ways that spread a correct and radical understanding of capitalism: there are structural 
forces which limit the ability for most people to have a good life under capitalism. As 
long as the wage system exists, even if some people get improvements these will often be 
threatened in the future. 

Another part of having a radical perspective is understanding that an injury to one is an 
injury to all. That is: sometimes some groups of workers can get ahead at the expense of 
other workers, or sometimes capitalists will pay for improvements for one group of 
workers at the expense of another group of workers. This is unacceptable to us, and we 
need to make it unacceptable to others. Eugene Debs once said, “I want to rise with the 
ranks, not from the ranks.” The same could be said about groups of workers. Some 
groups of workers have benefited by rising above the rest of the working class, and by the 
costs of that rise being shifted onto others. We want all or at least very many of the 
working class to believe in Debs’s slogan, and to believe that an injury to one is an injury 
to all. “The ranks” means the global working class. When direct action spreads these 
qualities, it contributes to “the real movement which abolishes the present state of 
things.” Then and only then is direct action radical.  Two Kinds of Struggles in One 
Messy World 



Despite what I’ve written so far, the distinction between “a fair day’s wages” and 
“abolish the wage system” is not a neat and clean one. In theory or ideology, it is. We can 
and should be able to articulate why there is no such thing as a fair wage. We can and 
should distinguish between struggles that explicitly call for an end to the wage system 
and struggles that explicitly aim for fair wages. This distinction is important. But in 
practice, the line between the two is blurry. For one thing, just saying “abolish the wage 
system” doesn’t mean we actually make a contribution to ending the wage system. We 
could put that on our banner but actually just end up fighting for better wages and never 
winning more than that, if we even manage to win better wages. Really, “a fair day’s 
wages” and “abolish the wage system” are points on a continuum, and particular 
struggles that swing quickly from one pole to the other and back. 

Even though I wrote above that militancy is compatible with the conservative motto “a 
fair day’s wages,” militant struggles for a fair day’s wages are potentially transformative. 
Put simply, there are aspects of conflict with the boss that it is good for workers to 
experience. The collective organization involved, the relationships we build, the act of 
standing up for ourselves, all of this has the potential to help people start to understand 
the world differently. It can help make less politicized people start to understand that we 
have to abolish the wage system for the good of all (or almost all) humanity. This means 
that when the boss says “next time, come to us, we’ll give you what you want,” the boss 
is attempting to create a situation that makes for less conflict and so less moments that 
have the possibility to radicalize people. 

When people collectively fight the powers over our lives, we do various things. For 
instance, in workplace struggles we discuss and make decisions about tactics and 
strategy, we march on the boss, we walk off the job, and so on. There are at least two 
elements of this – running our own affairs and standing up to people over us. These are 
related but not identical. There are various results that follow from these activities. 
Experiences of running our own lives can help people have more confidence, more skills, 
and more of a taste for running our own lives in a way that makes it more intolerable 
when we don’t run our own lives. Experiences of collective conflict with people in power 
over us can also help us get more confidence in ourselves and other members of our 
class, help us get more of a sense that collective action is the way to solve our problems, 
and it can deepen our sense of opposition to the powers over us. 

Among the components these two things have in common in the most general sense is 
that both of them have the potential to radicalize or further radicalize the people who 
experience them, particularly if they haven’t experienced them much before. It’s not 
guaranteed that these experiences will radicalize people, though, and it’s not guaranteed 
what conclusions people will draw. This is part of why it’s particularly important for 
revolutionaries to be involved in struggles in ways that place us in relation to people who 
are having these experiences, particularly if they haven’t had these experiences before or 
haven’t had them much. That is: revolutionaries should strive to be organizers. If 
revolutionaries are placed in ways that put us in relation with people having these 
experiences, then we can shape the ways that these transformative experiences play out. 



We can potentially make them more transformative and try to make it more likely that 
folks will eventually become revolutionaries in response to these experiences. 

There is another way that some fights that are explicitly for fair wages can have elements 
that go much beyond this conservative motto. To understand this we have to ask the 
question, why do people fight? People in struggle often take big risks that can have huge 
effects on them as individuals and on their loved ones. Most people will not fight for a 
dollar, or for the right to put a piece of paper in a box on voting day, or to sit in the front 
rather than the back of a bus. You might say to yourself, “this isn’t true – there have been 
important fights over wages, voting rights, segregation and many other issues.” My point 
is that people tend to fight over issues that they see as tied to values and relationships. 
“It’s not about the money, it’s about respect,” many people will say. “It’s the principle of 
the matter.” I personally want more money and more stable health insurance. This is a 
desire for economic gains that any liberal could agree with – “you should have a fair 
day’s pay, including better insurance!” The reason I want these is not as an end in itself, I 
want these because I worry about the future for my daughter. My desire for my child to 
have as good a life as I can provide her is not economic but it requires economic inputs. I 
don’t want it for economic reasons but it requires economic means. 

Because struggles are about values, people in struggle can overflow their boundaries and 
transform themselves. Most of the time when workers fight together for a better life, this 
fight takes place on terms that the capitalist class has set. Most of the time this fight is 
thought of in terms that still assume capitalism will continue. That is, usually people 
imagine victory to mean victory under capitalism – a better capitalism, “fair wages.” And 
most of the time the understanding that people have of their self-interest is narrow: “the 
ranks” sometimes means just “my union” or “my job class” or “people of my nationality” 
and so on. Even so, the collective power and intelligence and outrage of workers gathered 
together is a powerful and volatile thing, especially when it combines with experiences of 
collective action. Indeed, the formation of the IWW came out of decades of struggles and 
numerous attempts to form organizations (such as the Western Labor Union and the 
American Labor Union), attempts which radicalized people and taught them practical 
lessons. 

At the founding convention of the IWW in 1905, one of the delegates attending, Pat 
O’Neil, made a short speech from the floor. He said: 

I want to ask you just a plain, practical question. You have got a big strike on right here 
in this city. The teamsters’ portion of your transportation department are out on strike. 
About two months ago a large shipment of machinery was made from this city down to 
Spadra, about thirty-five miles from where I live. Now, mark you, I want to show you 
that these fellows recognize that an injury to one is an injury to all, in spite of the 
evidence of John Mitchell to the contrary. When that machinery got there at Spadra our 
men refused to unload it. Then they went over to Russellville and got a few men, mostly 
negroes and a few white men, and when they came over there the men had a talk to them, 
and they too refused to unload it. Now, mark you, the proposition. The president of our 



district went down there; Peter Handy, the president of the U. M. M. A., District No. 21, 
went down to Spadra and ordered the union men of Spadra to unload that machinery 
under threat of losing their charter. They still refused to do it, and on the day when I left 
for Chicago twenty-five of them were in the United States jail. 

O’Neil’s short speech makes an important point. The reality is that different 
organizations and struggles exist within the working class. They have a dynamic 
relationship to each other. They have different explicit ideologies – revolutionary 
watchwords and conservative mottoes – and different implicit principles in action. 

Organizations and workers in struggle are internally dynamic as well. O’Neil made the 
important point that workers who started off fighting for what they thought was a fair 
day’s wages came to a class consciousness understanding that “an injury to one is an 
injury to all,” at least to some limited extent. These workers rejected racial divisions and 
took risks for other workers. A fight has potential to move people. Workers acting 
together in struggle can develop a sense of their own individual and collective potential 
and a greater sense of class consciousness. That is, workers can become more aware of 
and, opposed to, the constraints that the capitalist system puts on us. The struggle can 
begin to move beyond terms set by the capitalist class and can provoke people to begin 
imagining an end to capitalism. In the terms I’ve used here, sometimes the struggle for a 
fair day’s wages can teach workers that we need to abolish the wage system. When the 
struggle doesn’t go beyond fair wages, it doesn’t really challenge the system and might 
even help it. When the struggle begins to move toward a vision and a practice of ending 
the system, well, obviously this is a very different thing. 

We want to identify and amplify the tendencies toward our potentials for revolutionary 
perspectives within fights for a fair day’s wages. We want to move people toward a 
systematic understanding of capitalism – of how the wage system works – toward a view 
where it’s not enough to just get by as an individual or as a member of a group who has it 
okay – that is, we want people to come to the view that capitalism must be abolished for 
what it does to many people, even if we as individuals may be managing to ‘get by’. If 
these changes in people’s consciousness never take place, then no matter how militant a 
struggle is, it will only ever be reformist. Militancy is not radicalism. Moving people 
from “a fair day’s wage” to “abolish the wage system” means having good relationships 
with people who currently do not want to want abolish the wage system, struggling 
alongside them. This also means having an organization of people who *do* want to 
abolish the wage system. One key piece of this is having unions and similar fighting 
organizations that aim to spread the awareness of the need to abolish the wage system 
and to deepen the understanding of people who current see this need.  Shared Interests 
And Mass Organizations Make And Remake Each Other 

I have talked a lot about unions here and sometimes said “unions and other 
organizations.” My preferred term for these is “mass organizations.” A mass organization 
is not the same as a massive organization. That is, “mass” is not a matter of numbers. I 
once helped organize a committee of tenants in a building in Chicago where the landlord 



was doing loud, unsafe, and unsanitary construction work in the hallways. He wanted to 
drive tenants out so he could convert the building to condominiums. He wanted to drive 
them out by illegally by starting the construction while people still lived in the building. 
The committee touched off a rent strike and began to reach out to tenants in other 
buildings owned by the same landlord. There were maybe 30 tenants in the building. The 
group had maybe 10 people, with a few active people doing most of the real work. This 
was a tiny, limited group, but it was a mass organization. 

As I understand the term, a mass organization is a combative organization that comes 
together around shared interests and takes action. “Shared interests” must immediately be 
qualified, because there are easy mistakes to be made otherwise. Interests are 
simultaneously things that exist that people can be made aware of and things to be 
constructed and revised. To put this another way, we live in more than one world, or one 
world made out of many layers which can inform and foster different perspectives. From 
one perspective, all working class people have an interest in ending capitalism because 
capitalism is a system that is bad for all working class people (though of course not 
equally so). From another perspective, many working class people have an interest in 
capitalism continuing because they benefit from aspects of it, in limited and short term 
ways. At one level, there is what would be best for the working class. At another level, 
there is what the working class thinks is best. While it can be argued at length that one of 
these perspectives is true and the other is false, in a way they are both true. And both of 
these perspectives are, in a sense, moral perspectives. They are prescriptive perspectives 
that are just as much about how the world ought to be as they are about how the world 
really is. To draw a parallel, think of someone addicted to some substance like alcohol or 
cocaine. For some people this is an abstract example, for others, we have (or we are) real 
people in our lives who have wrestled or still wrestle with this difficulty. Anyone who 
has been or watched a loved one and perhaps tried to help a loved one in the struggle with 
addiction knows that the person is better off if they can stop using the substance, if they 
can get their drinking under control, and so on. This is in the person’s interest. At the 
same time, the person has an interest in continuing to use the substance: it feels good; it is 
likely bound up with their social life and their friendships, such that changing their use of 
the substance will have an impact on their relationships. For some, substance use is a way 
to cope with other problems that they will have to face directly if they change their 
substance use. The person has two interests which are in tension or contradiction with 
each other. We can, if we like, say that their true interest is in changing their substance 
use and that it’s not really in their interest to continue their current substance use, but this 
means very little. When we say “their true interest is to do XYZ …” what this primarily 
means is “we very much want them to do XYZ.” Expressions of interests are as much or 
more about the world as we want it to be as they are about the world as it is. Of course, 
we exist in the world as it is. The way we want the world to be shapes our view of what 
the world is, and what we think the world really is shapes our view of what the world 
ought to be. 

Thus, to say that mass organizations gather around shared interests means that mass 
organizations gather around shared understandings of the world and shared 
understandings of what the world should be like. This is too general, of course. More 



particularly, mass organizations gather around an understanding of the world that has a 
wide level of agreement and doesn’t require a very complicated explicit articulation to 
exist. In reality, mass organizations do have very complicated understandings of the 
world, but this is rarely, if ever, conscious or explicit. As an analogy, think about 
catching a baseball. Catching a baseball involves a complicated set of processes – watch 
the ball, where it currently is; predict where the ball will be; be conscious of where one’s 
body is in space now; predict where one’s body needs to be in order to catch the ball… 
this involves data coming into the body and brain, data being sorted into relevant data 
(the speed of the ball, the direction of the wind) and irrelevant data (the color of the sky, 
the shouts of other people watching), being processed into information with decisions and 
estimates getting made, instructions going back to muscles. And in the meantime, one 
keeps breathing, one’s heart still beats… All of this happens, and little of it happens 
consciously as a result of direct decisions. Humans make history but not in an 
immediately conscious manner; this happens in much smaller scales than all of humanity, 
it includes individuals as well. The understandings of the current world and ideas about 
the future world and the decisions that people make as part of their participation in mass 
organizations are very complex, but few of them are conscious. To catch a baseball does 
not require knowledge of any of the above processes. Likewise to be part of a mass 
organization does not require explicit awareness of the value systems and complex 
mental work that goes on as part of being part of the mass organization. 

The shared understanding that people have of the world as they group into mass 
organizations are often general in the sense of wanting things like fairness and justice and 
happiness, or having more control over life. These things are subject to a huge variety of 
interpretations, including contradictory interpretations. More than generality, some 
people in mass organizations tend to be involved around localized and specific concerns: 
“I want this particular problem in my particular workplace to be alleviated and being part 
of the organization is a way to help make this so.” Sometimes involvement is about anger 
more than a vision of alternative: “I am outraged at this problem, it is unacceptable, so I 
will be part of this organization who accepts my outrage and will act on this problem.” 
Other people are involved for more abstract, and, in my view, better reasons: “The 
problems I have will only be solved through collective means; I want all of us to have 
more power so that all of us can have better lives; I will not have the better life I want 
unless all of us have more power.” All of these sorts of reasons and others can co-exist 
and people often change their minds. People are complicated, contradictory, and 
dynamic. 

Mass organizations do not just gather people around shared understandings as they 
currently exist. Mass organizations also shape the understandings of the people they 
involve. To put it another way: mass organizations are made of people. Mass 
organizations are people who come together around shared understandings of how the 
world is and ought to be. In mass organizations, people take action together on the world 
as it is, motivated by understandings of how the world ought to be. In their interactions 
with each other and through their experiences of collective action, people’s 
understandings of the world as it is and as it should be can develop and change. To make 
a long story short: shared interests are in part made through mass organizations. As such, 



we should orient toward both shared interests as they currently exist and toward shared 
interests as we want to make them become. This is a balancing act, but we need both. To 
orient only toward what we wish to see happen is to have no vision of transition from the 
unacceptable present to the needed future. To orient only toward current interests is to 
pander and, perhaps, reinforce, elements of the present which continue to delay or deflect 
progress toward our needed future. 

Shared interests are in part made by mass organizations in their activity. People often do 
not maintain one perspective which stays the same before they join an organization, while 
they join an organization, and while they participate in the organization’s activities and 
struggles. People change across those moments. So if people currently do not have 
radical ideas it does not mean that they will not. 

We need to have a rich and dynamic understanding of “interests.” People often think 
mass organizations gather together around “economic” interests, by which they mean 
“more money” and similar things. That’s not the case. People gather together in mass 
organizations because of their outlooks on the world. Above all, for people to engage in 
combative behavior in mass organizations, they do not simply want lower rent or more 
money. They want value-laden things, like more time with family, more respect, a sense 
of dignity. These often translate into economic costs for employers. But fundamentally, 
mass organizations of the working class, at least to the degree that they matter for 
radicals, are about the ways in which the capitalist economy forecloses human possibility. 
(Of course, mass organizations can sometimes be conservative in their outlook and in 
their effects: seeking or achieving only a different allocation of the foreclosure of human 
possibility, or to expand one group’s possibilities at the expense of another group’s 
possibilities.) The marxist writer E.P. Thompson put the point well:“The injury which 
advanced industrial capitalism did, and which the market society did, was to define 
human relations as being primarily economic.” Above all “the injury [that capitalism 
inflicts] is in defining [humanity] as ‘economic’ at all.” Working class people in struggle 
and in mass organization “desire, fitfully, not only direct economic satisfactions, but also 
to throw off this grotesque ‘economic’ disguise which capitalism imposes upon them, and 
to resume a human shape.” The term “direct economic satisfactions” might be better put 
as “narrowly economic satisfactions.” 

These two impulses, toward “direct economic satisfactions” and toward throwing off, or 
at least, resisting, the grotesque economic guise into which capitalism casts human life, 
both exist within mass organizations. Mass organizations take actions around both of 
these aspects of human life under capitalism – not in the same way or to the same degree, 
of course; this varies by circumstance and location. Furthermore, in some cases, mass 
organizations can play a role in furthering the reduction of human life to narrowly 
(capitalist) economic forms, reinforcing the grotesque economic guise or at least 
abandoning objections to it in favor of more money. For example, in contract negotiation, 
a union might be forced to or choose to abandon a demand for safer staffing levels and 
more control over hours in order to get higher rates of pay. Or, there is sometimes an 
“obey now, grieve later” mentality which argues against fighting major injustices on the 



job when they occur in order to obey the law and prevent consequences. Mass 
organizations face tremendous pressures to behave in this way. Those pressures can be 
contested, however, to at least some degree. But if our perspective on mass organizations 
concedes too much ground to a narrowly economistic perspective – if we allow the 
money economy to predominate too much over the moral economy – we will have less to 
contribute toward pushing mass organizations away from exchanging more “directly 
economic satisfactions” in return for less efforts at pushing back the grotesque economic 
guise capitalism pushes onto our lives. 

Failure to recognize that both of these elements exist in mass organizations is a failure to 
recognize that, in the words of the marxist writer Raymond Williams, “Practical 
consciousness” which is to say, the actual consciousness of the working class under 
capitalism, “is almost always different from official consciousness (…) practical 
consciousness is what is actually being lived, and not only what is thought is being lived. 
Yet the actual alternative to the received and produced fixed forms,” that is, to the official 
version of working class conscious which tend to privilege directly economic 
satisfactions over opposition to the reduction of our lives to economic factors and 
capitalist ideology which encourages this reduction, “is a kind of feeling and thinking 
which is indeed social and material, but each in an embryonic phase before it can become 
fully articulate and defined exchange. Its relations with the already articulate and defined 
are then exceptionally complex.” As noted above, mass organizations are people grouped 
together around complicated understandings that are often not *consciously* 
complicated. These understandings overlap with, reinforce, contradict, and escape official 
working class ideology and capitalist ideology. Above all, these differences co-exist 
dynamically in the working class and in mass organizations. Mass organizations are both 
a product of and a shaping factor in these understandings. 

Where Do Radicals Come From? 

It may seem strange or simply dishonest to say that mass organizations express an interest 
in ending the grotesque reduction of human lives to a narrow economic calculus. In fact, 
though, many of us who see ourselves as radical have experienced this interest in action. 
That is, we have been part of moments where people have opposed aspects of life under 
capitalism in ways which begin to open onto the reduction of our lives to simply salable 
labor power. 

A friend of mine talks about how his union has won grievances that apply to large 
numbers of workers, and the union officials have totaled up the dollar value of this 
grievance per person and said “look at this massive sum of money we have won from the 
employer!” This is true in a sense but it’s misleading: a grievance spread across 3,000 
workers may add up $150,000 but that is only fifty dollars per worker, which sounds very 
different. It’s understandable why organizations will want to talk in large numbers like 
that, it sounds more inspiring. 



Ultimately, though, for many of us who are committed to struggle at some level, the main 
sources of inspiration are not dollar amounts. The things that have gotten us fired up and 
kept us going are harder to quantify, mostly respect and dignity issues and workplace 
control issues. Those indignities have been really intolerable so we feel strongly a gut-
level need to fight on them, and the aftermath that we carry with us is more than the 
experiences of the fight and the relationships we built in the process—it is more than the 
contents of the win. And when we do get fired up about the contents of the win it’s 
usually mixed and it’s usually about management having to eat crow more than it’s like 
“work is fine now” because work *isn’t* fine. That is: we are motivated more by 
opposition to the grotesque reduction of our lives to a narrow form economy and by 
attempts to limit this reduction, as well as the experiences of the fight and the 
relationships we build during it, than we are motivated by a desire for more goods and 
greater amounts of narrowly economic satisfactions. 

We don’t really want money in exchange for our time and for the horribleness of being at 
work and being bossed around. We sometimes settle for that, and are sometimes asked to 
and sometimes the other side will raise the amount of money to get the settlement but… 
The equivalency in that exchange is a false one, the quid pro quo (“this for that”) doesn’t 
make quid (“this”) and quo (“that”) identical. Even if they’re rendered monetarily equal 
they’re not *really* equal. The employer, and more broadly the employing class, can be 
made to want to give money instead of our other demands, and there’s a reason why they 
want that. 

What we really want is not the equivalent of our demand in money because what we 
*really* want is not really representable in monetary terms. You can’t buy what we really 
want, even if we might be willing to agree to undergo this shit for a sum of money, but 
that doesn’t really mean that the undergoing and the money are truly equivalent. There’s 
an element of this sensibility in every movie and TV show whenever someone shouts all 
melodramatically “I don’t want your dirty money, I want XYZ that I want!” There’s a 
fiction in some of the laws that cover injuries and that cover work and workplaces, about 
this equivalency that isn’t really an equivalency, the idea of being ‘made whole’ via 
being given a certain amount of money. We reject that, we’re not going to be made whole 
by more money — we’ll take the money if that’s our only option, but that’s not really 
what we want. Those of us who reject this capitalist world, many of us come to this 
understanding through things we’ve read. Experiencing groups of workers in action who 
share this rejection – however momentarily and however unclear it is articulated – is 
incredibly powerful, even for people who already thought this. And many mass struggles 
and mass organizations have this at least temporary recognition that the equivalency at 
the heart of capitalism – money for labor time – is a false on and a rip-off. A mass 
organization inscribing on its banner “abolish the wage system” can and should be a 
commitment to this perspective, a commitment to proceeding in mass struggle in a way 
that spreads this recognition among workers and which aims eventually to end capitalism. 

What is a Fair Day’s Wage, Anyway? 



The line from the IWW Preamble that rejects “fair” wages in favor of abolishing the 
wage system is an almost exact quote from Marx’s Value, Price, and Profit. The passage 
from Value, Price, and Profit that the IWW Preamble quotes is worth looking at closely. 
Marx wrote that “struggles for the standard of wages are incidents inseparable from the 
whole wages system, that in 99 cases out of 100 their efforts at raising wages are only 
efforts at maintaining the given value of labour, and that the necessity of debating their 
price with the capitalist is inherent to their condition of having to sell themselves as 
commodities.” This means two important things. First of all, capitalism will always 
involve conflict between workers and employers. Secondly, these conflicts will usually 
revolve around fighting against continued lowering of wages, worsening of conditions, 
and layoffs. That makes attempts to achieve or maintain “fair wages” more likely. 

Marx continues, saying that “[t]he working class ought not to exaggerate to themselves 
the ultimate working of these everyday struggles. They ought not to forget that they are 
fighting with effects, but not with the causes of those effects; that they are retarding the 
downward movement, but not changing its direction; that they are applying palliatives, 
not curing the malady. They ought, therefore, not to be exclusively absorbed in these 
unavoidable guerilla fights incessantly springing up from the never ceasing 
encroachments of capital or changes of the market.” Marx adds later in this piece that 
“Trades Unions work well as centers of resistance against the encroachments of capital. 
They fail partially from an injudicious use of their power. They fail generally from 
limiting themselves to a guerilla war against the effects of the existing system, instead of 
simultaneously trying to change it, instead of using their organized forces as a lever for 
the final emancipation of the working class that is to say the ultimate abolition of the 
wages system.” 

That is to say, fights about limiting the effects of capitalism are limited fights if they 
don’t become fights to end capitalism. Organizations that fight for “fair wages” are 
organizations that seek to limit what Marx calls “the encroachments of capital.” These 
organizations and these fights have important potentials but they are unavoidably limited 
unless they come to recognize the need to end capitalism and take steps to act on this 
need. This is why Marx argues that instead of being “exclusively absorbed in (…) 
unavoidable guerilla fights” with capitalists, workers need to consciously organize 
toward ending capitalism: “Instead of the conservative motto: ‘A fair day’s wage for a 
fair day’s work!’ they ought to inscribe on their banner the revolutionary watchword: 
‘Abolition of the wages system!’” Readers will no doubt see that that this is almost 
exactly the same line as the IWW Preamble, except the Preamble says “we” instead of 
Marx’s “they,” because the IWW was a working class organization as opposed to Marx’s 
position outside the working class. 

This brings us to the issue of a fair wage. What is a “fair” wage? “A fair wage” is a 
contradiction in terms, like “deserved abuse” or “good injustice.” In capitalism, people 
can’t get many things we want and need unless we have money. There are really only two 
basic ways to get money: hire someone to produce something which you try to sell for a 
profit, or get hired by someone to produce something which they will try to sell for a 



profit. This is why no wages under capitalism can be truly fair (and we can ask, would 
there be wages under any other, better society?). This is because the basic arrangement, 
the starting point for it all, is already unfair. Under capitalism we are required to spend 
our time working for other people – if working class people don’t work for wages or find 
someone who works for wages who will share their wages with us – then we can’t get 
money and so we can’t get things we want and need. Furthermore, the stuff the capitalists 
sell: workers made it. The capitalists’ profits generally come from the difference between 
the price they charge for the stuff we produce and what they paid us to produce the stuff. 
That difference is inherently unfair. 

Sometimes liberal or progressive capitalists and people who are in favor of capitalism 
will become concerned that wages are too low and conditions are too bad. This is because 
capitalists need workers. The capitalist class needs there to be workers tomorrow, and in 
ten and twenty years. Smarter capitalists and people who support capitalism sometimes 
realize that if wages get too low then workers may have a hard time coming back to work 
tomorrow. You may know this from your own life, if you have ever dug through the 
couch cushions to find bus fare to get to work, or if you’ve had to work long enough 
hours or in bad enough conditions that your immune system crashes and you get sick and 
have to miss work. And if wages get too low then in the long term workers might not 
have enough money to provide their kids with the sorts of education and training that will 
make them be what employers will want in 10 or 20 years. That is, sometimes capitalists 
behave in ways that maximize profits in the short term but which have the potential to 
undermine the stability of the company or of capitalism as a whole in the long term. The 
recent global economic meltdown triggered by financial markets is another version of 
individual capitalists putting the short term goal of maximum profit ahead of the long 
term interests of the capitalist class as a whole. 

Liberal or progressive capitalists and their supporters recognize that capitalists overall 
will be better off if there is a balance between the short term interests and profits of 
individual capitalists and the long term needs and interests of the capitalist class. This 
leads these progressives to call for fair wages. Capitalist “fair wages”– and really, would 
there be wages under any economic system other than capitalism? – means that 
individuals get paid enough so we can support ourselves in order to keep on working. In 
the long term, “a fair day’s wage” means that the working class gets paid enough to keep 
having kids and raising them up so there continues to be a working class. From our 
perspective, as workers, of course we want more money for our work, not less. But we 
also need to recognize that higher wages and improving working conditions for some 
workers is often in the long-term interests of the capitalist class. This is why there are 
laws for minimum wage and health and safety. This also accounts for the motivation of 
some capitalists to support initiatives like universal health care– they want to ensure that 
there are healthy and productive workers available for the production of profit. 

One of the most important dynamics in the capitalist system is that some sections of the 
capitalist class try to use the struggle of the working class to identify ways to reform the 
capitalist system in the long term interests of the capitalist class. That is, they use the 



working class’s struggle to identify places where capitalism needs a course correction, 
ideas for what this course correction would look like, and as a club to push stubborn 
capitalists into line with the over all interests of the capitalist class. Fights for fair wages, 
even fighting in a very militant way, often play this stabilizing role – they whack the 
capitalists upside the head with the need to preserve a basic level of well-being for 
workers, for instance. This is one reason why many countries give legal recognition to 
unions.  Historical Note 

The part of the IWW Preamble I have been focusing on did not appear in the first version 
of the preamble adopted at the IWW’s founding convention in 1905. The line was 
adopted at the 4th convention in 1908, the convention which resulted in the group around 
Daniel DeLeon leaving the organization. That convention added a whole new paragraph 
to the Preamble, as follows: 

Instead of the conservative motto, ’A fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work,’ we must 
inscribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword, ’Abolition of the wage system.’ It is 
the historic mission of the working class to do away with capitalism. The army of 
production must be organized, not only for the every-day struggle with the capitalists, but 
also to carry on production when capitalism shall have been overthrown. By organizing 
industrially we are forming the structure of the new society within the shell of the old. 

That convention also replaced the line “between these two classes a struggle must 
go on until all the toilers come together on the political, as well as on the 
industrial field, and take and hold that which they produce by their labor through 
an economic organization of the working class, without affiliation with any 
political party” and with the line “between these two classes a struggle must go on 
until the workers of the world organize as a class, take possession of the earth and 
the machinery of production, and abolish the wage system.” 
 
*  
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Reform is possible and reformism is guaranteed 
 

This fall the Canadian magazine Adbusters issued a call that Occupy Wall Street take 
action in support of a so-called Robin Hood Tax, which would "slow down some of that 
$1.3-trillion easy money that's sloshing around the global casino each day – enough cash 
to fund every social program and environmental initiative in the world." I'm not excited 
about this proposal, to put it mildly, but I raise it because I want to get at an issue that 
Juan Conatz recently raised: is reform possible in capitalism today? In his piece Juan lays 
out some of the arguments made by people on the left that reforms are impossible. People 
should read his article. His article prompted me to finally take the notes I've been 
accumulating and bang them into this piece. This is on the rough side with minimal 
editing, apologies for the inevitable typos. 



In talking about Occupy Wall Street I've gotten into arguments with some of my friends 
and comrades about this repeatedly. I don't think I can prove that reforms are possible - I 
think only the actual creation of reforms would demonstrate their possibility in a 
conclusive way. Still, I'm going argue that reforms are possible, because, well, I think 
reforms are possible. If I'm right about that, then if we operate under the assumption that 
reforms are impossible, we will be unprepared if reforms actually occur. I also want to 
add that any argument about the impossibility of reform etc in my opinion needs to take 
into account that reforms aren't just redistributive in a humanitarian sense - the Bush tax 
cuts were reform, just a reform that deepened inequality, likewise for the austerity 
measures tied to the debt ceiling deal. The Pentagon recently got another $50 billion 
allocated to it, so it seems to me that money is available for political priorities. So 
reforms are already happening, just tied to different constituencies and political priorities. 
The argument about the structural impossibility of reform seems to me to overlook this. 

Most of my closest political friends and comrades and I are young enough that we have 
lived most or all of our lives in periods of relative working class defeat and retreat - 
periods of relatively low levels and intensities of struggle. We have more experience with 
workplace struggles that are very small to moderate in size relative to the size of the 
working class as a whole. While I am no Leninist, I think Lenin has a useful formulation, 
he said once that "politics begin where millions of men and women are; where there are 
not thousands, but millions." I don't know that I would say that anything less than 
millions of people is pre-political, but there is an important point here that truly massive 
struggles are much larger than anything that many of us have experienced. In the current 
period, this may change, and it may be that we see politics at the level Lenin described. In 
that case, this scale of politics won’t necessarily be subjectively revolutionary. A lot of it 
will be, at least initially, reformist in character. We will see a rise in demands for reform 
— we’re going to see more reformism. We already are seeing this. Whether or not reform 
is possible will shape how we respond to reformists. If reform is impossible, then the 
capitalist system has less options in responding to massive working class movements. 

I’ll be honest, I find the idea that reform is impossible compelling at some level. If reform 
is impossible then we can argue against reformists by pointing out the impossibility of 
their projects. Let's say there's no room for maneuver anymore. In that case, there just 
objectively is no more real systemic fix possible, we're in the last stage such that the 
options are extend it in time, delaying the breakdown, or degrade into more barbaric and 
authoritarian forms, or a rupture that moves toward a genuinely different and better 
society. If this is the case, then thought directed to possible course corrections and pro-
systemic reforms is just a waste of time. If reform is impossible then we don't have to 
argue in favor of communism over a reformed capitalism. If reform is impossible then 
perhaps we're closer to a communist society. If reforms are impossible this also means 
that reformist forces can never really win out. If reformists gain (or keep) dominant 
positions in social movements and in ideas, the worst they can do is temporarily distract 
the working class away from revolutionary tasks but they can't actually win reforms. And 
we the communists will still be here when the reforms don't actually materialize. On the 
other hand, if there are fixes possible and we assume there aren't then we're going to be 
suckerpunched when they take place and the reformists will be in a better position. 



The core question is whether or not we're currently touching objective systemic limits 
that dictate capitalist responses. In my view, the current moment is political, about 
priorities and decisions, and is not dictated straightforwardly by economic possibility. 
Over all, I think arguments like “economic conditions mean that global elites are unable 
to do XYZ" strikes me as wrongheaded in part because of an overemphasis on structural 
imperatives and an underemphasis on ideology and elites' politics. As an analogy, I once 
heard about a union organizing drive at a facility for the developmentally disabled in the 
early 2000s. This was a privatized facility that was still dependent on state subsidy rates - 
medicaid reimbursements, which had been cut or stagnant. In contract negotiations, 
according to the financial data supplied by the bosses they honestly couldn't afford to 
give out the  raises that the union wanted to get in negotiation, couldn't give that dollar 
amount to that many people. So the union lobbied like crazy to get medicaid 
reimbursements for group homes raised in that state. They succeeded, then fought to 
make sure the bosses actually handed over the raises. That was a case where the employer 
ran up against real limits in terms of profitability and simply couldn’t give a meaningful 
concession. I don’t think we’re in a moment where the capitalist system as a whole has 
run up against a limit like that in such a way that no meaningful reforms are possible. 

Before I go on, I should say, by "reform" I mean two things that are only partly related. 
What really matters about reforms, from a communist perspective, is whether or not the 
reforms shore up capitalism in some way, by making capitalism more stable or profitable, 
or by blunting or preventing working class struggle. Economically, it costs to implement 
reforms. Other than nature and expropriation, all wealth comes from workers, but the 
capitalists claim that wealth. So the costs of reform have to come from somewhere and 
often require capitalists to give up a bit of the wealth they claim belongs to them. At the 
same time, reforms can prove profitable despite initial costs. And reforms don't have to 
be economic in a narrow sense. Reforms can also include the extension of rights or the 
end to repression. Amnesty International lists numerous types of human rights violations 
in the United States that could be eliminated including police brutality and the death 
penalty. Between 2003 and 2006, the most recent years I can find information on, police 
in the U.S. killed 1553 people. These types of killings could be eliminated or reduced by 
reform. (Doing so would also reduce the sparks that give rise to riots; while police 
brutality alone rarely causes riots it is often an important catalyst, for more information 
on some important riots in U.S. history see this article.) Immigration policy reform is also 
possible. Actually, immigration reform is currently happening in the US -- the US is 
cracking down on immigrants really aggressively, with an increase in deportations. These 
deportations don't have to happen and could be ended. 

Impossibility of reform? I don’t know if I understand the arguments behind the claim 
that reforms are impossible. I do think that reforms are initially unlikely. The current 
capitalist class and the government at least in the US seem to me more in the mood to 
bust heads and throw people into the street than they are in the mood to issue 
concessions. They have been for a while. If the working class goes on the offensive, 
though, this might change. And there are some voices among the capitalists and their 
ideologists who have called for reform. Billionaire Warren Buffet, for example, has 
called for more taxes on the rich, and Nobel Prize winner Paul Krugman, no radical, has 



been writing in the New York Times for a while about reforms that would help 
capitalism. These voices seem to be drowned out by the majority of capitalists and pro-
capitalist voices, but that doesn’t mean that reform is systematically impossible in the 
present. At one point, most capitalists - certainly most US capitalists, and most high level 
US government personnel - were ideologically white supremacists. This changed. 
Capitalists can change their minds and decide to do capitalism differently. They don’t do 
so in a vacuum, of course; this happens when forces within the capitalist class convince 
other capitalists that it’s in their interests to change. Mass struggle are a hugely important 
factor in shaping how capitalists see their interests and in how intra-capitalist class 
politics plays out. In any case, I think that under the disposition of the current capitalists 
reform is unlikely, but that doesn’t mean reform is structurally impossible. And we’re in 
a volatile moment and the disposition of the capitalists may change if we see large 
working class offensives. 

Actually, the disposition of the capitalists is already changing - in the US at least we’re 
seeing an uptick in repression and innovations in the techniques and technologies of 
repression. I expect that this is going on worldwide. In the spring of 2011 there was least 
one US politician who talked about using lethal force on protesters. He lost his job for it, 
but this too could change - they could become more comfortable with intensifying 
repression up to and including an expansion of comfort with using lethal force. There will 
be advocates for this position, though few public ones. There will also be advocates for 
reform. Some people on the left have suggested the repression of Occupy Wall Street has 
radicalized more people and kept Occupy going longer. If that’s true, some people among 
the capitalists and their support personnel will figure this out and begin to suggest 
alternative courses of action. (It’s worth noting that the Albany police refused to clear out 
Occupy Albany, but they didn’t refuse saying “this order is wrong,” they refused saying 
“we are experts in policing and the politicians are not,” which is to say, that they thought 
that a hands-off response to Occupy was a better policing strategy.) Which voices among 
the other side win out is not going to be determined simply and solely by objective, pre-
existing economic events and factors. It’s going to be the result of politicking among 
capitalists and their forces, and the result of the actions of the working class. 

Now I want to address two arguments I've seen that say that reform is impossible. At one 
point a good friend of mine suggested that currently we are in a downturn in the global 
economy that fits with the pattern of what some economists call Kondratiev waves - 
meaning, I think, regular periods of economic decline or crisis - and that this means that 
reform is impossible. The idea is that there aren't resources available for the capitalists 
and governments to pay for reforms, because we're in one of these recurring low points, 
the low point in a Kondratiev wave. This argument doesn't make sense to me. If anything, 
being at a low point seems to make reforms more likely, not less likely. 



 

The US was at one of those low points around 1890 or 1900. Those were eras of 
increasing social reform, including regulation of food safety, ‘protective’ legislation 
about women workers, and workers compensation. And the UK was at the bottom of a 
trough in 1841. In the 1840s the UK saw major changes in labor/employment law. Marx 
argues that this provided a boost to the economy, I don’t know if that’s true but he quotes 
bourgeois economists of his day to back it up so it seems to have become prevailing 
opinion among economists then. From that same link the UK was at the bottom of a 
trough again in 1893. In 1897 the UK introduced workmen’s compensation (and keep in 
mind that reforms in this era usually involve a few years of commissions studying them 
and so on, so the impulse toward reform dates from close to or prior to the low economic 
point). 

There was an economic high point at 1900 and 1950. The 1930s fall somewhere in the 
valley in the middle of those high points. I can only speak to the United States here but 
the 1930s saw the creation of the National Labor Relations Act, the Fair Labor Standards 
Act, and the Social Security Act. So I don’t see evidence that being in a major downturn, 
in the valley of a Kondratiev wave, equals limited social reform possibilities. The policy 
planners of the 1930s certainly thought that active state engagement via social reform 
was a way to aid the upward swing out of the valley. 

There were also big changes in American tax rates in the early 20th century. In 1913 the 
highest income tax rate in the US was 6%. By 1918 the highest rate was 72%. By 1926 
that was back down to 25% where it stayed until 1930. By 1942 it was 88%. Changes in 
taxation are a type of reform. Basically all taxes involve requirements about where wealth 
will go - wealth that comes from the work that workers do, from exploitation. Lower 
taxes direct more wealth into the hands of individual capitalists. Higher taxes direct more 
wealth into the control of the capitalist state. If that wealth is then redistributed then the 



working class gets a slightly higher share of the total wealth that came out of forcing us 
to work. In any case, there were big reforms at the level of taxation in the US in the 
1930s. 

A second sort of argument I’ve seen is about the falling rate of profit. This is a harder one 
for me to deal with as I have to say I’m not really up on the material that talks about the 
falling rate of profit. I’ve tended to avoid them, honestly, for several reasons. So I’m out 
on a limb here, but, as I’ve occasionally heard the point made — there’s a tendency for 
the rate of profit to decline in capitalism because of the replacement of workers with 
machinery. Capitalist profits generally come from time worked by workers, where the 
workers produce something that the capitalist sells. The difference between the cost of 
production and the selling price is where profit comes from and the heart of that 
difference is the labor performed by workers. Marx calls it surplus value. I tried to lay 
this out with as little jargon as possible in a piece I wrote called “Do you really want to 
overthrow capitalism?”, and again in a post here at libcom called Workers, The State and 
Struggle. In another piece I tried to use visuals to help give an overview of the basics in 
terms of Marx’s writings. Anyway, surplus comes from workers. That means that when 
capitalists replace workers with machines, they reduce the sources of their profits. All of 
that strikes me as true. But that doesn’t mean reform is impossible. 

The claim that there is a trend for the rate of profit to fall means that over time capitalists 
will get a lower percentage on their investments. That doesn’t mean they will get less 
wealth. It means their wealth will increase by a smaller percentage. The rate of profit 
would have to decline to zero in order for sort of "it will all collapse under its own 
weight" sort of arguments to be true. And even then it could still be possible to destroy a 
lot of capital in order to create new room for growth. Given the frequency of wars, 
political and economic elites seem to be relatively okay with that as a fix. 

Imagine a small business without much machinery. The company spends $300,000 a year 
and generates a profit of $100,000 a year. That’s a rate of profit of 33% over the year. 
Now imagine a bigger company that spends $300,000,000 and generates a profit of 
$3,000,000. That’s a rate of profit of only 1% over the year. But it’s still a much larger 
real quantity of wealth — the larger business made ten times the absolute profits as the 
smaller company. Whatever else there is to say about all this, a tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall is not the same thing as a tendency for capitalists to actually run out of 
wealth. If there are profits being made then there is surplus value being extracted workers 
and some of that surplus value could be directed toward workers as a type of reform. To 
put it another way - repression is expensive. If they can afford repression, they can afford 
reform. Low estimates in Oakland are that the city has spent almost $2,500,000. At least 
some of that could have been spent differently. 

Some possibilities for reform A recent article at Mother Jones magazine argued that 
there has been a massive speedup in the US, so that “Americans now put in an average of 
122 more hours per year than Brits, and 378 hours (nearly 10 weeks!) more than 
Germans.” The piece notes, unsurprisingly for LibCom readers, that this has been 



accompanied by rising incomes for the very wealthy and high profits for capitalists. None 
of this is earth shattering, but I do think it poses a challenge to the view that reform is 
structurally impossible. It seems to me that the money is there for reform. I'm not the 
only one who thinks this. Billionaire Warren Buffett has made news repeatedly by saying 
that he pays too little in taxes. 

Matias Vernengo argues, though not in so many words, that current policies at least in the 
US are about where wealth goes among the capitalists. That is, the current moment is one 
in which social inequality and wealth polarization has increased rapidly in ways that are 
the result of economic policy and the disposition of the capitalists. The left wing of 
capital has begun to argue that this has reached destabilizing proportions. For Vernengo 
as for Buffett, tax policy should change, which would fund redistribution. 

Some pro-capitalist commentators have argued not only that reform is possible but that 
it's needed to help capitalism recover. Here’s The Economist magazine: 

“America is currently on course for the most stringent fiscal tightening of any big 
economy in 2012, as temporary tax cuts and unemployment insurance expire at the end of 
this year. (…) For all the tirades against the Europeans, America’s economy risks being 
pushed into recession by its own fiscal policy—and by the fact that both parties are more 
interested in positioning themselves for the 2012 elections than in reaching the 
compromises needed to steer away from that hazardous course.” 

Dean Baker, writing in the Guardian, argued that 

“corporate profits were revised sharply higher for both 2009 and 2010. The share of 
profits in corporate sector output hit a new record high, more than a full percentage point 
above its previous peak. Finance was the biggest winner within the corporate sector, 
accounting for 31.7% of corporate profits, also a record high. (…) the economy was 
plunging even more rapidly than we had previously recognised in the two quarters 
following the collapse of Lehman. Yet, the plunge stopped in the second quarter of 2009 
– just as the stimulus came on line. This was followed by respectable growth over the 
next four quarters. Growth then weakened again as the impact of the stimulus began to 
fade at the end of 2010 and the start of this year. In other words, the growth pattern 
shown by the revised data sure makes it appear that the stimulus worked. The main 
problem would seem to be that the stimulus was not big enough and it wasn't left in place 
long enough to lift the economy to anywhere near potential output.” 

Writing about the debt ceiling deal and rumbling about the US deficit, economist James 
Galbraith writes that austerity measure are redistribution of wealth - in an upward 
direction. 

"The right steps would be to lower – not raise – the Social Security early retirement age, 



permitting for a few years older workers to exit the labor force permanently on better 
terms than are available to them today. This together with a lower age of access to 
Medicare would work quickly to rebalance the labor force, reducing unemployment and 
futile job search among older workers while increasing job openings for the young. It is 
the application of plain common sense. And unlike all the pressures to enact long-term 
cuts in these programs, it would help solve one of today’s important problems right 
away.” 

Galbraith writes elsewhere about Social Security that 

"the financial crisis has left the country with 11 million fewer jobs than Americans need 
now. No matter how aggressive the policy, we are not going to find 11 million new jobs 
soon. So common sense suggests we should make some decisions about who should have 
the first crack: older people, who have already worked three or four decades at hard jobs? 
Or younger people, many just out of school, with fresh skills and ambitions? The answer 
is obvious. Older people who would like to retire and would do so if they could afford it 
should get some help. The right step is to reduce, not increase, the full-benefits retirement 
age. As a rough cut, why not enact a three-year window during which the age for 
receiving full Social Security benefits would drop to 62 -- providing a voluntary, one-
time, grab-it-now bonus for leaving work? Let them go home! With a secure pension and 
medical care, they will be happier. Young people who need work will be happier. And 
there will also be more jobs. With pension security, older people will consume services 
until the end of their lives.” 

Nobel prize winning economist Paul Krugman, writing about the debt ceiling deficit deal 
made by the US Congress in the late summer of 2011, said that 

“We currently have a deeply depressed economy. We will almost certainly continue to 
have a depressed economy all through next year. And we will probably have a depressed 
economy through 2013 as well, if not beyond. The worst thing you can do in these 
circumstances is slash government spending, since that will depress the economy even 
further. Pay no attention to those who invoke the confidence fairy, claiming that tough 
action on the budget will reassure businesses and consumers, leading them to spend 
more. It doesn’t work that way, a fact confirmed by many studies of the historical record. 
Indeed, slashing spending while the economy is depressed won’t even help the budget 
situation much, and might well make it worse. On one side, interest rates on federal 
borrowing are currently very low, so spending cuts now will do little to reduce future 
interest costs. On the other side, making the economy weaker now will also hurt its long-
run prospects, which will in turn reduce future revenue. So those demanding spending 
cuts now are like medieval doctors who treated the sick by bleeding them, and thereby 
made them even sicker.” 

So far arguments like these are in the minority among the capitalists and their 
governments, but there is a conversation about them happening. If reform is impossible, 



we don't need to think much about any of this. If reform is possible, then arguments like 
these will compete with arguments about why reform shouldn't happen. If social 
movements continue to rise, we'll also see arguments that the answer is repression, not 
reform. I think the outcome of those arguments among capitalists will be political. The 
answer won't be inevitable and it won't be determined by the economy in a narrow or 
mechanical way, which is to say, I don't think that we've yet run into objective limits to 
capitalism such that the capitalists have no options other than keep doing what they're 
doing now or get more repressive. They may well opt for either of those choices, but 
none of this is inevitable or a matter of simple economic requirements. Whatever happens 
will be in part the result of how the capitalists respond to the struggles of the working 
class. That capitalist response will be shaped by the changing disposition of the capitalist 
class - how it sees itself, how it sees the world, what it believe in, who is hegemonic 
within it. This is politics, not objective necessity. 

Final thoughts on the possibilities of reform We are not likely to see a big boom in 
anyone handing out big concessionary wins to people in the near future. But if things 
really start to kick off, and it seems like we’re heading in that direction given current 
events, there is a possibility of some kind of reformist turn by people in power, to try to 
recuperate. I think this matters for what we should expect in a later round. I agree that 
reform is not in the cards in the near future, austerity is. That’s the first round. Also in 
this round: large social movements, and probably growing ones. Currently, the state is 
responding with repression or ignoring Occupy. If reform and compromise isn't possible 
then the only options in future rounds are steps toward socialism or toward barbarism -- 
major social rupture or major repression, and really a cocktail of both -- but if reform is 
possible then that's the third option. What I mean is, if stuff really starts to kick off, ruling 
class priorities can change with regard to the allocation of surplus value. Some people 
seem to think that there's just not enough surplus value around that can be re-allocated in 
a politically feasible way. I think there is such a response possible if ruling class priorities 
change. 

I think over all in terms of reform absolute standards of living is less important than 
securing loyalty, or rather, in shaping the form that resistance and social friction take. If 
no reform is possible, then we don’t need to spend time on this. If reform is possible, then 
we will need to be prepared to answer these moves. It’s clear that we're not currently 
dealing with capitalists and rulers who need to be conciliatory or recuperative, but that's 
different from ”reform is impossible." If movements grow and become more combative 
and radical, the capitalists will develop a need which could be met by reform. If they 
can’t do so, then we’re in a different situation than if they are able to do so. Several 
people I know have said that we will not see meaningful reforms without mass uprisings 
of the working class. I agree. But the big question is what happens after these mass 
uprisings? Reforms will be a way for the system to try to compensate, to temporarily 
relieve pressures from below and to stratify the class in some way to break up the class 
composition that drove the uprisings. 

It seems to me that reforms have at least three functions. One is to oil the hinges of 



capitalists' actions - extending credit to companies so they can buy stuff to make stuff to 
sell stuff etc, in order to avoid problems that capitalists run into that aren't an 
immediate/short-term product of workers struggles. The other is to prevent or defuse 
social unrest on the part of some constituencies - not everyone, just enough people to 
keep too large a swath from boiling over too far. (One of the most interesting things I 
think came out of the race traitor type analysis was the point that white skin privilege was 
analogous to social democracy in this way.) We saw glimmers of this possibility in the 
struggles in Wisconsin earlier this year, both in the actions of the parliamentary-militance 
(a highly narrowed kind of “militance” to be sure) of the Democrats who broke 
legislative quorum and temporarily became a kind of folk heros to many, and in the 
degree to which the mobilizations didn't find a way to really move beyond the interests of 
unionized public sector workers. The legislative recall is another version of this I think, if 
it worked. 

A third function of reform is to govern the capitalist class in the interests of systemic 
stability. That is, reforms are partly a way to spread capitalist class consciousness. While 
every capitalist is likely to have a clear boss-consciousness in relation to their 
subordinates within their enterprise, there's no guarantee they'll be class conscious as 
capitalists - in some ways various laments that have been written in the mainstream press 
about CEOs taking the money and running, or industries that pollute, or the way 
insurance companies raise costs for other companies and create systemic pressures in the 
US, or the problems with finance capitalists, these are all individual capitalists or 
subgroups of capitalists who are not primarily thinking/acting in terms of the long term 
interests of the capitalist class and the stability of the capitalist system. 

I think this is highly unlikely in the short term but it's certainly possible that there could 
be strong moves toward regulation etc if the capitalist political forces change. This would 
depend on shifts among the politics of the capitalist class. Right now there's a strong 
rightward push and that’s worrying, but there are already pieces of a left pushback by 
reformists. It's scattered and often incompetent and it may not amount to anything, but we 
don't know for sure that it won't. It's not systemically impossible (not ruled out by large-
scale structural forces such as rates of profit) though the current weight of history is 
against it (current balance of power among different groupings and ideologies that are 
believed in widely). If there is such a reformist pushback and it gains steam, it will 
involve new forms of governing capitalists. Green capitalism is one source of this, tied to 
technology research and forms of production. At a smaller scale, the Employee Free 
Choice Act effort in the US was a small form of this - revising the terms of governing 
employer behavior to allow workers to provide more of a counterweight to keep capitalist 
accumulation in greater balance. 

I don't know how to prove that there are enough resources available to capitalists in the 
system to create new forms of securing stability. I have a hunch that there are, because 
there's just a lot of money around. It'd probably need to be taken away from some of its 
owners to do that. Capitalists and the capitalist state is not above putting down a few 
capitalists sometimes, when they believe its in their interests and the long term interests 



of the capitalist system. National insurance in the US is one example, it would 
expropriate big chunks of finance (insurance) capital in order to create reforms. A more 
militant reformism that actually took some resources would be able to go further. If that 
happened, it'd be heated and intense but not necessarily revolutionary. Here’s Marx in 
chapter 32 of Capital volume 1 -- 

"as soon as the capitalist mode of production stands on its own feet (...) expropriation of 
private proprietors, takes a new form. That which is now to be expropriated is no longer 
the labourer working for himself, but the capitalist exploiting many labourers. This 
expropriation is accomplished by the action of the immanent laws of capitalistic 
production itself, by the centralization of capital. One capitalist always kills many." 

Marx then goes to make a prediction that this leads to the end of capitalism, but it doesn't 
have to necessarily, or at the very least we don't know the pace or timing so the 
prediction means little. It certainly seems like capitalism has lasted longer than Marx 
expected. My point here is that's been recognized for a very long time that expropriation 
of some specific capitalists can sometimes be in the interests of other capitalists or of the 
capitalist system as a whole. If things get really volatile, visionary capitalists and 
capitalist politicians will consider massive social repression of workers and they will also 
consider expropriation of some capitalists in order to free up resources in service of 
systemic stability. 

I would also like to suggest this piece by Aufheben. Toward the end it makes a point that 
these sorts of matters are better addressed by a high level of empirical evidence (though I 
would add that since these are speculative matters we're not going to find empirical 
*proof* so much as highly convincing and more sophisticated and useful speculation). 
They also express "skepticism with regards to the inevitable schematism of such a stages 
approach – where the concrete developments are presumed to be explained by 
referencing the stage of capitalism they fall under." They address what they see as a 
move on the part of the French group Theorie Communiste. They see Theorie 
Communiste as posing an analysis of history and the present which, at a theoretical level, 
"is meant to eliminate all accomodation of the class within capitalist reproduction and 
make revolution, in its real sense as communisation, the necessary climax of this cycle of 
struggles." That's connected to the basic point I’m trying to make here, I think we should 
be very hesitant about theoretical perspectives that make strong claims about the narrow 
range of possibilities for the capitalist class to maneuver. Ruptures and dramatic shifts in 
consciousness can occur on the other side of the class line too, so to speak, the working 
class is the more volatile class but the capitalists can get volatile and suddenly shift their 
political vision and organization as well. 

As a final comment, I think that really getting at whether or not reform is possible 
means also addressing what our orientation toward reformists is. As communists, 
the reason we’re not reformists is not because reform is impossible, I would think. 
It’s because the type of life we want for ourselves and our loved ones and for 
humanity is impossible under capitalism. I also want to make some suggestions 



on stuff to read that might help enrich conversation on this. I’ve already 
mentioned Juan’s piece and that Aufheben piece. Juan surveys a lot of material in 
his post. I get into some of this in a piece I wrote called “Workers, the State, and 
Struggle.” I think that this short bit by Marx is useful, I mentioned it in a 
comment on Juan’s post. I also think that Aufheben’s three-part article on 
decadence is super important and useful for thinking this through. It probably 
would also help to look into the history of reformist movements and social reform 
under capitalism. 
 
*  
 
http://libcom.org/blog/occupy-everything-everything-everyone-30122011 
 
Occupy Everything, and Everything for Everyone 
 

This is an article about Occupy and immigration and demands. I've worked on this for a 
while off and on for a few months and I think this is as done as it gets. I'm sure there's 
more to say but this is the best I can do for now. I should also say, I'm aware that 
immigrant issues are in the mix in Occupy in the US to some extent and are growing, I 
don't say enough about that. I'd like to start with a story. 

My dad spent Christmas a few years ago on the phone trying to reach a private prison in 
Texas so he could send a Merry Christmas wish. Earlier that week my stepmother and 
stepsisters, age 14 and 7, had been taken into custody by Immigration and Naturalization 
Services. My stepmother was a legal immigrant from Europe. Her daughters were not. 
She brought them into the country illegally after she got her work visa for a job as an 
accountant for a medical technology company. 

After my stepmother got caught she showed up to all the hearings as ordered. At the 
hearing the week of Christmas they were taken into custody at the hearing with no 
warning. They walked in and were put in handcuffs and separated from my dad. The 
three of them were sent to the T. Don Hutto Center, a private prison in Texas run by a 
for-profit company. There's a documentary out about it that I haven't watched yet, online 
here. 

The girls were kept there for three or four months. The girls were finally released to my 
dad, after having missed most of a school year, which they would have to repeat the next 
year. Five or six months of detention later, my stepmother basically being in limbo, her 
lawyer said "I feel really confident now that we can get you out, but it might take another 
year." This is after about 9 months and about twenty thousand dollars in legal fees. My 
stepmother said she just couldn't handle that and said she would prefer to just be 
deported. She was out deported soon after. It took around three months after that to work 
out the girls' travel arrangements. My dad and my stepmother tried to keep it together for 
the next year but in the end their marriage broke up. 



I read an article recently that said that at least 5000 children right now are in foster care 
because their parents are in detention or have been deported. That's my family's 
experience. There's another article on this awful stuff here. I know someone will point 
out that my stepmother broke the law. That's true. I don't think that the law is just here. 
But setting that aside, detention and deportation as punishment is like impounding your 
car if you're driving five miles over the speed limit. The punishment is way too harsh for 
the crime. 

99%? All this was on my mind in part because it's been the holidays so I remember this 
stuff. It's also on my mind because I've been talking with friends about all this Occupy 
stuff. I am excited about it but not as excited as I'd like to be. I'm excited because I'm a 
part of this 99% of U.S. residents who own very little of the country's wealth. In the fall 
someone did a quantitative study of a website tied to the Occupy movement, and found 
that the biggest issues are student loans, children,unemployment, and health care. These 
concerns speak very much to me. I owe too much money in student loan debt. I'm a 
father. I'm employed and insured through health insurance for my family through my job. 
But I make less than twenty thousand dollars a year and the place I work has very little 
job security. I have nightmares sometimes about losing my job and losing my child's 
insurance. I have been through numerous layoffs and spent several years uninsured. The 
99%'s concerns are my concerns, I'm part of the 99%. 

So I'm glad to see people standing up against some of the things that are wrong and 
things that affect me. At the same time, while I care a lot about these issues because 
they're such a big deal in my life, the deportation of my family members isn't as close to 
the core of the Occupy Wall Street movement as other issues are. 

Occupy Wall Street is (and it matters to the degree that it is) a movement for justice. Not 
that my opinion matters much but I like Occupy Wall Street. In its grievances I can see 
some of my experience reflected - the sleepless nights because of worrying about money 
and losing my insurance and being able to provide for my family, the low pay, the past 
layoffs… I'd like to see more of my experiences reflected there, though, particularly the 
experience of Christmas a few year ago. What happened to my family was an injustice 
with terrible consequences. This shouldn't happen anymore to anyone. What happened to 
my family has happened to a lot of families. And current estimates show that it will 
probably happen to 15,000 more children in the next five years. I care a lot more about 
this than I do about my student loans and my fears of losing my job. 

Another reason I raise all this is because of recent conversations I've seen about demands 
for Occupy Wall Street. Like I said, I share the concerns people have over insurance, 
student loan debt, and unemployment. As such, I'd like it if we got universal healthcare, 
or forgiveness of all debts ("Debt Jubilee"), or a guaranteed basic income for all. I also 
work too much and so get less time with my family than I'd like, so I'd like it if we got a 
four hour workday. 



But none of that gets at the deportation of my family. I'd like to see something about 
borders and deportation too. I like the simple slogan "No Borders." The Repeal Coalition 
in Arizona expressed this as saying that all people should have the freedom to live, love, 
and work anywhere they please, and has called for and end to all anti-immigrant laws. I'm 
for that. But even that… 

I am still angry about what happened to my family, and nothing will undo what 
happened. There's no making that better. I don't want that kind of thing to happen to 
anyone ever again, and it makes me furious, and very sad, to know that this is actually 
happening increasingly often, and often in worse ways, and sometimes to people with 
less of a support system. And like I said, I care more about this than I do about my 
student loan debt. But I don't just want an end to deportations. I don't have to choose 
between deportation and debt. I'm against them both. And more. I'm against a lot..! And 
I'm in favor of a lot. I'm against injustice. I'm for freedom. 

Boundaries  Where I'm trying to go with this is that I want to say that demands involve a 
sort of metaphorical boundary. What I mean is, a demand is the thing that people in a 
movement want. In Occupy there's no single demand. Often there aren't expressed 
demands at all, and different people involve want a range of things. Still, people want 
specific things. That's basically a demand. Whether it's said explicitly or not, the demand 
is the thing that people want and that, if they got it, they'd be willing to return to business 
as usual, at least temporarily. People are different, lead different lives, so of course 
people want different things. I do think it's notable though that there are more people in 
Occupy who seem to want student loan forgiveness or foreclosure relief than there are 
people who want an end to deportations or border policing. 

I'm honestly not trying to criticize people for what they do and don't want. People think 
with the ideas they have on hand, based on what they've experienced. And all of the 
injustices that are bundled together in Occupy are injustices, and injustice is 
unacceptable. At the same time… I don't quite know how to put this… it seems to me 
that there is a We in Occupy. There are Occupiers. The metaphor of the 99% gets at this. 
Who Are We? We Are The 99%! Which is to say, who are we? People who aren't the 1% 
richest people, people who don't own most of the wealth. I'm in that group, I feel that. At 
the same time, you know who else is in the 99%? The people who deported my family 
members. The people who put the cuffs on them. The people who charged them. The 
people who guarded their cells in the private prison. So… some of the 99% deport some 
of the rest of the 99%. I don't know how else to say this -- that's fucked up. 

Some of the 99% do fucked up things to others of the 99%. When they do so, they 
probably help the 1% keep their position, but either way, doing fucked up things to 
people, well, it's fucked up. Which is to say, it's not enough to be the 99%. The 1% aren't 
the only people I'm upset with. The division between the 99% and the 1% isn't the only 
injustice. And I'd be more excited about the division between the 99% and the 1% -- that 
is, I would be more excited about Occupy -- if there was more attention to immigration 
issues there. 



Let me try this another way. Like I said before, Occupy Wall Street is a movement for 
justice. That's important. There's a collective and individual piece of this. Collectively, 
Occupy Wall Street and the 99% are the names for a We who suffer injustice. We Are 
The 99% And We Have Been Wronged. Damn right we have. But like I tried to say, this 
is not the only injustice. In a way, making it mostly about wealth and making it 99% vs 
1% in a narrow way, that involves an implicit ranking of injustices. Economic inequality 
is unjust. So is deportation and border policing. (So is gaybashing, so is sexual assault, so 
is police brutality… there's a very long list of injustices in addition to economic 
inequality.) I am for fighting economic inequality. I am for Occupy Wall Street. But I 
want to see it expand. (I wrote a flyer that tried to get at some of this, it's online here.) 

I want to see Occupy Wall Street and the 99% expand not only in the numbers of people 
doing stuff and talking about all this, but also expand in the sense of having a bigger 
sense of justice. I want to see the grievances expand, so that the We behind We Are The 
99% become bigger than We Are Victims Of Economic Inequality, so that the action of 
Occupy is bigger than Fight Economic Inequality. I want it to become We Are Victims 
Of Injustice, I want Occupy to come to mean End All Injustice. That's the collective side. 
The individual side, that's about who people see themselves as, and who they see 
themselves as part of. 

Those of us who identify with the 99% metaphor, we're people who are like "yes, I've 
been mistreated in terms of the economy. That's wrong. The injustice done to other 
people about economic inequality, that's my fight too." That's part of what I guess I'm 
trying to get at here - it's my fight too. A much older slogan goes "an injury to one is an 
injury to all." As in, an injustice to one person concerns the rest of us. Right now the 99% 
and Occupy agrees broadly that economic inequality harms all of us. That's awesome. I 
want us to come to agree that all injustice harms all of us, including deportation and 
border policing, but not limited to that. I want us to agree to that collectively, and I want 
Occupy to become a place where individuals involved get transformed, where people 
have their moral horizons broadened, so to speak. That is, I want Occupy be something 
that makes participants find all injustice to anyone unacceptable, rather than economic 
inequality being the primary injustice. To put it yet another way, I want Occupy to 
become a movement for total human liberation. Maybe the demand could be Everyone 
Gets What They Need… 

Like I said before, I am really not trying to put down Occupy for not demanding what I 
want it to demand. Occupy is a positive thing. It's done a lot of good. It's changed the 
questions and issues in the air politically. It's changed a lot of people's lives. I'm sure it 
has expanded people's sense of their abilities and their sense of who the We is that they 
are part of. I like all of that. I just think it could go further, and I think it's good to talk 
about different ways it could go further as… as a movement for moral transformation 
which is simultaneously a powerful movement that is fighting against the fucked up 
things that happen now. I'd like to see all of that continue, that expansion, until Occupy is 
a movement that believes an injury to one is an injury all (and so it's not okay for some of 
the 99% to do fucked up things to other members of the 99%)… 



I want this expansion to happen and I don't really know how to make it happen. If I did, it 
would have already happened. I do have two thoughts here that I'm trying to work out. In 
my experience, a key part of people changing and people building relationships is hearing 
and telling stories. Our lives and our ideas of who we are and our relationships are largely 
made out of the stories we tell ourselves and each other. So one idea might be to have 
sessions for people to tell their stories. That We Are The 99% blog is an example of this. 
We could try to get more types of stories in the mix. 

This relates to the second thought I'm trying to get at, which is that I think we could try to 
shape the meaning of the terms and images and metaphors in the Occupy milieu. I don't 
mean argue over what words to use - do we really mean 99%?! - but rather I mean try to 
change what the words actually mean. We are the 99% is not really about income 
statistics, and it's about unjust distributions of wealth. Let's make the 99% about more 
injustices than that. My Family Was Deported - I Am The 99%. My Little Brother Was 
Attacked By A Racist When The Gulf War Broke Out - I Am The 99%. 

What I mean is, let's get more stories in the mix, and let's own the terms. What 
does Occupy mean? It means end deportations. What does the 99% mean? It 
means we oppose all racism. And so much more than that. It means we commit to 
expanding people's notions of injustice and expanding the We that people see 
ourselves belonging to, so that we all start to move toward an injury to one of us 
being an injury to all of us. So instead of a Robin Hood Tax or even no borders, I 
guess I'd like to see Occupy occupying as part of the view and the demand that 
everyone should have everything they need, and what people need above all is 
freedom. 
 
*  
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Struggle changes people 
 

Some of my friends and I have been saying for a while stuff like “struggle changes 
people” and about what we’ve called “developing” people. In this post I want to lay out 
some of the specific things that I think can happen in struggles, in terms of how people 
develop. In the first section below I try to lay out some ways that people in struggle can 
change. In the next section I talk about some ideas about action and struggle changing 
people but how those changes are not automatic. In the last section I talk about these 
ideas in relation to struggles last year in Madison and I very briefly touch on Occupy 
Wall Street. 

Some Directions of Development Among other things I think there are three directions 
that people in struggle can move in. For lack of better terms, I call these moral expansion, 
envisioned overturning, and intensification. By “moral expansion” I mean experiences 
that people have where they come to see themselves as in some way bound up with other 



people in a new and greater way. I’m talking specifically about the freedom and well-
being of others. Moral expansion is when people come to care more deeply about other 
people or come to care about a broader range of people than they did before. One of the 
broadest expressions of this expanded moral perspective that I know of is the old IWW 
slogan “an injury to one is an injury to all.” This kind of expansion can happen in a 
variety of ways. 

By “envisioned overturning” I mean the type of change that people begin to see as 
necessary or desirable in order to have the type of world and lives that they want. 
Imagine a working class person who thinks that they can have the kind of life they want 
and the kind of world they want to live just by hard work and individual effort. Imagine 
that this person eventually comes to believe that policy changes are needed in order to 
make better lives possible for more working class people, and later comes to believe that 
such policy changes require electing new politicians. They later come to believe that no 
politicians can provide the desired kind of change, and that people should try to get 
around the state and capital by living in intentional communities and working in worker-
owned co-operatives. I would not agree with this person’s conclusions, but I would say 
that this is an example of an expansion of the type of overturning that someone imagines 
is needed in society – the type of social change desirable or necessary. I think people in 
struggle often experience or can experience a sense that more and more of our society has 
to be changed. 

By intensification I mean the militancy people think is necessary or desirable, and their 
willingness to carry it out. I really mean two things here. On the one hand, I mean the 
degrees of risks people think are required and that they are willing to take. On the other 
hand, I mean the degree to which a struggle breaks out of current forms of dispute 
resolution – formal institutional channels and/or informal customs of handling problems. 
Here we can imagine someone who starts off trying to reason with a boss, then ends up as 
part of a group confronting a boss collectively, then shouting at the boss, then striking. 
(Further expansions are possible, to be sure, and they’re not always advisable in all 
circumstance and are sometimes immoral, such as those rare instances when individual 
workers snap and shoot foremen and/or co-workers.) 

I think these three qualities map generally onto places or directions that people can move 
in struggle. They can develop an expanded sense of who they are, a broader sense of the 
We that they belong to and a deeper feeling of empathy (moral expansion). They can 
develop a sense that larger-scale and more thoroughgoing social change is needed than 
they previously believe. And they can become more willing and able or supportive of 
intense, militant action. 

Technical, Political, Direct Action and Leadership I raise all of this for a few reasons. 
Among other things, I think each of these is different from what my friend Scott 
Nappalos has suggested is an overly technical orientation to activity. I take it that what 
Scott means is something along the lines of a reduction of political problems to 
administrative issues to be solved. It seems to me that we can’t avoid some level of 



technical or administrative concerns, in that we need to act in ways that have a basic 
competency (at a minimum, sufficient people skills) so that we can in some real way 
participate in struggles. I expect that Scott would agree. At the same time, I can say that 
for myself for a long time the only real concern I had was the competency of radicals in 
dealing with people at a technical level, which is to say, having successful interactions 
with people. I wrote something about this in an article a while ago responding to Scott’s 
“intermediate level” arguments. In my response to Scott I wrote that “There at least five 
components to struggles and organizations and the lessons we take away from them. Each 
component is one area where a struggle and a sequence of struggles poses challenges to 
us. These are vision, goals, strategy, tactics, and logistics. Vision is the ideology and 
theory of the organization and our ability to assess current reality. Goals are where we 
want to get to. Strategy is the plan to get there. Tactics are the individual components of 
the plan. Logistics are the implementation and competency in carrying out tactics. 
Struggles and sequences of struggles require some of each of these components and that’s 
why they pose challenges to our abilities in each of these components.” 

I agree with all of that still, but at the time I wrote it I was more concerned with how 
radicals effectively carry out what I called logistics and tactics, and to a lesser extent with 
how radicals devise tactics and devise and carry out strategy. I would say that to some 
degree I was thinking of all of this from a rather technical perspective – how can we 
succeed? I still think those questions are tremendously important, but for me at the time 
they meant that I didn’t think as much about what I called vision. More recently I’ve 
thought more about the importance of vision, both in the sense of analysis of the present 
world and in the sense of a vision of a better world or in the sense of ideas and principles 
of liberation. Out of the categories I layed out earlier in this article, I think moral 
expansion and degree of overturning fit within what I called “vision,” and perhaps to 
some extent goals, in my response to Scott. I think intensification cuts across tactics, 
strategy, and to some extent goals. 

It seems to me that people in struggle can and sometimes do change along one or more of 
these directions I’ve sketched out here. To quote from an old document from the old 
Chicago marxist group Sojourner Truth Organization, struggles “develop capacities and 
potentials among their immediate participants, moving them far ahead of the rest of the 
class.” Of course, sometimes those changes are temporary (people can heat up then cool 
down), and in some cases people change negatively too. 

For Sojourner Truth Organization, they saw the potential change that struggle could have 
on people as a big part of why struggles are something radicals should care about – not 
because struggle improves people’s lives under capitalism, but because it has the 
potential for people to move toward opposing capitalism. They argued that it was better 
for workers to experience struggle themselves directly as participants, because 

Quote: 
“areas of sharp struggle do have a positive effect on the class as a whole, of course, an 
effect that takes the form of an increased combativity and openness to revolutionary 



ideas. However, it isn't possible to draw the same revolutionary lessons for workers 
generally that can be drawn for the workers who are immediate participants in the 
struggle, because it is the reality of active participation — not just support — that allows 
these lessons to take root. Long before anything approaching a revolutionary situation 
exists in this country as a whole, revolutionary lessons can be learned by masses of 
workers involved in specific struggle situations. In fact, this process is integral to the 
creation of the subjective preconditions for the revolutionary situation — a situation in 
which the "masses are unwilling to continue in the old way." Such conditions will never 
develop until a substantial portion of the working class knows that a "new way" is 
possible.” 
Sojourner Truth Organization (STO) wrote in another article about the importance of 
direct action on the job as part of workers “gain[ing] some control over the large part of 
their lives which is spent at work.” For STO, direct action, and specifically direct action 
on the job is the environment where an “alternative conception of the world is most likely 
to show itself.” I’m not sure I’m convinced of the centrality of the workplace as a site for 
the emergence of a new idea of the world, but that’s a side issue for now. STO wrote that 

Quote: 
“Such direct actions, as opposed to most officially sanctioned strikes, allow workers to 
directly participate in defining the problem, setting the goals, working out the tactics. 
This makes them a party to the various confrontations with the other side. And it is 
through such participation and confrontation that the "embryonic" alternative conception 
of the world manifests itself in changed ways that workers think, act, and relate to other 
workers.” 
STO specified, however, that action alone “is not sufficient” which is why they used the 
term 

Quote: 
“‘embryonic’ when talking about the new attitudes and relationships which materialize 
during a struggle. Like anything embryonic, these characteristics will not survive unless 
proper conditions for their survival are created. For present purposes, only one such 
condition needs to be mentioned. There must be a conscious leadership that puts the 
lessons of the particular struggle into a form in which they can be understood and 
socialized — made into the basis for a new sort of "normal" behavior for the workers. 
Without such a leadership, both reason and experience indicate that the job actions will 
peter out and the routine of capitalist control over production will be speedily re-
established.” 
I don’t think I agree that there MUST be “conscious leadership that puts the lessons of 
the particular struggle into a form in which they can be understood and socialized”, but I 
would say that without such “conscious leadership” that the outcomes are very likely to 
be worse. I’m not sure if I would say “leadership” in this case. (I don’t have a problem 
with the term. I quite like Phinneas Gage’s article On Leadership and Stan Weir’s article 
on leadership, and I wrote a piece on what I mean by that term, but still...) The term 
"leadership" can mean a lot of things to a lot of people. I would say that the sorts of 
things I’d like to see happen could be described with the phrase “conscious leadership 
that puts the lessons of the particular struggle into a form in which they can be 



understood and socialized” – I’d like there to be direct action and struggle in which some 
radicals try to put forward ideas and draw ideas out of the struggle. But that phrase, 
“conscious leadership that puts the lessons of the particular struggle into a form in which 
they can be understood and socialized,” there are a lot of politics and practices I strongly 
disagree with that could also fit under that. 

In any case, I think this next bit from STO is really important: 

Quote: 
“If the direct action is not integrated into a revolutionary perspective, it will just buttress 
one or another aspect of false consciousness among the workers. Either it will support 
exaggerated reformist ideas about what is possible to win ("if we just stick together"), or 
it will support cynicism and resignation ("the workers won't stick together when the 
going gets rough"). Either direct action is integrated into a revolutionary perspective, or it 
is absorbed within the framework of capitalism. There is no other alternative.” 
Action and struggles offer lessons but radical lessons 

Quote: 
"will only be learned to the extent that there is some grouping attempting to teach it. In 
the absence of such teachers, the various lessons that capitalism constantly beats into the 
workers (you get what you deserve, look out for Number One, take it to the union, 
nobody gives a damn about anyone else) will be the lessons that are learned. Any Left 
group which relies on direct action to develop an autonomous working-class 
consciousness and an independent revolutionary workers' movement by itself, is going to 
wait forever.” 
Here too I wouldn’t quite it put it that way. I don’t think that people in struggle only learn 
the right lessons if there are radicals there to teach them. But I do think that the piece 
makes an important point here in that direct action alone doesn’t teach lessons to people. 
Or rather, people can draw a range of conclusions from struggles and actions. Radicals 
should try to engage people in terms of the types of lessons they draw from their 
experiences in struggle. I expect that people will take this engagement more seriously 
when we as radicals are ourselves organizing along with people we have some stakes in 
common with (organizing on the job with our co-workers is one example but not the only 
one). 

Engaging With How People Are Moving Where I tried to go above with those three 
categories I started with – moral expansion, envisioned overturning, and intensification – 
is that I think these are directions people can move in struggle. I think that as radicals 
these are things that we can work on to try to move people in some way. In terms of those 
other components I mentioned - vision, goals, strategy, tactics, and logistics – I think that 
often radicals end up being a sort of specialist in one or more of these elements or in one 
example of an element. (I for one know more about how to do a march on the boss in a 
workplace than I do about a lot of other aspects of organizing and struggle and politics.) I 
think that people tend to emphasize the sorts of things that they’re something of a 
specialist in -- someone I know said once “if you have a guillotine, every problem starts 



to look like a French aristocrat” – people tend react to situations by playing to their 
strengths and experiences. (I can say for myself, I’m not as able to be active as I used to 
be because I have a child now and I work a lot. As such, I’ve started to put more effort 
into writing and cultivating other writers. And, of course, I’ve also started to think that 
these tasks are more important than I used to think…) Often people in collective struggle 
do have real needs that can be met in various ways. I know a number of people who have 
spent a lot of time in Occupy circles in the US playing needed roles, specifically on 
administrative tasks and logistical issues. These comrades worry that problems in these 
areas could make Occupy not last as long or achieve less. Other people have worked on 
trying to intensify Occupy, upping the militancy and others have tried to put out radical 
analysis and ideas within Occupy, to expand the overturning envisioned within Occupy. 
My hunch is that there’s no single best role that we can tell from outside of context, the 
right move depends on what’s happening in a particular situation. I also have a hunch, 
though, that as struggles develop that their needs and capacities will change, so that 
“conscious leadership” will have to involve being willing and able to switch from one 
direction to another – pushing moral expansion sometimes in some ways, pushing 
intensification at other times, and deepening the envisioned overturning at other times. 

I’d now like to talk about some of what happened in Wisconsin last year. I think that 
some of what I talked about in this blog post happened there. I’m sure this sort of thing is 
happening in Occupy though I can’t speak as much to that as I’ve not been involved.) My 
family and I happened to be in Madison kind of randomly when the big protests and 
teacher sickouts there kicked off and I was around for the first few days of those events. I 
don’t want to overestimate what happened in Madison, but I think it’s worth noting that 
after very little conversation people were saying very radical things. At one point I talked 
for about 15 or 20 minutes over coffee with a group of 4 or 5 people who had come up to 
Madison from Janesville, Wisconsin. They were early 20somethings in heavy metal 
shirts. We struck up a conversation initially because one of them made a comment about 
how they thought it was fucked up that “pro-life” people want to ban abortions but also 
ban contraception. We started talking from there. One of them said that he thought that it 
would take a strike of all the workers in order to overturn the budget bill, and he thought 
that the private sector unions should strike to show that this was not just a public sector 
issue. One of them was unemployed and the others worked in small factories in 
Janesville. As we talked further, one of them said that if the bill wasn’t defeated by 
protests and strikes then maybe it should turn into actions like had recently been 
happening in Egypt. As we talked a bit more I asked them they had come out. One of 
them said that he thought it was wrong what was going on, so he felt he should be there. 
He said something like “I mean, I’m really liberal so I think this stuff but even some of 
my conservative friends think this too. Everyone thinks this is wrong.” Whatever else 
there is to say about what happened in Wisconsin, it seems to me that this was an 
example of a moral expansion and an example of at least talk about intensification. And 
the language of “liberal” and “conservative” – this is not a vocabulary I like or one that is 
used the same way in libertarian communist circles. This person might not have agreed 
with libertarian communist ideas politically, no matter how they were presented, but the 
difference of vocabularies is important as well. People move and they do so in part with 
whatever terms and ideas they have on hand. To my mind, trying to enrich the ideas 



people are thinking with and engaging them politically is important. Sometimes that 
means dealing directly with particular terms, but other times it means trying to shape the 
contents or meaning of the vocabularies people are speaking. 

A few of us from the IWW tried to respond quickly to these events as soon as possible. 
We were less organized than we should have been but I think for our small numbers we 
did well and things eventually turned out pretty cool given our capacity as an 
organization. (See this report.) That said, I think our work at least early on had some 
shortcomings. I knocked together flyer with the prole.info updated pyramid of capitalism 
on one side and this text on the other side: “In Cairo we toppled Hosni Mubarak by 
protests then strikes then taking over our workplaces. In Madison we can topple Hosni 
Walker the same way. Then the next dictator, and the next, and the next, and the next. 
Throw out every pharaoh in every political office and in every workplace. Until we do, 
this pyramid-shaped society will weigh on our backs. All the pharaohs in the world stand 
together on all of us down here at the bottom. Either we stand up united to overturn the 
pyramid, or the pharaohs stomp their boots upon our faces. We are all Egyptians. 
Yesterday, Cairo. Today, Madison. Tomorrow, everywhere." I’ve not written much in the 
way of that kind of thing and I hadn’t been at something like those Madison events 
before, in terms of size and scope and make up of participants, so I wasn’t sure what to 
do but I felt like it was important to try to do something. I made 1000 of those and 
handed them out. 

I was also one of maybe six people who had a hand in an initial pamphlet about the idea 
of a general strike. We were working quickly and without much time to prepare. Under 
the circumstances I think we did pretty well and I think the large numbers of those 
pamphlets that were ultimately distributed plus the general strike poster were positive 
things. At the same time, thinking in terms of the categories I tried to sketch in this blog 
post, I think we fell short. These materials pushed on the moral expansion to some 
degree, talking about solidarity across divisions and so on. They also helped up the 
intensity or at least the discussion about militant tactics – the pamphlet didn’t do that on 
its own, of course, it had to be distributed and there was a lot of conversations, but people 
started to talk and think a lot more about a general strike. The pamphlet could have said a 
lot more to try to focus on the moral expansion in that the fight (this might have 
happened more after I left, at least initially it wasn’t something we really worked on, 
given our short time and small numbers). The initial emphasis was largely about 
solidarity for pragmatic reasons – winning would require people to stick together – which 
was a limited form of moral expansion. There were further limits to the moral expansion 
in that it was mostly about defending collective bargaining rights for unionized workers. 
This was not the only thing under attack in the legislation at the time, but that was the 
main issue that took up most of the space, so the moral group – the We – implied in a lot 
of the struggle or mobilization in Madison was often not as large as the groupings of 
people under attack. Our main effort, then, I think, was pushing for a really big militant 
action, in order to preserve one part of the arrangement of life under capitalism. That’s 
not to say there was nothing important to the struggle. I am proud of what IWW members 
accomplished there, and I’d like to think we played a role in putting the call for general 
strikes more into the air in a serious way, which has become an interesting part of 



Occupy in the US. I also don’t want to overestimate the importance of pamphlets, and of 
course, if the general strike call had succeeded then more people would have had 
transformative experiences, but I do think there were some real limits to what we put out 
in print initially. 

As a final thought, I think among other things that one of the advances from Madison 
stuff to Occupy stuff is its vocabulary. Madison stuff was mobilizations of many people 
but it was largely about collective bargaining. Occupy is about economic inequality in the 
United States, essentially a matter of grievances over the shift toward an even more 
economically unequal form of capitalism in the US in relatively recent times. Of course 
I’d like things to go further, but that’s an advance. “We are the 99%” is more inclusive of 
parts of the working class (though there are real limits here as I tried to talk about in 
another blog post). And the lack of demands in Occupy is a step forward in that, between 
“Demand nothing! We are the 99%!” and “Demand the restoration of collective 
bargaining for public sector employees!”, “Demand Nothing!” in an advance I think, in 
that it doesn’t have the same sorts of divisions and moves more toward moral expansion. 
There’s a long way to go, though, until it’s “everything should have what they need.” I 
don't know what the tipping point is but I think so far we're not there yet, so far we're still 
at the point that Sojourner Truth Organization described: 

Quote: 
“Either direct action is integrated into a revolutionary perspective, or it is absorbed within 
the framework of capitalism. There is no other alternative.” 
 

I think for the short term we're going to see continual re-absorption into the 
framework of capitalism, despite advances. We may eventually reach a point 
where revolutionary perspectives really begin to spread. I don't know how to 
bring that about or what it would really look like in our time, but I think there are 
some hopeful signs in the differences and in the similarities between the Madison 
events and Occupy. A situation where movements, to use STO's words, learn 
from experiences of struggle in a way that is "integrated into a revolutionary 
perspective" is likely going to involve changes in our vocabularies on the left or at 
least translation out of our preferred in-group vocabularies into different 
vocabularies. Like I said, I don't know how to bring this about, I doubt it's under 
anyone's control, but I do think we should try along the lines I've tried to sketch 
here - moral expansion, overturning, and intensified militancy, and I think that 
we'll probably have to work at being willing to push one aspect in some times and 
places and other aspects elsewhere, as situations change. 
 
*  
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After the next storm passes 



 
Here’s what I think may be going on in the present today. A lot more people are 
interested in fighting. The official powers that be are not disposed to negotiations and 
concessions. That is, we have a growing sense of injustice on one side and inflexibility on 
the other side, and in some cases a repressive response which feeds the sense of injustice 
that I think is an important part of our current moment. 

People’s growing sense of injustice and of being wronged means that groups who are 
about economic inequality have more legitimacy now. There was just a long article on 
this at salon.com with regard to the labor movement. Within the growing group of people 
who proclaim that there are social injustices and that we should act against them, some 
people are getting more open to militant tactics. There's currently some debate in Occupy 
over respect for property and such, sometimes talked about unconstructively as a matter 
of pacifism or not. We'll see how far this goes but it could embolden organizations to 
exercise more militant tactics. 

I think Occupy could embolden some groups to fight more effectively and it could make 
it so our social environment is more conducive to them winning. We may be entering a 
social climate where this kind of behavior is rewarded by people, and some non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) may figure it out. That is: militancy might become 
more effective. 

I can imagine radical friends of mine saying "right, yes, like we've all said all along! 
Militancy is more effective! Direct action gets the goods!" I'm skeptical about that - I 
don't think direct action is always the best way to get the goods. Sometimes direct action 
gets you fired, and working a second job gets you more goods. But even if it's true and a 
direct action approach is always the best way to win, it still might be that there's an 
important change that's happened or coming in the near future. That change might be that 
more people are willing to take direct action and that direct action is more likely to win 
gains. If more people are willing to take direct action, that's exciting for sure. But what 
does that mean? 

What I'm trying to say here is that I think for a lot of us on the left we tend to think of 
ourselves as standing for things like militancy, and democracy. Those are the sorts of 
things we try to work for when we're participants in social struggles. We try to make 
them more militant and more democratic. I like militancy and democracy, but I think 
radicalism is more than advocating militancy and democratic process. To put it another 
way, at any given moment we face a set of problems and... well, there's two expressions 
that I like that say the same thing. "If you have a guillotine then every problem looks like 
a French aristocrat" and "If you have a hammer then every problem looks like a hippie." I 
think that people (and I definitely include myself in this) tend to react to a new problem 
using the tools and perspectives they developed from the last problems they dealt with. 
And there's a sort of problem of how to pose problems... 



What I mean is that I think a lot of us, definitely myself included, have spent recent times 
focusing more on how to fight effectively, and we’re engaging with current events from 
that place: let’s make these fights as effective as we can. Let’s learn as much as we can. 
Let’s try to make things democratic. All of that is good. But… 

We tend to move forward applying our current sets of practices and ideas. As my friend 
John O’Reilly has put it in conversations, many of us on the left struggle to solve the 
problems posed by the previous generation, even if they aren’t the problems that we’re 
currently encountering, and we use the resources we inherit from previous generations. 
After while we run into difficulties where our current practices and ideas are falling short, 
so we have to start asking what the problems are that we're coming up short on. I think a 
lot of us are likely to run into difficulties in terms of how we articulate and share our 
vision and values and analyses. I think we haven’t done that very effectively beyond an 
in-group level. And I don’t think we have a clear enough sense of how people got into 
that in-group or how we can recreate that process deliberately. 

More concretely, I've been really struck by some of the material calling for a general 
strike on May 1st about how much of it is like "fight for fair wages" and so on. I would 
say the same thing of the IWW's involvement in Madison in 2011. I don't mean to insult 
anyone's hard work or be disrespectful (I helped write some of the material IWW 
members distributed in Madison, I include myself in these criticisms) but I feel like there 
are some important issues about how to spread radical ideas that some of us could stand 
to discuss further. Not that I have an answer, I just think it's a question worth addressing. 

If I'm right and people are getting or going to get increasingly willing to take direct 
action, here's what I think may happen. In the present the capitalists and their 
governments aren't particularly interested in negotiating or in making reforms. This is 
partly because the current arrangement seems to be working okay for many of them to 
some extent - they continue to be getting richer. There are some voices among the 
capitalists and their politicians and planners who are saying that some reforms could be 
good for the economy over all and for capitalists in particular, but they're in the minority 
and most capitalists and politicians are doing well enough. They also have ideas and 
culture too, and currently anti-regulatory and pro-individual wealth ideas have more pull 
among those people. If I'm right about all this then what we may see is rigidness on the 
part of the official powers-that-be and more willingness to fight among people and 
organizations. We may see more crackdowns like have happened in Oakland. I think 
that’s the likely short term scenario. 

I think this offers opportunities to forces on the left. If the capitalists and states weren't 
likely to negotiate this might make radicals be taken more seriously, for a few reasons. 
For one, lack of meaningful reform makes openly reformist voices less credible. For 
another, repression may radicalize more people further, or at least make them more 
willing to be militant. That is to say, we are probably entering a time or been for a while 
in a time when people more people are newly receptive to radical ideas. That the official 
powers that be aren't really interested in negotiating might intensify this dynamic. That 



radicals are often the voices of militancy may help as well. 

The thing is, what are we a voice for other than militancy? And how good are we at being 
that voice? I think there could be a real turn, and it might work like this. First there will 
be faltering efforts by reformist groups to capitalize in the short term and win gains. This 
will work sometimes and fail other times. Occupy and electoralism will become an issue 
of serious conflict over the next year in the U.S. what with the presidential election and 
all. A lot of the rejection of elections will be along the lines of “they’re all bastards 
anyway, look what little we’ve gotten out of electoralism.” That perspective, however, is 
based on expectations of short term outcomes – what will best get the goods in the near 
future – not based on a larger analysis or values. If electoralism starts to become a way to 
get the goods sometimes, then this perspective will erode. Until electoralism starts to 
deliver short term payoffs, anti-elecoral radicals will continue to have real and increased 
opportunities to put out our views and be taken seriously. But what if there are changes at 
the electoral level? 

One concrete example, within the rules of parliamentary procedure etc, the Democrats in 
Wisconsin during the protests there in Madison did about as "militant" (scare quotes 
intended) an act in the parliamentary world as you can do, by breaking quorum. They did 
so in part because the Tea Party Republicans have taken a “fuck you we don’t have to 
work with you” stance, which polarizes the political strata. To use Mao-oid language, the 
Tea Partyists created an antagonistic contradiction among their people, one that they 
didn’t have the strength to power through or crush. The Democrats typically rollover like 
crazy so that "spineless Democrat" is redundant but the Dems who broke quorum 
*didn’t* rollover for a minute. Governor Walker and co’s antagonistic stance helped the 
Dems grow a backbone and break quorum. That in turn helped the Dems regain some 
legitimacy: they stood up hard, briefly, which gave them greater support. It’s like when 
the cops came out against Walker too and were at least temporarily more popular in some 
quarters, including, shockingly, some people on the left. Taking a stance on values and 
fighting hard sometimes is a useful move for electoral politicians, whether they 
ultimately win or lose on the issue. (I should also add, I’m not sure how much impact the 
mobilizations in Madison had on the actions of those Wisconsin state senators. I think it’s 
likely that those 14 senators would have rolled over in typical Democrat fashion if it 
wasn’t for the large mobilizations. The outrage that so many people had with Walker and 
the Republicans probably made those Democrats bolder so that they took their actions of 
breaking quorum and leaving the state. That is, the militant movement may have 
encouraged the Democrats to act in the way that they did, and which gave those 
Democrats more credibility for a while with some people.) 

That is to say, right now Occupy is a movement of people with some grievances, and it’s 
a movement of people who are addressing those grievance largely outside existing 
channels of grievance handling. (I’ve been trying to goad Scott Nappalos into writing on 
this, as I find it thought provoking whenever he talks about this.) The primary reason why 
Occupy is going outside those channels is because of a short term pragmatic calculation 
that official channels don’t work. And there are some forces within Occupy who have as 



one of their grievances the fact that official channels in the U.S. don’t work very well 
right now. That is, one of the perspectives in Occupy right now, I think, is that American 
institutions needs to be made more responsive. I think the example I gave above about 
Madison is one case where this happened, recently, at the electoral level. 

Another example that’s not electoral in nature is the NLRB and the CIO in the US. The 
sit down strikes went way beyond the existing means of dispute resolution and they 
violated capitalist notions of property rights and control over workplaces. They were 
really militant. And that helped make the NLRB do its job. A lot of radicals at the time 
mistook the great militancy of those works as evidence that the CIO and the NLRB were 
radical. And as I said in another piece recently, part of why the National Labor Relations 
Act was passed in the first place was because of the strike wave of 1934. In one his 
speeches in favor of the NLRA, Senator Wagner said that what the NLRA really did was 
make existing U.S. institutions work better. The U.S. government already had 
mechanisms in place to manage employer-employee relations, they just weren’t working 
very well and weren’t used very effectively. In the terms I’ve been using here, Wagner 
suggested that what the NLRA really did was to unstick U.S. institutions that had become 
gummed up. And this happened in direct response to militant social movements. 

One last example. I've been reading a biography about Robert F. Williams called Radio 
Free Dixie, I highly recommend it, and also Williams's short pamphlet Negroes With 
Guns. In the 1950s in North Carolina the local NAACP chapter took up arms after local 
courts became exhausted as a means of handling disputes - white rapists and murderers 
got off regularly when the victims were black. The stories of what happened in Monroe 
are inspiring and heartbreaking and I have the utmost respect for Williams and others 
involved in those struggle. But at the same time, this taking up of arms made the courts 
work better. There are other examples of this in the life and struggles of Williams and in 
the history of black freedom struggles in the U.S. (and probably around the world as well, 
but I know more about the U.S. example.) 

All of which is to say, we may see Occupy grow and win some things but also run into its 
limits. (Or if not Occupy, then another not-too-distant future round of struggles.) Part of 
those limits will be defined by the disposition of the people in the state. That is: the 
people in state power will set the limit of how far Occupy can go *under capitalism* in 
the short term. As in, the people in state power will shape what is and is not a winnable 
demand for Occupy. The disposition of various capitalists will shape this too – how much 
their willing to put up with before conceding a demand, that’s not a fixed thing, it could 
change. The capitalists too could become more willing to negotiate. 

Once Occupy runs up against the limits of winnable demands there will be a push to 
politicize Occupy in the sense of electoral politics -- electoralize it. If so, it will likely be 
a mix of vote out the more right wing politicians (recalls) and vote in some others who 
are Democrats. We may also see a viable third party candidate (viable in the sense of 
electable under capitalist democracy in the U.S.) I think that there's room for real reform 
under the system currently, but there may not be a need for that reform in the short term, 



and some politicians are ideologically committed to not having reforms happen. They 
could be voted out of office, though, so that if the current politicians don’t get more 
flexible, more reform-minded ones might get elected. 

Throughout this time, people might continue to be or increasingly open to radical ideas 
and militant tactics. If there’s electoral successes, or if costs start to get really high (ie, 
struggles start to get really disruptive) for capitalists, then the initial conditions will 
change. Instead of capitalists and governments who aren't particularly interested in 
negotiating or in making reforms, we may see a new willingness to negotiate and to grant 
reforms. Direct action will get the goods more and more, and the official powers that be 
will be more and more willing to grant a bit more access to the goods, and there will be 
more and more people willing to take direct action. If that happens, the initial thing that 
gave radicals more of a boost for our ideas will start to erode. Right now most people 
don't believe in the efficacy of the state. "Reforms?" some people scoff, "impossible." 
And that's true under who is currently in power. That makes it easier for us to be taken 
serious when we say “abolish capitalism.” But we may come to a period where people 
will say “abolish capitalism? No, just bang on it a bunch and it will start to work better.” 
And there to pick up the slack there will be politicians and government agencies and 
service-providing NGOs and combative NGOs who specialize in banging on capitalism 
to make it work better… 

Put abstractly, we may be seeing a tendency that will change to a different tendency. I 
suggested that we’re seeing increased clamor against injustice and increased openness to 
militancy on the part of movements and increased or continued inflexibility on the part of 
the official powers. That’s the current tendency. This could change, to a situation where 
there’s great institutional responsiveness. Sometimes going outside existing channels 
gives existing channels the wake up call they need to start working again. Then some 
people with grievances go back to official channels, if all they really wanted was 
resolution of their disputes. That's the type of question I was trying to get at earlier, that I 
think we could use more discussion on: how do we orient toward changing what people 
want? That is to say, I think we might enter a moment where revolutionaries and 
revolutionary ideas will have a greater opportunity to gain greater credibility, and there’s 
a good chance that we will leave that moment and be back to square one. A rising tide 
might lift our boats politically, then the outbound tide deposit them right back where we 
started. 

And if radicals aren't trying to really win people to and deepen their commitment to 
radical ideas like universal justice, the unacceptability of all forms of oppression and 
exploitation, then when things change the reformists will become the realistic alternative 
to radicals. And we'll get outflanked. Of course I don’t have a crystal ball, I mean this 
above all to raise questions about how we advocate for our social visions - how much and 
how well are we currently doing so? We shouldn’t assume that the options in the short 
term are revolution or business as usual. Occupy might be a game-changer that helps 
capitalism play better. The rulers may become more open to reforms and reform may 
become more realistic – or there could be electoral shake-ups. If our arguments for our 



social vision are based too much on the current perspectives of the current crop of 
capitalists, rulers, and their assistants, we will have difficulties when the next crop 
arrives. If our hegemony is mostly just de facto based on the fact of the current rulers 
current disposition, then if the current rulers change, or if they change their minds, then 
we’ll be more likely to be outflanked. 

None of this is to say co-optation has to happen. I just think that maybe some of us are 
relying too much on the fact that currently a lot of institutions in capitalist society are 
gummed up. Things that are meant to reduce social friction and increase loyalty and help 
people meet their needs (just enough people, meeting just enough needs, to help provide a 
bit of motor oil for the engine of the capitalist death machine), right now those 
institutions are working pretty badly. Currently those institutions are largely frozen in 
place and don't provide much for people. If things get heated enough those might melt a 
bit and start to work more, unless the other side just opts for straight up repression and 
sweeps us all off to jail. If things get really heated then some state politicians will start to 
talk about dramatically reforging those institutions. I don't think this says much about 
what radical politics will look like in our time but I do think that this is likely to be some 
of the stuff that goes on in the larger social environment that radicals have to operate in. 

A comrade who read this draft for me, John O’Reilly, asked me what I think we should 
do differently in light of the above. I’m not sure what the practical consequences of all of 
this are. I’d like to talk more about that. Put abstractly, I think we need to have 
conversations with people about what they currently want and the values they currently 
hold, as part of fights for what people currently want and need. And within those fights 
and conversations we need to push things toward conversations about what I would call 
more universal values and deeper social transformations. I think that the ways we 
evaluate success in our activities will have to involve assessing how often we win our 
short-term fights and assessing our activities in terms of the values people currently hold 
and the things people currently want. But we also need to assess our activities in terms of 
how many people and how deeply people hold to more universal values and 
thoroughgoing critical analysis. 

Slightly more concretely, within my own area of involvement, in the Industrial Workers 
of the World, I think we’ve done well at improving how effectively we organize and 
teaching people skills on organizing effectively. That’s had a relatively democratizing 
effect among organizers and has increased our efficacy. As part of all of that we’ve 
gotten better at helping people create relationships and frameworks for having 
conversations with co-workers about work experiences, conversations that help turn 
unpleasant work experiences into grievances for acting on. We’ve gotten better at doing 
all of that systematically, though there’s more we could be doing. I think we could stand 
to do more about having conversations about vision and values in a systematic way, and 
helping people create a common framework and vocabulary for posing and addressing 
political problems. 



Beyond the IWW, in relation to social movements, I don’t know what it would 
look like exactly and in concrete detail but I think we might think about how well 
we’re orienting toward the intellectual and moral life of movements. This is 
already happening to some extent I think. This means trying to get clear about the 
range of ideas and values that circulate in movements and to figure out how to 
intervene to shape those. One piece of that is at the level of the content of writing 
and imagery and so forth, another part is in the format of types of conversations, 
one on one and collective. I think it would also be useful to identify historical 
examples of movements who did aspects of these things successfully, that is to 
say, looking at examples of past movements and how they collectively thought, 
discussed, debated, reflected, and emoted about their experiences and their world. 
 
*  
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Sometimes it feels like 
 

I walked in to the grocery store with a big smile, I could almost feel that check in my 
wallet. Beth was a god damn champ to loan me that money. Maybe I'd buy some beers 
and food to fix a good dinner for the whole crew of us. Would it be weird to do that with 
money she loaned me? I was going to pay it all back anyway so it'd be all right. Plus Beth 
liked beer and was always so chilled out. There was that time in the UK when we drank a 
bottle of vodka and forgot to book a room or to make any plans at all really, and had 
ended up thinking we could walk the sixty or so miles from Claonaig to Oban… After 
stuff like that, Beth had to know I'd pay her back after my new job started in two weeks. 
I'd definitely get some beer and make dinner. 

I finished depositing the check at the cash machine and grabbed the receipt. Fifty dollars 
in my account. I read it again. Fifty dollars. What the fuck? How did I have fifty dollars 
after depositing a three hundred dollar check? It had to be a mistake. I was supposed to 
have four hundred bucks. I called the bank right away. I walked around the grocery store 
while I listened to a computer voice list recent transactions. The only mistake was I mine. 
I was always so careful, some weeks I checked my bank balance almost every day. I 
hadn't checked in a few days because I was working my ass off applying for jobs. I hadn't 
been spending any money except cash I already had out for train fare so I thought I was 
fine, but I had bounced a check. Some other check hadn't cleared in time or something, 
and then the bounced check had a fee, which meant that another deposit from a one-off 
job left me with less money than I thought so another check bounced with another fee… 
it was like two hundred dollars in fees alone. How I was going to pay my student loan 
payment and my rent before I started work? That had been the whole point of getting the 
loan from Beth. I snapped my phone shut and blinked. My face felt hot, I could tell I was 
turning bright red. I had an urge to knock bottles of water off the shelves. 

I balled my hands into fists and pressed them in my pocket. You stupid fuck up. Way to 
go. So much for beer and dinner. I took deep breaths and walked back to my car. I 



recounted every dumb thing I had done since graduating college four years ago, including 
going in the first place, all the stupid shit that helped me get to this point. I got in the car 
and slammed the door hard, then felt stupid for doing that. I put my forehead on the 
steering wheel and pushed the palms of my hands into my eyes and cried in my car in the 
grocery store parking lot. I tried not to think about people walking by. I wished I could 
just die and get over all of this, then I felt stupid for being so melodramatic. In the back 
of my mind I shouted at myself in my dad's voice, "you fucking pussy, you faggot, you 
fucked this up too, you can't even get a loan from a friend right" and I hated myself for 
how natural those words felt in that moment. A few minutes later I wiped my eyes and 
started the car. The CD I had with me was Bad Religion, No Control. I turned it up loud 
enough that it was hard to think and I drove home shouting along. "The poverty of his 
language and the wealth of his emotion…" 

* 

In an online conversation recently Juan Conatz said that he thought there wasn't much 
language to describe the restructuring we're currently experiencing in the United States. 
Juan recently wrote a piece about a day he had. That piece, which I think is a great piece 
of writing, and the conversation about it where Juan made that comment, that prompted 
me to write down those paragraphs about an incident several years ago in Chicago. I was 
between jobs again. I was trying to prove to my girlfriend and above all to myself that I 
wasn't a fuck up, that I could get my shit together. I had recently begun speaking to my 
dad again after a few years of refusing to talk to him, and I was fighting a lot with my 
mom in part because of tensions around making contact with my dad. Those were the 
people I could ask for money - my mom, my dad, and my girlfriend - and I really didn't 
want to because I was afraid of the relationship consequences of me asking, and worse 
yet, of them saying no, which felt like a real possibility. A friend came through for me in 
a big way, one of my few friends with a decent job. I think she even got health insurance, 
but I'm not totally sure about that. That was rare at the time. 

Like a lot of people I know I didn't grow up in the kind of shitty economic circumstances 
I've lived in for my adult life. This has been a source of tension and conflict with family 
members. No one else in my family went to college, so they didn't understand how it is 
that I got a degree and couldn't find a job. My girlfriend made okay money taking care of 
kids for a living, but got shit from family about that - you went to college to become a 
nanny? At one point I counted. At twenty five I had had twenty five jobs. Most of my 
friends my age were similar. My father had worked at a lot of job sites in the construction 
trades but had basically had the same job since finishing trade school during a long 
construction boom. He didn't understand it and didn't care to. Obviously I couldn't find 
work because I was stupid, even if I had "the gift of gab, and good grades," as he put it. 
When in a better mood he would emphasize "someone as smart as you, you can find 
work, you just gotta job hunt better than you are." My mom's answer was a variation on 
the same theme, except that she was convinced that somehow going to graduate school 
would fix everything, and she was praying that God would help me understand this, and 
that after all God helped those who helped themselves. 



My life is more stable now than it was back then, I have a job again, and health 
insurance. That stability's not as much as I'd like, though. I also have a kid and my wife 
and I are spending more than we earn, and I sometimes have nightmares about losing my 
job again and my daughter being uninsured. When Juan made the remark that we don't 
have much language to describe what is happening it really struck me because this has 
been my experience in trying to talk with my family about my experiences in the 
economy. For various reasons my relationships with my parents are difficult, though 
thankfully much less so than when I was in my 20s. Our problems are not just and not 
primarily economic, but the disconnects I've had with them over my experiences with 
jobs have not helped. They were really unable to understand what it was like looking for 
work, and that I really did try to find work, and I couldn't put it in words they'd 
understand. That lack of language, and the lack of comprehension on the part of people I 
loved (and already was prone to battling with) made the economic circumstances even 
worse. 

In the past few years, I'm sorry to say, my parents understand what's going on. The 
construction boom dried up with the financial crisis. My dad's working his first non-
union and non-construction job in years. He works nights as a maintenance guy at a 
factory, often working six or seven nights a week. My mom became a teacher late in life, 
right around when she and my dad split up. This year the school she teaches in cut almost 
half the teachers in her department. Class sizes went up accordingly, and they cut her pay 
by almost eight hundred dollars a month. She has started waiting tables to make up the 
lost income. 

Nowadays my parents understand better what my job experience was like. They've been 
through the wringer themselves now economically, like so many other people, and have 
seen enough other people they know - people their age, not dumb ass younger people - 
have a hard time. And it's just in the air now, people get that things have changed. But at 
the same time, while there's this new understanding, it's largely unspoken. That is in part 
a product of how my family and I (don't) communicate, but it's also a matter of what Juan 
said: there isn't enough language to describe these changes. I mean, there's probably 
plenty of terminology, but none that at any of us had on hand to talk with. 

* 

The conversation with Juan that prompted this was in part about the term precarity. The 
term as I understand it came up through European movements in the late 1990s and early 
2000s around cuts in welfare policy, changes in labor practices like more temp and part 
time work, and changes in labor law. I've never particularly liked the term. Actually, 
that's not true. I liked that term when I first heard it. I first heard it through autonomist 
marxist channels online, around maybe 2001 or 2002. At the time it spoke to some of my 
experiences, and I had a bad habit of liking all things European without thinking much 
about it. I remember when Greenpepper magazine devoted an issue to precarity. I got a 
copy and showed it to a friend, he said "it's interesting but it's really … like, conceptual. I 
have trouble understanding some of it and I don't know why they need to talk about this 



stuff in those terms." For a while some friends and I collaborated on a blog tracking what 
we could about the precarity conversations that were happening. Over time I got tired of 
the precarity talk, for three reasons. One, I had begun to be frustrated with what I had 
started to think was a social democratic component in the precarity movements. Two, I 
had become frustrated with American leftists importing categories from Europe without 
adapting them enough to (and accounting for) the different history and context in the U.S. 
Three, I had started to learn more about U.S. history and it seemed to me that the U.S. 
working class never stopped being precarious, to the degree that people did in Europe, 
and precarity was especially more common for people of color, immigrants, and women 
workers. 

Things are different after the economic crisis. Worse, economically, for sure. Precarity 
seems to me like a lousy term but we need some term and better a lousy one than none at 
all. But precarity's not a widespread term. Whether that term or another, I think we need a 
name for what's happened. 

When I was in high school it seemed to me briefly that Generation X was the name of a 
process like this. I'm a few years too young to be in that age cohort, but I remember 
reading about it in Rolling Stone and Spin magazine, in between interviews with various 
angst-ridden Seattle musicians, there were articles about how this was the first generation 
of Americans that would not live to achieve better economic circumstances than they 
grew up in. That is, there would be a turn toward downward mobility. My arty angry teen 
friends and I reacted to this with an aestheticized cynicism that we bought with our 
records. "No future for you!" Frankly it seemed romantic. Especially when it was a slow 
leak and we weren't supporting ourselves on our shitty jobs, just buying records and 
going to shows. It got a lot less romantic as it got realer in the next few years, and at least 
among my family and friends Generation X died out as a term in use. For a while, 
though, I remember people could say "Generation X" and it would mean something like 
"people experiencing downward mobility" though there were cultural trappings and stuff 
to the term too - hipsterism and all that. I imagine that for some people Occupy Wall 
Street serves a similar purpose in conversation. Still though it seems like there's not a 
clear and generally used set of terms, there's no phrase for it that sums it up that people 
know and use. 

What I'm trying to get at, what struck me so much when Juan said that we don't have 
language for this, is that there's this huge thing in our lives individually but also as a big 
change in our times, and I feel like we don't have words for it. There's no clear name for 
it that I know of that I can use with my friends and family who aren't radicals. We have 
words or names like "global warming" and "post-9/11" for other aspects of the present. 
Those terms name important social processes and threats, and they have a sort of moral 
overtone sometimes -- they're terms that lend themselves easily to making judgments. But 
we don't have enough words for this stuff in our economic lives, that capture these 
changes, and capture them as a kind of wrong. 

In the 1990s Love and Rage in the US used the term "reproletarianization," that's a good 



old marxist sounding kind of word. There's "austerity" too. Those are a bit technical 
sounding… a co-worker of mine recently said, complaining about management's griping 
about "low morale", my co-worker said "the problem isn't that we have a bad attitude, it's 
that we thought we had a future and now we don't anymore, that's not a problem of 
morale, that's a problem of us having no fucking future we can imagine." There's 
probably some link here to this book that Joseph Kay and Juan have said is good, 
Capitalist Realism, from what Joseph has said about it. The phrase I remember from 
hearing about that book is something like "it's easier to imagine the end of the world than 
it is to imagine the end of capitalism." Lack of vision, lack of believable future, I think 
this may tie in to lack of words that are in widespread use. 

I'd like to think that part of what's happening within Occupy is a process of the working 
class beginning to formulate terms and names for itself, and this is closely bound up with 
judgments about the world. I've written about this before, I think - it seems to me that 
Occupy is largely driven by a sense of "we did what we were supposed to and we didn't 
get what we were supposed to." I can relate to that. College was supposed to mean I 
would get a good job, that's what everyone told me, and yet I have always made less 
money than anyone else in my family, and that's not counting the debt. What the fuck…? 
Here too though we could use better words for these processes, and those words and the 
stories we tell with them have political stakes. "I did what I was supposed to so I should 
get what I was supposed to get" is pretty clearly a limited sentiment in terms of justice, 
compared to, say, "this bullshit shouldn't happen to anyone ever" or "everyone gets what 
they need." And again, I think we could also use names for the process, names that 
summarize experiences without leaving out too much or homogenizing too much, and 
names that politicize these transformations we're living through. 

I'm going to end here. I'd like to hear from other people about their experiences of 
anything in the ballpark with what I've said here. I'm particularly interested in 
hearing about people's economic circumstances and how they've communicated 
(or not) with friends and loved ones about it. In that I especially want to know if 
people have had adequate terms and ability to have those conversations, and if so 
how you've talked about it. 
 
*  
 
http://libcom.org/blog/making-our-languages-politics-18022012 
 
Making our languages for politics 
 

We live after a shipwreck at sea, the water slaps at us, strong winds rush at us, we fear 
sharks and rocks, and the sun bakes. Worst of all are the days of dead calm. Will we float 
here forever? We disagree about much – what sort of craft, how shall it be propelled, 
which direction to go? We get little assistance beyond conflicting platitudes which state 
the obvious at most, and which tell us little about how to do what we need to do. Build a 
ship! train new sailors! learn to fish! go north! learn to read the stars! get along with the 
others in other rafts! avoid the others! make war on the others! make the vessel 



seaworthy! 

What we can agree with is that we must build ourselves a ship. We have to do so while 
on the open sea, never able to dismantle it in dry-dock and to reconstruct it there out of 
the best materials. If we are to build it, we must do so plank by plank while still staying 
afloat in it and living together on it. The planks we use are drawn from the scraps afloat 
around us. We repair and rebuild from what we can salvage. Our makeshift vessels leak 
badly and resist our efforts to steer. Not trained builders, not traveled sailors, not 
schooled navigators, not strong swimmers, we take what we can, we pull aboard those we 
find treading water, we share what we can with others on other craft. In the process we 
are learning all of these things – to swim, to build, to navigate, and to do so together. 

Durruti once said "We have always lived in slums and holes in the wall. We will know 
how to accommodate ourselves for a while. For, you must not forget, we also know how 
to build. It is we the workers who built these palaces and cities, here in Spain and in 
America, and everywhere. We, the workers, can build others to take their place, and 
better ones! We are not in the least afraid of ruins. We are going to inherit the earth, there 
is not the slightest doubt about that. The bourgeoisie might blast and ruin its own world 
before it leaves the stage of history. We carry a new world, here, in our hearts. That 
world is growing this minute.” 

Durruti made these inspiring statements at a high point of struggle. We have grown up 
politically in a period of relative defeat and decline. The working class, liberatory social 
movements, radical political organizations, these are largely in retreat. It’s important that 
we believe with Durruti that the working class can build a new world from the ashes of 
the old. At the same time, that belief is just a start and there’s much else we have to do. 
There are lessons that have been lost, there are aspects of “we also know how to build” 
that we need to relearn. This is what the shipwreck metaphor is meant to convey. 

There have been struggles in our lifetimes, of course, even though the working class as a 
whole has not been on the offensive. We have some level of experience to learn from. 
This experience is limited but it’s what we have. We have to deal with the obstacles that 
impede or break the circulation of these experiences and the lessons they offer. At the 
same time, we should be proud of this experience - what we have learned, how we have 
fought, who we have built relationships with. In some respects, ours is a lonely condition, 
we are sort of historical latch-key kids We have very few mentors with much more 
experience who can guide us, and we few peers who have similar experiences and quality 
of experience as we have. And we have a hard time finding common vocabularies with 
which to compare and reflect together on our experiences. 

We build ourselves what we can to the best of our abilities, in a double sense. “We build 
ourselves” in the sense that we make things for ourselves – organizations, institutions, 
networks, analyses – and in the sense that we remake ourselves – learn new skills, new 
ways of thinking, new relationships. We attempt both using what we can draw from past 



experiences directly and indirectly, largely without generational continuity or much in the 
way of mentorship. For now and for a long time to come what we make ourselves will 
have a patchwork quality. We can and should evaluate our work, but we should not take 
the patchwork quality as too much of a flaw. A ship not built from salvage, a vessel 
without seams and leaks and crooked lines will probably not be possible and probably not 
matter until the working class begins to recompose itself on a massive scale. We inherit 
these flaws. The better assessments are not “is it seamless” but “does the seam hold?” and 
“are we learning better how to build?” and “are we learning better how to teach each 
other and ourselves how to build?” 

* 

The text above is something I had intended to extend and finish. I never got around to it. I 
post it here in part because, well, I’d like to do something with it rather than leave it on 
my computer. I thought of this again after some conversations with comrades recently. 
I’m always a bit hesitant about big picture claims about the nature of a historical moment 
and what that moment means for individuals (in part because historical moments are huge 
and our lives are small; macroeconomic detail about what a national or global economy 
tell us things about things we might expect in our own lives but a lot of the details of our 
lives and our decisions are invisible within analysis at the level of macroeconomic 
details). I say this even though I’ve written some of those kinds of big picture claims… 
and I’m going to make another one. 

I'm starting to think that one of the things that characterizes the present is a relative 
breakdown of shared vocabularies on the left. At least this characterizes the stuff I’ve 
experienced. People are cobbling together stuff from different traditions and often 
small/in-group traditions. (I’m thinking here largely of my experience with Italian 
operaismo. I have a lot of time for that material but I think it was a relatively small 
milieu, a fairly specialized one, and a younger/newer one compared with say the breadth 
and the longer history of, say, the Trotskyist tradition. Which is not to speak in favor of 
Trotskyism.) So people aren't sure what vocabularies to use, and within different 
vocabularies people often mean different things. The point of that extended shipwreck 
metaphor is to say that I think we're trying to simultaneously build something, craft and 
scavenge for tools with which to build it, teach ourselves how to use and identify those 
tools, and have a conversation about why we’re building the thing and what we want to 
do with it. And we’re having those conversations with a range of different vocabularies. 

I'm not religious but I think the christian 'tower of babel' myth fits with our moment 
somewhat. Over time, people build a similar language and use that to collaborate on 
common projects (and to fight with each other, for sure). And in building something 
people continue to refine their common language. When those projects get big enough, 
those in positions of official power respond. The tower of babel got knocked down in a 
way that broke up the shared languages people had built. I suspect that this has happened 
multiple times over history, so that after the tower fell and people’s political languages 
splintered, over time the working class has learned to speak across its different 



vocabularies and to form a new vocabulary in order to start building again. 

To be clear, I think any political vocabulary probably always involves conflict over the 
meaning of core terms, as part of conflict among people who speak that political 
vocabulary. (I got into a bit of this in this blog post.) My point is not that we should hope 
for a vocabulary where everyone agrees all the time on what all the words mean. Rather, I 
mean that I think that arguing about what to do and what we should think is important is 
made more difficult by simultaneously arguing about what terms to use to conduct the 
argument, and simultaneously arguing about what the terms should mean and why. 

In my opinion arguing a lot for or against any given tradition in an exclusive way is like, 
after the tower falls, being like “speak my language!” I think instead the more pressing 
task is to find ways to talk across our different languages (our different political 
vocabularies and traditions), as part of the larger project of the working class building 
itself a vocabulary that is more broad and which helps us start building the tower again. 
That is, we should think of political traditions as like languages, so that we should be 
aware that recommending one tradition over another is kind of like recommending one 
language over another – it rarely works. I think one of the things that happens over time 
is that the working class and the left develops common vocabularies and traditions. 

Along similar lines, fighting over language, or not fighting over language, I’ve argued 
with some comrades about the Occupy Wall Street vocabulary of the 99% vs the 1%. I 
don’t like the metaphor of the 99%, personally. At the same time, it’s a metaphor and its 
meaning is really open. It’s a matter of the ideas and the stories that people see their lives 
reflected in. I don't think that anything works along the lines of we get the ideas all 
worked out then the practice follows, but I do think that one of the many areas of work 
for radicals in relation to Occupy is in the milieu's collective intellectual life. I think this 
should involve not arguing *about* the metaphor – “not the 99%, not Occupy, but some 
other term” – so much as trying to shape the meaning of the metaphor. There's too much 
verbal inertia right now, the metaphor's not going away any time soon, and a lot of people 
are seeing their experiences reflected in that metaphor. In my opinion one goal should be 
to expand people's understanding of who they are and what they belong to. (I got into this 
in another blog post.) 

I think we should also keep in mind that past struggles have taken up ambiguous terms 
which were messy at the time (most political terms are ambiguous and a field of conflict). 
This includes core historic left terms like 'working class' (much of the working class 
hasn't worked for wages, historically, and the working class has always included conflicts 
over access to wages - moves by adult men to push and keep women and children out of 
waged work, for instance) and 'proletariat' (the term comes from a category of roman law 
about census taking, military service, and citizenship; Marx called the proletariat under 
capitalism 'rightless' and owning nothing but this too was a metaphor - literally speaking, 
the proletariat does have rights and does have property, it has rights to own its wages and 
means of subsistence, it lacks the right to productive property). I do think that some uses 
of the 99% metaphor papers over different people’s experiences. I tried to get into this in 



another blog post. But that is a social practice that can happen in most any vocabulary. 
The issue to my mind is more a matter of expanding the meaning of metaphor rather than 
dismissing it. 

As radicals who relate (or at least co-exist) with a movement of people who have 
given themselves a new vocabulary, I think we have a double problem here. One 
is to make and acquire vocabularies for our use for discussions and to organize 
ourselves, and in order to help us navigate within our larger moment. Another is 
to act effectively within the larger moment in part by how we relate to and try to 
shape the meaning of the terms in use in the movements around us. One key 
component of doing all this effectively, I think, will be cultivating a sort of 
cosmopolitanness about different vocabularies. That is, I think we should remain 
committed to the traditions and vocabularies that are important to us, but also be 
careful about how we relate to other vocabularies. Some of the time, often I think, 
when we walk into a conversation that's already happening it's more productive to 
try to make a similar point in whatever language people are currently speaking 
than to try to get the conversation to take up a new language. 
 
*  
 
http://libcom.org/blog/metaphors-right-wing-structure-feeling-26012012 
 
Armed struggles metaphors and a right-wing structure of feeling 
 

Influential right wing leaders like Sarah Palin “routinely drop words like ‘tyranny’ and 
‘socialism,’" writes Matt Bai in a New York Times article, “A Turning Point in the 
Discourse, but in Which Direction?” Bai points out that these politicians talks this way 
"as if blind to the idea that Americans legitimately faced with either enemy would almost 
certainly take up arms.” Bai quotes other right wingers talking about “domestic enemies” 
who deserve the “firing line.” They speculate, “I hope we’re not getting to Second 
Amendment remedies.” They run ads with politicians marked with crosshairs and where 
George Washington responds to Obama with, “Gather your armies.” 

Bai draws attention to how “much of the message among Republicans last year, as they 
sought to exploit the Tea Party phenomenon, centered — like the Tea Party moniker 
itself — on [the] imagery of armed revolution.” Bai points out that “It’s not that such 
leaders are necessarily trying to incite violence or hysteria; in fact, they’re not. It’s more 
that (…) they seem to lose their hold on the power of words.” The problem, rather, is “the 
dominant imagery of the moment — a portrayal of 21st-century Washington as being like 
18th-century Lexington and Concord, an occupied country on the verge of armed 
rebellion.” 

The armed rebellion metaphor which Matt Bai discussed is part of the US right’s 
structure of feeling. The marxist writer Raymond Williams wrote about what he called a 
“structure of feeling” made through a combination of people’s conscious efforts and 



unconscious activity. Williams used this concept to analyze common qualities in the 
everyday experiences of life in specific places and times. A structure of feeling is a set of 
outlooks, perceptions, and common impulses that people share. Structures of feeling tend 
to differ across different generations and groups of people. They are intimately bound up 
with the value system and world-view of a group and are often have as some of their core 
components imagery, metaphor, style, and narrative. 

The common use of armed rebellion metaphors among the political right in the US is an 
example of how use of metaphors helps give shape to and express a structure of feeling. 
The right is not so much a single group as it is a space where different groups and 
individuals encounter each other. The right’s structure of feeling is part of the 
architecture of the space in which rightwing groups and individuals encounter each other. 
The armed rebellion metaphor is a retaining wall in that architecture. Many people on the 
right differ with each other. Metaphors like that of armed rebellion help them to have a 
common vocabulary with which to identify common values they share and with which to 
spread those values. The invocation of images from the U.S. war of independence is 
particularly important in how many in the right paint themselves. The right’s metaphors 
also help bring in new people who connect with the right’s structure of feeling. Their 
structure of feeling is dynamic, though, with tensions in it. 

The imagery is not in anyone’s control. The imagery is a sort of vehicle that people are 
vying for control over. Most political terms are like this, and imagery is even more so. To 
illustrate my point about political terms, I’ll use some debates I recently read about the 
term “democratic centralism.” 

In a 1920 article, Lenin wrote about what he called “the democratic centralism” of some 
of his opponents, “Comrades Sapronov, Maximovsky and Osinsky.” Unlike his own 
version of democratic centralism, he said that theirs “is muddled! Such things cannot be 
tolerated. Such things drag us back theoretically.” He lists as an example “They say that 
democratic centralism consists not only in the All-Russia Central Executive Committee 
ruling; but in the All-Russia Central Executive Committee ruling through the local 
organisations.” In another article he talked about a document signed by a group calling 
themselves “A group of comrades standing for democratic centralism.” He called this 
article “not so much historical as hysterical,” “confusion and disintegration,” and 
“syndicalism.” 

The historical specifics are not important for my purposes here. The point is that the 
group Lenin opposed called themselves democratic centralists who were standing up for 
democratic centralism. Lenin also believed in what he understood to be democratic 
centralism. This was one of those arguments that people on the left are probably all 
familiar with. “You’re not *really* a democratic centralist, you just call yourself one! I 
know what real democratic centralism is, it’s my version of democratic centralism.” Kind 
of like “you’re not *really* an anarchist, even though you use that term to talk about 
yourself.” These kinds of arguments happen in part because political terms are fields of 
ideological conflict between interested actors. 



The vision and values and the core terms of the American right are also fields of 
ideological conflict. The right is a meeting place between people with different 
perspectives and goals. Among the ways to sort the people meeting there, we can put 
them into two basic types. There are people with right ideas that are still considered 
somewhat within bounds of the political mainstream in the United States – such as, 
deport all undocumented immigrants – and people with right ideas that are currently out 
of bounds within the political mainstream in the United States – such as, execute any 
woman who has an abortion. 

I suspect that there are at least two types of struggles going on in the right. One is a battle 
of ideas, about what people ought to do and what views they should hold. Another is a 
battle of culture, over the border of the mainstream. That is, there is a struggle to redefine 
the line between very right but within bounds and very right and out of bounds. The 
patriotic color that the right gives itself is an important piece of this over legitimacy 
struggle; it matters that the images invoked come from a history of the United States that 
is currently acceptable in the American mainstream. These are also images of people 
pushed too far, provoked into action. (I would like to strongly recommend a work of 
historical fiction, Manituana, by Wu Ming. The novel depicts the true story of early 
American appropriation of Indian lands during the war with Britain over American 
political independence.) 

In mapping the changing right-ward boundary of acceptable political discussion in the 
U.S. we should pay particular attention to institutions that straddle the boundary between 
the publicly acceptable right and the crazy right. These border positions are places where 
that boundary gets blurred and where influence passes from the crazy right to the publicly 
acceptable right. We should also pay attention to the ways institutions try to move from 
beyond the bounds of acceptability to these border positions. (I don’t know as much 
about any of this as I would like to. My sense is that there is much to be learned about all 
of this from the work done by Three Way Fight, Arizona’s Repeal Coalition, the [url= 
http://www.newcomm.org/]Center for New Community[/url], and the Southern Poverty 
Law Center.) 

The image of armed rebellion by patriots provoked by tyrants helps create the space for 
the right to have their battle of ideas. The conflicts involved in debating positions and 
making decisions can have a corrosive effect something like centrifugal force – the 
tendency to fly off out of the movement, a somewhat internal pressure for groups and 
movements to come apart at the seams. 

The right’s structure of feeling and its armed rebellion imagery help it formulate and 
express values that are a counter-tendency to the centrifugal force of its internal divisions 
and debates. That is, the structure of feeling provides a centripetal force, a force “by 
which bodies are drawn or impelled, or in any way tend, towards a point as to a center,” 
which here doesn’t mean the political center in terms of left or right but means remaining 
within the same movement to some extent. 



It also helps in the struggle over where the mainstream stops and the illegitimate right 
begins. The rhetoric of armed conflict is a common vocabulary among different people 
but it doesn’t always mean the same thing. The imagery and vocabulary of armed conflict 
is useful for everyone on the right. Some people mean that vocabulary in a sincere way. 
Others only use it rhetorically. None of these metaphors are in any one person or group’s 
control. Even when a single group plays a leading role, even when everyone agrees on 
the meaning of political imagery, the metaphors can still get out of hand. Sometimes 
groups or movements can get caught up in their own imagery. I’ll illustrate this point 
with a long quotation from an essay called “Spectres of Müntzer at Sunrise” by Wu 
Ming. (The essay is available online in four parts. One, two, three, and four.) 

Wu Ming is a collective of Italian authors with ties to the left and social movements. 
They were particularly active in the preparation for the Genoa protests. They write in 
“Spectres of Müntzer at Sunrise” about the creation of a shared imagery of siege. 
Activists increasingly described global capitalism and global elites “as a castle besieged 
by a manifold army of peasants. That metaphor recurs in several texts and speeches. 
Sometimes it’s explicit, very often it’s only implied, but it’s there.” This imagery was 
partly the result of a structure of feeling on the Italian left and at the same time that 
imagery helped to strengthen this structure of feeling. 

Wu Ming list several factors in the creation of the siege metaphor: 

Quote: 
“1. The summits were invariably held at fenced-in, heavily militarized areas (sometimes 
called ‘red zones’), which conjured up images of a regime under siege by protesters. 
Demonstrations took the form of ‘blockades’: the more the power wanted to keep the 
people out and away, the more the people forced the powerful to meet in ridiculously 
over-fortified garrisons. Metaphorically speaking, they closed 
themselves into castles. 
2. The movement had a firmly held (and loudly stated) ecological stance, and the struggle 
against Genetically Modified Organisms was diffuse, especially in Europe. In France, 
José Bové’s Confederation Paysanne [Peasant Confederation] was very active in 
destroying GMO crops and trashing McDonald’s restaurants. 
3. The popularity of the Zapatistas – a rural, peasant movement – was reaching ever new 
heights among activists in Europe and North America. 
4. The movement’s World Forum repeatedly took place in Porto Alegre, Brazil, a country 
where a radical peasant movement – the Movimento Sem Terra – was active and 
widespread. 
Although it was inspiring and effective, the metaphor was a misrepresentation. There was 
no real siege going on, as you can’t besiege a power that’s everywhere and whose main 
manifestation is a constant flow of electrons from stock exchange to stock exchange. That 
misrepresentation would prove fatal in Genoa. We were mistaking the power’s formal 
ceremonies for the power itself. We were making the same mistake Müntzer and the 
German peasants had made. We had chosen one battleground and a supposed field-day. 
We were all heading to Frankenhausen.” 



(Frankenhausen is a reference to a battle in 1525 when government forces brutally 
crushed a German peasant uprising.) 

Wu Ming describe how a social movement created an image without planning to do so, 
an image of global elites living in castles and of the people of the world besieging those 
castles. The metaphor had a powerful mobilizing effect. At the same time, the movement 
got tangled up in the metaphor’s web. No one person or group made the image, and no 
one could unmake it or steer it. Even noticing the metaphor clearly – understanding that it 
was a metaphor, rather than reality – was difficult at the time. The siege metaphor was 
tied in with other practices beyond vocabulary and imagery, of course. The siege 
metaphor was part of the over-all inertia of social movements at the time. Their structure 
of feeling was dynamic and energetic in a way that gave social movements forward 
momentum. (People who were around in that era might remember the slogan “we are 
winning!”) Momentum makes it hard to steer, though. Their momentum, including the 
siege metaphor, carried the movements forward into the Genoa protests, which Wu Ming 
describe as a terrible defeat which they weren’t prepared, on which they should have 
been, and could have been if activists had been paying more attention. 

Just as the Italian left in the first part of 2001 got caught up in metaphor of 
storming the castle, the American right is caught up in the metaphor of armed 
revolution. Just as the siege metaphor was useful for the left, the armed revolution 
metaphor is powerful and useful now for the right. The imagery makes the present 
make sense to people. The imagery draws moral lines. It places the believers on 
side of the good guys who have been wronged. The good guys, in true Hollywood 
fashion, Just…Can’t… Take it… Anymore. The good guys are up against some 
bad guys who can be beaten, and who deserve to be beaten, and who have terrible, 
terrible plans in store if they are not beaten… These metaphors feel really good, 
even intoxicating. They help mobilize and energize people. Like the Italian social 
movements of 2000 and 2001, the US right is dynamic and energetic, with 
forward momentum. 
 
* 

http://libcom.org/blog/hypotheses-reform-repression-united-states-31052012 
 
Hypotheses on reform and repression in the United States 

1. The main response to social movements from on high is a repressive one and we know 
it’s a coordinated response, that’s clear. But how high up is “on high”? As in, who is 
making the calls on the repression? I think it is or at least has been relatively low level 
decision making and agency-to-agency information coordination rather than a high level 
consensus and centralized command. I think we’re seeing in action the relative autonomy 
of relatively low level state personnel, in a context of relatively inattentive and indifferent 
higher level personnel. 

2. That will change quickly, it’s already begun to change and may have already changed. 



Higher ups are involved, but it’s not clear how much, in what way, and what the 
consensus is. With ongoing repression there will certain be lawsuits. Lawsuits are at best 
limited as a tactic, and they’re conservative as a strategy. At the same time, lawsuits are 
in part a site of conflict between different parts of government. There will be intra-
government conflict over the behavior of the repressive apparatus of the state. This is 
already happening with immigration, as with the Department of Justice’s detained 
immigrant rights hotline. That’s not merely cosmetic; it represents different state 
personnel and agency perspectives on how to approach immigration issues. 

3. Changes in how to handle social mobilization will result from movements’ actions and 
from intra-governmental conflicts. Changes in responses to movements that rely less on 
the repressive apparatus of the state will be taken by some people in movements as 
evidence of the workability of our current society. To put it reductively, less clubbing 
will mean more faith in the system for some people. This is part of why some 
government personnel will push for less clubbing. That said, the political content of 
changes in how government forces respond to movements is made, not given. What 
matters is how changes in state responses will affect working class anger and forms of 
struggle; that affect is a massively open question. Different political forces and outlooks 
will interpret changing responses in different ways and will aim to make their 
interpretation carry the day. 

4. The heat of repression will be potentially transformative and radicalizing for some 
people. It will knit people together across political differences in positive ways. In the 
long term, this will be incredibly significant. A new generation of radicals will come out 
of this and for years they will talk about these events. In the short term, repression will 
also likely create situations encouraging political differences being papered over, because 
of the seriousness of repression and the good hearts of the people involved. That will 
probably give a kind of inertia to whatever the over-all tendency is in the groupings or 
mobilization that are running up against repression. 

5. There is a rising current of reformist forces within social movements. Passive or 
tactical reformists will encourage working within existing institutions (elections and so 
forth). They will fail as much or more than they succeed at least for the short term. 
Militant reformists will play increasingly important roles, providing funding and 
personnel. Their militancy and the repressive response will minimize differences with 
them and radicals. Plus these terms are both blurry and in flux – who is a radical and a 
reformist isn’t easily apparent all the time and these positions aren’t fixed, they can 
change. The militant reformists will gain short term credibility in movements due to the 
existence of passive or tactical reformists but these forces will also work together quietly 
behind the scenes on some occasions. For example, the militant reformists will agree with 
other reformists that electoral reforms are needed, but will place less priority on pursuing 
that goal immediately in the near future, perhaps based on a different analysis of where 
institutions are at currently. 

6. If passive or tactical reformism becomes politically viable it will be due to a 



combination of militant social movement action and response from those in positions of 
institutional power. The ideology and culture of those in power plays an important role 
here. If reformism does begin to get serious traction in institutions of official power, 
militant reformists will press social movements in that direction, drawing on whatever 
credibility (if any) they build through their militant participation prior to this turn. 

7. Communist analysis and practice in the short term will be rare and will get little 
traction, not least because both will tend to be unclear in presentation and in content, at 
least initially. 

8. People feel to a high degree the unacceptability of the current social order and the 
current efforts to make it all even worse. This feeling will increase. The intensity of this 
feeling will lead to counterproductive practical and theoretical responses to repression 
and to the failures of movements, including some potentially self-destructive behavior. 

These speculations are pessimistic in the short-term but there are important potentials in 
the short term to lay the groundwork for the next cycle of struggles after the current 
cycle. How to maximize those potentials is a pressing problem but their existence is very 
encouraging. There is great disorder under heaven, the situation is excellent. 
 
* 
http://libcom.org/blog/no-more-double-edged-swords-12062012 
 
No more double-edged swords: institutions that reinforce capitalism 

In his short, readable book Historical Capitalism, Immanuel Wallerstein writes about 
movements that sought to take state power in the twentieth century. He says that when 

Quote: 
successful [these] movements were then confronted with the realities of the limitations of 
state power within the capitalist world-economy. They found that they were constrained 
by the functioning of the interstate system to exercise their power in ways that muted 
[their] 'anti-systemic' objectives. 
Wallerstein argues that movements pursued the seizure of state power because "[t]here 
seemed to be no more promising alternative strategy." (All these quotes are from page 69 
of that book.) I don't find that convincing as an explanation, but Wallerstein makes a 
more interesting point. He says that seizing 

Quote: 
state power at least promised to change the balance of power between contending groups 
somewhat. That is to say, the seizure of power represented a reform of the system. The 
reforms in fact did improve the situation [in those countries], but always at the price of 
also strengthening the [global capitalist] system. 
That is: the world market had really important effects on all the movements that seized 
state power in the 20th century. After taking power they had to run their state and had to 



exist within the world market, which required various concessions. The capitalist system 
exerts force on everyone in it and disciplines everyone in it. Those who took state power 
then found themselves having to govern the population and in part having to transfer 
capitalist discipline onto the populace. 

Wallerstein doesn't get into this but I think basically the same thing happens with union 
contracts - the union after winning an election has to help govern the workers. I wrote 
about this in another blog post, struggles try to take some social territory and to hold it. 
"Holding territory means having to govern that territory, and that governing takes place 
within the larger context of capitalist society. A collective bargaining agreement requires 
a union to govern the workers who fall under that agreement, or requires those workers to 
govern themselves, within a range of acceptable behaviors. If the workers go outside that 
range, there can be serious penalties. Effectively this makes the union into a lever for 
enforcing behaviors that are functional for capitalism. Unions are disciplined into helping 
discipline workers into doing their jobs." 

To my mind this means there are basically two moments to struggles - their 
upswing and their peak/plateau/down-swing. On the upswing all kinds of 
movements are very disruptive and important. After their peak, many movements 
then become organs (and ideologies) of capitalist discipline, depending on the 
institutional forms they took (states, union contracts, etc). In my opinion, whether 
on the scale of a workplace, a local or regional industrial action or organization, 
or a national struggle, this means that we should be careful about the institutional 
forms our struggles take from peak to decline. There are institutional forms that 
require the institution to govern some social space and some resident population. 
More specifically, they require the institution to govern that population in such a 
way that it's partially functional for capitalism. We should reject those 
institutional forms to the best of our ability. Some of the time we may well not 
have better short-term options, and some of the time a struggle may be unlikely to 
actually succeed - a union campaign may be unlikely to win a contract, a local 
struggle with ideology about shaping state power may not stand a chance of doing 
so in the short term. That means that those struggles will peak well short of being 
able tp play any real role in shoring up capitalism. Participating in struggles like 
that can make sense some of the time. Still, in the long term we should be moving 
away from these kinds of institutions and struggles to build or participate in these 
kinds of institutions. I think the conversations about 'direct unionism' that some of 
us have been having and the solidarity networks like the Seattle Solidarity 
Network are both efforts to create institutions that don't play this sort of 
disciplinary role. We have a long way to go in all this. 
 
* 
 
http://libcom.org/blog/occupy-vs-eviction-radicals-reform-dispossession-
22062012 
 

Occupy vs Eviction: Radicals, Reform, and Dispossession 



In the first part of this post I discuss the anti-eviction work of Occupy Homes. In the 
second part I discuss some of the demographics of home ownership in the U.S.. In the 
third part, I discuss political reformism. In the fourth I take up radicals acting in reformist 
movements, and in the last part I discuss the current push by capitalists and their 
politicians to impose worse live on many people. Since I started working on this a lot has 
happened in relation to Occupy Homes, including an exciting day of action across the US 
over the Cruz house and against PNC Bank. I urge people to get involved if you can, and 
to pay attention to these developments, by checking http://occupyourhomes.org/ and 
Occupy Homes MN on facebook. 

1. Stop Evictions: Occupy Homes Across the United States police force people out of 
their homes as banks foreclose on home-owners. In response to the foreclosure attack, 
Occupy Homes has arisen. Occupy Homes has taken action in many cities, including 
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Portland, Minneapolis, and Atlanta. Many of these 
actions have included violation of eviction orders, resisting police eviction efforts, 
moving people back in to homes emptied by police, and putting pressure on banks to 
negotiate. Right now there is a network of Occupy Homes groupings coming together 
around the country. 

Occupy Homes is an exciting development in general. Anyone with a conscience wants 
people not to lose their homes, and it’s hard not to like anyone who is giving police and 
bankers a hard time. That said, there are some issues here for people with a communist 
perspective. I think there is a rising current of reformist forces within social movements 
today, as I’ve written about elsewhere much more briefly than I do in this post. I think 
these dynamics will be particularly intense after the first round or couple rounds of the 
Occupy movement, as Occupy rebuilds, reconfigures, or dissolves. Some reformists in 
social movements will encourage working within existing institutions through measures 
like elections, lobbying, lawsuits, referenda and recalls, and so on. These reformists will 
fail as much or more than they succeed at least for the short term. Other reformists will 
get more militant and these militant reformists will play increasingly important roles, 
providing funding and personnel to movement. Their militancy will minimize differences 
with them and radicals. The militant reformists will work together quietly behind the 
scenes with less militant reformists on some occasions. For example, the militant 
reformists will agree with other reformists that electoral reforms are needed, but will 
place less priority on pursuing that goal immediately in the near future, perhaps based on 
a different analysis of where institutions are at currently. The militancy of some 
reformists, and often their sincerity, will confuse good-hearted radicals who will not 
understand (or be able to act against) the militant reformist forces. In my view Occupy 
Homes is an example of these dynamics. 

Occupy Homes involves a mixture of political perspectives, which is no surprise. More 
important is the tendency or trajectory of this mixture – “where is heading?” is more 
important than “where it is at?” There are some forces within Occupy Homes that will 
exert pressure to pull it in a more reformist direction. Among the forces involved in 
Occupy Homes are numerous neighborhood-level nonprofit organization, the American 
Friends Service Committee (AFSC), and SEIU. Stephen Lerner, until recently an 



important strategist at SEIU, has written and spoken repeatedly about anti-eviction and 
foreclosure work. (See here and here. It’s notable that there’s a clear sense of SEIU’s 
involvement in Occupy Homes, but SEIU does not show up in the list of supporting or 
participating organizations here. Occupy Homes did participate in a local SEIU initiative, 
though.) This emphasis grows out of SEIU’s understanding of the importance of financial 
institutions in the current economic and political moment and an effort to push on 
financial institutions in order to shape outcomes in the present. The AFSC is a Quaker 
organization that pushes nonviolent civil disobedience as a tactic and has been involved 
with Occupy Homes in Atlanta. Occupy Homes has also applied for funding from a 
nonprofit grant-giving organization set up by wealthy progressives including one of the 
people from Ben and Jerry’s ice cream. (The applications are online here and anyone who 
is doing work within Occupy Homes or other foreclosure work probably should read 
them. I plan to do so eventually as I think they help get at important developments in the 
present with regard to NGOs and reformist pressures. There’s a lot more research that 
could be done here to figure out all the players and their interests and ideologies, 
including that funder, the Movement Resource Group.) 

A number of individual radicals are involved and providing important work within 
Occupy Homes. It’s possible that their role plus the experience of struggle will radicalize 
reformist elements within Occupy Homes and it will become more radical over all. It’s 
also possible that radical elements will organize within the emerging Occupy Homes 
network to push out reformists. It’s also possible that reformist elements will set the 
agenda and draw on the energy and militancy of radicals to accomplish reformist aims. 

One problem that Occupy Homes has in relation to the rest of Occupy is demographic. 
Occupy Homes is about home-owners; most Occupiers have been renters. On the other 
hand, Occupy Homes has been a step forward away from open-air camping and the 
power of general assemblies of whoever happens to show up and operating through long 
consensus-process meetings. Furthermore, Occupy Homes represents a push to organize 
and actively reach out to people not already disposed to camping and mobilizing around 
Occupy Wall Street. These are positive developments. But it’s not clear that they’re 
radical ones. I say this with a great deal of hesitation, for several reasons. For one, I do 
not have any real ideas as to alternative practices in the short term. For another, a lot of 
people tend to use ‘radical’ as a compliment, such that anything a radical does and cares a 
great deal about is thought of as radical and it’s an insult to say it’s not. I don’t mean it 
this way. Rather, I think it should always be an open question whether and how 
something is genuinely radical and how and in what ways, rather than something we 
assume is a closed matter with an obvious answer. I should also admit I’m using the term 
‘radical’ here in a narrow and yet vague way; I have in mind Marx and Engels’ remark in 
the German Ideology that communism is the real movement which abolishes the present 
order. 

In addition, while Occupy Homes has described its actions as direct action, what people 
in Occupy Homes seem to mean by this is quite close to nonviolent civil disobedience. I 
have no interest in arguing about what direct action really means; those conversations are 
rarely fruitful. Many people use terms in a variety of ways. Rather than argue about the 



One True Direct Action, I would prefer to talk about versions of direct action. The things 
that are important to me about the versions of direct action that I care about are a matter 
of who does the action and what its effects are on the people who do it. In my experience, 
people fighting on their own behalf over something with real effects for them can be 
deeply transformative. Occupy Homes is not carrying out direct action in the sense of 
people acting on their own behalf without intermediaries. To the degree that there are 
people having radicalizing collective experiences through Occupy Homes, I think home-
owners are in the minority. Occupy Homes is primarily a matter of non-home-owner 
activists mobilizing on behalf of home-owners. Furthermore, defending a home against 
police eviction means having people there all the time or at least available all the time. 
This ability to mobilize is relatively limited by demographic. People who work in 
nonprofits and people who are partially-employed or unemployed will be able to mobilize 
for these defenses more than other people will. I expect that there will be tensions 
between these demographics over time in Occupy Homes; currently the nonprofit staff 
are largely the strategists, with the part-time and unemployed workers being largely a 
rent-a-mob of mobilizers or at best tacticians. This could change, however, if, for 
example, people involved were to push for general assemblies to determine tactics and 
strategy, or if some were to pick neighborhoods with high foreclosure rates and organize 
home-owner assemblies as representatives of Occupy Homes. This would force 
reformists into having to choose between discrediting Occupy Homes by swearing off the 
actions of some involved, or going along with the new developments. 

Occupy Homes’ increasing openness to militant tactics is positive and the experiences of 
those tactics and of confrontations with the police will be important formative 
experiences for the people who pass through them. There will likely be tensions with 
Occupy Homes over these tactics. This will especially occur if there continue to be 
confrontations with police over evictions. Openness to militant tactics, however, is not 
necessarily openness to or spreading radicalism. In addition, the type of militant tactics 
used matters. Occupy Homes talks about direct action but in one sense, as I said, it’s not 
direct action so much as it is advocacy on behalf of homeowners. These direct actions 
also differ from other actions that people often associate with the term direct action as 
carried out by anarchists. Some types of activity that get called direct action are illegal in 
such a way that participants hide their identities and seek to avoid arrest. To put it another 
way, I suspect that currently reformist forces are setting the over all agenda for Occupy 
Homes and that radicals are involved at the level of tactics. If the tactics carried out 
involved, say, smashing bank windows and otherwise seeking to raise costs for banks in 
ways that are in no way legally defensible, and if the tactics involved smashing police car 
windows and unarresting the arrested and otherwise seeking to prevent the police’s 
repressive actions from working, the response from the reformist forces would be a much 
more polemical one. (This is distinct from the current response to police repression which 
is above all to try to publicize it and make it cost the existing official powers that be in 
such a way that will eventually limit use of police force in the first place. This is not to 
say that direct action tactics against police repression are actually the best ones in the 
current moment; I suspect that they’re not. My point is simply that this situation of 
reformist strategy with militant tactics carried out by radicals could have multiple 
combinations.) Currently, the tactics carried out are basically intense civil disobedience 



leading to arrest and somewhat sympathetic media coverage. I’m fairly sure this is a good 
set of tactics for Occupy Homes’ current aims and strategy. These tactics will have some 
transformative effects on participants. They may also suck up a lot of energy from 
radicals doing jail support and a lot of time and money. They may also reduce the room 
for talking about the politics of Occupy Homes and its direction, because people will be 
hesitant to disagree too much or criticize in light of the important stakes like jail-time and 
so on. This arrangement will help keep the reformist strategy-setters in charge and the 
radicals as tacticians. 

Another aspect of Occupy Homes involves use of the local official political infrastructure 
in the attempt to keep the police in check or at least keep their use of force to a minimum 
and in the attempt to put further pressure on the banks. This use of the local official 
political structure is in tension with a positive part of Occupy Homes. Occupy Homes is 
in part linking eviction proceedings to those responsible, that is, pointing out evictions 
are political and that there is a chain of command involved and everyone in that chain is 
responsible for eviction. This politicizes eviction rather than seeing it as a natural course 
of events. All of that involves an attack on political officialdom, which is in tension with 
using the officialdom. This article from a trotskyist organization talks about working with 
local politicians to pressure the mayor about foreclosures and evictions. The article also 
claims that that SEIU used its clout within Occupy Homes to push anti-eviction efforts 
not to attack the mayor publicly, and instead to allow SEIU to pursue some behind the 
scenes negotiation. (It has clout because of donating time as well as the informal 
leadership role some of its staff are playing, including through some level of participation 
in direct action or creating the context for direct action.) The article attacks SEIU for this 
but it’s worth noting that these are two different strategies of using politicians to 
negotiate with the repressive arm of the state and with the banks. That’s another 
component, negotiation with the banks. Both of these aspects, use of the official political 
power structure and negotiation with banks, is the province of experts with some level of 
credentials and respectability, another aspect which reinforces the dominance of reformist 
forces within Occupy Homes. 

As long as the Occupy Homes stuff takes place at the level of fighting over the terms of 
loans these dynamics will probably play out. The issues of the terms and consequences of 
mortgages and defaults makes them strongly predisposed toward legalistic forms of 
negotiation, with the action at the houses being essentially a pressure tactic to bring the 
banks to the negotiating table where the experts will handle it. There's also a strong 
ideological conceding of ground here. From some of the public calls by Occupy Homes, 
there’s a lot of “why are the cops acting against a family who are still in negotiation with 
the bank?!” That rhetoric is understandable and temporarily useful, as is the real outrage 
over the dealbreaking here but there’s a way in which this is not about evictions per se 
but about wrongful evictions. This is analogous to some news stories about wrongful 
deportations where legal immigrants and US citizens were accidentally deported, as if 
some deportations are okay). As long as this is a fight over ‘wrongful’ evictions and the 
terms of evictions, as opposed to a fight against eviction per se – as in, a fight for 
genuinely illegal continued residency – it will probably have greater limits. That is not to 
say that Occupy Homes can immediately leap to fighting off ‘rightful’ evictions by a 



sheer act of will. My hunch is that fighting ‘wrongful’ evictions may eventually be useful 
for building the base and experience and commitment needed to declare a full 
moratorium on evictions in an area. That would require the residents of a relatively large 
area to get involve, I think. (And wouldn’t it be great if it moved toward a moratorium on 
paying mortgages and rents…?) 

 2. Who owns homes and what is the role of home ownership in the U.S. economy? A 
key part of white supremacy in the post-world war two U.S. was access to home 
ownership. (One important institution for shaping home ownership was the GI Bill, 
which predominantly helped white soldiers. There were other important factors as well; 
two good books that cover all of these dynamics are Thomas Sugrue’s Origins of the 
Urban Crisis and Lizabeth Cohen’s Consumer’s Republic.) Home ownership probably 
cost less than renting did in the long run and it allowed home owners access to credit. 
Racial stratification in home ownership maintained earlier inequalities and it meant that 
in the post-war economic boom that a much greater share of rising U.S. prosperity went 
to whites, over the long term. 

Home ownership is quite racially stratified today as well. (In the year 2000, 71% of white 
households lived in a home owned by a member of the household. Only 46% of Black 
and Hispanic households lived in a home owned by a member of the household. This 
information comes from here.) It’s also gender and age stratified. Single mothers own 
homes less often single fathers. Few people under thirty own homes (between 1/5th and 
just over 1/3rd of people under 30 own a home) while 80% of people over 65 do so. (See 
here and see “Homeownership Rates by Age of Householder and Household Type” here.) 
This makes some sense. Men tend to make more money than women, and buying a house 
is more likely the longer that people have been working and able to save money to buy a 
house. There’s a good reason to think that the current economic crisis will disrupt these 
dynamics. A large portion of recent college graduates are unemployed – about 25% - and 
an equal portion are considered ‘underemployed’. (See here. College graduates are of 
course no more important than anyone else but this is a decent approximate measure of 
the restructuring that’s happening right now in the US economy.) It’s likely that the 
effects of this unemployment will be life-long. (See here.) People who go through this 
labor market experience, as just over half of college graduates are, will never bounce 
back fully, meaning that they will be consistently financially below people who had jobs 
and who weren’t ‘underemployed’. All this is racially stratified as well. All of which is to 
say, the likely trends in future home ownership are probably going to look worse. Fewer 
people will own homes, the gap between home owners and everyone else will widen in 
the long term, and the home owning population will be whiter. 

At the same time, the foreclosure attack is hitting blacks and latinos harder than white 
homeowners. More than half of all foreclosed home owners are white, but black and 
latino home owners are much, much more likely to be foreclosed on. What this means for 
action is hard to say. On the one hand, the foreclosure crisis is in many respects a 
downward restructuring of many people in the working class and it’s hitting black and 
latino home owners harder. Those are good reasons to prioritize fighting foreclosurers. 
On the other hand, fewer black and latinos in the U.S. own houses than whites do. 



Foreclosure work doesn’t address the majority of blacks and latinos in the US. That 
suggests that anti-foreclosure work might be better pursued as one facet of a push around 
housing, and not in an abstract way (“we’re for housing for all even though our 
organization just focuses on foreclosures”) but in a practical way (“we fight banks and 
landlords in this area, whenever people have a problem with their housing.”) 

It’s also worth noting that “home ownership” is a slippery term. A recent report by the 
New York Federal Reserve Bank distinguishes between effective home ownership and 
home owners who effectively do not really own their homes. In an important sense all 
people who paying a mortgage don’t fully own their homes, but the New York bank is 
talking about something slightly different. They note that a lot of home owners owe more 
on their home than the home is worth. The New York bank calls this “negative equity 
home ownership” which it does not count as effectively owning a home. The report is 
worth reading, it has a good overview of some of the benefits of home ownership. It also 
has a table listing official home ownership rates in major cities and then the effective 
home ownership rates. Areas where there’s a big gap, that is, where a lot of home owners 
owe more on their homes than the homes are worth, may be places that are prone to 
friction around home ownership. People doing housing organizing might want to check 
that out (I’m sure people in SEIU and similar strategy-setting organizations are doing so). 
The report’s online here. 

The government and lenders are quite concerned with foreclosure rates and home 
ownership rates as well. Home owners who are underwater on their mortgages are going 
to try to pay off their mortgages rather than spend money elsewhere, restricting 
consumption and so slowing economic activity. I have to admit I don’t really understand 
the foreclosure crisis. I found this article helpful but I haven’t read much beyond that. 
That article suggests that part of the crisis came from financial institutions pursuing short 
term income in a way that built up to a crisis. That approach made sense as long as there 
was boom; once the collapse started, lenders didn’t want to get caught holding the bag, 
and the costs were, of course, unevenly distributed. In a sense this is a pretty classic story 
of capitalism – short term shortsighted behavior makes a lot of money for some people 
and ultimately results in a lot of misery for a great many people while many of the ones 
who got richer are basically fine. 

So, fuck capitalism, let’s burn it down and get on to the better phase of human history. 
But that’s not the response of capitalists and the state; their response in these situations is 
to try to fix the particular short term problems to get the ball rolling again so a few people 
can keep getting richer… until the next time something big and awful happens to a lot of 
people, then there will be a minor corrective response again, and so on and so on and so 
on. A boot stomping on a face forever. Anyway, the government response here, and the 
response of lenders with vision, is to figure out how to organize the situation to alleviate 
the short term problems as much as possible in a way with minimal costs to call involved. 
And course the largest shares of the costs will be paid by those lowest on the food chain. 
Foreclosures hurt lenders to some extent in the short term; this article argues that they 
cost lenders and banks about $50,000 a pop. (See here and here.) This is the kind of 
situation that is fixable under capitalism, it just takes some figuring out to understand 



how it can be fixed in such a way that is more or less in keeping with everyone’s short 
term interests, then some pressure to bring various actors into line with their interests so 
they’ll be willing to compromise. (As an aside, I think it's worth pointing out that 
interests are at least much created by people politically and ideologically as they are the 
result of people's objective social position. I discuss this for working class people in a 
section of this document called "Shared Interests And Mass Organizations Make And 
Remake Each Other." More recently I've been thinking a lot about the state as part of the 
process of capitalists getting organized and constructing their interests, and disciplining 
individual capitalists to get in line with the capitalist class's over-all interests, or with the 
interests of the dominant fractions of the capitalist class.) 

I think the signs point to a growing willingness to negotiate on the part of lenders and a 
growing interest on the part of the state in facilitating that negotiation, minimizing 
conflicts, and preventing this kind of fallout in the future. (This of course depends on 
who wins elections to some extent.) If I’m right about this, and it would be worth testing 
this a lot more, then I’m sure that the SEIU and similar people involved are aware of 
these dynamics too. That may be why they’re involved, because they think this is a 
winnable issue. I think this is another reason among many to pay attention to fights 
around housing because if it is possible for militant reformists in movements to find some 
traction with reformists in positions of official power this will probably be an area where 
that happens. That means that it may be an area that offers examples of dynamics that are 
likely to occur (within movements and within state and capitalist responses) during this 
time of crisis. 

It’s also worth noting that some of the time capitalists and their politicians are willing to 
throw some of their own under the bus if it’s necessary or temporarily useful. Capitalism 
does this to some extent in its ordinary operations. “One capitalist always kills many,” as 
Marx put it. If need be, the banks or at least some banks may well take a real hit from 
their fellow capitalists. That’s important, but its political meaning will be ambiguous. 
One capitalist taking a fall is not necessarily anti-capitalist. The destruction of the present 
form of capitalism – the shaking up of actually existing capitalism – is how capitalism 
has changed over the time. Pro-systemic reforms require attacks on parts of the system as 
it’s currently constituted. This is not speak against attacks on the system, but rather to say 
that the response when not repression is attempted innovation and specifically attempts to 
harness attacks into helping carry out needed creative destruction and generation of new 
institutional arrangements. 

3. Militant reform: Theoretical points and issues for further inquiry At a theoretical 
level, it’s important to think of the contending forces in the present in a rich, 
multidimensional way. That is, culture and ideas matter; the actions of forces in the 
present are political and not economic in a narrow sense. Our understanding of people’s 
interests alone will not help us understand and predict their behavior. We also have to try 
to understand how they understand themselves and how they formulate their steps 
forward. Another point at a theoretical level, if I’m right that we are seeing a rising 
militant reformism, this confirms aspects of the analysis put out by Miami Autonomy and 
Solidarity that what they call ‘the intermediate level’ is the most active component right 



now in society, meaning relatively advanced and committed individuals outside of radical 
political organizations and without much of a mass base. Militant reformism is one 
version of action by intermediate level elements. I think it’s worth trying to further 
analyze the conditions that encourage or facilitate militant reformism and the conditions 
that discourage it. This is part of why it’s important to look closely at Occupy Homes; 
this is not going to be the only grouping of its type. It’s also worth trying to understand 
the characteristics of Occupy Homes in order to try to get a sense of the dynamics of 
militant reformism. Every example will be different, but there will be some common 
elements and we should begin to try to notice them in order to try and prepare for future 
developments. Improving, testing, finding the limits of, and making more concrete the 
analysis and critique of militant reformism seems to me an intellectual/theoretical task 
worth taking up. 

It’s also worth asking how radicals can and should relate to militant reformist groupings. 
There is probably no single answer, it will all depend on the situation people find 
themselves in. At the same time, it’s likely that often militant reformist groupings will 
rely on the good will and hard work of radicals for their existence. This should give us 
some pause. At the very least, we could probably benefit from a conversation about how 
to best participate within these kinds of formations. I have a hunch that many radicals 
impulses, like doing administrative and tactical work, as well as being relatively to loyal 
to local political consensus, will help radicals get played by reformists in strategic roles, 
such that radicals come away having accomplished less for their activity than they might 
have otherwise. 

Then again… we should also talk frankly about the degree to which it is possible to 
engage in a practice different from that of militant reformism in the present. That is, is 
there a viable communist practice in the present and if so what does it look like? If there 
is not, and there may well not be, then communists should talk about what it would like 
for a communist practice that is not only ideologically different from reformism, and not 
only a matter of spreading ideas, but different in the short term at the level of how 
struggle is carried out. If this is not currently viable then how will we know when it 
become viable, and how would we begin formulating that practice? This may be 
understood in two ways, as exceptional or exemplary momentary events like riots and 
appropriations, and as links in a chain of struggle or snowflakes building for an 
avalanche. That is, communizing instances vs communist contributions to cycles of 
struggle that build in a communist direction. My impression from a very cursory glance is 
that the communization current within French marxism gets at elements of these points, 
but primarily in a philosophical sense. This too is an area for further collective inquiry. 
All of these matters involve questions and challenges in practice and in theory, and 
answers will only come over time through collective struggle. 

4. Better Get A Better Village Here’s a joke. An English tourist gets lost on a drive in 
Ireland and ends up in countryside. He finds a small village and stops at pub. He asks the 
bartender, “Can you tell me the best way to get to Dublin?” The bartender replies, “Well, 
if you want the best way to get to Dublin you need to start somewhere else, not in this 
village.” 



I think it’s easy for radicals to sometimes fall into a “don’t start from this village if you 
want to get to the city” attitude. Or, as my friend Phinneas Gage has put it, often radical 
talk about ‘strategy’ implies fantasizing about having an army when one doesn’t exist. 
The reality is that we live in a time when the capitalists and their governments have been 
on the offensive for a long time and working class and radical forces have been in retreat, 
defeat, and disarray. So if we’re going to converge on some city, we need to first use a 
compass and map and figure out where we are – and we’re all in different places – then 
figure out how to get to the highway, then find a ride. And we may not necessarily want 
to converge on that city, or do the same things once we get there. All of that is an 
extended metaphor in over to say, again, that none of this is to write off Occupy Homes 
or other similar groups and movements. We have no option but to start in the villages 
where we happen to be. At the same time, we do need to figure out short term and long 
terms goals and tasks. As I said earlier, I think there’s a dynamic in the present here 
there’s likely to be a rising current of militant reformists. I’m still thinking this through. 
What it does not mean is “fuck these groups.” People who are able to participate should 
do so, but should also decide what they want they want to accomplish through that 
participation. 

In another blog post I suggested that historically organizations of social struggle face 
pressures from the state and other social actors, and that these pressures are passed on to 
the members or constituents of the organization. Put simply: organizations get pressured 
externally and they in turn internally pressure their constituency. I argued that radicals 
should try to build institutions that have minimal power to pass external pressures on to 
their constituents. (A concrete but very abbreviated example of this is avoiding contracts 
in workplace organizing.) In some conversation after this post, I realized I had not really 
clarified my views toward organizations that do have the capacity to pressure their 
members in response to external pressures. I certainly do not prefer those kinds of 
organizations. At the same time, they simply do exist. I would prefer that all 
organizations seek to avoid the dynamics I mentioned, of passing external pressures on to 
constituents, but that’s not the world we live in. I do not think that radicals should always 
and only abstain from participating in those kinds of organization. I think people have to 
make decisions based on the factors on the ground where they live and work and are able 
to be involved. 

I believe the same basic point for organizations whose political perspective I disagree 
with, including groups where the main perspective and practice is what I’ve called 
militant reformism. I would prefer that all organizations be explicitly radical and try to 
reject reformism, but that’s not the world as it currently exists. Radicals should not reject 
participation in militant reformist projects on principle, they should make their decisions 
based on more fine-grained considerations. Radicals might participate in militant 
reformist efforts simply because it’s good to be part of people improving their lives, or 
because it’s satisfying to be part of a collective effort and social struggle. Radicals might 
also participate for the experiences and education that participation brings. 

My general orientation for several years has been a somewhat inward-looking one, in that 
I think the main projects for radicals is to organize and improve ourselves. That’s not to 



say we should be insular, far from it. I just think that we tend to be few and far between 
and that we have a lot to learn in practice and in theory. I think being active and 
ambitious is an important way to get organized and to improve ourselves, individually 
and collectively and in my view for the time being the main goal should be building a 
meaningful, powerful, capable left, rather than trying to shape macro-level events. This 
doesn’t have to be an either/or, though. In any case, I think we can think about what 
radicals learn and gain from movements, what radicals contribute to movements, and how 
movements can shape macro-level events and tendencies (that is, how movements can 
shape the balance of class forces and how that balance plays out). Each of these aspects – 
focusing on radicals’ development, focusing on movements’ development, and focusing 
on large-scale power relationships – are related but different and we can have different 
goals depending on our emphasis. 

In terms of some of the things that radicals gain from being in movements, I’ve written 
before about elements of struggles and the things we learn from them because of the way 
that participating in the struggle challenges to us. These are vision, goals, strategy, 
tactics, and logistics. Vision is the ideology and theory of the organization and our ability 
to assess current reality. Goals are where we want to get to. Strategy is the plan to get 
there. Tactics are the individual components of the plan. Logistics are the implementation 
and competency in carrying out tactics. Struggles and sequences of struggles require 
some of each of these components and that’s why they pose challenges to our abilities in 
each of these components. People can come away from struggles with improved abilities 
in each of these areas, including a greater sense of the type of social change needed, in 
their willingness to participate in militant struggle, and in their greater sense of collective 
belonging – being part of a larger collectivity like the working class. Each of these areas 
and how it plays out in action will likely be a site of friction within Occupy Homes. I 
suspect that radicals’ involvement in Occupy Homes will not teach much in terms of 
goals or strategy, because those are likely largely determined by reformists, but the other 
areas offer potential lessons, as well as potential issues to push internally within Occupy 
Homes. 

Radicals might also participate in the hope that their efforts will, in the long term, create 
greater legitimacy for radical ideas and building relationships: participation in mixed 
groupings as base-building. In my view, how far this goes depends greatly on three 
things. 

1) How are political forces arranged in the chain of decision making? If radicals carry out 
the logistics or at most set the tactics while reformists set the goals and formulate the 
strategy then the reformists have a lot of control. 

2) What kind of interaction do radicals have, and with who? If radicals’ participation 
involves a lot of contact with people who aren’t radicals in ways that allows for serious 
long-term relationship building and the opportunity to have frank political discussions 
then there are opportunities there. Often, though, radicals participate in ways that involve 
dealing mostly with other radicals they already know or who already share their views 



(emphasis on militancy and direct action probably increases these dynamics, as that kind 
of activity will be mostly limited to people who are already up for that action and it tends 
to require a fair amount of trust). And when they don’t deal just with radicals, they often 
deal primarily with an existing political layer or infrastructure such as NGO and union 
staff, who are either politically advanced with different politics or are tied in to the 
reformist structure of the militant reformist grouping. 

3) What kind of flow of information/communication is there? If radicals do awesome 
activity that makes an important contribution to a movement but no one knows about then 
it doesn't legitimate radicals or radical ideas. Often movements don't have independent 
channels for information flow other than informal communication (gossip, basically), and 
how that informal communication works depends on who has relationships with who. If 
there are multiple constituencies involved in a struggle (like in Occupy Homes, where 
there are at least three constituencies that overlap but are somewhat distinct: staff, non-
staff activists, and the home-owners), communication tends to be limited within one 
constituency or to travel through key individuals with relationships that span 
constituencies. 

Often what ends up happening is less base-building than radicals being confined to a rent-
a-mob of tactical specialists that gets played by more conservative political forces who 
use radicals tactically for their own ends. This kind of participation can still be rewarding 
and educational, even if it’s not base-building, my point is simply that claims about 
radical participation as base-building should be scrutinized a lot. (As I discussed here in 
relation to calls for a renewal of massive strikes as a way forward for the working class, 
these dynamics happened in the CIO in the 1930s. John L. Lewis described the 
participation of radicals in the CIO's organizing by asking succinctly: “Who gets the bird, 
the hunter or the dog?” 

I would describe everything I’ve said so far in this section as being largely about radicals 
self-education or long term legitimacy. This also assumes that radicals participate in 
movements or groups basically as individuals or collections of individuals without much 
independent coordination. They may get into conflict with the center of gravity and the 
prevailing strategy of the group or movement, but largely as individuals. If radicals get 
more organized into independent groupings to move any of the above agenda, there will 
be greater tensions in the group or movement. The more that radicals become a viable 
force for moving an agenda in a group or movement, the more friction there will be with 
nonradicals in the group or movement. The degree to which radicals aren’t experiencing 
this kind of friction in a group or movement is probably the degree to which their 
participation is largely about self-education or base-building. Some of the time, opting for 
these activities really is the best choice in the short term in a group or movement. 

Radicals might also participate with the aim of shaping movements. I still think that the 
most important emphases are building up the left and our sorts of groupings. I would say 
that we want radical mass organizations, which is to say, fighting organizations that put 
forward radical principles and engage people on them to politicize relatively less 



politicized people or further radicalize relatively less radical people. To borrow terms 
from some comrades n the Solidarity Federation, we want radical political-economic 
organizations, as opposed to organizations that just fight to get the goods and don’t do 
much politics or only do and encourage reformist politics. (On political-economic 
organizations, see this discussion paper by Joseph Kay. Part one. Part two.) Radicals that 
act together in a larger group or movement in such a way as to build a radical mass 
organization or political-economic organization will experience greater friction to the 
degree that they carry out these activities. Sometimes it will be best to back down in 
order to scale back the friction and avoid a rupture with others involved, but sometimes 
pushing things to a breaking point is the best step. Generally, we should not pick fights 
we can’t win or which we can only ‘win’ in the form of mutually-assured-destruction but 
we also should not avoid fights just because fighting often sucks interpersonally and 
emotionally. 

In terms of radicals shaping movements and larger groups’ over all perspective and 
activity, in an earlier post I tried to sketch three ways that struggles can be transformative 
experiences. I suggested that experience participating in struggles can increase people’s 
comfort with militancy, it can expand people’s moral horizons toward an idea of justice 
that includes more people, and it can increase people’s sense of the how much social 
change we need in order to have a good society. 

I think these are also different general directions that radicals could orient their activities 
in movements. To put it another way, these are different direction in which radicals might 
do politics within movements or organizations. Radicals might seek to expand who is 
included in the ‘we’ of a movement or group (I like to call it ‘expanding the group’s 
moral horizon’), they might seek to make the group have a better analysis of structural 
dynamics in society and the need to change society fundamentally, and they might 
increase the militancy of a struggle. We might see this as making old slogans into lived 
realities for people, which radicals then discuss explicitly – struggles can help people live 
and really feel the ideas that ‘direct actions gets the goods,’ that ‘an injury to one is an 
injury to all’, and that we must ‘abolish the wage system’ in order to establish a society 
based on the principle ‘to each according to need’. In my opinion, direct action is often 
heavily emphasized today (as is direct democracy, in line with the old slogan ‘we are all 
leaders’) while other aspects of acting within movements tend to get less attention. (There 
is at least one other way that radicals participate in movements, which is simply plugging 
in to do administrative tasks and basic necessary work to keep a movement going. I’m for 
doing this; I think it builds respect and people should pull their weight, but it’s worth 
asking what the goal is and if people are doing so because they’re good caring 
conscientious people, or if it’s part of a plan and some goals as radicals.) As I said above, 
to the degree that radical carry out these kinds of activities in a coordinated way, they 
will have greater friction. 

So far I’ve sketched some thoughts on what radicals might learn from participating in 
movements and organizations, and ways that radicals might do politics within the space 
of existing movements and organizations. Radicals might also try to shape the direction 
of movements and organizations within the larger movement. It seems to me that what to 



do here breaks down in a few ways. The points I discussed above could be scaled 
upward. So, for instance, an organization or movement might be pushed to act in the 
world around it as a group that expands others’ militancy, makes others have a more 
radical analysis, and/or expands others’ moral horizons. Radicals might also push how a 
movement or group acts in relation to prevailing power relationships and the balance and 
use of class power in society. The dynamics I mentioned for radicals in groups and 
movements go for groups and movements in society as well: to the degree that groups 
and movements effectively begin to move a radical agenda of whatever type, they will 
experience friction with the rest of society. Some of the time it’s best to limit this friction 
in the interest of feasibility and strategy, but not always. An individual group that tries to 
practice a highly localized total break from capitalism will fail, but if no one ever 
practices such a break then humanity will fail. As I discussed in another post, negotiation 
is a social relationship. Fundamentally, no one will get beyond some form of negotiation 
with the powers that be until the working class in the millions or or perhaps the tens of 
millions is breaking out of the social relationship of negotiating over the terms of 
capitalism and instead practicing a real rupture with capitalism. For the time being, we 
are going to be dealing with better and worse forms of practicing and institutionalizing 
negotiation. This is worth keeping in mind in talking about ways that radicals might 
shape movements and groupings. With that in mind, I’ll get back to Occupy Homes. 

How might Occupy Homes fit within larger power struggles within the US? There are 
two basic directions the struggle can move in – it can intensify or it can generalize, or 
some combination of the two. I think the short term scenario will be that Occupy Homes 
helps some people have better lives but even if it becomes a serious political force, the 
strategic importance of reformists will limit the degree to which Occupy Homes is a 
threat to capitalism. In the short term, Occupy Homes will probably be limited to small 
scale gains on a case-by-case basis. Then again, this may change. The banks may come 
under more intense scrutiny and heat and result in more widespread mortgage reform. 
This will improve a lot of people’s lives, and I am of course for people’s lives improving, 
but it’s not clear that a problem resolved under capitalism helps build for the end of 
capitalism. (I should also say, while I fantasized in a parenthetical remark earlier about 
how cool it’d be if an area declared a local moratorium on paying mortgages and rents 
and managed to enforce it, this too would be quite limited if the struggle did not spread. 
Unfortunately, there is a measure of truth to Lenin’s remark that politics begins when 
millions of people are in motion.) Again, none of this is to attack the efforts of the people 
working on Occupy Homes, rather I think it’s worth thinking through how these struggles 
may unfold and what they may result in – those results will in turn shape the players in 
and the terrain of future struggles. 

In a more long-term and large-scale perspective, Occupy Homes may provide a base for 
reformists who are willing to work within existing institutions if those institutions are 
willing to give a little. Currently those institutions are largely not willing to give much, 
but this may change. Over all, put schematically, the dynamics of a political moment are 
composed of pressures from below and forces from above. Right now the forces from 
above are not particularly conciliatory and are mostly responding to social movements 
with repression. If this changes, it will be mistaken by some on the left as an opening in 



the direction of revolutionary transformation instead of a system-conserving willingness 
to bend. The militant reformist refrain ‘we need to get serious, we need to talk about what 
it would really take to win’ and to measure the important of direct action in the goods it 
has gained will make it likely that renewed systemic flexibility appears as an 
unadulterated victory for the working class, instead of as a new strategy deployed against 
the working class. If more reformist elements come to real power within official 
institutions then that could serve to defuse some degree of popular anger and begin to 
help resolve the current crisis. That is: militant reformism is trying to build reformism 
from below; right now it’s meeting with repression from above, but if begins to meet a 
corresponding reformism from above then things could change rapidly in ways that 
radicals may not be ready for. 

5. Dispossession: Theoretical points and speculations I think an important category for 
thinking about the present is dispossession. I take this term from David Harvey, who 
writes about what he calls “accumulation by dispossession.” The term refers to the taking 
of previously held goods, money, and rights: land seizures, the selling off of public 
resources, pension thefts, these are all types of accumulation by dispossession. Judtih 
Whitehead describes accumulation by dispossession as a process "which simultaneously 
concentrates property in a few hands while reducing the access of many to (…) means of 
livelihood." (Development and Dispossession in the Narmada Valley.) Dispossession 
increases people's need for money and often increases the consequences of not having 
money. Generally, dispossession has a few elements. It may force people to pay for 
things they previously didn't and it may make some other people very rich or much 
richer. It always rapidly downgrades people's standard of living; it violates people's 
standards of what they previously thought they could expect, including customary and 
legal rights; and it often makes. (One facet of dispossession is accumulation by 
encroachment, involving the taking of public lands. Marx called a related process by the 
name 'enclosure.' In the history of the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, 
and probably other countries, this encroachment was carried out via settlers who helped 
take land from native peoples. Incidentally, Harvey and others’ analysis of dispossession 
has roots in Marx’s analysis of what he thinks was the beginning of capitalism, in the end 
of volume 1 of Capital. These chapters are, in my opinion, the best parts of v1 of Capital 
and the best place to begin reading the book – starting at chapter 26 then reading to the 
end, before reading the rest of the book.) 

Finance has tended to play a key role in dispossession. Debt, fraud, transfer of pensions 
into financial assets which are then stripped, foreclosure of homes, bankruptcy to get out 
of financial obligations, all of these are facets of accumulation by dispossession. The 
state plays a key role in all of this as well. Government sets the terms for what is 
acceptable and unacceptable forms of dispossession, and government provides the force 
behind dispossession. 

Dispossession is different from what many of us think of as the normal operation of the 
economy. As the economy rolls along, workers produce goods and services which belong 
to employers. Employers sell those goods and services. Employers sell these products for 
more than it cost to make them, which means that employees produce products that are 



worth more than what the employees were paid to make them. Employers keep that 
profit. This process is exploitation. Exploitation generally takes place or at least is 
understood as taking place within a relatively stable framework in terms of who owns 
what and what people expect. Exploitation feeds terrible poverty, sexual harassment, 
discrimination, and violence. Capitalists and various social institutions try to mask 
exploitation as fair and just. 

The flip side of exploitation is dispossession. With dispossession the terms of 
exploitation and the terms of people's access to the things they want and need are 
changed suddenly and in large scale. Dispossession intensifies exploitation for those who 
are still employed because employers speed up work. Employers uses the growing argue 
numbers of more desperate jobless people to put pressure on their employees. Employers 
also try to exploit their employees further in order to try to keep up with the great profits 
gotten by the dispossessors. Dispossession also makes the consequences of joblessness 
worse for many people. 

Dispossession has risen more and more as something attempted by global capitalists and 
governments. This puts pressures on other capitalists to keep up. The rounds of struggles 
against neoliberalism, such as the Zapatista uprising of 1994, the struggles against 
NAFTA in the 90s, and struggles against IMF and World Bank structural adjustment 
policies have all been struggles against accumulation by dispossession. We've seen these 
struggles more recently in the US as well, as in the protests in Madison, Wisconsin, and 
to some extent both Occupy Homes and Occupy Wall Street. Accumulation by 
dispossession tends to spark large-scale resistance not simply because of the economic 
stakes, but primarily because of the moral stakes. People see big threats to the futures that 
they thought that they and their kids would have. More than that, though, people see 
previous agreements and expectations violated: the other side breaks their deals and 
violates their own laws and policies, or intrudes on institutions and practices that they 
have no place intruding upon. 

When they rose up, the Zapatistas declared "We are the product of 500 years of struggle." 
This hearkened back to Eureopean colonization, a massive project of dispossession which 
gave a boost to European counties and the capitalist economy, and which greeted terrible 
hardship and loss of life for native and working peoples around the world. This 
dispossession never ended, but it entered into a sort of dance with exploitation. The 
global economy - or, the approaches taken by global capitalists and elites - has proceeded 
in waves, with a rise of dominance of exploitation followed by a rise in dominance in 
dispossession. We're currently in a phase where dispossession is prevalent and likely for 
various reasons. This tends to involve finance as politically dominant and as relatively 
profitable compared to companies that make goods and services. While some people have 
been subjected to dispossession throughout the history of capitalism, when the dominant 
strategy shifts the intensity and/or who gets subjected to dispossession shifts. With a shift 
from an emphasis on dispossession and financial dominance to an emphasis on 
exploitation and the dominance of productive capital, there tends to be more room for 
reforms to improve the lives of some people. With the opposite shift, from a larger 
emphasis on dispossession and the dominance of finance, even more people's lives get 



dramatically downgraded suddenly. 

The important core component of the idea of dispossession in connection to militant 
reform is that dispossession involves stripping away past rights and legal claims - like 
flooding out people's homes as part of dam building, pushing indigenous people out of 
forested areas for the sake of clearcutting, but also things like stealing pensions, eminent 
domain of people's homes for highway construction. Dispossession usually involves 
elements which are not narrowly economic, in the sense that it is not simply the result of 
an impersonal transaction. Dispossession is backed up by force, and it often involves the 
other side changing the rules - as in Wisconsin and other states where legislators decided 
to try to get out of paying the previous pensions they had agreed to pay. (Actually, to put 
it more accurately: state employees had paid into their pensions; the state governments 
tried to take these funds, via legislation. At the same time, there is always a rhetorical 
conflict over dispossession: the dispossessors try to paint their actions as impersonal, as 
business as usual, or as deserved because the dispossessed are lazy or spoiled or inferior. 
What the dispossessors don't want is for their actions to be seen as a decision and as 
something which enriches a few at the expense of many.) 

I think the prominence of accumulation by dispossession poses questions, both 
theoretically and practically, for this view, and for those of us who tend to emphasize 
waged work and exploitation. My outlook is always a work in progress but for now my 
basic preferred political practice can be summarized as follows. Organize on the job to 
build cadre (or whatever term people prefer if they don’t like that term. I mean 
committed, class conscious, capable people. We might abbreviate it as CCCP, which is 
what I mean by cadre…) Cadre seek to intervene in large scale events within a realistic 
assessment of our limited capacity. In this we seek to lay the basis for future workplace 
organizing after the cycle cools off. It’s not clear to me how this relates to the trend 
toward dispossession. There are important connections between dispossession and labor 
but the ways we fight the two are different. I would like us to think through more of how 
different struggles relate (or don’t relate) around these different facets of capital 
accumulation. Specifically, I would like to think through how the types of organizing that 
some of us advocate (under terms like ‘direct unionism’ and ‘political-economic’ 
organization) relate or could relate to accumulation by dispossession. I think a further 
complication in this will be that dispossession struggles will likely have a strong pull 
toward a militant reformist perspective. 

I think we can reasonably expect further attempts at downward restructuring of living 
standards. I think most of these attempts will be successful. I think we’ll see a continued 
shift to the right politically within electoral politics and will see the electoral political 
layers continue to be heavily divided and polarized for the short term. We will also see 
working class uprisings, sometimes defensive in nature, successful only when they gather 
around them a larger constituency to where the struggle expresses their grievances even if 
in an inarticulate manner like in Madison. 

Some forms of dispossession are much more brutal than others, but part of what they 



have in common is that they're not normal market operations, they appear less as 
natural/automatic economic consequences (though there's a big push to cloak them as 
being like that). They involve decisions by actors who are somewhat identifiable, usually 
state actors, so it removes a bit of the "it's capitalism in general, it's everywhere" feeling. 
Another key component is that it tends to feel to people like there's been a broken deal. 
It's a rapid breaking of some group of people's old normality and replacing it with a new, 
worse normality. That kind of deal-breaking tends to piss people off and they take it 
personally more than stuff that can be like "it's no one's fault, it's just the economy." The 
last key component is that it happens to large groups of people all at once. The boom in 
evictions is clearly a form of dispossession, part of a larger and global wave of 
dispossession. 

I think the big mobilizations in Madison, in Quebec, and the stuff around foreclosure are 
all connected in that they’re at least partially struggles against dispossession. I think these 
kinds of struggles are prone to militancy and are prone to defensiveness and a type of 
pro-system conservatism because they're based on around defending rights/legal 
claims/property claims that capitalists and their governments are trying to eliminate. The 
big push from the movement side in these dispossession struggles initially is to try to 
figure out how to maintain the old normal in the face of changing circumstances, how to 
accommodate the old expectations within the new arrangement. Of course these 
struggles, like all struggles, have the possibility to go beyond that dynamic, I just think 
there's a pressure there that presses movements toward these directions, what some of us 
have been talking about as militant reformism. That can be overcome, because the 
directions of movements are political and a result of internal struggle and ideology within 
a movement and the experiences of conflict with the opponent etc. Looking at what 
things make it more and less likely that struggles break out of a militant reformist 
framework is something I think worth thinking more about. I also want to reiterate that 
'this has a militant reformist framework' is not an argument against participating. I think 
in objective terms it may be the case that no one is going to produce a real social rupture 
in the short-to-medium term (a real break from capitalism) unless it's of the Paris 
Commune temporary-and-drowned-in-blood variety, regardless of ideology. I'm not sure 
about that, though. 

Over all, I think struggles that break out over dispossession issues are likely to have a 
largely defensive and nostalgic character. That is, there are big pressures to pull struggles 
toward anti-austerity etc, basically toward opposition to a new, bleaker version of 
capitalism rather than prior slightly less bleak versions of capitalism. (I think pretty much 
all the big upheavals in recent times have had this character, though I'm told that the 
Quebec student struggles get the closest to breaking out of this.) I think it's also worth 
pointing out that for a lot of people things have been really bleak for a long time, and 
there are big differences between parts of the class in terms of what the deal used to be 
and what new deal is likely to be: some people are getting restructured a lot more, 
because they have further to fall. They may be getting their livelihoods reduced a lot 
more than some worse off strata, and they still are likely to remain better off than a lot of 
people under them in the pecking order of the working class. 



There's also going to be a call for lower strata to rally around upper ones - that's a lot of 
what Madison was, in my opinion, and to some extent that's going on in Quebec I'm told 
(there's been some critical pieces about racial disparities in access to higher education in 
Quebec and how to some extent the Quebec student struggle is a struggle of white 
francophones and has a complicated relationship to Canadians of color and first nations 
people). I think we're likely to see similar dynamics in other anti-dispossession struggles. 
None of which is to say we shouldn't care, just that emerging movements will face 
problems that will have to be worked out in real time and there will be some real limits 
on what can happen in the short term and some pressures for the struggle to go in less 
than preferable places. 

Part of what's going on right now is a collapsing future for a lot of people. A lot of people 
will have worse lives than they would have had under prior versions of capitalism. One 
piece of that is restructuring the private-and-public institutions of social reproduction and 
the people who work in them. I think that we can only explain and understand this stuff if 
we take the ideology of capitalists and their politicians seriously - economic 
(economisistic!) explanations alone will be very insufficient. (What happened in 
Wisconsin is not reducible to economic pressures and economic interests, it's about the 
ideologies of different parts of the capitalist class and their politicians. I think the same is 
true of immigration issues and places like Arizona and Georgia, I've recently been 
arguing with someone from Advance the Struggle a bit about this on a piece on their web 
site about immigration reform.) 

If I’m right that we’re seeing on the one hand a push toward dispossession and on the 
other the development of a strongly reformist militant movement from below (one which 
may well be genuinely militant and democratic, motivated by sincere commitment to 
values of justice and fairness, and which radicalize people) then the response from above 
will be varied and contradictory. Over all, I think there are three basic possibilities. The 
current disorder and disagreement among the electoral political layers may continue, with 
the right being more dominant but with swings back and forth. Authoritarian responses 
will vie with civil libertarian responses, and austerity will vie with redistribution of 
wealth. If authority and austerity win out, we will be in trouble in terms of safety and 
standard of living, but the movement will be more combative and there will be more 
radical sparks. If redistributive measures win out, this will align with the emerging social-
democracy from below and will demobilize the movement, especially if combined with 
civil libertarian responses. 

** 

Further inquiry As usual I wrote this piece because I was trying to understand some 
things I’m unsure of (and I'm putting it now even though it feels unfinished and rough 
around the edges, because I've thought these thoughts as far as I can think them on my 
own without more conversation). I think several of the analytical points here could be 
sharpened and better substantiated (or challenged) conceptually and empirically – on 
militant reform as a category, and in detailed looks at militant reform efforts to the degree 



that they exist or are emerging, on dispossession to the degree that it’s happening, and on 
the connection between tendencies in the present regarding reform and dispossession. 
More pressing are practical questions of how to respond practically within or in response 
to militant reform groupings, attempts to dispossess working class people, and anti-
dispossession struggles. Preferably, practical experimentation and writing and discussion 
about these dynamics could inform each other. 

Finally, in case anyone’s interested, this piece grows in part out of a conversation about 
prospects for reform. That conversation is here and I’ve written a few other blog posts 
here at libcom about aspects of that. All of this is in part an attempt to think out the likely 
trajectories or the decisions and crossroads that may occur in the current crisis. I wrote a 
general reflection piece on some of this, engaging with Miami Autonomy and 
Solidarity’s “intermediate level” analysis, here. 
 

 
 
 
*  
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Marx's models and actual capitalism 
 

In my view, Karl Marx's analysis of capitalism is really powerful and important. I think 
the best formulation of this analysis is in his book Capital, Volume 1. Joseph Kay 
recently wrote a blog post about a book I've not read yet, by David Graeber, and that post 
made me want to write this post about aspects of Marx. Joseph described Marx as writing 
an immanent critique of capitalist economics. I understand this to mean that Marx tried to 
take on ideas about capitalism on their own terms and show how they have internal 
problems. I think this is a good way to understand Capital, Volume 1. (I'm just going to 
call it Capital from here on out.) In this blog post I lay out some further points about what 
I think Marx is and is not doing, matters that I think are useful for reading Marx. 

What Capital presents is a sort of perfected capitalism, it's capitalism without any 
accidents, capitalism as presented by the ideologues of capitalism. In the Grundrisse 
Marx uses the phrase "rational abstraction" to mean a useful general model that helps us 
to think about various things in the world and society. Marx's presentation of capitalism 
is a rational abstraction: it's a general model of capitalism. This general model has a few 
uses. For one thing, it helps to show that any form of capitalism will be unjust. Injustice 
under capitalism isn't an accident, it's at the core of capitalism: capitalism is unjust. A 
perfected capitalism will still generate immoral outcomes. For another, it shows some of 
the general dynamics of capitalism as a social system - some things we can expect to see 
some of the time regularly in capitalist societies. 

Both of these things are useful. It's important, though, that we not mistake Marx's model 



for actually existing capitalism. This is something that Joseph talks about in his post. 
Joseph quotes Graeber saying that many readers of Marx forget the "as if" quality of 
Marx's critical analysis of capitalism, which is to say, people forget that Marx's work 
present a model, not actual capitalism. The model of capitalism that Marx presents is 
really powerful, but that model is not the same thing as knowing the history of what 
actually existing capitalism has been, including the range of different forms that capitalist 
societies and capitalist enterprises have taken. 

In the preface to v2 of Capital, Engels says something that can be read as compatible with 
this. He writes that 

Quote: 
“Marx’s surplus value (…) represents the general form of the sum of values appropriated 
without any equivalent by the owners of the means of production (…) many intermediate 
links are required to arrive from an understanding of surplus-value in general at an 
understanding of (…) the laws of the distribution of surplus-value within the capitalist 
class.” (10.) 
 

Marx's model doesn’t just give us what actually happened in the history of capitalism or 
present capitalism. It gives us some concepts to use that help us conduct analysis of 
capitalism. 

In the rest of this post I'm going to list a few places were I think we can see Marx 
suggesting himself that his work is dealing in models, or at least places where Marx 
seems amenable to that interpretation of his work. There are a few places where Marx 
suggests or implicitly admits that his model of capitalism is not the same thing as the 
reality of capitalism. For example, in Wage Labour and Capital, Marx wrote that: 

Quote: 
"The actual price of a commodity (…) stands always above or below the cost of 
production (…) the price of a commodity is indeed determined by its cost of production, 
but in such a manner that the periods in which the price of these commodities rises above 
the costs of production are balanced by the periods in which it sinks below the cost of 
production, and vice versa. Of course this does not hold good for a single given product 
of an industry, but only for that branch of industry. So also it does not hold good for an 
individual manufacturer, but only for the whole class of manufacturers." 
That is to say, when Marx talks about the labor theory of value and the determination of 
commodity prices by the labor time required to make commodities, he means it in very, 
very general terms. The point about the value of commodities was again a matter of Marx 
dealing with models and rational abstractions. Under a perfected, accident-free 
capitalism, Marx argues, commodities would be priced at the labor time it took to 
produce them. And that perfect pricing would be exploitive, because waged labor 
involves capitalists owning and selling goods that workers make, and the capitalists get to 



keep the additional value added to the goods by workers' labor. Workers aren't paid the 
value that we add to the goods and services our employers sell. 

Another place were we can see the status of Marx's model as a model is on chapter 26 of 
Capital. Here Marx writes about the violence that helped make capitalism possible in the 
first place. He calls this primitive accumulation. He writes that primitive accumulation 
"in different countries, assumes different aspects, and runs through its various phases in 
different orders of succession, and at different periods. In England alone, which we take 
as our example, has it the classic form." The actual history of capitalism has varied 
tremendously. Marx focused on just one example of capitalist society, that of England, in 
order to build his model for understanding capitalism in general. This is powerful 
conceptually, but it makes it hard to tell the difference between traits of English 
capitalism and capitalism as such. It's also not necessarily the case that Marx always drew 
that line correctly - that is, it's not always clear that Marx was right when he said 
something was part of English capitalism or part of capitalism as such. 

In chapter 24 of Capital, Marx distinguishes between capitalists re-investing their money 
in order to make more money and capitalists spending their money for their own 
enjoyment. The first, investing money to make money, creates more capital. The second 
"consumes or expends it as revenue." Marx adds that some of the time he analytically 
treats the same thing differently. That is, he has two different ways of discussing the 
wealth that capitalists extract from workers. Some of the time he discusses it "solely as a 
fund for supplying the individual consumption of the capitalist." That's what Marx means 
by revenue. Other times he treats it "solely as a fund for accumulation," which is to say, 
solely as a matter of capitalists spending money to make more money. Marx points out 
that in actual social practice, capitalists' wealth is "neither the one nor the other, but is 
both together. One portion is consumed by the capitalist as revenue, the other is 
employed as capital, is accumulated," which is to say, wealth expended to create more 
wealth for capitalists. 

Marx adds that through Capital he treats capitalists "as personified capital." Capitalism as 
a social system exerts pressures that encourage capitalists to act in certain ways - to live 
up to the character type of "personified capital" - but no actual people are really just 
personified capital and nothing more. Marx's point is an analytical one. By creating this 
character type who is only a capitalist and nothing else - that is, someone who cares only 
about the creation of wealth for it's own sake - Marx can get at some of the core 
dynamics of capitalism. In actual social reality we never see this pure capitalism where 
capitalists are personified capital and nothing more. To the degree that capitalists are 
personified capital, the money they spend for their own personal consumption - money 
spent as revenue, Marx calls it - is money wasted, because it's money that could have 
been spent making even more wealth. Marx writes that "So far (…) as his actions are a 
mere function of capital — endowed as capital is, in his person, with consciousness and a 
will — his own private consumption is a robbery perpetrated on accumulation." Of 
course, actual existing capitalists don't just care about capital accumulation. They also 
spend their wealth on things they enjoy and which don't add to the creation of greater 



wealth - the expansion of their wealth is their primary priority in general, but it's not their 
only priority all the time in all places. To put it another way, actually existing capitalists 
rarely conform 100% to the logic of the capitalist system. Capitalism is a system which 
rewards and encourages economistic behavior, and the best of Marx and the marxist 
tradition is an attack on that. 

In chapter 10 of Capital, Marx notes that at this point in the book he has made an 
assumption that workers under capitalism in general are legally and formally free. He 
further notes that this assumption isn't really accurate to the history of actually existing 
capitalism. It's another rational abstraction. He writes that "as far as we have at present 
gone only the independent labourer, and therefore only the labourer legally qualified to 
act for himself, enters as a vendor of a commodity into a contract with the capitalist. If, 
therefore, in our historical sketch, on the one hand, modern industry, on the other, the 
labour of those who are physically and legally minors, play important parts, the former 
was to us only a special department, and the latter only a specially striking example of 
labour exploitation.” 

In chapter 15 of Capital, Marx again not this analytical assumption and how it differs 
from the actual history of capitalism. Here he begins to suggest that this assumption 
should be abandoned. He notes that in the early part of the book, "Taking the exchange of 
commodities as our basis, our first assumption was that capitalist and labourer met as free 
persons, as independent owners of commodities; the one possessing money and means of 
production, the other labour-power." That is, the first several chapters of Capital assumed 
that the working class worked for wages under relatively free circumstances, in the sense 
that they were compelled by the need to have wages and not by external force. 

To put it another way, early in Capital the book assumes formally, legally free workers 
are the normal workers under capitalism. In chapter 15, however, Marx puts this 
assumption to the test of some aspects of the actual history of English capitalism. Marx 
notes that the introduction of machinery in various industries led to greater employment 
of women and children. These workers were not formally and legally free but rather 
legally disqualified. Marx writes that "now the capitalist buys children and young persons 
under age. Previously, the workman sold his own labour-power, which he disposed of 
nominally as a free agent. Now he sells wife and child. He has become a slave-dealer." 
Marx here claims that there is a growth in the use of legally disqualified workers under 
capitalism, breaking the assumption of legally and formally free workers. Marx also 
probably underestimates the degree to which the working class was never all that 
formally and legally free. It's not clear to me if this underestimation is another 
methodological assumption on Marx's part or something he just got wrong. 

These examples I've listed are moments when Marx seems to let on that he is dealing in 
models. Marx's models are useful conceptually, but less so if we forget that they're 
models. Marx used his models in part for this usefulness, but also in part because he was 
engaged with classical political economists. Political economists dealt largely with 
theoretical models. (I'm told the same is largely true of economists today, though their 



models are much more mathematically presented these days.) Marx learned from and 
criticized political economists and, as Joseph Kay wrote, he conducted an immanent 
critique of them. This meant dealing in models just as political economists did. 

In my view, Marx's models are very useful for thinking about capitalism and people 
should read volume 1 of Capital. (I recommend starting it with chapter 26 and reading to 
the end, then starting at the beginning and reading to the end. Or, read chapter 26 to the 
end, then chapter 4 through 25, then the first three chapters. The first three chapters are 
like the beginning of the movie The Usual Suspects: the ending totally changes the 
meaning of the beginning. Except the beginning of Capital is much more dull than that 
film.) I plan to read that Graeber book that Joseph reviewed. I would like to recommend a 
few other books here that I find useful alongside Marx. They're not primarily theoretical 
works, though they're smart sophisticated works. 

One is the short book Historical Capitalism by Immanuel Wallerstein. The book collects 
some talks Wallerstein gave. In the beginning of the book Wallerstein makes a comment 
that speaks to what I've been saying here and what Joseph and Graeber talk about with 
regard to Marx and readings of Marx. Wallerstein described a limitation in a lot of things 
"written about capitalism by Marxists and others on the left," namely the fault of "logico-
deductive analyses, starting from definitions of what capitalism was thought to be in 
essence, and then seeing how far it had developed in different places and times." 
Wallerstein instead aimed “to see capitalism as a historical system, over the whole of its 
history and in concrete unique reality.” Wallerstein suggest that Marx moved back and 
forth between these two approaches. For Wallerstein, this is a “tension in [Marx's] 
presentation of his work between the exposition of capitalism as a perfected system 
(which had never in fact existed historically) and the analysis of the concrete day-to-day 
reality of the capitalist world.” The rest of Wallerstein's book sketches elements of the 
over-all history of capitalism in his interpretation. It's worth a read, especially alongside 
Marx's Capital. 

In addition to Wallerstein's book, I'd also highly recommend Michael Perelman's 
excellent book The Invention of Capitalism. Perelman compares the public writings of 
classical political economists with the journals and letters and the political and policy 
writings of those political economists during early capitalism and the transition to 
capitalist society. Their more public writings tended to treat markets as self-constituting 
and self-regulating but their private writings and their political interventions showed a 
keen understanding of the role of the state and of violence in creating and maintaining 
capitalism. The book is useful for its reminder that some capitalist ideologists know full 
well that their hymns to markets are ideological and false. 

I would also highly recommend that people who want to understand the history of 
actually existing capitalism should engage with some recent-ish writings on the history of 
slavery, in particular Gavin Wright's short and very readable book Slavery and American 
Economic Development, Dale Tomich's book Through the Prism of Slavery and Walter 
Johnson's essay "The Pedestal and the Veil." Often slavery has been conceptually defined 



as not-capitalist or as pre-capitalist. Marx often discussed capitalism and slavery this 
way. This assumption is little more than an assertion about how to define the words 
capitalism and slavery - "if there's slavery it's not full capitalism, because we define full 
capitalism as not involving slavery" - and it's not an illuminating definition. The reality of 
the history of slavery and capitalism is that they're complicated - not all capitalism 
involved slavery and not all slavery was noncapitalist. In particular, the southern United 
States became a society which was no less capitalist than the north, it was just differently 
capitalist. The U.S. Civil War was a war between two different capitalist governments. 

I'm going to end this blog post in a moment, with two quotes from E.P. Thompson, which 
I already posted in the discussion on Joseph Kay's blog post. As I read Marx, Marx's 
work in Capital was motivated by a sense like what Thompson expressed. Marx 
understood capitalism as a social system that limited human possibilities, and in ways 
that could and should be done away with. Marx's metaphors sometimes show this, like 
when he talks about capitalists coining the blood of children into money. As someone 
who buried several of his children, Marx wouldn't have used that imagery lightly. Marx's 
judgements motivated his immanent critique of capitalism and the ideas of political 
economists, and these judgments are pretty clear in Marx's writings, but most of Capital 
is spent developing the models. 

Thompson said “ 

Quote: 
The injury which advanced industrial capitalism did, and which the market society did, 
was to define human relations as being primarily economic. Marx engaged with orthodox 
political economy, and proposed revolutionary economic man as the answer to exploited 
economic man. But it is also implicit, particularly in the early Marx, that the injury is in 
defining man as “economic” at all.” 
 

Thompson said elsewhere that 

Quote: 
“While one form which opposition to capitalism takes is in direct economic antagonism – 
resistance to exploitation whether as producer or consumer – another form is, exactly, 
resistance to capitalism’s innate tendency to reduce all human relationships to economic 
definitions. The two are inter-related, of course; but it is by no means certain which may 
prove to be, in the end, more revolutionary. (…) [People] desire, fitfully, not only direct 
economic satisfactions, but also to throw off this grotesque “economic” disguise which 
capitalism imposes upon them, and to resume a human shape.” 
 

Another point where Marx says "I'm talking in terms of models, for the sake of 
conceptual clarity" then points out the distance between the model as he's presented it so 



far and actually-existing capitalism: 

"we have assumed in our illustration that the capital-value of the quantity of commodities 
created at the stage of production is equal to the total sum of the value originally 
advanced in the form of money; or, in other words, that the entire capital-value advanced 
in the form of money passes on in bulk from one stage to the next. But we have seen that 
a part of constant capital, the labour instruments proper (e.g., machinery), continually 
serve anew, with more or less numerous repetitions of the same process of production, 
hence transfer their values piecemeal to the products. It will be seen later to what extent 
this circumstance modifies the circular movement of capital." 

http://marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1885-c2/ch01.htm#4 
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More from volume 2 of Capital, places where Marx flags the difference between his 
theoretical assumptions and actual capitalism. Marx writes that in considering exchanges 
under capitalism, we should think of them as "not merely replacement of one commodity 
by another, but replacement with value-relations remaining the same. we assume that this 
takes place here. As a matter of fact, however, the values of the means of production 
vary. It is precisely capitalist production to which continuous change of value-relations is 
peculiar, if only because of the ever changing productivity of labour that characterize this 
mode of production." (72.) Marx then says that he will deal with this issue in detail later, 
which means among other things that at different points in his writing Marx has different 
models and assumptions in mind. 

Marx writes a few pages later that in his initial discussion of what he calls simple 
reproduction he was "assuming that the entire surplus value is spent as revenue. In reality 
under normal conditions a part of the surplus value must always be spent as revenue and 
another part must be capitalised." He then says that he makes this assumption in part "in 
order not to complicate the formula," which is to say, he makes this point for the sake of 
theoretical simplicity and clarity. This clarity helps us think, as long as we don't mistake 
the clarity of the theory for the idea that the world operates in such clean categories. 
Marx also points out that he is dealing with capitalism "on average" and that "the general 
formula can represent only the average movement" within capitalism. Again this is a case 
of Marx dealing with models or abstractions, and in a way that he notes openly. 
 
I just found these quotes which speak to the stuff in this post about slavery. 

 "the idea that "free" market capitalism corresponds best with "free" wage labour (...) 
appears not only in liberal theory but also in the work of authors such as Marx. In Capital 
we read that free wage labour is the only "true" capitalist way to commodify labour 
power. Marx states emphatically that "labour-power can appear on the market as a 
commodity only if, and so far as, its possessor, the individual whose labour-power it is, 
offers it for sale or sells it as a commodity." Traditional interpretations of the working 
class are based on this idea. After all, if only the labour power of free wage labourers is 



commodified, the "real" working class in capitalism can only consist of such workers. 
(...) Marx's thesis is based on two dubious assumptions, namely that labour needs to be 
offered for sale by the person who is the actual bearer and owner of such labour, and that 
the person who sells the labour sells nothing else. Why does this have to be the case? 
Why can labour not be sold by a party other than the bearer? What prevents the person 
who provides labour (his or her own or that of somebody else) from offering packages 
combining the labour with labour means? And why can a slave not perform wage labour 
for his master at the estate of some third party? Asking these questions brings us very 
close to the idea that slaves, wage-labourers, share-croppers, and others are in fact an 
internally differentiated proletariat. The target approach is therefore one that "eliminates 
as a defining characteristic of the proletarian the payment of wages to the producer." The 
main point appears to be that labour is commodified, although this commodification may 
take on many different forms. (...) Although the relative importance of "free" wage labour 
gradually increased, capitalism continued to accommodate various modes of labour 
control, ranging from share-cropping and self-employment to forced labour and outright 
slavery." 

- Marcel van der Linden 

http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/llt/52/linden.html 
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Let’s Talk About Another Burning Color: Black Flame vs. Red Fire Extinguisher? 
 
In this article I discuss the treatment of marxism in a recent book on the anarchist 
tradition, Black Flame: The Revolutionary Class Politics of Anarchism and Syndicalism. 
I argue that the book’s treatment of marxism is not up to the book’s otherwise high 
standards. This is not simply a matter of historical interest. This relates to how left 
libertarian revolutionaries define the intellectual traditions we draw on and learn from. 
More importantly, this relates to what contemporary left currents we see as fellow 
travelers – who we talk to and who we see ourselves alongside. I call for more discussion 
between anarchists and marxists, particularly for discussion of particular works and ideas 
rather than speaking in generalities about capital ‘M’ capital ‘A’ Marxism and Anarchism 
and debates over which is better. 

Michael Schmidt and Lucien van der Walt recent book characterizes anarchism as a black 
flame. The image is lovely – who wouldn’t love to see black fire? — and their book, 
Black Flame, is excellent. The book provides a thorough overview of the class struggle 
tradition in anarchism, and argues that this is the only actual type of anarchism. That is, 



for Black Flame “class struggle anarchist” is redundant, because there is no genuine 
anarchism other than class struggle anarchism. The book is so good that every anarchist 
should read it and set up discussion groups on it. The organization I belong to, the 
Workers Solidarity Alliance, and our sister organizations should hold speaking events for 
this book, where we present its main arguments and encourage people to read it. We 
should also discuss the book more in our movements’ publications, both carrying out 
further analysis using the book’s framework as well as debating the framework. I mean 
all this sincerely: go read the book. At the same time, in this article I’m going to talk 
about one area where the book is not as good, which is Black Flame’s treatment of 
marxism. 

If anarchism is a black flame, then on Schmidt and Van der Walt’s treatment, marxism is 
a red fire extinguisher. The fire extinguisher may have a picture of a flame on the side but 
that doesn’t mean it serves our burning desire for revolutionary working class liberation. 
To put it schematically, the authors use these categories: there is socialism as a 
movement, starting in the mid-19th century. Within socialism, there’s the flame-retardant 
kind, political socialism, and the burning kind, libertarian socialism. Within libertarian 
socialism, the biggest and best flame is the black one, anarchism. Within political 
socialism, the worst kind for the authors seems to have been what they call classical 
marxism. They call classical marxism “a form of political socialism.” Libertarian 
socialism, unlike classical marxism, “rejected the view that fundamental social 
transformation could come about through the state apparatus or that socialism could be 
created from above.” Libertarian socialism was “[a]bove all … represented by the broad 
anarchist tradition.” (25.) 

The authors write that “there were also libertarian Marxists” such as the council 
communists and so-called autonomist Marxists. (25.) They also write that “ambiguities 
and contradictions in Marx’s thought (…) can be interpreted as ‘Two Marxisms’: a 
‘Scientific Marxism’ centered on a determinist and teleological approach, and a ‘Critical 
Marxism’ that stressed human agency and will.” (93.) They say that “scientific Marxism 
(…) was at odds with the strand of critical Marxism in Marx’s thought, and a number of 
Marxists have developed Marx’s theories along more humanistic lines.” (105.) These are 
important points, but they are made quickly and not well-developed. Over all, for the 
most part when Marx and marxists appear in the book they are outside and against 
anarchism and libertarian socialism. 

Black Flame recognizes that Marx and marxism were influences on the anarchist 
tradition, and some of the figures the book discusses had strong marxist leanings. The 
book details at length marxist analyses of capitalism and the influence of this analysis on 
writers like Bakunin and Kropotkin – the two principle classical ‘sages’ of anarchism that 
the book accepts; the authors argue that other writers like Stirner and Proudhon have been 
wrongly labeled anarchists. The authors also argue that anarchists made significant 
advances in marxist critical analysis of capitalism. 

Several people Black Flame identifies as anarchists actually identified as marxists and, as 



the authors recognize, accepted some marxist doctrines that most anarchists rejected – 
Daniel De Leon, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and William Haywood, for example. Black 
Flame also counts the Industrial Workers of the World as an anarchist organization. 
Among other things, the IWW’s preamble contains quotes from Marx, its early 
publication the Industrial Union Bulletin regularly ran a column of marxist analysis 
called “Economic Determinism”, they published marxist pamphlets by Austin Lewis, and 
they sold Marx’s Capital and related works. For some reason, though, the authors imply 
that these figures were not marxists, even if they sometimes thought they were. The 
authors seem to be saying to some long dead revolutionaries, “you might think you’re a 
marxist, but you’re not. You’re actually an anarchist.” For instance, they write that 
“many prominent IWW figures like Haywood and Trautmann admired Marx, identified 
as Marxian socialists, accepted Marx’s economic determinism to an extent unmatched by 
most other anarchists and syndicalists, and sometimes denounced anarchism.” 
Nonetheless, Black Flame counts them as anarchists, because “self-identification as a 
Marxist or an anarchist is less important than the content of the ideas adopted.” This 
means “their syndicalism was anarchist in itself, for syndicalism was a type of 
anarchism.” (160.) 

Now, I’m all for claiming Haywood, Trautmann, and the IWW over all for the anarchist 
tradition. (I’m not so sure about claiming De Leon and I don’t see how Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn counts as an anarchist, given her career in the Communist Party.) I do think it’s a 
bit curious to call them anarchists when they did not identify as anarchists themselves. 
We could just consider them part of the larger tradition of libertarian socialism which the 
authors see as being mostly but not entirely made up of anarchists. Still, even if we go 
along with Black Flame and see these figures as anarchists, I don’t see why we have to 
write them out of marxism in order to write them into anarchism. The authors discount 
“the view that the IWW was more Marxist than syndicalist.” (159.) Rudolf Rocker, for 
example, held this view, writing in his famous Anarcho-Syndicalism that “[w]hat chiefly 
distinguished the I.W.W. from the European Syndicalists was its strongly defined Marxist 
views, which were impressed on it more particularly by Daniel De Leon.” (Rocker, 
Anarcho-Syndicalism: Theory and Practice, 93.) Asking whether the IWW was more 
syndicalist or more marxist relies on a false dichotomy, at least as understood by some of 
the actual historical actors involved. Marxism and syndicalism do not necessarily 
contradict each other. Certainly Haywood and Trautmann didn’t think syndicalism and 
marxism contradicted each other, since as Black Flame argues they were both 
syndicalists and “identified as Marxian socialists.”(160.) 

While the authors make a distinction between classical marxism and libertarian marxism, 
they don’t really put this distinction to much good use. For the most part, they write as if 
marxism is reducible to its bad elements or to what they call classical marxism. In some 
cases, they slip between terms. For example, they criticize “the view that the IWW was 
Marxist” and later characterize this view as “[t]he notion that the IWW was classically 
Marxist.” (159.) The marxism that the authors seem really interested in is classical 
marxism. They’re interested in that primarily in order to reject it, and they show only 
minimal interest in distinguishing classical marxism from any other marxism. 



What makes some marxism “classical” anyway? They refer to “the other major 
revolutionary class-based movement: classical Marxism, also known as Bolshevism, and 
associated with Marx, Engels, Karl Kautsky, Lenin, Leon Trotsky, Joseph Stalin, Mao 
Tse-Tung, and others.” This makes it particularly curious when the authors criticize 
“[t]he notion that the IWW was classically Marxist.” The IWW was founded in 1905, 
following at least a year of correspondence and organizing among revolutionary 
syndicalists. The ascendance of the Bolsheviks came well after the IWW’s founding. As 
such, the idea that the IWW was shaped by “classical Marxism, also known as 
Bolshevism” is clearly inaccurate. It’s not clear who thinks the IWW was “classically 
Marxist,” though, because the authors don’t quote anyone who makes this claim. In any 
case, the fact that the IWW was not what Black Flame calls “classically Marxist,” 
meaning Bolshevist, is not a convincing argument for writing IWW members who 
“identified as Marxian socialists” out of marxism and into anarchism. Why not consider 
them both anarchists – as Black Flame argues they were – and also marxists – as they 
thought they were themselves? 

Karl Kautsky is an instructive example for discussing Black Flame‘s definition of 
classical marxism. Kautksy was a highly influential and widely read marxist at one point. 
I am not at all defending Kautsky or putting him forward as someone who was in any 
way an anarchist or otherwise laudable. Looking closely at Kautsky’s writing after the 
Bolshevik revolution, however, makes it hard to see how Kautsky was a Bolshevik. This 
suggests that Black Flame‘s category of classical marxism as Bolshevism should be 
questioned, as should their use of this category. 

Lenin quoted Kautsky in the beginning of “What is to be Done?” but later denounced 
Kautsky. He wrote in his 1918 work “The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade 
Kautsky” that “Kautsky’s pamphlet, ‘The Dictatorship of the Proletariat,’ recently 
published in Vienna is a most lucid example of that utter and ignominious bankruptcy of 
the Second International.” 

In “The Dictatorship of the Proletariat,” Kautsky criticized the Bolsheviks, writing that 
“Democracy is the essential basis for building up a Socialist system of production. (…) 
Not in dictatorship, but in democracy, lies the future of the Russian proletariat. (…) We 
have seen that the method of dictatorship does not promise good results for the 
proletariat, either from the standpoint of theory or from that of the special Russian 
conditions. (…) The “Social Traitors” are proletarians and Socialists, too, but they offer 
opposition, and are therefore to be deprived of rights like the bourgeois opposition. 
Would we not display the liveliest anger, and fight with all our strength in any case where 
a bourgeois government endeavoured to employ similar measures against its opposition? 
(…) The essential achievements of the Revolution will be saved, if dictatorship is 
opportunely replaced by democracy.” 

In his 1925 work “The Lessons of the October Experiment,” Kautsky wrote that “What 
took place in October 1917 in St Petersburg was precisely not a spontaneous uprising of 
the masses, like that in February of the same year, but a coup d’état, which Lenin and 



Trotsky themselves staged (….) For Lenin and Trotsky, during the October days, it was 
basically a question only of personal power. (…) Lenin and Trotsky became autocrats to 
whom everyone submitted. Trotsky himself made the greatest contribution to the 
construction of that terrible apparatus of domination whose machinery crushes anyone 
that is prepared to defy the ruling elite.” 

In his 1934 work “Marxism and Bolshevism,” Kautsky wrote that “the Moscow 
dictators” were engaged in an “effort to establish their dictatorship over the proletariat of 
the world and to drag it into adventures regardless of consequences.” He added, “Russia 
is ruled by a dictatorship seeking to subordinate to itself the proletariat of the whole 
world” and “[t]he rulers of Russia seem to be able to get along with the capitalists and 
capitalist governments and to do business with them.” Note as well that even in this 
work’s title – “Marxism and Bolshevism” – Kautsky distinguished between marxism and 
Bolshevism. 

Again, I am not holding up Kautsky as any sort of laudable figure. I merely quote these 
passages to show that Black Flame‘s “classical Marxism” covers up important 
differences. One other line from Lenin’s polemic against Kautsky is relevant here. Lenin 
wrote that Kautsky made merely “a verbal recognition of Marxism” and was not really a 
marxist. Lenin basically said, “You may think you’re a marxist, but you’re not.” This 
may sound like I’m making a swipe at Black Flame in the … umm … classical anarchist 
style, “look! You’re doing something which is in some way comparable to Lenin! I 
denounce you!” That’s not what I’m trying to do. Instead, I point this out because I want 
to raise questions about Black Flame‘s term “classical” marxism. Given what I have 
quoted here about Kautsky, I think the category “classical Marxism, also known as 
Bolshevism” does as much to cover up differences as it does to identify similarities. In 
general, I think this probably what happens any time someone identifies something as 
classical. 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word classical as “of the first rank or 
authority; constituting a standard or model; especially in literature” and as “designating 
the language, art, or culture of a period deemed to represent the most perfect flowering of 
the civilization that produced it.” The OED also notes that the term usually refers back to 
ancient Greece and Rome, part of a long history of seeing the ancient Greek and Romans 
as foundational to the best traditions of humanity. Now, certainly Black Flame doesn’t 
consider what they call “classical” marxism “the most perfect flowering” of anything, but 
they do seem to hold it up as “a standard or model.” The big question to my mind is why 
Bolshevist “classical Marxism” should be considered “a standard or model” for 
understanding the marxist tradition in the way that Black Flame uses the category. 
Particularly given that Black Flame does so in a way that covers over differences like 
those between Kautsky and Lenin. 

As is clear by now, in my view Black Flame’s discussions of marxism are lackluster. 
Beyond that, I think Black Flame is excellent as I said, and you should all go read it. I 
just wish its treatment of marxism was up to the otherwise high standard of the book. On 



the one hand, my concerns are just a matter of the past – the weight of tradition which 
weighs nightmarishly on the brains of the living, to paraphrase Marx. On the other hand, 
my criticisms of Black Flame on this point are not simply about my being personally 
invested in Marx and some marxists. (I admit that this is part of it, though.) 

The more important point is that this is a matter of who we see ourselves in discussion 
with in the present, and ultimately of who “we” are. I don’t agree with Black Flame that 
class struggle anarchists are the only anarchists. (On this and only this point I agree with 
Eric Kerl’s recent article on anarchism in International Socialist Review. For more on 
that see here: http://ideasandaction.info/2010/07/review-international-socialist-review-on-
contemporary-anarchism/) Still, whether or not there are any anarchists other than class 
struggle anarchists is a debate that is definitely worth having. This is an important debate 
to have in large part because it is about who we are. I don’t agree about their definition of 
anarchism but I share the “we” that the book is trying to create. I consider myself a class 
struggle anarchist; I don’t consider myself part of any “we” that I care about that includes 
self-described anarchists who are not class struggle anarchists. Those other anarchists are 
free to call themselves anarchists but that doesn’t put me in any relationship to them. 
They may be anarchists, but that means little to me – we’re also two-legged mammals. So 
what? All of that said, I also consider myself part of a “we” beyond anarchists, a 
grouping that Black Flame characterizes as libertarian socialism. 

Class struggle anarchists are not the only revolutionary forces on the left, and are not the 
only libertarian left revolutionary forces. In my opinion, anarchists can learn a lot from 
some marxists. Black Flame agrees to some extent, arguing that elements of marxism 
have been critically taken up within anarchism. Still, I think the treatment of marxism in 
Black Flame discourages “us” from engaging with the Marxist tradition, except as 
mediated through anarchist commentators, and doesn’t encourage anarchists to engage 
with marxists who don’t identify with the label “anarchist.” Against that, I would like to 
see more writing about the broader libertarian socialist tradition (I prefer the term 
“libertarian communist”). I would particularly like to see more response to Black Flame 
about this issue, as well as more articles about what class struggle anarchists can learn 
from other revolutionary left libertarian currents, including some marxists and some 
elements of Marx’s writing. The black flame of anarchism is incredibly important, but the 
fires of working class revolutionary communism burn in other colors as well. 

*** 

Postscript: 

Below are a few available examples of the sort of discussion that I said I would like to 
see more of. Readers should also check out the web site for Black Flame, including 
interviews with the authors and book reviews. 

About marxism and anarchism — In recent writings, Andrej Grubacic and Staughton 



Lynd have suggested that marxism and anarchism should be in dialog more often. This is 
sometimes posed as a call for synthesis between the two traditions; I disagree with that 
way of phrasing matters since it poses marxism and anarchism as more discrete than I 
think they really were. Still, engagement among marxists and anarchists within the broad 
libertarian socialist tradition is a very positive thing and I recommend Grubacic and 
Lynd’s works. Readers should also consult the September, 2009, issue of the journal 
Working USA, dedicated to anarchism and labor unions. The issue also includes work on 
the relationship between anarchist and marxist tendencies. 

Oisín Mac Giollamoir, “Left communism and its ideology.” This article surveys council 
communist ideas from an anarchist perspective. 

Adam Weaver, “Three Spirits of Marx” Freedom argues that Marx’s work had 
contradictory elements, some of them useful for anarchists but some of them are 
incompatible with anarchism. 

Scott Nappalos, “The Dissolution of the Red and Black” Nappalos argues that the 
distinction between marxist and anarchist is historically outmoded. 

Wayne Price, “Insurgent Notes: A New Libertarian Marxist Voice” Price reviews a new 
marxist journal and the political positions it puts forward. 

Wayne Price, “Anarchism & Socialism: Reformism or Revolution? by Wayne Price” 

Wayne Price, “The Abolition of the State: Anarchist and Marxist Perspectives” 

Harry Cleaver, “Kropotkin, Self-valorization And The Crisis Of Marxism” Cleaver puts 
Kropotkin and some strains of marxism in dialog. 

Harry Cleaver, “Introduction to Reading Capital Politically” The introduction to 
Cleaver’s book Reading Capital Politically provides an overview of what he calls 
autonomist marxism, tendencies that Black Flame identifies are libertarian socialist. 

This is a review of Black Flame by fellow WSAer Deric 
Shannon: http://www.zcommunications.org/a-flame-to-extinguish-capital-by-deric-
shannon 

In 2009, the UK Anarchist Studies Network held an academic conference on the 
relationship between Marxism and anarchism. Some of the papers presented there can be 
found online here: http://anarchist-studies-network.org.uk/Conference_Papers 

Originally posted: August 24, 2010 at ideas & action 
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What Does the IWW Do? 
 
People become IWW members in two ways. Some people join because of ideology and 
people join because of the union’s activity. Along the same lines, the IWW does two 
main things. First, it helps workers solve problems at work by helping them organize. 
Second, it transforms people. That is, the IWW improves some people’s live on the job 
and radicalizes some people through collective action alongside discussion. In doing so it 
gives them practical skills and confidence to do things. Another way to put this is as a 
pair of principles: building industrial power and building organizers. 

We need room for both of these principles. Our organizing should radicalize workers. 
And our organizing should make people who think of themselves as radicals more 
effective in fighting bosses and capitalists. 

In practice these principles are closely related. For instance the NYC warehouse 
campaign really got running because of the hard work and dedication of a handful of 
IWW members. This is basically true across the board for the IWW. The bulk of the work 
of maintaining and building the union rests on a relatively small percentage of IWW 
members. In this we’re like most unions I think. So, we build industrial power by using 
our current organizers. These principles work together. 

While these principles overlap, it can be useful to think about them separately sometimes. 
This gives us two different ways to evaluate success and set priorities. Let’s say in one 
shop we win an awesome contract for 100 people and develop no members of that shop 
into class conscious workers and active IWW members and organizers. Let’s say in 
another shop we lose and the campaign dissipates. But five people who were already 
IWW members become better organizers and five new members join from the shop and 
become organizers. The first hypothetical is better if our main priority is industrial power. 
The second is better if our priority is developing organizers. 

Personally I think if someone only cares about one or the other principle then the IWW 
may be the wrong group for them, depending on what industry they work in and what 
role they want to play. If someone wants to organize and all they care about is industrial 
power, other unions do a lot better at building industrial power most of the time. If 
someone wants to organize in a way that only focuses on developing class consciousness 
I think there are groups that do a better job than us. However, the IWW is one of the only 
groups I know that does both at the same time and is reasonably good at both. 



While both of these principles are important, my personal view is that right now the 
priority for the IWW should be to develop organizers. This doesn’t mean neglecting 
industrial power, because we can only meaningfully develop organizers by aiming at 
industrial power. But the reality is that the IWW relies too much on people who joined 
with their vision and values already formed and their skills already developed. Plus, 
turnover in the IWW is far too high. We need to get better at creating organizers, 
improving organizers over time, and retaining organizers for the long haul. This is a key 
part of building the One Big Union and ultimately abolishing the wage system. 
 
*  
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Questions about Leadership 
 
What is leadership? What makes someone a leader? Why should we care who is a 
leader? Who should be a leader? What should leaders do? What is good leadership? 

 What is Leadership? Whatever else there is to say, leadership is. Choose your term – 
real, objective, material, actual… whatever we call it, leadership is. Leadership exists. 
Clarity about leadership in general is important for helping understand what is going on 
in the social environment in our actual workplaces. 

Leaders are people who other people look to. In many workplaces, neighborhoods, 
families, and other human groupings, some people look to and look at each other in 
different ways. There are often people whose views and voices carry more weight than 
others. When these people speak, other people listen more. These people’s opinions have 
a greater shaping power on the opinions of others. Whatever else there is to say about 
this, it simply is the case that this happens. These people are leaders. Leadership is a 
relationship within human collectivities. Leaders occupy a certain role. 

Leadership is not command. Leadership is not forcing others or imposing one’s will on 
others. Leadership is a relationship, in which leaders use their will to encourages others to 
activate their will. 

What makes someone a leader? The short answer is that the other people do – the 
people who a person leads. If we’re trying to identify existing leaders, that’s enough: we 
find out who leaders are by people to see who they respect and trust and pay more 
attention to. We can also find out who leaders are by asking people who they respect and 
look up to. People rarely call this “leadership” or call the people they respect “leaders,” 
so it’s not helpful to say “take me to your leader.”  Why should we care who is a 
leader? There are a few reasons to care about who is a leader at work. If we want to 
accomplish something, we are more likely to succeed if the leaders agree with us. This is 
not to say that we should just let what leaders want call all the shots, it’s just that the 
views of leaders matter for what we want to do. For anything we want to accomplish, it 



will be harder if the leaders oppose us or don’t support us, and it will be easier if the 
leaders support us. This means we first need to identify who is a leader, then we need to 
build relationships with the leaders, then we need to try to change their minds. If we can’t 
change their minds, then we need to try to neutralize them as a leader, by engaging with 
the people they lead to erode their position as a leader in relationships to others. 

Less often, radicals are already leaders at work. They might not always understand this or 
feel comfortable with it. Radicals who are leaders need to know that they are leaders, and 
need to be conscious and deliberate about what they do with their leadership. Often 
leaders are not fully aware of their leadership role and don’t always use it consciously. 
Part of what we want is to make leaders aware of their leadership role and get them to use 
their leadership deliberately, in favor of our goals. This is just as true for leaders who are 
already radicals as it is for anyone else. 

Being a leader is often uncomfortable. Stepping up to the tasks of leadership is often hard 
work. Neither of these is an excuse for shirking those tasks. Furthermore, if one simply is 
not up to the tasks then one must be honest about that, certainly to one’s self, rather than 
make excuses and obfuscations.  Who should be a leader? Another reason we should 
care about leadership is that we want leaders to be radicals and radicals to be leaders. We 
should try to win existing leaders to radical ideas and current radicals who are not yet 
leaders at work should try to become leaders. This idea often makes many radicals 
uncomfortable. Remember though that leadership meanings being respected and trusted 
by people, leaders are people whose words carry a lot weight with other people. Radicals 
should be leaders, because radical ideas should spread and radical ideas should be 
associated with respected, trustworthy people. So, who should be leaders? Radicals. This 
should be one of our goals in organizing.  What should leaders do? What is good 
leadership? Leaders can do numerous things with their position. Not all leaders know 
they are leaders. Leadership is a responsibility. To each according to need. But also from 
each according to ability. If some have abilities that they don’t use or don’t use fully, in a 
collective context, they let that collective down. 

Leadership can be exercised better and worse; leadership is a relationship and in another 
sense it is a practice to be learned. The practice of leadership is in part a matter of what 
one does with one’s relationships as or position of leader. This practice is highly context 
and task specific. Considering leadership as a position or relation, it is relatively similar 
across groups. Considering leadership as a practice, leadership in a family has common 
elements with but is different from leadership in a workplace, a neighborhood, etc. To put 
it another way, different locations, times, and conditions create different tasks for leaders. 
Good leaders deal well with the tasks they face; generalizing across these tasks is difficult 
but merits further thought. 

Using leadership well – and building and maintaining leadership – often involves 
listening and questioning. It also involves proposals and positive suggestions. Sometimes 
groups lack leaders, or leaders are unaware of their position and so don’t propose courses 
of action, or leaders deliberately don’t propose courses of action. People who have the 



ability to move others and who don’t do so are more responsible than others are for the 
lack of movement that results. Those who are able – due to experience and acquired skills 
and knowledge – to propose courses of action and who don’t do so bear a large share of 
the responsibility for negative results. When a group must react to a situation, the people 
who others look to for guidance have a greater responsibility to the circumstances, 
because if the leaders act the right way they can improve the situation. When someone 
looks to another, the one looked upon has a responsibility to the one looking: leaders 
have responsibilities to those for whom they are leaders. 

Leadership does not have to be but ought to be dynamic, temporary and transitional: 
leaders ought to cultivate others as leaders, to spread and share leadership rather than 
monopolize leadership. Leaders should to develop in others those qualities that make the 
leaders be the leaders. 

Leadership should not be pursued for its own sake, but for the ends that result from its 
exercise. The development of others as leaders, however, should be pursued for its own 
sake because the development of others’ capacities is a good in itself. 
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An orientation toward mass work 
 
It will take time for the working class as a whole to become able to liberate ourselves 
from capitalism. Our class has various internal problems which limit us and help keep us 
in our place collectively. It takes work to move us beyond these problems. 

At a smaller scope – not the whole class, but smaller numbers of people within our class 
– and at a lower level – not the abolition of capitalism but smaller steps that move us 
somewhat closer to that – I think the process works similarly. We have internal problems 
and it takes time to move us forward. 

I think it’s important for anarchists to do work that fights directly against the state, 
capitalists, landlords and so on. I call it mass work. I’m not attached to the term, we can 
call it whatever. Mass work, and particularly anarchist involvement in mass work, is 
important for the process of changing people, at the class level and at a smaller level. 

In anarchist involvement in mass work, it’s important that we keep sight of both our need 
to be effective in the mass work, and of our political goals in the short term and the long 
term. In order to be effective in this work politically, anarchists have to be decent at 
doing the organizing work. If we’re not good at and experienced in organizing then we 
won’t be taken seriously by people involved in struggles. On the other hand, if all we do 
is build struggles and don’t build relationships and spread ideas then we are little 



different from non-radical supporters of working class struggles. We have to strike a 
balance between these two related but different priorities: we’re not just about working 
class victory in struggles in the short term. We’re about a long term and a bigger picture. 

I think it’s crucial that anarchists be involved with mass work in ways that place us in 
relationship with people who are having specific experiences. When people collectively 
fight the powers over our lives, we do various things. For instance, in workplace 
struggles we discuss and make decisions about tactics and strategy, we march on the 
boss, we walk off the job, and so on. There are at least two elements of this – running our 
own affairs and standing up to people over us. These are related but not identical. There 
are various results that follow from these activities. Experiences of running our own lives 
can help people have more confidence, more skills, and more of a taste for running our 
own lives in a way that makes it more intolerable when we don’t run our own lives. 
Experiences of collective conflict with people in power over us can also help us get more 
confidence in ourselves and other members of our class, help us get more of a sense that 
collective action is the way to solve our problems, and it can deepen our sense of 
opposition to the power over us. 

Among the things these two things have in common in the most general sense is that both 
of them have the potential to radicalize or further radicalize the people who experience 
them, particularly if they haven’t experienced them much before. It’s not guaranteed that 
these experiences will radicalize people, though, and it’s not guaranteed what conclusions 
people will draw. I think this is part of why it’s particularly important for anarchists to be 
involved in struggles in ways that place us in relation to people who are having these 
experiences, particularly if they haven’t had these experiences before or haven’t had them 
much. If we’re placed in ways that put us in relationship with people having these 
experiences we can shape the ways that these transformative experiences play out. We 
can potentially make them more transformative and try to make it more likely that they 
eventually become anarchists in response to these experiences. 

Finally, if we are involved in experience that change people in the way that I suggest and 
we are successful, we will have more anarchist comrades to work with. These comrades 
will have skills and experiences from their experiences of mass work which will be useful 
in building anarchist organizations. What’s more, these comrades becoming anarchists 
through working class struggles, they will have relationships with other people involved 
in the struggles, making the process more effective. 
 
* 
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Forget industrial power  
  
The old wobbly song “There Is Power In A Union” goes “There is power there is power 
in a band of working folks, When they stand hand in hand.” This is the basic idea of a 
union, strength in numbers. We're lacking in the numbers department in the IWW today. 



So our power is small, at least in one important sense. We need to recognize this if we're 
going to grow quickly and efficiently, without cutting any corners in terms of member 
education and development 

Some people in the IWW think we should organize big companies that dictate conditions 
for the rest of their industry because they have such a large share of the market. If we 
make changes at the industry or market leaders then we make change across the whole 
industry. That's true, and we should organize these companies (we should organize 
everywhere). But the reality is that our power is small compared to big companies. 

More than that, our first priority right now should not be to make change for as many 
workers as possible across an industry. Our first priority right now should be to have 
members improve their own lives at work and to recruit other organizers out of our co-
workers. That will build our pool of committed, capable organizers so that we can 
eventually have really enormous impacts for our whole class. 

On the short term we should focus on small companies instead of big ones. We are tiny 
compared to a multinational company and so is our relative power. But compared to a 
small “mom-and-pop” grocery store or a locally owned restaurant with 20 employees, or 
a fast food franchise where the owned has 5 stores and 75 employees, we are huge. We 
have branches that are bigger than companies of that size. We can run picket lines and 
other actions against those companies which can really hurt them economically (as 
opposed to picketing, say, WalMart) because every shop is a huge portion of the 
company's total income. This will maximize the relative power of our branches and make 
for more winnable campaigns in a shorter time frame. Those wins will result in more 
members with greater organizing experience and higher morale. It might also reduce 
organizer burnout by giving us more victories to restore our spirits in the short term. 

Of course, gains in smaller companies will be limited by the conditions in the industry 
which are mostly set by industry leaders. We'll have to explain this to the workers we 
organize and turn them into organizers dedicated to organizing their whole industry. The 
small shops will provide us with a larger base and more concrete examples to work from 
as we turn to organizing larger companies in those industries. 
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Pinchpoint target 
 
Some people think the IWW should pour all of its resources into organizing in an 
industry which is particularly important to the economy, to maximize our impact on 
capitalism--I call this the “Pinchpoint Target” idea. 



Pinchpoint Target is the idea that there's one key sector or a few key sectors of the 
economy where organized workers could shut down capitalism. This means workers in 
that sector or sectors have a certain level of objective power, at least potentially. For 
instance, if every dockworker in the United States went on strike the global economy 
would stop. Dockworker strikes stop an incredibly valuable amount of machinery and 
goods. Every minute of the strike costs the bosses of the world a great deal of money. 
This analysis is correct. It does not mean that the IWW should focus only organizing 
dockworkers. 

The problem with Pinchpoint Target is that it takes a correct objective analysis of the 
economy--some sectors are more important to the global economy than others--and 
argues that the analysis should dictate organizational strategy. The mistake is that 
Pinchpoint Target says that we'll organize that key sector or sectors and then be able to 
end capitalism. That is, the idea is that workers in that sectors or sectors will lead the 
charge for everyone else. 

There are at least three problems with this idea. One is that workers in other industries 
need unions too because their jobs also suck. Some of those workers are currently IWW 
members and not all of them can change jobs to some key industry. The IWW needs to 
support and train and develop those members too. To do otherwise would be 
undemocratic. 

A second problem is that the current level of training, experience, and dedication in the 
union is insufficient. The procedures for educating news members and developing a sense 
of Wobbly culture and community need to be better. I don't mean to put down the hard 
work of my fellow workers. I simply think that we still have a lot of work to do in this 
area. If we're talking about key sectors where we want to not only build unions but push 
forward revolutionary transformation then we will face tremendous repression. We have 
to be prepared for this repression. That means we have to develop better networks of 
solidarity and union infrastructure and a stronger Wobbly culture. The union busting we 
face when we organize image conscious restaurant chains or in the public sector is 
nowhere near as fierce as in manufacturing. We still have a hard time handling this in our 
campaigns. If we organize dockworkers or oil refinery workers the union busting we face 
will be much more intense than anything we have seen before. We need to get better at 
winning smaller campaigns in less important sectors of the economy before we charge up 
the mountain. 

The level of repression which workers in pinchpoint industry face is an argument for not 
prioritizing those sectors for another reason. If workers in those industries are isolated, 
they will be more easily defeated. If organization and revolutionary consciousness is 
spread throughout the working class across different sectors then we will have a better 
chance at defeating that repression. If it's not, then the struggles in the pinchpoint sector 
or sectors will be more likely to lose--and the workers in other sectors may be less likely 
to unite with the workers in the pinchpoint sectors. 



The experience of class struggle on the job can have a radicalizing effect. I've argued that 
we should organize in a way that maximizes this effect. This is important to counteract 
divisions between parts of our class. More important sectors of the economy are more 
likely to be well paid, and one response to major unrest is to improve conditions. The 
difference in income between the pinchpoint and nonpinchpoint workers can lead 
workers in the non-pinchpoint sectors to be less disposed toward solidarity. 
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What Kind Of Solidarity Forever? 
 
There are two versions of solidarity activity: solidarity unionism and solidarity activism. 
Solidarity unionism means exercising our power on the job. We organize as much as 
possible so we don't give our power away to lawyers, outside organizers, union staff, or 
anyone else. If we have to give away some power--like when we file Unfair Labor 
Practice charges--it's for tactical reasons only. By getting more and more coworkers to 
take action based on our collective self-interests as workers we create big changes--
changes in our lives on the job and changes in our coworkers by showing them our ideas 
in practice instead of just telling them. Solidarity unionism makes more power for 
ourselves, more members of our union, and more members with experience, 
commitment, and a vision of what the One Big Union is and should be. 

Solidarity activism means showing up outside of our own jobs to help other people’s 
struggles to defend existing conditions or defend their attempt to build something. We 
hand out flyers and picket outside someone else’s workplace or some other place. This 
kind solidarity has helped the Starbucks organizing continue and grow. There is a long 
and proud tradition of this kind of solidarity in our class and in our union. If solidarity 
activism wins better conditions for any worker anywhere then it’s a good thing, morally 
and as a tactic. But it's not good strategy. 

Without power on the shopfloor, a union will not be a fighting organization that can win 
gains, and it’s much harder to maintain union democracy. Workers are more likely to 
exercise our power for something we run and control than something undemocratic and 
unaccountable. If power is outside the shopfloor, then the workers in the shop can be 
replaced. If their organization breaks down, the officials don’t lose anything. This is why 
many of the business unions love media heavy corporate style campaigns: they put the 
power in the hands of staff, officers, lawyers, journalists, politicians, and the well-
intentioned solidarity activists who mobilize from the outside. While solidarity activism 
can build the skills and experience of the individuals who take part in it, it doesn’t build 
power in the activists' workplaces. It also doesn’t build the power of the workers in the 
shop being supported. If a campaign is won by solidarity activism, that means the power 
to make change does not rest on the shop floor. Solidarity activism doesn't build 
shopfloor power because it doesn't exercise shopfloor power. 



Workers’ power is like a muscle. My muscles have (pretty flabby) limits. By using my 
muscles within their limits, I get stronger. Solidarity unionism means exercising our 
power. We figure out what power we have and we increase it by exercising it. We 
exercise our power to build an organized shop--and eventually an organized industry and 
an organized working class--which increases the power we have to exercise. The point 
isn't just to lift this weight (improving the job in the short term, a fair day's wages for a 
fair day's work), the point is also how the weights get lifted and by who (improving the 
job by our own action, in a way that builds organization and builds the IWW to abolish 
the wage system). We need strategy, a plan to keep on lifting until we become able to 
dump the bosses off our backs. 

We can only lift so much at a time, though. Every time I move I realize how there's too 
many boxes for me alone, so I call my friends. That’s solidarity activism. Sometimes it’s 
tactically necessary. But our strategy should not be based on someone else constantly 
lifting things for us. 

Imagine if my friends who helped me move stuck around forever and I never lifted 
anything ever again. I would get weaker and less healthy from lack of exercise. This is 
what the NLRB and the business unions do. They say “don’t try to lift that, just watch 
me.” They don’t encourage us to exercise our own power, so they don’t encourage us to 
increase our power. Sometimes they actively fight us when we try to exercise our power. 

There are some fellow workers who prefer to be part of solidarity activism instead of 
solidarity unionism. That’s their right. But solidarity unionism is the direction this union 
should continue to move in. Solidarity activism has a place, but a secondary one. In fact, 
the more we focus on exercising our power in solidarity unionism--getting more 
members, getting more members organizing in more shops, increasing our ability to 
organize successfully--the more power we'll have when we need to do solidarity activism 
for our fellow workers in the union and out. 

Originally appeared in the June 2007 Industrial Worker 
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Confidence and Solidarity 
 
In my last Workers Power submission in June I talked about what I called solidarity 
unionism and solidarity activism. Solidarity activism is when we show up to 
demonstrations and picket lines for others, to lend our power to support them in their 
struggles. That's a good thing, of course. But it doesn't build our power. Solidarity 
unionism is what builds our power. But it's easy to emphasize solidarity activism over 
solidarity unionism. 



One reason it's easy to overemphasize solidarity activism is lack of confidence in our 
organization. Sometimes we don’t believe that the IWW can be or is a real union or a real 
step toward forming the cooperative commonwealth. We want to be active, we want the 
union to matter, so we push for the union to be part of something we think of as real: a 
real strike, a real rank and file democracy committee or movement, real revolutionaries 
somewhere else. 

This motivation is good intentioned, but it’s not good for the union. Lack of confidence 
gets in the way of the most important work of the union: organizing to make us bigger 
and more experienced. Lack of confidence is also disrespectful to people who are 
organizing in shops right now, who know the union is real and are putting a lot on the 
line to improve their lives as part of the IWW. 

Being realistic about the fact that we need to get our house in order is good. Our union 
has difficulties that we need to work through. But we're not going to resolve any of those 
problems by prioritizing solidarity activism over solidarity unionism. That won’t lead to 
our house being put in order. It will lead to our house turning into a squat with all kinds 
of random stuff going on. 

This feeling of lack of confidence is a real feeling, an emotion. That means we’re not 
going to get rid of it via ideas. Changing that feeling can be done in part through 
conversation, just like the emotional experiences we have with people when we agitate 
them in our organizing. And just like in organizing, these conversations happen in the 
context of relationships. Any conversations that will be effective in changing our 
confidence will be conversations that are part of building and maintaining a relationship, 
rather than just debate with other members on ideas. Organizing definitely involves ideas, 
but it takes more than that. We also need experiences. To build the union we need 
experiences of what a union is, of what this union is and can be. 

The best way to get that experience is for the union to keep organizing and organize 
more. Unfortunately, lack of confidence makes us less likely to be active in organizing. 
We need to deal with lack of confidence by inviting and pushing people - others and 
ourselves - to be more active. More specifically, we need to be more active in things that 
are likely to give us the experiences we need. People need to be offered concrete actions, 
like attending a one on one with a more experienced organizer, or a good shop committee 
meeting. We also need to share our experiences by swapping stories - just like when we 
agitate - and to discuss experiences with each other to find the elements that will motivate 
us further. 

Existing lack of confidence in the union is partially due to people not having had these 
experiences, and not having heard about experiences they can imagine having. That 
means that lack of confidence indicates a failure of mentoring in the union. Doing 
solidarity unionism is hard. One part of it is encouraging more people to get involved, so 
they get the experience and gain confidence. This is a lot of work, but it's do-able and we 



have to do it. 

Originally appeared in the July 2007 Industrial Worker 
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Emotional Pressure and Organization Building 
 
We want to do two things on the job at the same time: build organization and improve 
conditions. We could do these separately. For instance, we could build organization with 
no plan to improve conditions, like setting up a poker night or a knitting circle. Or we 
could try to improve conditions without building organization, by bribing or kissing up to 
the supervisor. Neither of those has much to do with being a union. Being a union means 
union builds organization by improving conditions, or improves conditions by building 
organization. 

To build organization and improve conditions we have to take actions on the job. Action 
is the oxygen of a union. We start off by taking the existing informal organization on the 
job - the current relationships and communication and level of agitation - and directing 
this against the boss in the form of an action. 

In planning an action, pick an issue that people care about. Ask, “who has the power to 
change this issue?” For instance, the nightshift supervisor in the receiving department at 
a factory probably can't control the health insurance plan or introduce a new health plan. 
But they can control how they enforce policy on bathroom breaks and how respectfully 
they treat employees. 

List the issues people want improved and who has control over each issue. List the lowest 
level boss with decision-making power on each issue. Generally speaking, the lower they 
are on the food-chain, the less it will take to make them do what you want. This is 
important early on when you only have a small group. Five people in one department 
probably won't win much for all 100 people in the plant. 

But they could win improvements in that department that can be used to recruit more 
people in order to take on bigger issues and do more outreach. That's building 
organization. 

Early in a campaign it's useful to focus on what could be called emotional actions or 
emotional pressure. Here's what I mean. Work is a headache for us, and to a lesser degree 
it's headache for our bosses. Generally it's more of a headache for the boss the lower they 
are on the food-chain at work. Emotional action is when we offer our boss a choice: make 
work less of a headache for us or we will make work more of a headache for the boss. 



This is easier the lower the level of the boss. If the boss is a supervisor we see everyday, 
then they will care more about our opinions and how we treat them. 

When we collectively confront the boss about conditions make our lives unpleasant, we 
give the boss an unpleasant experience. Think of this as sharing the wealth of misery that 
our jobs give us. By giving the boss a taste of their own medicine, making the boss take a 
helping of what our jobs force on us, we can start to force the boss to make small 
improvements on the job. That in turn helps us explain to our coworkers that we can 
improve our jobs by organizing together, and that if even more people get involved we 
can win even bigger improvements. 
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Talking to Bosses: Stick to the Script! 
 
We have nothing in common with them as a class but sometimes we need to talk to our 
bosses. When we confront our bosses, for instance, we need to talk to them. A lot of 
bosses seem to have an instinct for turning the tables on us, and a lot of us workers have a 
habit of letting them do so. We spend so much time following their orders and they spend 
so much time giving orders that when we speak up it can be almost as disorienting for us 
as it is for them. That can make it easy for the boss to take back control in conversation. 

For us to keep control in conversation with the boss we need to know what we want to 
have happen. We can't get our way if we don't know what our way is. If we don't have a 
plan then things can't go according to plan. 

Let's say we're going to confront a boss about making someone stay late. Here are some 
ways the boss might respond: justify the decision ("we had more work, someone had to 
do it"), bring up some other issue ("well, you all are out of uniform"), try to guilt you in 
some way ("you do this after I got you that nice coffee maker for the break room?"), 
bring up the way you raised the issue ("you shouldn't bring this up in a group"), point you 
to someone else or somewhere else ("you should bring this up at our team meeting," "you 
really should go through Human Resources"), or question your right to bring it up at all 
("this is a private matter between me and that person, it's none of the rest of your 
business.") There are other possible responses. The point is, you should think about the 
different ways your boss will respond, and know how you will reply in each case. 

The goal in replying to a boss's response is to come back to your issue and your goal. 
Don't get side-tracked. Don't argue. At most, acknowledge what they said, ("we 
appreciate the new coffee maker", "we tried to bring this up with HR"), but don't let them 
turn the conversation to be about that. State your issue again, and what you want. "You 
make us work late and it causes problems for us. Will you stop that?" If they keep 
bringing up other things, and they probably will, say "This isn't about that, we're here to 



talk about you making us work late." Then re-state your issue and what you want. 

The over all point is that our issue and our demand is not up for discussion. We are not 
going to be talked out of feeling like a problem at work is a pain in the neck and we are 
not going to be talked into having our demand disregarded. We are making clear that the 
issue is a problem and we are presenting our demand to fix it. If you have to, just say 
"we're not here to debate with you or to discuss other things. We want to know if you will 
stop extending people's hours or not. That's all we want to talk about. Will you stop?" 

Stick to the script and you can turn the tables on the boss. 
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Charting 
 
Anyone who works out regularly knows that results in physical fitness pretty much come 
from only two things: persistence and time. The same thing is true in organizing. 
Organizing gets results when it’s persistent over the long haul. Persistent long term 
organizing must be systematic. A key to being systematic is putting things in riting. 

In recent times the IWW has mostly organized relatively small workplaces or small units 
within larger workplaces. With small groups of people it’s pretty easy to remember 
everyone’s name, what they do, what experiences we’ve had with them. As a result, 
many of us have gotten into the habit of keeping a lot of information in our heads. This 
works in smaller settings. This won’t work once we get much beyond 20 or 30 people, 
because it all gets to be too much to remember. What’s more, when we make a habit of 
storing information in our head, it’s harder to assess what’s really happening at work, 
because our feelings shape our perceptions of what’s in our heads even more than what’s 
in writing. Depending on whether we’re feeling optimistic or pessimistic, this can lead us 
not to see real progress, or to overlook important steps that we fail to take. 

One key activity to systematic organizing is charting regularly. By “charting” I mean 
when the organizers on a campaign get together and do a written assessment of our 
current presence on the job. Start with one sheet of paper. List all the facilities or 
departments in our campaign. Then list all the IWW members in each facility or 
department, followed by the names of other people we have contact with, and the total 
number of people in each place. Next to every name, write down whether or not someone 
has done a good one on one with them, when this was, and how it went. There will be 
more to say that doesn’t go on the chart, of course, as people talk about what worked and 
didn’t work in their one on ones. (This is also a good opportunity to do a roleplay about 
what the organizer might have said differently, but that’s a subject for another time.) 



The process of charting helps us make decisions about who to talk to – the people we 
haven’t talked to in a long time, the people who are slipping, the people we haven’t 
talked to at all. That can sound obvious, but charting tells us exactly who those people 
are. It also helps us identify the gaps in our knowledge. (“I just realized, I don’t know 
how many custodians work third shift. We should find out.”) Getting that information is a 
task that someone new to the campaign could take on with the help of a more experienced 
organizer. 

On another sheet of paper, write down the tasks that have come up based on the chart. 
Write down who is going to do each task, and who is going to check in with everyone to 
make sure they did their task. 

Written charts and task lists should be kept after the meeting, and ideally they should be 
typed up. The next time the organizers chart, get out the old ones and compare. Get out 
the task list too, to make sure everyone did their tasks, and to discuss how the tasks went. 
This helps show progress -- “In the last month we’ve talked to 15 more people, this 
means we have talked to half the workers by now!” -- which can keep our inspiration 
going. It also helps show patterns we might not have noticed -- “We’re talking to a lot 
more of the white workers, and to day shift workers, let’s figure out how to break out of 
those networks and talk to more people” -- which can in turn help us identify new tasks. 

Unless organizing is systematic, it will most likely rely too heavily on the social groups at 
work that we are most comfortable with. Charting is not the only part of organizing 
systematically, but it's one key piece of the puzzle. 
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The Intermediate Level and Trajectories of Struggle 
 
A response to Miami Autonomy & Solidarity's Defining Practice: the intermediate level 
of organization and struggle.   
 
This piece is in dialog with some stuff by my friend Scott Nappalos. I won’t try to 
summarize all of Nappalos’s points here. I want to focus here on a few points I think are 
important. I wrote this to think out some issues and lay out some points that may sound 
obvious but didn’t to me until after I wrote them. I hope others find it thought provoking. 
I’m not sure what conclusions follow from all this. I’d be interested to hear what 
conclusions and questions others draw from this. I should also say, I got tangled up 
mentally on some of the issues in this piece. I think visually and so I tried to do some 
drawing to get unstuck. That worked. I recognize that the diagrams or drawings may not 
be helpful to everyone as readers, even though they were helpful for my own thought 
process.  The Intermediate Level One of Nappalos’s goals in his essay on what he calls 
the intermediate level is to help people set aside “rigid conceptions of the separations of 



the political and mass organization.” One is that the article offers a correction to mistaken 
ideas about mass organizations and mass struggles. It is easy to see mass organizations as 
being simply about “bread and butter” issues or “dollars and cents.” I think this mistake is 
particularly easy for those of us who came of age politically without much experience of 
mass struggle and mass organizations. 

Not Just Bread And Butter Mass organizations are not simply about economistic 
struggles or power relations. In their “Workplace Position Paper,” NEFAC write that 
“Unions serve as a mediator between the working class and the bosses,” they “negotiate 
the sale of their members labor power to employers (and, in exchange, they offer workers 
material benefits: job security, health care, better wages). They seek a fairer form of 
exploitation under capitalism, rather than an end to exploitation itself.” This is correct. At 
the same time, we should not mistake means and ends here. Mass organizations consist of 
people coming together around demands for better lives in the short term, prior to the end 
of capitalism. Unions for more favorable terms in the sale of labor power (organizations 
of tenants fight for better housing, etc), but this is not always an end itself for participants 
in mass organizations. (This is not criticism of NEFAC and I am not saying they make 
the mistake I describe. Read their position paper here.) Yes, mass organizations exist for 
people to exert power collectively, mass struggles are struggles to exert power, but 
people exert power over the things they care about and people understand this through a 
variety of perspective. “Workers have their own ideas and logic,” Nappalos writes. 

Many people join mass organizations such as unions because of a cost/benefit calculus 
along the lines of “if I pay dues to this union then I will help win a better contract, and so 
I will see gains in my wallet.” Organizers in unionization drives sometimes make 
arguments like that. But more people join mass organizations because of issues of right 
and wrong, fairness and respect, dignity and justice. That is, people tend to view the 
world in value-laden ways; people’s values inform their decisions (and people’s actions 
can sometimes shape their values). 

Part of Nappalos’s article is a criticism of understandings of the category of “mass” (as in 
“mass organization” and what Nappalos calls “the mass level”) which chop up people’s 
experience. My father has been a lifelong member of a union in the construction trades. 
He has never really been a union activist. He credits the union with getting the generous 
health insurance benefit package that paid for extensive dental work one of my siblings 
needed as a kid. He believes union membership is a sound economic decision. At the 
same time, I remember many times hearing him complain about things bosses did on job 
sites. “It’s the principle of the thing!”, he would rant, “I’m not going to be treated this 
way! I’m going to take this to the union!” And he has always honored picket lines, 
because scabbing is wrong – scabbing undermines other workers’ economic situation, 
and it’s wrong to hurt other people. My father belongs to his union and thinks it’s a good 
investment; he sees all of this in value-laden terms. My father lives in a social world he 
sees as having both economic and moral elements. Even when my father has been about 
money – striking for higher pay and so forth – this too has been value-laden. He wanted 
more money for a variety of value-laden reasons: to have the money to be a certain sort 



of parent, to be able to buy things to impress his other relatives, to save for a comfortable 
retirement, etc. Even in fights over money, the money was not really an end in itself; the 
reason why he wanted that money often had everything to do with his value system. I 
think this is often the case. People are involved in mass organizations in ways that are 
tied to their self-understanding and their value system. The mass level is not just a matter 
of interests. Or rather, interests are value-laden categories, which people understand 
through ideas and morality. To use E.P. Thompson’s famous phrase, people in struggle 
have a “moral economy,” they have a culture, expectations, traditions, ideas about right 
and wrong, ways to legitimize their actions (at least to themselves and each other). To 
quote Nappalos again, we should pay attention to “the ways in which movements change 
across time and constitute themselves,” which means we need to recognize that 
organizations are diverse and are value laden. 

 

The mass level is about people trying to exert power for what they want, and what they 
want is tied to their value systems. Values are something which the mass level has in 
common with the intermediate and political levels, something which is sometimes left out 
of accounts of the mass level and mass organizations. That said, there is something 
different about the mass level. The difference is what defines the type of unity – what do 
people come together around? People at the mass level come together to achieve what 
they want. This requires varying levels of unity – for organizations, every group tends to 
be begin developing norms and standards of behavior and a group culture – but in general 
the mass level is about fighting to get something people want. Mass organizations and 
mass struggles are value laden. 

Nappalos defines what he calls the intermediate level as the sorts of practices when 
“people organize based on some basic level of unity of ideas to develop and coordinate 
their activity at the mass level.” This is also a matter of values. People participate in mass 
level activity because of what they want, and what they want is informed by their 
outlook. People engage in intermediate activity tend to be motivated more explicitly by 
principles. Think about union stewards: good union stewards are often dedicated to their 
union as a part of their identity and are often motivated by a sense of solidarity or other 
ethical notions which are not simply about themselves. 

The boundary between mass practices and intermediate practices is very fluid. Here’s an 
example. Several years ago I was part of an effort to organize janitors. The janitors at one 
point confronted management over their low pay; this was about interests in a narrow 
sense though as I’ve said repeatedly, economic interests are informed by (people want 
economic gains for reasons they interpret via) people’s value systems. The janitors also 
began to cooperate with other employees in other job classes on actions. In those case,s 



people participated in collective action as a vehicle for their own gain. 

Over the course of that organizing drive, one of the older janitors began to have chest 
pains at work and so began to work slower. His supervisor began to shout at him and urge 
him to work faster. He was afraid to lose his job so he worked faster, and had a heart 
attack at work. The other janitors were disgusted by this and told the supervisor so. After 
the older janitor recovered, the supervisor again began to hassle him to work faster. The 
janitors confronted the supervisor as a group and said that this was unacceptable. In 
another incident, an employee in another job class was fired unfairly; here too the janitors 
were morally outraged and mobilized with others. These were not actions defined by 
narrow interests, this was a matter of personal relationships and principles. This sort of 
action is closer to intermediate level activity. As Nappalos writes, while we can and 
should draw analytical distinctions between types of activity, “[in] reality, this division is 
not so clear.” People are dynamic. Indeed, mass activities often lead people to 
intermediate level activities and perspectives. Through action, people can be transformed 
– people become not only motivated to act about individual instances of injustice, people 
can develop a passion for justice and a commitment to it as a principle, people can 
develop a taste for or a need to fight. 

Again, to quote Nappalos, in intermediate level activity “people organize based on some 
basic level of unity of ideas to develop and coordinate their activity at the mass level.” 
Just as I have argued that mass activity is value laden, so too I argue that mass level often 
requires intermediate activity. I don’t mean to challenge the mass/intermediate 
distinction. What I mean is that at least for organizations, mass organizations require 
people who act at the intermediate level as part of their participation in mass 
organizations. I already gave an example of union stewards. Union staff and officers are 
often a sort of intermediate layer as well – either they are self-interested so that they do 
what they out of a drive for personal gain (and so are subject to very familiar leftist 
criticisms), or they are sincere and committed (in which case they are still subject to 
criticism but the criticisms differ somewhat and are more structural than individaul). That 
is to say, all mass organizations in struggle – all people in struggle over any kind of 
sustained period of time – require that at least some of the people involved begin to 
“organize based on some basic level of unity of ideas to develop and coordinate their 
activity at the mass level.” Without this, mass struggles and organizations can not last. To 
put it yet another way, all mass organizations and struggles that persist over time in any 
way have an internal division of labor where at least some people at least some of the 
time perform tasks which fit into the category of intermediate level practices. Nappalos 
argues that revolutionaries should engage in intermediate level practice, namely “bring 
together the most conscious elements of the mass movements together with the most 
active and grounded elements of the revolutionary movements to provide continuity, 
organization, coordination, and education between struggles.” Note here that these most 
conscious elements already exist within mass movements and organizations. As he puts 
it, “the intermediate level already exists in struggle.”  Levels of Activity and Types of 
Organization Nappalos’s article has another important point for radicals today. Not only 
should we recognize the mass level as value-laden, we need to recognize the actually 
existing diversity of organizations. We must start from where we are now in terms of 



struggle and relationships. Organizations and struggles do not fit cleanly into mass vs 
political, or mass vs political vs intermediate, even though these categories help us 
analyze. Really there are a great many different organizational types, and each actually 
existing organization has its own unique cultures and traditions and so on – these are not 
necessarily important at the level of principle or theory, but they matter for us in acting 
within them or in relation to them. 

 

Across the levels/types of activity that Nappalos lays out, we see a few organizational 
types: 

1. Political only 2. Intermediate only 3. Exclusively mass 4. Mix of intermediate and 
political 5. Mix of political, intermediate, mass 6. Mostly mass 7. Mix of intermediate 
and mass 

I will not argue this point in any detail here, but in my view types 1-4 are the most limited 
of organizational types. As Nappalos writes, “Ultimately the mass level is the lifeblood of 
all struggles. Without the mass level, the intermediate and political levels are merely 
chasing winds.” Organizations of type 5-7 are really what we aim to create and sustain, 
and the differences are primarily ones of degree. 

Action Across Levels And Organizations Nappalos wants revolutionaries to bring 
together the most advanced people. As I quoted earlier, Nappalos argues that 
revolutionaries should “bring together the most conscious elements of the mass 
movements together with the most active and grounded elements of the revolutionary 



movements to provide continuity, organization, coordination, and education between 
struggles.” In the picture here, these advanced people or handfuls of people are 
represented by the black asterisks. Notice that only some of them are in currently existing 
organizations. They also are only some of the members of currently existing 
organizations. 

 

The likely reality is that unification of the most advanced will cut across pre-existing 
organizational lines. It will probably also involve people who have temporarily stepped 
out of struggles and/or who are not members of current organizations but who have in the 
past been involved in organizations and/or struggle, as well as some people who are just 
beginning to radicalize or to become part of militant mass-level fights. The unification of 
these advanced sectors does not necessarily need to be formalized – its form will be 
worked out in time and at this point no one can specify its necessary characteristics. As 
Nappalos writes, struggle can transform organization: “the mass organization itself may 
change then, and intermediate and political organizations may evolve from those 
struggles.” 

Nappalos identifies two main priorities in moving forward. The main priority is that we 
“prioritize work that facilitates the radicalization of militants at the mass level.” This 
means creating more intermediate level militants from out of the mass work. He identifies 
a second and secondary goal of attempting to get revolutionaries to do mass work. 
Essentially, Nappalos’s proposal is for people who are already currently revolutionaries 
and organizers in mass work. The idea is that these people, the most advanced, should 
emphasize work with three groups: 



1. other organizers at the intermediate level who are doing mass work 2. people at the 
mass level who are doing mass work, and 3. other revolutionaries. For other organizers at 
the intermediate level, our goal is to organize and radicalize – to create community, 
continuity, greater competency, greater retention, and make more revolutionaries. 

For people at the mass level the first goal is to make people into intermediate level 
militants, more organizers. From there, the goal for them is the same as I just described. 

With regard to other revolutionaries who are not already organizers, the goal is in many 
ways the same as it is for people at the mass level: to get people engaged in fights in a 
real way, to learn the lessons that struggle teaches, to make them into organizers. 

It is important to note that people at the political level are not always organizers, in some 
cases theoretical grasp of the political level and understanding derived without much 
attendant other practice stands in for other activity. More simply: not all people who 
think of themselves are revolutionaries have experience or ability at mass work. Part of 
our task, though not a top priority, is to educate these revolutionaries enough to get them 
into mass struggle, which will then educate them further and they will become, for the 
purposes of the schematic approach outlined here, the same as anyone else at the mass 
level in terms of how we orient toward them. Those who don’t or won’t get involved in 
such struggle are not of any real concern. 

In my view, all mass organizations include some functions or internal sections which do 
intermediate level activity in service of the organization and the mass level struggle. To 
put it another way, every mass organization has internal organs and some of these are 
sorts of intermediate organizations which are entirely contained by and loyal to the mass 
organization. Without these, mass organizations tend not to last, or to even be formed at 
all. 



 

The diagram above tries to represent some of the division of labor or differentiation of 
function within a mass organization. The blue block is a single mass organization. Within 
it there are people playing a variety of roles, represented by the smallest colored shapes. 
There are members who don’t really participate, represented here by white circles. There 
are staff (not all mass organizations have staff, of course, though often there are 
volunteers who play roles analogous to staff in other organzations), represented here by 
purple circles. There are active members who participate in the life of the organizations, 
represented here by yellow rectangles, and there are officers, represented here by green 
squares. There is sometimes crossover among these categories as well – people can move 
between being active members, staff, and officers. The larger orange and pink rectangles 
represent organizational projects in which different people interact. These could be 
organizing drives, member education initiatives, or conflicts that take various institutional 
and extra-institutional forms (around elections, for example; or around actions against 
employers and other opponents, actions that may have varying degrees of support among 
different constituencies in an organization – such as unauthorized work stoppages). 
Within a project, staff, members, and officers can interact and relate in various ways and 
these relationships change over time. These things happen within the life of an 
organization and often many of these co-exist and overlap, interacting with each other in 
complicated ways. A member of a union may all at the same time take part in as a 
volunteer helping with an organizing drive at a non-union workplace (and in that case 
have positive interaction with staff and officers and other members, and perhaps have 



some tensions if people are jealous of each others’ work and abilities and relationships), 
work on a union election (and in that case have good relationships with some officers and 
members and conflict with others), and take part in an unauthorized work stoppage in 
their own workplace (and in that case have good relationships with fellow members and 
be in conflict with staff and officers). There are numerous other possibilities. In all of 
these hypothetical examples, people are engaged in their activities primarily out of values 
and relationships, not primarily out of self-interest narrowly defined, in a “bread and 
butter” sense. Numerous actors within any given mass organization are at what Nappalos 
calls the intermediate level. That intermediate level activity is crucial to the making, 
maintenance, and growth of the organization. It is hard to imagine examples of mass 
organizations that don’t have people like this, unless they are entirely hollowed out 
shells. I’m belaboring this because the analytical distinction here between levels should 
not be understood as requiring a spatial or organizational difference. I want to stress the 
overlap of the categories – the intermediate is within the mass, much of the time, 
wherever mass activity exists. 

Nappalos argues for intermediate organization as a step toward mass movements and 
organizations. This is important; people doing intermediate activity need to improve in 
various ways, I discuss this again later, and we can best do so via a combination of 
organization and struggle. At the same time, it must be repeated that “Ultimately the mass 
level is the lifeblood of all struggles. Without the mass level, the intermediate and 
political levels are merely chasing winds.” While Nappalos is somewhat pessimistic 
about our ability to successfully build and maintain mass organizations in the present, 
doing so is a necessary task. Mass level struggles are what make intermediate levels 
activity matter. Intermediate-level organizations that try to take themselves as self-
sufficient, or are excessively self-involved instead of getting involved in mass work, are a 
dead end. Some organizations that see themselves as revolutionary political organizations 
are actually this sort of intermediate organizations. Our route, then, is from the 
intermediate level to the mass level and back again, in a self-expanding spiral. To quote 
Nappalos again, “people are transformed in struggle and organizations can be built 
through these transformations”, which in turn engage in transformative struggle and 
expand or rebuild organizations, which engage in struggle… and so forth. 

One additional note here: the point about intermediate level organization should be a 
matter of how we measure success as much as a matter of our other practices. 
Intermediate level organization is crucial to the success of mass organization as I tried to 
discuss above and, in his essay “A New Workers Movement in the US: A proposal for a 
refoundation through the intermediate level”, here 

It is worth noting again that this perspective preserves the crucial emphasis on doing 
mass work, but it also emphasizes that we do not judge success simply by victory in the 
mass work. From this perspective, success is judged by increase in the quality and 
quantity of militants as much or more than success in the aims of mass struggle. To build 
on this point, I now turn to a discussion of the trajectories of struggles. 



Trajectories of Struggles As revolutionaries, we need to think long term. We need to be 
prepared for how struggles are likely to play out. We also need to understand how a 
struggle fits into our longer term vision. That is not say we should be opportunistic or 
treat struggles as simply means to our ends, but we need to not take any particular 
struggle as fully an end in itself. We want to win any particular fight, but we also know 
that until the end of capitalism all struggles are limited. We want to do our best to win 
particular fights and to make connections between particular struggle and the larger 
struggle for revolution. We have to walk with people through the trajectories of struggle 
in ways that are informed by our perspectives as revolutionaries. 

Struggles have a trajectory to them, sort of like breathing. They rise. They fall. Conflict 
heats up. It cools off. Every struggle is different but whatever the specifics, these 
dynamics play out. Hopefully the end point is better than the beginning. Often 
individuals’ participation in a struggle follows a similar arc. 

 

When in the middle of a struggle, it often takes up so much of our time and attention that 
we don’t think beyond the end point of the struggle. This is understandable. But the 
perspective of a specific single struggle is incomplete. 

Each struggle is an individual arc, like in the picture above. 



 

Over all a more long-term perspective we see a sequence of arcs, like in the second 
drawing. Each arc has an endpoint. This endpoint shapes the conditions for the next arc. 
The individuals are different after an arc of struggle; the organization is different, and so 
on. As always we hope the ending of one struggle, the end of one arc, is higher than when 
it began. We hope that seeing one struggle through to the end sets us up to be better place 
for the next struggle. We can’t guarantee this. Sometimes the ending is worse than the 
beginning. Sometimes a failure undoes previous success. Sometimes one struggle, even a 
successful one, sets us up badly for the next struggle. These are realities we need to be 
prepared for. 



 

Organizations Across Struggles The mass organization exists over a sequence of 
multiple arcs of struggle. In this drawing the struggles are the black line and the dynamics 
of the organization are the blue line. The organization has a trajectory, just as struggles 
do. The organization is rarely fully ready for every struggle. Organizations are rarely 
fully adequate to any struggle. Most struggles challenge our capacity. These challenges 
are like exercise. Challenging our capacity helps us increase that capacity. The struggles 
make the organization develop. The organization develops and improves itself by 
participation in struggle. Also like exercise, if a struggle exceeds our capacity too much it 
can damage our capacity. Struggle usually make the organization stronger but they don’t 
always do so. 

The organization is a resource in any particular arc of struggle as well, improving the 
course and outcomes. The mass organization can be a headache and a drain on time and 
energy sometimes as well. In general, the organization contributes to struggles and also 
gains from it. It gain members, members gain confidence and dedication and learn new 
skills. 

The organization has its own dynamics independent of individuals. This controversy or 
that falling out can weaken the organization which can in turn weaken struggles. People 
involved in a struggle may attend some event for the organization – say, a long 
convention which uses parliamentary procedure and deals with important but technical 
questions about finances – and find the event makes them less interested in the 
organization and perhaps the struggle as well. The event may be necessary for the 
organization and even a success for the organization but it may still have negative or 



mixed effects on struggles. People can also meet other members, attend a convention or 
training, and come away more committed, more confident, more capable, and so become 
more of a resource. 

Over all, we should measure the organization’s adequacy both in terms of each particular 
struggle and even more so in terms of the over all tendency – in general, across time and 
across multiple struggles, what are the trends? In what ways are we advancing? In what 
ways are we moving backward or stagnating? There aren’t any final answers to these 
questions, they’re things we have to keep asking periodically to assess our activity. 

 

The mass struggles and mass organizations relate to political organizations and their 
members. On this drawing, the red line represents political organization. The blue line 
represents mass organizations, an important part of the ability to wage the mass fights. 
Here the black line represents mass struggles in sequence. The red line is shaped by the 
others but it is not identical to them. Struggles challenge these organizations – the 
members of these organizations are challenged by the struggles just like anyone else. 
Organizations’ ideas are challenged as well. Often mass-level losses undermine political 
organizations. Success at the mass level can do so as well, however. And in some cases, 
difficulties at the mass level do not have to undermine political organizations. 

The mass struggle is about people fighting for what they want. Often at or immediately 
after high points of mass struggle, people get more of what they want. Here the black line 
represents is the intensity and trajectory of mass struggles in sequence. The arcs of 



individual struggles, and especially the high points, have the potential to radicalize 
individuals. At these moments, people move from fighting hard from what they wanted 
when they started their involvement in a struggle into wanting something new. These 
individuals become new radicals, with a new need for justice, a new need to struggle, 
and/or tight bonds with others in the struggle. 

Struggles also challenge political organizations – the members of political organizations 
are challenged by the struggles just like anyone else. The organization’s ideas are 
challenged as well. 

Over all, the political organization should seek to learn as much as possible from each 
struggle, to maximize the transformative effect of each struggle, and to unite as many of 
the people radicalized by each struggle. The political organization is autonomous from, 
yet intimately connected to struggles. It can advance in some ways without struggles but 
over all without an adequate relationship to struggles the organization stagnates. 
Struggles also do not guarantee that the political organization will advance. 

Revolutionaries should be as clear and sharp as glass. The mass struggle provides the 
heat from which glass is made. Often the mass struggle declines after a crushing defeat, 
but it can also decline after a serious victory, as I discussed above about union contracts. 
The mass struggle will ebb and flow – we will lose sometimes in mass struggles, and 
sometimes we will win but in ways that create more problems or set us back as 
revolutionaries and set back the emancipation of our class. History does not only 
advance. 



 

Our orientation should be to get as many into the trajectories of mass struggles. We also 
want to shape the trajectories those individuals trace. In this drawing, the blue arcs are a 
sequence of mass struggles. The black lines are trajectories of some individuals. The high 
points of these individuals’ arcs are the moments of greatest performance in struggle and 
greatest potential for individual transformation (though they are represented the same 
here, in reality these moments are not necessarily identical). As organizers, we want as 
many people involved as possible. We don’t just want to win the particular struggle, 
though, we want to think long term, and as revolutionaries we don’t just think about the 
long term prospects of mass struggles. Unfortunately, some people will deviate, quit, 
burn out, and so on. This happens in response to the intensity and demands of struggles; it 
happens in response to victories as people draw the wrong conclusions, grow complacent, 
or simply need to take the opportunity to rest; it also happens in response to failures of 
mass struggle, not depicted here. Without organization and effort to maximize the 
positive effects on individuals – without deliberate effort to try to shape these dynamics 
while they occur and to try to retain the positives afterward – the results are much worse 
than when we do make these efforts, even though effort is no guarantee of 
success.  Measurements There are different ways to measure the arc of a struggle and a 
sequence of multiple arcs. We can measure these in terms of “bread and butter” gains and 
in structural terms: what did we win? Measured this way, in “bread and butter” terms, if 
we win anything, generally we see a clear rise in the arcs of the struggles. We have more 
than when we started – more money, better conditions. In structural terms, we can think 
about how a struggle sets us up in relation to an opponent or opponents – are we on better 
footing, or worse, in terms of our ability to exert power? 



 

 

In union struggles, measured according to gains, workers advance by winning wage gains 
and better conditions. Often inflation reduces the value of these gains over time and 
management tries to erode gains over time through a variety of measures. This means that 
workers often begin the next struggle at a somewhat lower level than the end point of the 
last struggle, in terms of wages, benefits, and conditions. Employers also take steps to 
erode power – dividing workers, discouraging workers from fighting, and so on. 

Another way to judge the arc of a struggle or sequence of struggle is by the 
organization’s commitment and ability to fight but begin a trajectory which lowers our 
ability to fight next time. We might see huge gains as result of struggles which in turn 
allow us to get bigger gains in the future without having to wage such intense struggles. 



Over time this can erode the mass organization as a fighting organization, which can lead 
to losses in the face of attacks which seek to reverse old gains. Those losses in turn can 
perhaps motivate re-organization, rebuilding a culture of fighting. To put it another way, 
a fighting organization involves qualities and abilities that are like muscles. If our 
muscles go unused, they atrophy. If our muscles are over-used, they strain and we are 
temporarily (and in some cases permanently) set back. I’m not sure of clear 
measurements for identifying in advance what is sufficient exercise of the muscles of our 
fighting capacity, I think above all we need systems in place to get feedback on what’s 
happening at any particular moment, in a way analogous to how people need to ‘listen to 
their bodies’ in exercise. 

 

In this drawing, the yellow line represents the dynamic of struggles for four successive 
contracts in a union. There is an upward arc. Immediately after the peak of each arc there 
is a contract negotiated. The green boxes represent the moments when the contract is 
negotiated. The line slowly declines due to inflation and management attacks. There is a 
second upward arc, higher than the last, an even better contract. The line declines. The 
third contract involves many concession and takebacks and no increase at all. The fourth 
contract is better. The black line represents the quantity and quality of the membership 
and cadre of the organization and the organization having a culture of fighting. Over the 



first contract fight the lines are similar. The organization builds to the contract and builds 
from the contract. The organization fights hard for the second contract and wins a lot. 
The organization improves temporarily as a result of this, but become complacent. The 
organization is not ready for the third contract fight. The contract is a bad one compared 
to the last contract. The loss deflate the organization further for a time, until the 
organization makes a strong push to prepare for and fight to win on the fourth contract. 
These dynamics happen often with union contracts but they are not limited to contracts. 
Organizations fight, win (or lose), then rest. When we rest, we either move forward along 
a plateau, prepare for a new upsurge, or things deteriorate. This is more or less true for all 
mass organizations, all experience arcs and sequences somewhat like this. 

In the drawing above, the yellow line and the black line are related: wins and losses effect 
the organization, and the organization shapes whether or not we win or lose, and how 
much. Each line also represents a different way to evaluate a struggle and an 
organization. The yellow line represents a measurement in dollars and sense – in the 
contents of contracts. The black line represents a measurement of the organization’s 
commitment and ability to fight. We might win a huge victory but begin a trajectory 
which lowers our ability to fight next time. We might see huge gains as result of struggles 
which in turn allow us to get bigger gains in the future without having to wage such 
intense struggles. Over time this can erode the mass organization as a fighting 
organization, which can lead to losses in the face of attacks which seek to reverse old 
gains. Those losses in turn can perhaps motivate re-organization, rebuilding a culture of 
fighting. 

Plans and Reality These trajectories occur in struggles and sequences of struggles. We 
should make projections and set goals for what we expect to see and what we intend to 
accomplish across struggles and sequences of struggles. Of course, our plans for struggles 
– our goals, strategies, and tactics – rarely play out exactly how we hoped. We push 
forward against a strong wind of opposition, this usually pushes us at least partially off 
the course we had planned to steer. Still, having clear plans is important. Plans provide 
idealized arcs and sequences which we can use to measure our progress and evaluate our 
successes and failures. These courses we chart are not the same as the courses we actually 
take, but if we do not chart a course then the course we actually take will be much worse, 
and we will be less likely to understand what course we are actually taking. 

This is particularly important for those of us concerned with building long term 
workplace-based mass organizations. In general, mass organizations are under pressures 
tied to the dynamics of struggle. These pressures encourage mass organizations to 
manage struggle sometimes. I like to use the metaphor of a kerosene lamp to describe 
how mass organizations are pressured to behave. A kerosene lamp has components that 
create fire, that sustain fire, that contain fire to keep it from getting above a certain 
temperature and from spreading or joining up with other fires. Mass organizations create 
class conflict, sustain class conflict, manage class conflict to keep it from getting too hot, 
and prevent it from spreading around the class. For unions the managerial roles are built 
in to the labor law, to encourage or force unions to contain workers’ struggles. The 



National Labor Relations Act when originally created had a preface that argued that 
collective bargaining was necessary for labor peace. In our efforts to organize, we should 
be clear about these different relationships to the fire of class struggle. We should also 
seek to build organizations that have the first few functions – creating and sustaining 
struggle – while avoiding or minimizing the containment functions. 

This is easier said than done, though. One challenge we face in building such 
organization is that we lack clear models with strategies that describe the arc of struggle 
we hope to achieve. That is, we lack well charted courses to where we want to go. The 
maps we have are often defined more by what we want to avoid – with large sections 
marked “here be monsters!” – without clear plans to get to the destinations we want to 
arrive at. We need better courses charted, even though we know we will be blown off 
course. We need to have articulable, imaginable short term visions for what we intend to 
accomplish and how, as part of beginning and maintaining the trajectories of struggle 
involved in moving people from mass to intermediate and intermediate to mass level 
work.  Cadre and Components, Development and Division of Labor Every 
organization and struggle has key people who do the work that the organization needs. I 
like to call them cadre; I know some people are unhappy with that term. Cadre are the 
people who form the core of a struggle or organization. Organizations should aim to 
come away from struggle and organizations with more and better cadre. Over all, we 
want to continue to increase the numbers of capable, confident, and committed people. 
We also want to increase the ability of our cadre: we want to increase our cadre 
quantitatively and qualitatively. In my view, cadre should be committed to a long-term 
vision beyond single arcs of struggle and, ultimately, beyond capitalism. 

There are cadre of political organizations and cadre of mass organizations/mass unrest. In 
my view, in the present in general today we have a very strong need for more better 
cadre, both mass and political cadre. Currently, in general, mass cadre are further along 
than political cadre. There are two main tasks to my mind for political cadre right now. 
One is to do whatever the variety of things are that are involved in becoming mass cadre. 
The other is to build relationships with existing mass cadre. From there, then those people 
who are self-consciously revolutionary and are, for lack of a better word, objectively 
cadre of the class/of the mass struggles/organizations, then those people will be able to 
figure out the tasks of truly revolutionary struggle. For now it seems to me that the main 
task of actually existing political organizations (proto-political proto-organizations) is to 
push that process of cadre development. 

By “development” I mean improving the quality of cadre, by learning lessons from 
struggles and discussions and reflection. Struggles are potentially transformative. As we 
walk with people through the trajectories of struggle, we hope to maximize this 
transformative potential. 

There at least five components to struggles and organizations and the lessons we take 
away from them. Each component is one area where a struggle and a sequence of 
struggles poses challenges to us. These are vision, goals, strategy, tactics, and logistics. 



Vision is the ideology and theory of the organization and our ability to assess current 
reality. Goals are where we want to get to. Strategy is the plan to get there. Tactics are the 
individual components of the plan. Logistics are the implementation and competency in 
carrying out tactics. Struggles and sequences of struggles require some of each of these 
components and that’s why they pose challenges to our abilities in each of these 
components. Here too we can think of each of these in relation to a single arc of struggle 
and over the long term across a sequence of multiple arcs or across multiple sequences of 
struggle. 

It is easy to think of these five parts as involving a linear progression, like this: people 
learn and master some logistics – they become very good at carrying out specific tactics. 
Then they learn and master tactics – they become very good at formulating and planning 
a specific range of tactics related to one strategy. Then they learn and master strategy – 
they become very good formulating strategy related to specific goals. Then people 
become good at setting goals. Over the course of this progression, people become better 
at assessing where we are currently and they deepen their social vision and add to our 
collective understanding of our social vision. 

Things rarely are so even and linear, however. It would be nice, but in reality, people 
have uneven abilities with these different sorts of components. Someone may have an 
excellent understanding of social vision and worldview and be able to speak eloquently 
about this vision. That same person may not be very good at determining strategy or 
carrying out tactics. Someone may be excellent at specific tactics – for example, they 
might have great abilities in conducting face to face conversations with people in order to 
get them interested in being involved in the campaign – and a moderate grasp of social 
vision, but have a poor understanding of how to formulate tactics and strategy. Someone 
may have excellent ideas about strategy for campaigns, but have poor people skills and so 
be bad at aspects of the implementation of tactics. In general, organizations need cadre 
who are strong in all of these areas. That is to say, organizations need to be able to do 
each of these components well. 

Ideally, the organization will have cadre who are good at all of these components. In 
reality, as discussed above, people are better at something and worse at others. Over all, 
we need to strike a balance between winning the fight and developing cadre. This is a 
distinction between development and division of labor. Development means people 
should take on tasks that challenge their capacities, particularly capacities that they are 
not as good at. Strategists should improve their ability at logistics. People who are 
excellent at the logistics of specific tactics should improve their understanding of how to 
set tactics. On the other hand, we need to balance this education and development with 
the needs of the organization and the struggle at the moment. Sometimes, if a component 
is especially important, it is better to have the people who are best at that component 
focus on that work – have the best strategists formulate strategy, have the people who are 
best at logistics of specific tactics carry out those tasks, and so on. This division of the 
labor often makes us more effective in the short term, in order to have a struggle go as 
good as possible. This division of labor is in tension with the need to develop new cadre 



and for cadre to be as good possible at each component. Each individual involved should 
experience some aspect of development as well. Each individual follows an arc during a 
struggle, an arc with multiple lines, including these different components. There are no 
hard and fast rules that determine what to prioritize. Balancing these priorities is itself a 
skill and something which should be a conscious aspect of our strategies. In general, we 
should be deliberate about what we prioritize and every campaign should include some 
aspects of division of labor and some aspects of development.  Winning What We Want 
And Changing What We Want So far I have mostly talked about measuring struggles 
in the terms of the mass level. Revolutionaries should measure the organization’s 
adequacy both in terms of each particular struggle and even more so in terms of the over 
all tendency – in general, across time and across multiple struggles, what are the trends? 
In what ways are we advancing? In what ways are we moving backward or stagnating? 
Even more than thinking long term, however, as revolutionaries, our measurements are 
not the same as mass-level assessments. As revolutionaries we do not measure our 
successes simply in the terms of union contracts (and their analogs in other forms of mass 
struggle) and our ability to win such contracts in the future. 

I agree with Scott Nappalos about strategic priorities for the time being — do mass work 
to radicalize, push radicals to do mass work in order to be better at it. People should have 
experiences that increase their competencies in the various facets of this work. People 
even more need experiences that radicalize them – that expand or revise their vision. 

Our emphasis should be on mass work with two goals: radicalization of others, to get 
more cadre, and education of current cadre. The struggle teaches people and people can 
radicalize quickly, suddenly based on experience. Conflicts create these moments of 
potential sudden leaps in consciousness (as do objective conditions, which I have entirely 
neglected here, in my subjectivist mode). Alongside this, to retain lessons and maximize 
effects, and to keep people in the fight, people also need relationships. Put simply, we 
have to walk with people. This was part of what I tried to convey with the discussion of 
trajectory, we have to orient toward accompanying people over the course of struggles in 
their collective and individual ups and downs. To an important extent, our emphasis on 
and role in developing people is also about providing an opportunity to build and 
strengthen relationships, so that we are best place to help produce and retain the 
outcomes we wish to see – more radicals, and more competent committed radicals.  A 
few threads that remain untied I wrote this piece in the effort to think out some things 
that have been on my mind for a while. I have circulated the piece because I’d like help 
thinking about all of this, help taking this further. I’ve gotten good feedback from several 
people. I also have a couple other bits I wrote that I think are related to this. At the 
moment I’m not able to take all the feedback into account and the other fragmentary bits I 
wrote and revise it all to make this piece into a seamless whole. I don’t have the time and 
my thoughts aren’t coherent enough to do that yet. I’d like to do that eventually. At this 
point I’m still writing to unspool the ideas, writing to think. Eventually I’d like to clean 
this up and revise it substantially for the sake of presentation. In order to do that, I’d have 
to first follow these thoughts to the end of the thread. For now, I’m just going to respond 
to some of the feedback here and include the other bits that I think are related but don’t 
yet fit. 



The main question I got from people in response was a politely-worded “so what?” That 
is, what changes if I think in terms of trajectories vs instances? I’m not sure about that. I 
don’t know how much this changes practice or not. I think one of the main take-away 
points for me is to be patient with people and, as a friend of mine says, walk with people. 
Have the patience to walk with people even if they’re currently heading in the wrong 
direction or moving at the wrong pace. Walking together gives us the ability to eventually 
shape people’s direction and pace. (Of course we need some standards, we don’t just 
walk with anybody…) One of the other take-away points is also about patience – be 
patient with the outcomes of struggles. Wins and losses will come and go; they’re a really 
big deal, but neither is the whole struggle. Huge wins in the short term don’t necessarily 
make huge contributions to the struggle to end capitalism and huge losses don’t 
necessarily set back the struggle to end capitalism. The connection between short(ish) 
term struggles in life under capitalism and the long term struggle to end capitalism is 
complicated. To my mind the main project in our political moment is to get more and 
better cadre, with strong relationships. That’s the third take away point for me, about 
patience, the need to be patient with comrades in order to preserve and strengthen 
relationships. Sometimes we have to be conflictual and make people angry in order to get 
our way. Sometimes, though, it’s better to lose a vote and walk out with stronger 
relationships that set one up, over the long term, to have greater ability to shape the 
organization. All of this feels like platitudes and truisms, maybe this is all obvious but it 
wasn’t for me. I had often treated each decision and disagreement in isolation, treating 
each as a decision about the direction of the collective effort. That’s true, but it’s possible 
to shape each specific decision for the better but still set up long-term problems by 
creating a culture of drawing lines in the sand or of unnecessary combativeness.  Specific 
feedback… 

One friend asked why I use the term “struggles” instead of “campaigns.” That’s a good 
question. I’m for campaigns, by which I mean planned efforts with clear expectations. 
Often though on the left we find ourselves dealing with activity that started up without a 
clear plan and clear expectations (whether by others on the left or by workers who are not 
part of the political left). I think struggles in general have the dynamics I describe here, 
whether campaigns or not. 

My friend also asked me what I meant about the relationships between political 
organizations and mass organizations and mass struggles outside of permanent 
organizations. In my view, members of political organizations need to be part of mass 
struggles and preferably mass organizations. To paraphrase my friend Scott Nappalos, the 
mass level is the life of the political level, without it the political level become empty. To 
use the categories of work I laid out earlier, I think a good short term goal for radicals is 
for there to be more of us, with better skills and abilities, and more relationships. This has 
two components, one oriented toward existing radicals and one oriented toward trying to 
make more radicals. Existing radicals should participate in mass work in order to get as 
good it as possible and to build as many relationships as possible. We should try to be 
placed close to aspects of conflicts that have transformative potentials, so that we have 
relationships with people who are undergoing experiences that have the potential to 
change them. We should use our relationships and those experiences to try to radicalize 



those people, so there will be more radicals. Through all of that, we will hopefully 
become more numerous, more capable, and more influential – because people will know 
us, care about us, and respect us so that they will take us seriously enough to at least 
listen and weigh things when we put forward our radical ideas. 

My friend asked what the arc was actually measuring. The arcs are vague, I know. My 
friend pointed out with regard to my example of union contracts that the intensity of a 
struggle is not the only factor that shapes a contract. Larger economic and policy trends 
in different regions and industries can make it so that in one area workers build stronger 
more combative organizations but get a mediocre contract while in another workers build 
mediocre organizations and get a relatively better contract. The quality of a union and the 
quality of a union contract are somewhat independent of each other. Good organizations 
are not a guarantee of good contracts, and good contracts – especially on paper – are not 
necessarily evidence that a good organization exists. These are important points. All I 
meant here with the contract was to point out that there are different criteria of 
assessment. We should be clear on what we’re measuring and how. In my opinion, we 
should measure the quality of organizations and struggles according to where the people 
involved are at afterward in terms of class consciousness and ability. We want to have 
more people who are committed to struggle over the long term, who are pretty good at 
the practical aspects of struggles, and who are radicalized over time. In my view that’s 
the most important way to evaluate what happens, rather than other benchmarks such as 
wages and benefits (or union democracy, for that matter). 

My friend also asks “how can you distinguish between “managing” struggles and simply 
being subject to the limitations of the exact dynamics of struggle that your piece 
investigates?” That’s fair as well. Forward is not the only direction. Sometimes we have 
to stop, or reverse, in order to be able to have the ability to advance in the future. I don’t 
have a clear answer here and I don’t know how to identify managing struggles from 
nonmanagement of struggle in general. All I can say for now is that in my opinion at least 
for the time being we should consider advance in terms of radicalization, taking tiny steps 
toward moving our class as a whole toward opposing capitalism openly and consciously, 
which is not really an answer. 

Another friend noted that my squiggle drawings conflate the intensity of struggles with 
capacities to carry out struggles over time. Struggles do follow an arc in terms of 
intensity – they rise, they fall. What about capacity, though? In my view, our capacity to 
fight (and to hang in there over time), both as individuals and as organizations, varies and 
is not linear. We advance, we fall back. We gain new skills and determination, we reach 
roadblocks and wrestle with burnout, we gain new comrades who inspire us, some close 
comrades move away or drop out of the struggle. Ideally, we want rising capacity and, 
across our class more intense struggles with shorter valley or no valley at all between the 
peaks. 

I also want to note that I think more capable and committed long term organizations can 
raise the ability and quality of mass struggles (they don’t necessarily do so, we all know 



of left activities that have caused problems), but absence of these things doesn’t mean 
struggles are impossible. We can always be surprised, spontaneous upsurges can happen, 
but we shouldn’t worry much about planning around that. 

Speaking of spontaneism, my friend suggested I might have too spontaneous of a 
conception of struggles. That wasn’t my intent (though it’s refreshing to hear that I sound 
spontaneous, as I feel like I’m often being told I don’t believe enough in the spontaneity 
of the masses). What I meant here was that I think the existing radical left is relatively 
disconnected from and unimportant for mass struggles. The radical left is often behind – 
is less advanced than – mass activity at the moment. That’s why I think a key initial task 
is for radicals to learn lessons from mass work – initially lessons on how to carry out 
mass struggle better, and then political lessons. The radical left should play a positive role 
in mass struggles, I’m not sure we do much of the time. In order to do so I think we 
should first priorities building ability at mass work and gaining cadre, as I’ve said 
repeatedly here. That’s not the same as trying to play a shaping role toward the mass 
struggle accomplishing its own goals – as I tried to say, our measure of success should be 
how does the radical left advance. I think we will generally advance by doing things that 
advance mass struggle (or help us learn how to advance mass struggle) but success 
according to the terms of the mass struggle is not exactly the same as success judged 
from a communist perspective. 

This friend also pointed out that while these criteria of success are different, they’re not 
fully independent: people need motivation to stay in the fight, whether radicals or not, 
whatever the fight is. For communists acting in mass organizations and mass movements, 
we have to be aware of the criteria for success that are present in the mass level. An 
advance at the mass level is not necessarily an advance from a communist perspective. 
Yet mass level criteria are an operational concern for communists seeking to bring about 
what communists consider an advance. To be more concrete: better wages, more union 
democracy, an intense conflict, all of these are important on their own terms but they are 
not necessarily important from a communist perspective. We have to engage with these 
on their own terms in order to draw out communist potentials and win over more people 
to radical ideas. 

This friend also suggested, rightly, that my piece talks more about individual radicals 
than it does about organizations. He said “this consideration should be more focused on 
the development of the movement (as opposed to development of particular militants 
within the political organization and as opposed to just winning a particular campaign.) 
Winning the campaign may be the best way to develop the movement; but in general the 
development of the movement should be the goal (as it sets us up for long-term change) 
with the winning of particular campaigns being secondary goals in themselves as well 
and functional means to that primary goal.” I think this is right. At the same time, I think 
the organization should be judged by the trajectories of the individuals within it… while 
at the same time individuals are networked with each other (in ways that raise questions 
about the idea of “individuality”). Another way to put this is that I think we should worry 
first and foremost about what our membership and our constituency looks like after a 



struggle, above issues of organizational structure or organizational reputation. I think 
organizations advance when they gain more and higher quality members who are more 
committed to the fight. Of course, this neglects all kinds of important issues about what 
individuals ought to do together – how to struggle, how organizations should be 
organized – and those are key issues for making individual radicals actually effective. 

Fragments I couldn’t figure out how to include… I feel simultaneously like my closest 
comrades and I always disagree and like we never disagree – we have moved together in 
practice and in theory in a process that has put forward new questions and issues. Each 
time there’s been a new range of questions and issues to deal with we’ve taken various 
views, discussed them, disagreed, then achieved agreement and the process has repeated. 
At any given point in time we probably disagree on several things within the current field 
of questions and issues we’re working through, but also we’ve moved along a shared 
trajectory together over the past several years and continue to do so. It’s like we’re in a 
van driving to a destination – at any given moment we may have different positions 
within the current space the van occupies but we’re still in that common space moving 
together. To my mind, what we’re trying to do is build spaces that will move forward and 
get them moving – like with the van analogy – and our real assessments should be about 
the trajectories of individuals and of those spaces over time. The working class is very 
contradictory and any organization that exists will also have internal contradictions. The 
way to assess organizations should be the trajectory over time, the trajectory of the 
organization over all and the trajectory of where most individuals are going as part of 
their involvement is very positive over the past few years and looks to continue to be so. 

Considered as a dynamic thing, as a changing pool of people who are on a trajectory, a 
good organization is not one that avoids problems. Problems will occur and recur. Rather 
than unity in a straight-forward sense and lack of disagreement, we should judge 
according to what the problems are that we face over time. Do we deal higher quality 
problems over time? Do we see creative experiments in responding to persistent 
problems? And of course, what do we see in the membership in quality and in quantity. 

We should also recognize that people can change their minds. Some of the time when 
people hit a wall, they head off to the right. That’s a problem, but right-wing deviations 
are not necessarily permanent. Some deviations are worthy of breaking over, but not all 
are. If we allow the room for experimentation in theory and in practice, we have a greater 
chance to maintain relationships which can correct deviations. When people take up 
mistaken perspectives, if we keep relationships with them we can try to change their 
minds in better and worse ways (to my mind “better ways” require the freedom to try out 
their bad ideas, worse ways restrict their options and berate them), or we can kick people 
out. I don’t see any other options. Also, people often cross-participate: people work on 
campaigns that are problematic in their own work and volunteer time on better campaigns 
elsewhere. It’s all very messy. In addition, after people follow the arc of right wing 
deviations, they may come back to a correct perspective, especially if we keep 
relationships open and walk with people. 



This applies in mass work and politically as well. We need to create spaces of 
engagement between multiple view points. There are standards of course, there’s a floor, 
a lower limit that forms a requirement for participation. That floor does not define all of 
our aspirations, though. We want more unity and higher quality than that, but that comes 
out of activity on that floor, within that space. So, we create a space of encounter, hope 
and encourage encounters to stick and become engagement. That makes it possible to 
walk with people across differences, and as a result (well, hopefully…) higher unity 
begins to result. This is not a matter of rejecting the goal of being hegemonic or having 
everyone think the same – I’m for that, the best ideas should set the standard/agenda and 
everyone should hold correct ideas. In fact, this is an attempt to achieve that goal where it 
doesn’t previously exist. In organizing, both at the mass level and in political 
organizations, we create frameworks for people to interact together. These frameworkes 
form a structure of opportunity, opportunities to meet people where they are and from 
that meeting to move them to a better position. This can look like an absence of position 
or agenda but doesn’t have to be. Again, we assess the progress/success of this sort of 
effort according multiple criteria, with an emphasis on longer term trajectories which will 
hopefully over time even out some of the unevennnes on the left and among the working 
class. Again, this will not be straightforwardly linear. 

Final thought, on tasks of the class and of the organization. It’s important that we don’t 
confuse the struggle of the class with the tasks of any particular organization. Given the 
divisions in our class it’s good to have more than one working class organization. The 
class can have more than one organization working on aspects of its interests. There are 
different forms or structures for organizations, and multiple examples of each form. This 
can be inefficient, causing duplication of effort, but it can also be beneficial by allowing 
different organizations to experiment with different approaches. At present, and for a 
long time to come the working class and the left will form a sort of eco-system with 
multiple types of organization and multiple organizations of each type. I don’t have much 
to say about this except that our criteria of operation are different within an organization, 
between organizations, between individuals who belong to different organizations, and 
with regard to the bigger picture of the ecosystem itself. We need to balance developing 
individuals, developing organizations, and maintaining conditions in the social 
ecosystem, all in ways that, we hope, point toward preparing ourselves and the class for 
our long term revolutionary goals. 
 
*  
 
http://recomposition.info/2011/05/22/do-you-really-want-to-overthrow-capitalism/ 
 
Do you really want to overthrow capitalism? 
 
Some of us struggle to articulate our core values and our main ideas in a non-specialist 
vocabulary. There’s a place for specialized vocabulary, but we need to challenge 
ourselves to be able to make our points in other vocabularies as well. The following two 
documents attempt this. They were written shortly after the Jimmy John’s Workers Union 
campaign went public in Minneapolis. The first appeared in the newsletter of the Twin 



Cities branch of the IWW. 

“Do you really want to overthrow capitalism?” 

Someone asked one of us this question recently. The short answer is, yeah, we do. Our 
union’s constitution says that we want the workers to “take possession of the means of 
production” and “abolish the wage system.” We think capitalism is morally wrong. In our 
view, there is no such thing as fair capitalism or morally good capitalism — it’s like child 
abuse, child abuse is always wrong. Capitalism is always morally wrong. 

Here’s what we mean. Did you ever think about why bosses and companies hire workers? 
The reason is that workers make things and perform services that the company sells. In 
general, employees make things or do stuff which employers charge other people a fee to 
purchase. Employers take in money by selling the goods and services that workers make. 
The money employers take in has to be more than they pay out in wages – otherwise they 
start to fire people. Why else would companies hire people? What this means is that 
workers make more money for employers than we get in wages. We think that’s wrong. 
Capitalist society is built around the idea that some people should profit off of others. We 
think that this is why there are so many people living in poverty right now at the same 
time that there are a few people with incredible wealth. In 2009 loads of working people 
lost their jobs, but the top 15 richest people on earth all got richer. 

Part of why capitalism continues to exist is that we can’t get a lot of what we need and 
want unless we have money. Most of us can’t get money unless we work for someone 
else. This means our bosses have a lot of control over our lives. If we lose our jobs and 
can’t find new ones, we risk losing our homes, losing access to health care, let alone 
being able to spend money on the things we enjoy. Bosses know that if they fire us we 
won’t have an income anymore. Many bosses use this to push people around on the job. 
We basically give up our democratic rights on the job. We don’t have a right to free 
speech at work, for instance. The boss can tell us what to say and what not to say. We 
think that’s morally wrong too, and many of us find it emotionally intolerable too — we 
hate how it feels to get bossed around. 

For us, all of this is a good reason to get rid of capitalism. Because we want to get rid of 
capitalism, some people compare us to dictatorships around the world that called 
themselves Communists. That’s not what we have in mind. We’re against dictatorships, 
and we want to point out that workers under dictatorships often have it the worst. 

We want to replace capitalism with a world that is more democratic. When we organize 
on the job we are trying to change the balance of power. Usually the boss calls all the 
shots. We organize to make it so that the workers have a lot more input. Of course, we 
can only get so far with this because we still live in a capitalist society. In the long term 
we want to organize every workplace to make them all democratic. In our view, in a good 
society, all people would have democracy on the job, instead of leaving our rights at the 
door when we get to work like we do now. 



In addition to democracy on the job, we’re for democracy off the job. We think that until 
all people have democracy at work, we can’t have real democracy in the rest of society. 
Think about how many hours most people spend at work, commuting to and from work, 
looking for a job, and thinking about work when off the clock. Work takes up a ton of our 
lives, and work in a capitalist society is undemocratic. With so much of our lives spent in 
undemocratic workplaces, how could we have real democracy in the rest of our lives? 

We also think that all people should have their basic needs met – people should have 
enough food, and safe secure homes, access to medical care, some access to 
entertainment and the arts, and so on. We think it’s terrible that our society wastes so 
many resources on the lifestyles of a few super rich people while so many poor people go 
without the bare necessities. We think if we did away with capitalism this wastefulness 
would go away and there would be plenty for everyone. 

(This was written by IWW member Nate Hawthorne and reflects just my views, not the 
view of the whole organization.) 

* 

Can We Talk About How We Talk About Capitalism? I recently submitted a short article 
I wrote called “Do You Really Want To Overthrow Capitalism?” My hope with this is to 
open up a conversation, not to have the last word. With that in mind, here are a few 
thoughts about that article. 

Here’s what I was trying to accomplish with this piece of writing. For one thing, I wanted 
to be very direct and honest in answering that question: yes, we want to end capitalism. I 
wanted to sound very reasonable and calm in answering this, because I think people with 
radical values and vision tend to get depicted as unreasonable and whacko. I also wanted 
to put this in a straightforward and common sense way. We simply will not have a just 
capitalist society, because capitalism is unjust. I wanted to say all that with a minimum of 
jargon. I hope I succeeded somewhat at each of these goals. I would like to hear from 
people about whether or not they think I did. I’m definitely open to feedback on how to 
do this better. Or, better yet, people could write more stuff that tries to meet these goals! 

I’d also be interested in hearing what other people think our goals should be for pieces of 
writing like this. Some goals may be incompatible – there’s a time and a use for firey-
ness, which is different from the time and use of calm-ness. One piece of writing can’t do 
everything, so we need multiple pieces of writing. Here are a few things that I think this 
piece of writing fails to accomplish. It doesn’t discuss personal experience at all. In my 
opinion, first-person accounts or writing based on first-hand experience of various 
aspects of the problems of working class life under capitalism is some of the most 
powerful writing there is. Especially when these pieces, tie in with and underline the 
fundamental problems of capitalism. We should have more writing like that. 

This piece also does not give much detail about what different alternatives are to 
capitalism. The IWW doesn’t really have a clear official view on what should come after 



capitalism. Multiple visions for what comes after the wage system can co-exist in the 
IWW. It’d be good if we had some longer document that started with a general statement 
of vision and values then said “here are a few different detail ideas/models that different 
people/groups have come up with, each person/group believes their model is compatible 
with the over all vision and values.” 

At least two other things are missing here. Capitalism encourages and benefits from 
divisions between workers. The piece doesn’t say anything about racism, sexism, 
homophobia, discrimination against people with disabilities, or numerous others social 
problems that divide workers. These are a serious problem for our class, and much of the 
time capitalism encourages these. The piece also doesn’t talk about why some people 
attack us for being anti-capitalist. I think addressing that would require specifically 
addressing union busting, and should extend that point outward to a bigger picture — we 
want to change the power relations in society. Right now most people suffer like crazy 
from those power relations, and a few people benefit like crazy. Of course they don’t 
want to give up the power arrangement that benefits them, so they attack us for calling 
for change. I’m sure there are other things we could and should do with pieces of writing 
about our vision and values. I’d love to have more discussion about all this. 
 
*  
 
http://libcom.org/blog/good-morning-sweetheart-18042012 
 
Good Morning Sweetheart 
 
I’m just… furious. Like so angry I’m sputtering and stuttering, as in “I – I – how could 
you – why would you ever think that … I just – you need to knock it off!” I’m standing in 
front of a room full of my students, and I’m spitting out these chunks of sentences and 
I’m doing it loud. I’m full-on shouting. I’ve definitely lost my composure. I’m yelling at 
them because they’ve been sleeping in class, and they’ve been turning in their homework 
late and doing it really poorly, and that makes my workload even higher because late 
work means more stuff I need to keep track of, and poorly written assignments take a lot 
longer to grade. And class size went up ten percent this year so I’ve got more students 
than last year’s maximum. So part of what I’m really shouting at them about is the fact 
that I can’t handle the workload. They also recently embarrassed me in front of some of 
the other teachers, including the one who supervises me. I shout incomprehensibly and 
they don’t care. It’s written all over their faces. If they cared then we wouldn’t be in this 
situation in the first place. Shouting at them just makes them care less, I can see it as they 
slump lower in their seats, look out the window, check their phones. My tie starts to feel 
too tight, I try to loosen it up but doing that one-handed while shouting doesn’t work so I 
use two hands and I’m sort of look down at my chest trying to see the tie and that’s not a 
position that makes for very effective yelling – it’s hard to feel righteously furious while 
fumbling with a tie with your chin tilted downward – so now I’m mumbling something 
about applying yourself and being a team player. I get the tie off and look up at the clock 
and I’ve just wasted several minutes of class time here accomplishing nothing, setting 
myself back because the students are even less engaged in the class now and now we’re 



short on time and will never get through all the material today. 

I wake up. I fumble for my glasses, look at the clock. I don’t have to be up for another 
five minutes, I’m up before the alarm. That almost never happens. I’m usually so tired 
that I take a minute to wake up as the alarm is ringing. I went to bed early last night, 
which is probably why I had a dream I remembered. A lot of times I get about six hours 
of sleep, I don’t remember any dreams and I don’t wake up refreshed so much as I’ve just 
skipped over a few hours of blacked out time. But I went to bed early, I don’t feel so tired 
like I do most mornings. I don’t feel refreshed, though. I feel that work feeling, the sense 
of having too much to do and too little time to do it and the feeling that I must be letting 
someone down somewhere – either a supervisor who will be angry that I haven’t jumped 
through some hoop like handing in a report on what my gradebook looks like so far, or a 
student who will genuinely have an intellectually substantive question that I don’t have 
time to adequately address. I pull my clothes on quickly, the same ones as yesterday but 
I’ll put a clean button-down shirt over the top and hope no one notices. 

I get the coffee brewing and am pouring my bowl of cereal when my daughter toddles 
into the room. She’s the center of my life in terms of my priorities and in terms of what I 
enjoy. She’s a lot of work but she’s a lot of fun and one of the only aspects of my life that 
I find genuinely restorative/rejuvenating. “Daddy I have a wet diaper,” she says. She’s 
good at talking. “I’ll take it off honey, then you can give me a good morning hug.” I get 
her diaper off, she gives me a hug. I check the time, grab the bus schedule. 

Why the hell can I never remember when the bus comes? It’s like a mental block. I had 
this problem once years before. I bought a car for work. I had never bought a car before. I 
paid too much and got a pretty crappy loan. Maybe 8 months later the job didn’t work out 
very well. I didn’t need the car to get around except for job related stuff so I was stuck 
with a not very useful thing that cost too much money and I didn’t have a job to help 
make the payments. I started just forgetting where the car was. I just couldn’t find it 
sometimes, I would draw a total blank on where I had parked it. I ended up starting to 
send myself text messages about where the car was. The other day the same thing 
happened where I couldn’t remember the room number for one of my classes, total blank. 
I have the same thing with the bus time. It’s annoying and it makes me feel stupid. 

I’m thinking of all this as I pick up the bus schedule from the shelf. Mental block just 
makes me life harder, get it together subconscious mind, what the fuck, why can’t you be 
on my side? I fumble to unfold the bus schedule. My daughter’s sleepy, she’s leaning on 
my leg which is nice, I like snuggles. While I’m looking down the page – why do they 
make the damn print so small on the bus schedule? aw christ I’m getting old – I say 
without looking at her, “did you have any dreams last night sweetheart?” I’m only sort of 
paying attention, I have to ask her to repeat herself, she says “yes but I don’t remember 
any of them.” I find the time on the bus schedule, I’ve got half an hour. 

My daughter sits in my lap while I eat my cereal, she eats the occasional bite. She likes 



cereal when I’m eating it but not when it’s in her own bowl. She’s talking to me but I’m 
not really paying attention. I’m running through my mental list of what I have to do 
today, and trying to remember my lesson plans. I’m full of work feeling, my muscles feel 
tense and I keep thinking about the stuff my students have done that annoy me, I’m still 
in the bad mood from the dream. My wife walks into the room. “There’s coffee,” I say. I 
mean it as “good morning, it’s nice to see you” but that probably isn’t clear. It’s certainly 
not what my tone of voice says. My wife says thank you, pours herself a cup, starts 
making herself some oatmeal. I wolf down the last of my cereal and set my daughter 
down so I can grab my coffee. The coffee’s bitter, a little too strong. That’s fine, it’s that 
kind of morning. I’m starting to feel embarrassed about the dream I had, because clearly I 
made an ass of myself, and I feel embarrassed for being embarrassed about a dream. 

I tell my wife “I dreamed I was shouting at my students.” She says “for what?” I say “I 
don’t know, basically just for begin students. I was out of line. It’s silly but I feel 
embarrassed about what I did in my dream.” She says “have you ever shouted at a 
student?” “I don’t think so. I also dreamed I had trouble untying a tie.” She says, “well at 
least you dreamed you looked good. You look good in a tie,” and she smiles. I give her a 
kiss on the cheek. The work feeling I woke up with is slowly starting to ease up, I feel 
like I’m getting un-knotted a little. 

I hurry and pick out a shirt, brush my teeth. My daughter wants me to play with her, I 
check the time, ten minutes. I can play for ten minute. We push trains around the train 
track. I try hard not to let myself think about anything except the conversation these trains 
are having with each other. When work thoughts come up or I feel my shoulders tense up 
I make my train ask my daughter’s train a question and I focus really hard on listening to 
her answer. It’s not much but it’s something. Ten minutes is up. “Sweetheart, I have to go 
to work. I’ll see you tonight. I’m going to fix dinner for you and mama and then we’ll 
play afterward.” She says “no, stay here and play with me.” “I’m sorry sweetie I have to 
go.” I kiss her and stand up. She’s crying, but it’s that deliberate kind of crying to get her 
way. I feel annoyed with her for a minute and hate myself for it for a minute. I take a 
deep breath, pick her up to give her a hug, she squirms because she wants playing not 
hugs. I kiss her again, say goodbye and head for the door. I kiss my wife, “I love you, see 
you tonight, I’ll cook dinner okay?” “Okay. I love you too.” I walk fast to the bus stop, 
I’d run but I don’t want to fall on the ice again. I wait for the bus in the wind. I keep 
going back and forth from thinking about my dream and feeling tense like I’m already at 
work or thinking about how I wasn’t really paying attention to my kid and how she’s 
already so tall and isn’t a baby anymore and when did that happen?, and how I can’t get 
these moments back once they’re gone. 

I remember from college how Sigmund Freud says something that part of the point of 
dreams is to fulfill a wish in your imagination that you can’t or won’t fulfill otherwise, 
and the point is to help you stay asleep. You have a mental itch of some kind, the dream 
scratches it enough so that you don’t wake up. I dreamed I shouted at my students, I 
guess I have a need to scream at someone, because of my job. Of course I do. 
 



*  
 
http://libcom.org/library/building-ship 
 
Building a Ship 
 
I recently stepped down from an international officer position in the IWW. In thinking 
about this, I remembered something I wanted to share. 

I feel lucky to have had the privilege to meet Fellow Worker Utah Phillips before he died. 
FW Phillips sang a song with the refrain, “building a ship/ may never sail on it/ gonna 
build it anyway.” That’s an important idea. 

“Building a ship.” 

The IWW is a sort of ecosystem where several elements depend on each other, and move 
at different paces. Trainings and administrative work are the main things I do in the IWW 
now. This is important, but it’s hard because the payoffs don’t come quickly and often 
happen elsewhere, out of my direct sight/experience. This is different from helping 
organize a picket or a job action or moving a coworker in a one-on-one. 

On a personal note, I’m happy to report that my wife is pregnant and that our daughter is 
due to be born at the end of August. I am very excited to meet my daughter and to raise 
her. At the same time, I know parenting will involve being stressed, missing sleep, being 
afraid, and a lot of hard work. Along the same lines, I used to think that revolutionary 
activity should always be joyful or make us feel good. I no longer feel that way. 
Obviously, this stuff should have enjoyable and/or joyful elements, at least sometimes, 
but that’s a different matter. The work we need to do is often hard, trying, tiring and 
involves sacrifices. Many things worth doing are hard and are not immediately 
rewarding. But it is unjustifiable not to do them because they are a challenge—and this 
applies to parenting too. It’s both rewarding and really hard at the same time. 

“May never sail on it.” 

I told FW Phillips that his music and stories were a big part of my introduction to the 
IWW, and that I had really enjoyed talking with him and hearing his stories. He said 
thank you. He said something like, “I was your age when I met the people who got me 
into all this, and they were about the age I am now. Someday you’ll be my age and will 
be getting new people into all this.” It was a sobering thing to say, and definitely felt like 
shoes I can’t fill. It’s also an important reminder to think long term: Utah was, I think, 73 
when I met him. I had just turned 30. 

All this ties in to the reasons I decided to step down. In short, I was—and am—feeling 



burnt out. On the one hand, I need to make sure I do not burn out entirely, so that I can 
continue to play a somewhat positive role for the long term. On the other hand, what the 
song says is important. This stuff is not about immediate returns—or, at least, not about 
being able to see our really big goals accomplished. I find that to be a useful reminder. 
This work matters. We have to keep doing it. Right now, hanging in for the long term 
means stepping back for the short term, taking on less in order to be able to accomplish 
the things I am doing in the IWW. 

“Gonna build it anyway.” 

Originally appeared in the July 2009 issue of the Industrial Worker 
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A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work 
By Matt Kelly and Nate Hawthorne 
 
Last year in Lansing, Mich., the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) 
union leadership fought a pitched battle with the Lansing City Council to push capitalist 
real estate developers to use union labor. When discussing the fight, Joe Davis, the union 
representative, proclaimed, “It’s important to have individuals work and get paid a fair 
wage. We have to make sure labor is valued.” We hear statements like this from the 
leaders of the business unions all the time. For instance, “A fair day’s wage for a fair 
day’s work” has now been the motto of the mainstream labor movement since at least the 
beginning of the 20th century. On the face of it, this general demand for workers sounds 
like a good thing. We have to work for a living, and so long as that’s the case, we should 
be paid a fair wage for our efforts. We don’t want to be exploited. We want our fair share 
of the pie. 

However, what is a fair day’s wages, and what is a fair day’s work? To answer this we 
have to think about the specifics of how our economy—a capitalist economy— operates. 
We can’t simply ask what feels morally fair or what the law says is fair, whether that be 
the federal minimum wage or the often discussed and calculated “living wage.” What is 
morally fair, and what is even fair by law, may be far from being socially fair. Social 
fairness or unfairness is determined by the material facts of production and exchange. 

First we can ask, from the perspective of a boss—a capitalist—what are a fair day’s 
wages? The answer from this perspective is pretty simple. The labor market defines the 
capitalist’s role as a buyer of workers’ ability to work, and the employee’s role as the 
seller. The employee sells her time to the employer who in turn pays the employee in 
wages. The capitalist pays his version of a “fair wage”—the amount required for a 
worker with average needs to survive and keep coming back to work each day. Some 



bosses might pay a little more, some a little less, but on average this is the base rate of 
“fair” pay. 

From this same perspective of a capitalist, then, what is a fair day’s work? A fair day’s 
work to the boss is the maximum amount of work an average worker can do without 
exhausting herself so much that she can’t do that same amount of work the next day. 
You, the worker, gives as much, and the capitalist gives as little, as the nature of the 
bargain will allow. As is probably obvious, this is a very strange sort of “fairness,” and 
probably not how any rational person would define the word. Let’s look a little deeper 
into this issue. 

People who praise the great “free market” would say that wages and working conditions 
are fixed by competition between the buyers, the capitalists. Supposedly, capitalists are 
all competing for workers, so that competition inevitably leads to fair wages and working 
conditions. After all, the seller—the worker—theoretically has several options of 
employers to choose from. If a buyer doesn’t offer a price that a worker thinks is fair for 
her labor, then she can look for another job that pays better. By agreeing to the prevailing 
wage, so goes this line of argument, workers have essentially made the statement: “We 
think this is fair.” 

One problem with this “logic” is that workers and bosses do not start on equal terms 
when they are buying and selling. It’s not like you’re selling an iPod on Craigslist, in 
which you can wait until someone pays the price you want. For most of us, if we don’t 
have a job, we can’t pay our bills, feed ourselves and our families, or heat our homes. 
Having employment is a life or death issue. It may not be life or death in the short term, 
but eventually if you can’t find a job or someone with a job who will help you out 
financially, you will not be able to buy the things you need to live, let alone the things 
you need in order to be happy and fulfilled. 

It’s a very different story for the owners of the companies we work for. They have money 
in the bank, and if they don’t get employees tomorrow or even this month, they might be 
severely inconvenienced. Although their companies might take a hit in profits, they won’t 
risk anything like the consequences workers do. Their worst case scenario is far better 
than ours, so the free market lover’s idea of an “even playing field” is, in reality, a sick 
joke. 

This isn’t the worst part of it. Bosses lay off workers when they develop new technology 
to replace employees and they lay people off when their profits plunge, as is the case in 
the current recession. As a result, workers lose their jobs way faster than they can be 
absorbed into other jobs. Today, there is a massive pool of unemployed workers and the 
capitalists, as a class, use unemployed working-class people against the rest of the class. 
If business is bad and there are few jobs for those of us who find ourselves out of work, 
some of us can collect a meager amount of unemployment money, while some turn to 
stealing and some lose their homes and are forced to beg for money on the street. If 
business is good and jobs appear, then unemployed people are immediately ready to take 



those jobs. Until every single one of those unemployed workers has found a job, 
capitalists will use desperate job seekers to keep wages down. The mere existence of this 
pool of unemployed workers strengthens the power of the bosses in their struggle with 
workers. Anyone who has ever heard a boss say, “If you don’t like it here, there are 10 
other people I could hire to do your job,” will know how this plays out in terms of respect 
on the job. In the foot race against the capitalist class, the working class has to drag an 
anvil chained to its ankle—but that is “fair” according to a free market economist. 

Now let’s take a look at how bosses pay their workers. Where does a capitalist get the 
money to pay our very “fair” wages? He pays them from his capital, his stored up funds 
from all the business he’s done, from all the goods or services his company has sold. 
Where did those goods and services come from in the first place? They came from the 
workers. The employees are the ones who worked to create those products or services 
that were then sold to consumers. The boss doesn’t do any work—he might oversee some 
of the workings of the company, but for the most part he sits on his ass watching as the 
work takes place. So we can say clearly the workers created the value that built the fund 
that they get paid from—a worker’s wage is paid from the product of her own work. 
Now, according to common fairness, you should get out what you put in, your wage 
should be equal to the value that you have created for the company through your work—
but that would not be fair according to the values of a capitalist economy. On the 
contrary, the wealth you have created goes to the boss, and you get out of it no more than 
the bare necessities of life—a wage as low as the boss can get away with paying. So the 
end result of this supposedly “fair” race is that the product of the working class’s labor 
gets accumulated in the hands of those that do not work, and in their hands it becomes the 
most powerful means to enslave the very people who produced it. 

A fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work! There’s a lot to be said about the fair day’s 
work too, the fairness of which is about as fair as these “fair” wages. It is also worth 
examining the role that unions play in affecting the rate of wages, but rarely the fairness 
of the wage process. We’ll be talking about these issues in future articles. From what has 
been stated so far though, it’s pretty clear that the old slogan has outlived any usefulness, 
and no one should take it seriously. The “fairness” of the market is all on one side—the 
side of the capitalist class. So let‘s bury that old motto forever and replace it with a better 
one: “Abolish the wage system!” 

Originally appeared in the June 2012 issue of the Industrial Worker 
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The Wages System 
By Nate Hawthorne and Matt Kelly 
 
We talked in our last column about the slogan “A fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work.” 
In capitalism, we can’t get many things we need unless we have money. There are really 



only two basic ways to get money: Hire someone to produce something which you try to 
sell for a profit, or get hired by someone to produce something, which they will try to sell 
for a profit. This is why no wages under capitalism can be truly fair. This is because the 
basic arrangement is already unfair. Under capitalism we are required to spend our time 
working for other people. Furthermore, the stuff that capitalists sell…workers made it. 
The capitalists’ profits generally come from the difference between the price they charge 
for the stuff we produce and what they paid us to produce the stuff. That difference is 
inherently unfair. 

But it’s important to note that capitalists are constrained by the capitalist system, too. 
These constraints are often more powerful than the actual laws on the books. Whatever 
the laws on paper, the real law of the land in capitalist society is the law of profits. When 
the official laws line up with that law, then the official laws tend to be followed. When 
the official laws no longer line up with the law of profits, then the law of profits tends to 
win out. This is because the capitalist system rewards employers who reduce costs while 
keeping prices up. For workers this means that companies that pay employees less (and 
that spend less on having a safe, sanitary work environment) than their competitors will 
be more profitable. The system punishes employers who pay employees more than 
competitors. This will always happen under capitalism. That’s another reason why “a fair 
day’s wage” is always going to be limited. 

Sometimes liberal or progressive capitalists, and more generally people who are in favor 
of capitalism, will become concerned that wages are too low and conditions are too bad. 
This is because capitalists need workers. The capitalist class needs there to be workers 
tomorrow, and in 10 and 20 years. Smarter capitalists and people who support capitalism 
sometimes realize that if wages get too low then workers may have a hard time coming 
back to work. You may know this from your own life if you have ever dug through the 
couch cushions to find bus fare to get to work, or if you’ve had to work long enough 
hours or in bad enough conditions that your immune system crashes and you get sick and 
have to miss work. And if wages get too low then in the long term workers might not 
have enough kids and provide their kids with the sorts of education and training that will 
make them be what employers will want in 10 or 20 years. Sometimes capitalists behave 
in ways that maximize profits in the short term but which have the potential to undermine 
the stability of the company or of capitalism as a whole in the long term. The recent 
global economic meltdown triggered by financial markets is another version of individual 
capitalists putting the short term goal of maximum profit ahead of the long term interests 
of the capitalist class as a whole. 

Liberal or progressive capitalists and their supporters recognize that capitalists overall 
will be better off if there is a balance between the short term profits of individual 
capitalists and the long term interests of the capitalist class. This leads these progressives 
to call for fair wages. Capitalist “fair wages” means that individuals get paid enough that 
they can support themselves in order to keep on working. In the long term, “a fair day’s 
wage” means that the working class gets paid enough to keep having kids and raising 
them up so that there continues to be a working class. From our perspective, the 
perspective of workers, we want more money for our work. But we also need to 



recognize that wages and improving working conditions for some workers is often in the 
long-term interests of the capitalist class. This is why there are minimum wage laws and 
health and safety laws. This also accounts for the motivation of some capitalists to 
support initiatives like universal health care. They want to ensure that healthy and 
productive workers are available for the production of profit. 

The labor movement has a long history of fighting against the constraints that capitalism 
imposes on humanity. There have been important changes in the specifics of the 
constraints imposed by capitalism. At the same time, obviously capitalism still exists and 
it still constrains humanity—working-class people especially. The AFL-CIO, Change To 
Win and other unions have always based their struggles on the goal of “a fair day’s wage 
for a fair day’s work.” They have never once lifted any section of the working class out 
of wage slavery, nor have they ever tried. Similar to what we’ve seen with the liberal 
wing of the capitalist class, the improvements the labor movement has won have often 
helped to stabilize capitalism. Individual capitalists are often willing to work against the 
interests of their class if it means they can individually profit, which can make individual 
capitalists or small groups of capitalists into a threat to the system. Unions can sometimes 
function as a sort of immune system within capitalism. When unions organize to check 
particularly greedy capitalists who put their short term needs above the needs of their 
class, they reduce the extreme behavior of some capitalists who threaten to destabilize 
capitalism. 

That doesn’t mean these unions are worthless or that we should not support their 
struggles. The labor movement has fought for and won very important changes in 
working-class people’s lives. To put it another way, the labor movement is a name for 
working-class people struggling to improve their lives, against the constraints imposed by 
capitalism, and there are very important successes that have been achieved. Many people 
would have a much lower standard of living without those successes. These 
improvements in standards of living apply mainly to union members, but to some extent 
there are improvements that have been shared with non-unionized workers as well. The 
eighthour day, regulations on child labor, the right to organize, workers’ compensation 
laws—for these things and more we owe a debt of gratitude to the brave men and women 
of the labor movement. 

The improvements in working-class life won by the labor movement show that the 
constraints imposed by capitalism are not inevitable; demonstrating that the artificial 
limits that capitalism imposes on humanity can be pushed back and challenged. 
Obviously, organized workers will generally have better wages and benefits under 
capitalism. But the degradation of the entire working class is not about having better or 
worse wages, better or worse benefits. The degradation of workers stems from the fact 
that the working class doesn’t receive the full value that we produce by our labors and we 
have to be satisfied with a fraction of that value called “wages.” The AFL-CIO and the 
rest of the traditional labor movement is blind to this reality, and so can only ever help to 
make an inherently exploitative system a little easier to live in. 



In the IWW, a union where our eyes are open to recognize this stark reality, we should 
recognize that some improvements, even hard-fought ones, can result in more stable 
versions of capitalism. Being aware of this can help us plan for what comes after a short-
term victory. We especially need to make connections between our fights for 
improvements now and the fight to end capitalism. This means we must never really 
settle for any improvements. We don’t simply want a better life under capitalism, because 
“a fair day’s wages” is still unfair. We must always point this out and educate ourselves 
and each other about the ways capitalism limits working class people’s lives. We must 
also recognize that there is a ceiling on how much things can improve in a capitalist 
society. 

The IWW organizer Big Bill Haywood once said, “Nothing is too good for the working 
class.” This echoes other radical slogans: “We demand everything!” and “everything for 
everyone!” Whatever we win, we’ll take it. We won’t feel grateful to anyone on high 
who “gave” it to us. As soon as we can we’ll fight for more, and we’ll join with our 
brothers and sisters elsewhere in the working class who are fighting, until we take it all. 

Originally appeared in the July/August 2012 issue of the Industrial Worker 
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Industrial unionism and one big unionism  
By John O’Reilly and Nate Hawthorne 
 
part 1: Two concepts for IWW organizing 
 
 
The question “how do we best organize the working class?” has been on the minds of 
many of our members recently. Our organization is small, but we have made great strides 
towards creating a model that actually builds power for working people. We have one of 
the best member training programs in any union in North America and Europe, we are 
building solidarity with working people's organizations in our communities and around 
the world, and we are continually raising our own bar by taking on and winning bigger 
fights with bosses. As we continue to build the IWW, sometimes the ideas we have about 
how our organization ought to function come into conflict with the way that our 
organization actually functions. These conflicts require us to develop our ideas about 
revolutionary unionism in the long-term and in our day-to-day activity. 

In this article, we reflect on ideas that have been around in our organization for a long 
time: One Big Unionism and Industrial Unionism. Reflecting on the relationship between 
these ideas and how they relate to our organizing can help clarify both our thoughts and 
our actions. By understanding how these ideas both overlap and conflict, we want to set 



the stage for a larger discussion about our organization. 

One Big Unionism is the idea that guides us in the work of building the IWW as a 
revolutionary organization. It is a way to think about the organizing work that we do and 
the reasons we do this work. The One Big Union is the idea that we want the entire 
working class to be united to act in our interests as a class and against capitalism. The 
united working class must cross geographic, cultural, and industrial boundaries, be 
democratic, and be able to coordinate and marshal the forces of us workers against the 
united power of the bosses and their rule over our lives and communities. 

We in the IWW believe that the working class needs to be unified to fight the battle for 
economic democracy. We are One Big Unionists because we are committed to uniting all 
workers across industries and crafts and because we believe all work under capitalism 
share basic, fundamental similarities. While we do different kinds of work, we have the 
same basic role in the economy: we’re the people that make our society run but who have 
no power over how it is run. One of the most important lessons that we have learned in 
the last few years in our organizing is that because we all occupy the same place in the 
class system, the basic framework for organizing workers does not change depending on 
what kind of work they do. Regardless of craft or industry, the basic skills and tools and 
techniques of organizing are more or less the same. We organize by talking with workers, 
asking questions, building relationships with them, getting them to build relationships 
with each other, having frank discussions about the problems they and we all face under 
capitalism, building solidarity as a group, and taking action to fight the boss. These basic 
elements of our approach to organizing, based on our commitment to the revolutionary 
principle of One Big Unionism, come from the fact that all workplace organizing uses 
basically the same set of skills and practices that any working person can learn and do. 

Industrial Unionism, on the other hand, is the idea that we need to build labor 
organizations connected to each other logically based on the way that the modern 
economy runs. By organizing unions in this way, we can strengthen our power across 
connected industrial chains. While One Big Unionism is a set of principles that guides 
our work, Industrial Unionism gives us practical suggestions about how to best 
implement our ideas about how to fight the bosses and win. 

Industrial Unionism is understanding how we carry out our principles in action. Industrial 
Unionism is fundamentally about how to build and exert power in the most effective way 
possible in the near future. Organizing along the supply chain amplifies our power: a 
union of agricultural workers, food processing workers, truckers, and fast food workers in 
one chain has more power against the employer or employers on that chain than 
organizing all the fast food workers in one city. Industrial Unionism builds upon the 
strength of workers whose jobs are related as way to win fights. We use these fights to 
win membership to our union and use our membership to win these fights. 

If we de-link One Big Unionism and Industrial Unionism and only pursue one of them, 
we become lopsided. If a branch or a group of organizers focus too much on One Big 



Unionism, they build bodies and activities that only work to build class consciousness, or 
worse, only gather together people who have already become class conscious through 
experiences outside the IWW. Class consciousness is important, but consciousness alone 
does not fight or build organization. By thinking only in the One Big Unionist model, we 
are unable to shape our world and build industrial democracy because we have no power. 
There’s no way to stage and win fights in specific shops if we are everywhere at once; 
leaflet a Starbucks on Monday, talk to truckers on Tuesday, a hospital workers’ forum on 
Wednesday, etc. By the end of the week, we have not made progress in building 
shopfloor organizing in any one of those workplaces. Plus, if we overstress the idea that 
all workers are fundamentally the same, we will miss the concrete differences that do 
exist right now between shops, crafts, and industries and make them distinct: 
demographics, legal rights, concentration, forms of oppression, etc. 

The other side of the coin is equally or perhaps even more important. If we focus too 
narrowly on Industrial Unionism, we get cut off from the revolutionary idea that forms 
the basis of the IWW: all workers, as workers, are fundamentally in the same place in 
relation to the capitalist class and therefore can and should organize together to make 
improvements today and end capitalism tomorrow. When branches or groups of 
organizers focus only on one industry without seeing how all workers need to participate 
in the work of building the IWW, we lose our ability to learn from workers in different 
industries, from their successes and failures, tactics and ideas. Many of the best lessons 
implemented in our most active campaigns were learned from other IWW campaigns 
across a variety of industries. Additionally, turnover and firings associated with our union 
drives mean that if we only look at one industry, we will lose our members who change 
jobs. In the low-wage sector where many of our current campaigns are taking off, many 
workers move between different industries very quickly. Finally, if we only focus on 
Industrial Unionism, we lose our ability to turn workers into Wobblies and miss the big 
picture of our organization, a united working class movement fighting to not only for a 
better life for ourselves under capitalism but also fighting to end capitalism and replace it 
with a better society. 

Within the IWW as a living organization, One Big Unionism and Industrial Unionism 
should be linked together as ways of thinking about our organizing. The balance of the 
two allows us to build our organization and move our class forward. One Big Unionism 
allows us to visualize a united working class and sets our sights on organizing all 
workers. It’s a vision of association which thinks about how more workers can be 
organized and work together for our class, as a class. It is the idea that all workers have 
interests in common as workers, have interests opposed to employers, and includes a 
commitment to building a new society to replace capitalism. Industrial Unionism is a 
vision of short-term conflict, expressing our commitment to creating the most effective 
organization possible for accomplishing goals. Industrial Unionism is about building an 
effective means to challenge the bosses’ power under capitalism. 

Only by carefully balancing the perspectives of One Big Unionism and Industrial 
Unionism can we push forward the work that needs to be done. Our organization has 



great ideas about how to organize and why, it’s up to us to implement them and build up 
our class. 
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Part 2: In the history of the IWW 
 
We in the IWW, like many others, have long tried to link two types of struggle - struggles 
for short-term improvements under capitalism, and the struggle to replace capitalism with 
a better society. For years now the IWW has used two ideas to think about the 
connections between these types of struggles. These ideas are Industrial Unionism and 
the One Big Union. These ideas have meant many different things but they have always 
been related to the IWW's revolutionary vision. These ideas relate to our vision of a 
future revolution that ends capitalism and to our vision of our organization under 
capitalism before such a revolution. 

In this piece, we discuss some of the ideas in the early IWW about the IWW, One Big 
Unionism, and Industrial Unionism. The IWW's preamble famously states that "by 
organizing industrially we are forming the structure of the new society within the shell of 
the old." For the early IWW, the idea of building the new within the shell of the old had 
two facets. Both were all about revolution. One was a matter of organizational design and 
the other was a matter of preparing the working class. In its organizational design, the 
IWW's structures were supposed to be set up to form the basis for running a future 
society democratically. The idea was for the working class to be able to run the economy 
as quickly as possible after a revolutionary change, to get the post-capitalist economy 
going again after the tremendous disruption caused by the revolution. In terms of 
preparing the class, the IWW was intended to radicalize workers by making them want 
revolution and make them more capable in acting on their urge to end capitalism. 

We can see the notion of structure in some documents from just before the IWW's 
founding. A letter that helped bring about the IWW's founding convention described the 
need for a new type of union. The letter called for "a labor organization builded as the 
structure of Socialist society, embracing within itself the working class in approximately 
the same groups and departments and industries that the workers would assume in the 
working class administration of the Co-Operative Commonwealth.” In the words of 
another letter, this union should “represent class conscious revolutionary principles." A 
manifesto issued in January 1905 described the goal as an organization which would 
“build up within itself the structure of an Industrial Democracy - a Workers’ Co-
Operative Republic - which must finally burst the shell of capitalist government, and be 
the agency by which the working people will operate the industries, and appropriate the 
products to themselves.” In the words of the people who created the IWW initially, that's 
what the IWW was supposed to be. 

An article called “How the IWW is Organized” published in an IWW magazine later tried 



to sum up the IWW’s aims in three points. “(1) To organize the workers in such a way 
that they can successfully fight their battles and advance their interests in their every-day 
struggles with capitalists. (2) To overthrow capitalism and establish in its place a system 
of Industrial Democracy. (3) To carry on production after capitalism has been 
overthrown.” 

In addition to structure, the IWW's activity was supposed to prepare workers for 
revolution. One issue of the Industrial Worker newspaper said that conflict under 
capitalism helped get the working class ready to end capitalism. This conflict was 
"training" of a sort "most necessary to prepare the masses for the final ‘catastrophe,’ the 
general strike, which will complete the expropriation of the employers.” The Industrial 
Union Bulletin wrote that "the very fights themselves, like the drill of an army, prepare 
the worker for ever greater tasks and victories.” An early IWW leader named Daniel 
DeLeon wrote that one function of the union is “to drill the membership of the working 
class in the habit of self-imposed discipline” - or, to train the class to use its capacities for 
self-organization. The idea was that workers would learn how to run society through 
running their own organization -- specifically, the class conscious and revolutionary 
industrial union, in struggle against the capitalist class. 

An Industrial Union Bulletin article called “Industrial Unionism" stated that the IWW 
“teaches its members that each dispute in which they are involved is merely an incident 
in the great struggle between capital and labor - a struggle which can only be brought to 
an end by the overthrow of capital” and “this supreme end must be ever kept in view.” As 
a result “every incident in the life of the union, every skirmish with the employers is 
made the text for proletarian education.” 

Sophie Cohen was a child during a major strike in 1913 in Paterson, New Jersey, in 
which the IWW played an important role. Cohen said that “the IWW left people with a 
taste for organization. Every time workers win a strike, it helps straighten out their backs 
a little bit more and lifts their heads a bit higher. Even though the big strike was lost in 
Paterson, there was a feeling of togetherness among the workers. (…) From then on, 
there were a series of strikes and every shop had to be reorganized. Every shop refought 
the eight hour day all down the line.” 

The education of individual members occurred through direct action, defined by James 
Kennedy as “use of their economic power by the workers themselves." Jack Terrill, the 
secretary of a Montana IWW branch put it this way: “If something should happen 
tomorrow so that the workers would have to run industry when they go to work 
tomorrow, there would be chaos. They are not educated up to that point, but the IWW is 
trying to organize them into one big union and educate them so that they can run industry 
when the time comes.” This education could not happen without the day to day and 
month to month struggles against bosses. 

“[T]he revolutionary character of the working class is best developed while the workers 
are engaged in actual struggle against the masters,” stated an article from the IWW 



magazine the Industrial Pioneer. The article said that a “well conducted strike will do 
more towards developing class-consciousness and radical sentiment than ten tons of 
revolutionary propaganda of a general nature.” The idea here is straightforward: struggle 
changes people. Being involved in struggle, instead of delegating one’s power to another, 
makes that struggle more meaningful to the worker 

Readers may have noticed that we have spent more time on one facet than the other. We 
agree strongly with the idea of struggles preparing the working class for revolution. 
While we respect the idea of early IWW members that the organizational design of the 
IWW should be the structure for a post-capitalist society, we don’t find it very 
compelling. Particularly in today’s economy, so many workers labor on products or 
services that are irrelevant or unnecessary for our society if we free ourselves from the 
bosses’ rule. For many people in the early IWW, however, these facets were not 
separable. 

The article "Industrial Unionism" argued that the IWW's organizational structure was 
linked to both functions. Under capitalism, the structure was meant to coordinate 
effective struggle and to maximize the preparatory role -- to make the IWW radicalize as 
many workers as possible as effectively as possible. After capitalism ended, the 
same structure would take on a new role. The article stated: “Under capitalism, the 
functions of the union are militant and aggressive; under the Socialist Republic they will 
be administrative only. This change of function will involve no internal transformation of 
the union, as it is precisely those powers whereby it can inflict injury upon the capitalist 
that will enable it to take up the work of production. It is precisely its control over 
production (…) that give[s] its power for militant action.” The idea was that after militant 
action ended capitalism, the IWW and the working class would immediately deploy its 
power for cooperative production. 

We can see the idea of the One Big Union as having three different roles: a vision of a 
future society, an idea of revolutionary change, and a structure for coordinating struggles 
under capitalism. As a vision of a future society, the One Big Union meant a democratic 
society where workers cooperated freely. As an idea of revolutionary change, the idea 
was that workers would form one big union and then that union would end capitalism. 
This could mean a few things concretely. It could mean that the IWW literally became an 
organization that included the entire working class. Or it could mean the IWW had 
enough workers in it that it kicked off some major social upheaval. In those two 
scenarios, the IWW would be the One Big Union. The idea could also be more 
metaphorical - the working class united together, but without any single organization. In 
that case, the IWW would be one organization among many who makes a contribution. 

The One Big Union was also the name for an organizational form for workers to 
coordinate activities against specific bosses and the capitalist class before the revolution. 
In that sense, the One Big meant a structure to work under capitalism. The One Big 
Union was made up of Industrial Unions, which were meant to be the fighting divisions 
of the IWW. The Industrial Unions were supposed to concentrate workers in particular 



industries in order to maximize the power they could exert. The IWW's One Big Unionist 
administrative structure was supposed to join struggles across Industrial Unions in order 
to make them more effective. The organization as a whole was also intended to spread the 
idea of One Big Union as a revolutionary vision. This was supposed to help keep the 
Industrial Unions from focusing simply and entirely on the day-to-day and month-to-
month struggles. 

In 1913 Paul Brissenden described the IWW's doctrine as Revolutionary Industrial 
Unionism. He noted that the IWW didn't invent the idea of industrial unionism or of 
revolution. “The Industrial Workers of the World is not the first organization of 
workingmen built upon the industrial form. Even its revolutionary character can be traced 
back through other organizations." He named other organizations that had helped 
influence the IWW and that held one or both of these ideas: the Knights of Labor, the 
Western Federation of Miners, the American Labor Union, the United Metal Workers 
International Union, the Brewery Workers, and the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance. 
Still, Brissenden argued that the IWW was part of "the most modern phase of the 
revolutionary movement." For the early IWW, the One Big Union served to keep the 
organization aimed at revolution while Industrial Unionism helped make this 
revolutionary vision practical instead of just wishful thinking. 
 
*  
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Part 3: What industrial unionism and one big unionism mean today 
 
In this series we’ve discussed One Big Unionism and Industrial Unionism as ideas and 
activities within the IWW. In this article, we turn our attention to how carefully balancing 
our emphasis on One Big Unionism and Industrial Unionism allows us to build the IWW 
in the short term. While none of us has a magic bullet answer that will make organizing 
easy, we can think out and discuss possible solutions to ongoing issues that we face as a 
way of approaching our work more strategically. How can One Big Unionism and 
Industrial Unionism guide us towards better practices? They do so by pushing us to both 
build members up and build members out. 

When we talk about building members outwards we mean developing practical units of 
struggle within the industries where we are organizing that most effectively share the 
message of our union and get more people involved in our work. That is: more members, 
organized to fight more effectively. Building out is like laying railroad tracks into the 
vast, unorganized working class; the act of laying the tracks means placing one railroad 
tie after another, each of which advances the line out farther and each of which is an 
individual task that can be completed. Yet each tie allows us to lay another tie and we are 
unable to lay the next tie until we’ve completed the one we’re working on. Even as we 
lay tie after tie, we continue to find that there’s further to go and more ties to be laid. 
After all, if the destination for our rail line is Industrial Democracy, we have a long way 



to go! 

Concretely, building outwards means several things. Using the social networks that we 
find in our jobs and our industries and finding ways to tie them together are important 
aspects of building out. This plays on the importance of Industrial Unionism in our 
organizing. When a group of fast food workers organizes in their restaurant chain, they 
may find that they have contact with workers who transport food and supplies to their 
stores. These delivery workers may work for a different company but likely have 
grievances of their own. Good organizers can take these contacts and begin a campaign 
with the delivery workers. By using the relationships that form during work itself, we can 
grow our membership out across the industries we work in as well as up and down the 
supply chains within our industries and amplify the union’s power. 

Industrial links aren’t the only way that we can build our membership out. During an 
organizing campaign, we seek to understand social groups in the workplace as way to 
identify and win over key social leaders – that is, people respected by their co-workers 
and whose opinions carry a lot of weight – in order to move groups of workers to support 
the union. These same social groups can be useful outside of organizing in one shop. For 
instance, if an active part of a campaign is made up of members of a certain church, we 
can use those cultural connections to meet and link up with other workers in the same 
church. Perhaps the church members in the union could speak about the importance of 
their campaign and the vision of the IWW during a service. Or members could convince a 
social justice committee of the congregation to put pressure on their boss in a way that 
involves church members and allows organizers to have conversations with different 
workers and agitate them about conditions on their jobs. Using our members’ access and 
participation in social networks and cultural groups is a great way for us to build our 
membership outwards in ways in addition to organizing shop by shop and reflects our 
ideas about One Big Unionism. 

While organizing outwards, we cannot neglect another lesson of One Big Unionism: just 
because our fellow workers leave a job or an industry does not mean that they become 
less important as a Wobbly. To move our organization forward in the short term, we need 
to focus more strongly on retention of members who switch jobs. Finding ways for these 
members to plug in to campaigns in a new industry or job is integral to keeping them in 
the union. If one considers how much time organizers spend building relationship with 
each of their coworkers, agitating and educating them into becoming an IWW member, 
and helping them acquire the skills necessary for organizing successfully, its clear that 
washing our hands of members so that they leave the union when they leave a job is a 
huge waste of our limited energies. 

While we build members out, we must also focus on building our existing membership 
up. In fact, by doing one thing we also do the other. As members become more involved 
in the IWW, participate and learn, they increase their ability to do the work of the union, 
and so they help bring in more members, and begin to build others up. At this point in 
time, we would argue that it’s more important to focus on building members up than out 



because it allows us to win more fights and improve our organizing strategy, which will 
lead us to reap the greater rewards further down the line. In any case, by educating 
members into the IWW – getting them to take part in the democratic process, meeting 
and sharing ideas about our directions and goals, taking on tasks at different levels of the 
union including local, regional, craft, industrial, administrative, and international – we 
amplify our ability as organizers by producing more organizers who can do more work. 
These new organizers in turn help produce more organizers. 

One crucial way that we can build our members up is by training them to organize. This 
work, undertaken by the Organizer Training Committee of the Organizing Department, 
constitutes the most important work of the union right now outside of shopfloor 
organizing. It highlights one of the most important values of One Big Unionism: 
organizing is an interchangeable skill, regardless of industry or craft, and is something 
that workers can and should do for themselves instead of leaving these skills to 
specialized professionals. While there are some concrete legal and structural differences 
between industries, the work of organizing is basically the same. Organizing means the 
work of creating relationships with fellow workers, building organization, and fighting 
bosses together to improve our lives. Whether in an eight worker café with one boss or a 
giant factory with thousands of employees, organizing is the same basic skill set. When 
we give our members the confidence they need to organize in their shops, we teach them 
skills that they can use anywhere they work. This fundamental insight of One Big 
Unionism cannot be overstated in our approach to organizing in the short term. 

Currently, more of our campaigns are going public and need support to push to the next 
level. Here, we find many opportunities for building our members up. We can create 
connections between workers in different industries as a way of sharing ideas and 
experiences about organizing and to create networks that support our organizing work. 
Starting solidarity committees for public campaigns, providing food or childcare for 
campaign meetings, discussing important IWW campaigns with coworkers, raising funds 
or organizing pickets: these and many more are ways that we can give our members tasks 
that deepen their relationship with the IWW and build new bonds across industries. This 
builds members up and allows them to grow as Wobblies and push themselves to further 
heights. 

Like a staircase, the IWW can grow both outwards and upwards at the same time. When 
we stand on the top step of a staircase we are not just standing on that step, we are 
standing on all the steps below as well. Depending on the moment, we may emphasize 
growing out or building up, but the two factors develop together. Each step is built on top 
of the last one and creates the basis for the next one. As we walk up the staircase, we 
have to step carefully, the two feet of Industrial Unionism and One Big Unionism guiding 
us, always in balance and working together. 
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Part 4: Three big unions: The IWW and revolution 
 
his is the fourth and last in a series of articles on Industrial Unionism and One Big 
Unionism. In this piece we talk more about the One Big Union and revolutionary change. 
We suggest that we should not think about One Big Union as the IWW coming to include 
the entire working class. Instead we think that this is a three-part metaphor or three big 
unions. The One Big Union is a metaphor and name for our hope and vision of a unified 
working class acting together – acting in union – in a revolutionary situation. The One 
Big Union is also a formal organization, the IWW. Finally, One Big Union is the name 
for the relationship between the IWW as an organization and the rest of the working 
class. In our view, this understanding orients us toward questions about what we think 
revolutionary change looks like. 

We believe, with the IWW preamble, that it is the historic mission of the working class to 
do away with capitalism. Only the working class can end capitalism, and in certain 
moments the working class has a greater chance to move closer to carrying out this 
important task. That kind of moment is a revolutionary situation. We need to have a 
serious IWW-wide discussion about what a revolutionary situation looks like. We should 
also talk about what we think is the IWW's role in preparing for and acting within a 
revolutionary situation. This not an exercise in fantasy but as part of being serious about 
believing in a revolutionary future. 

Think a moment about the size of what we're talking about. A genuinely revolutionary 
situation where we could end capitalism, even if it happened in one U.S. state or even in 
just one major metropolitan area would involve millions of people. (And really, this is 
actually too small of a scale: a working class revolution that ends capitalism must be truly 
global.) This means we need to be thinking in huge numbers of people. This is not 
something anyone can control, but we need to figure out ways to make our struggles self-
reinforcing and self-expanding. As an organization and as a class we need to see 
struggles that expand to involve hundreds of thousands people. 

In this series of articles we have been discussion revolutionary unionism through the 
concepts of Industrial Unionism and One Big Union. The meaning of “One Big Union” is 
closely related to the role of the IWW in the working class’s historic mission. Here are a 
few scenarios: 1. The IWW grows to become the One Big Union that all members of the 
working class are members of. This kicks off major social upheaval. 2. The IWW grows 
to become One Big Union in the sense that it is very large and includes a whole lot of 
workers, and this creates major social upheaval. 3. The IWW grows to become One 
Union Which Is Very Big, including a whole lot of workers. Other groups wage 
important fights as well. The IWW and other groups cooperate and have good 
relationships. This combination is One Big Union, metaphorically speaking, and makes 
for major social upheaval. 

We can see different versions of the idea of One Big Union in each of these scenarios. In 



the first scenario the IWW literally becomes the One Big Union for all workers. In the 
second scenario the IWW becomes One Big Union that's really big but we're not literally 
all the workers. 

The third scenario seems more likely to us than the other two. In this scenario, One Big 
Union means three different things. We somewhat jokingly call this “three big unions.” 
One Big Union is the name for the IWW and expresses our commitment to revolution. 
One Big Union is also a metaphor for the working class as a whole - that is, for millions 
of workers around the world, acting together in solidarity - in action against capitalism 
and for a better world. That's not an organization, really, though it is an organized class-
wide process. One Big Union is also a metaphor for how the IWW should act within the 
working class. We should act in a way that is open to struggles outside our organization 
and we should wage our own organizing drives, trying to both support our fellow workers 
in their struggles and building our own struggles where we are -- acting in a way that 
both builds organization and fights the capitalists. 

A revolutionary situation in our day (or, within our lifetime) will involve millions of 
people in a complex ensemble across the class. No single organization will lead or 
control this. The working class can have more than one organization working on aspects 
of its interests. Given the divisions in our class it’s good to have multiple types of 
organization (such as unions of waged workers, committees of unemployed people, 
tenants' organizations, etc), and multiple organizations of each type. In all likelihood the 
IWW will be one working class organization among many who make an important 
contribution to working class revolution. As the working class takes action in a 
revolutionary situation there will have to be different practices developed than those that 
the IWW practices, and different kinds of organization - including both formal 
organizations and informal organizations. 

These issues open onto a few key questions which apply both to the ‘normal’ operations 
of the capitalist system and to revolutionary situations that will develop. How can the 
IWW become an organization that exerts a strong and revolutionary pull within the 
working class? How should the IWW relate to other organizations and struggles of the 
working class? How should we relate to other revolutionary anticapitalists now? How can 
our orientation to other struggles and organizations help or hurt the IWW and the historic 
mission of our class? In our view there was a good start to answering these in Alex 
Erikson’s recent article “For A Union Of 10,000 Wobblies” in the June issue of the 
Industrial Worker and in Juan Conatz’s “What Wobblies Can Learn From Direct 
Unionism” in the July/August issue. We don’t have clear answers to these questions. We 
pose them questions for discussion. The two of us have written as much on all this as 
we’re currently able to say. We hope the principles and concepts we’ve sketched help 
contribute to a discussion of these questions of the direction of the IWW as a 
revolutionary union. 

The IWW and the sorts of activities that the IWW currently carries out will not be the 
only things that go on during a revolutionary situation and are not the only things that 



will contribute to a revolutionary situation taking place. We have to do our part, but 
everything does not rest on our shoulders. 

We believe the IWW will make a major contribution, however. The IWW will make a 
contribution by radicalizing workers, and by giving those radicalized workers skills and 
confidence and relationships that they will use to contribute to the movement of our class 
as a whole. That's currently what we're doing and have done. We’re helping make more 
working class revolutionaries. As we grow, we will periodically gather together and re-
assess our course in order to refine the specifics of how we contribute to the historic 
mission of our class. Completing that mission is not in the cards for the relatively near 
future. Getting the project onto the agenda as a real possibility is not the same thing as 
actually carrying out that project once and for all. Our tasks for now are preparing ways 
to get that mission onto the agenda in a real and winnable way. 
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Life during war time 
 
I got home after ten. The door was locked. I knocked and Mom answered, holding a bag 
of ice to a swollen lip. 

“Sorry - I forgot my house keys.” 

“We were up anyway. I was just getting Ricky some ice cream, you want some?” 

“No,” I said, “we had ice cream in the cafeteria at intermission.” 

Mom dished up a bowl of vanilla from the five gallon tub. Ricky sat at the table with his 
head in his hands. Mom set the bowl in front of him and tousled his hair. 

“So the show was okay,” I said, “but not many people came. I think people think 
watching the war on TV is more important than watching some teenagers in tights. We 
almost didn’t have enough applause to bring Tinker Bell back to life. Do you think you 
guys will come see the play before it ends?” I dropped my backpack next to the kitchen 
table. 

“How’s your eye doing honey?” Mom squeezed Ricky’s shoulder. 

“Better, a little, I guess. It still hurts,” he mumbled. 



“What happened?” I asked. 

“A seventh grader poked him in the eye with a pencil." 

"What? On purpose?" 

"Yeah. The kid called him a camel jockey.” 

"What the fuck? What an asshole. What was the bus driver doing? Jesus, like a six year 
old has anything to do with the war. And anyway Ricky’s not even fucking Arab, he’s 
Mexican. These redneck idiots don’t even know who they want to hate. Oh god. What did 
Dad say?” 

My dad had dealt with this kind of shit, growing up in the only Mexican family in a small 
town. My dad the proud martial arts expert who told stories of breaking the arms of 
redneck assholes who had fucked with my uncle. My dad regularly came home from 
work stories about beating up another construction worker because of some disrespectful 
remark. My dad who split my cheek open with the back of his hand for cursing when I'd 
slipped and fallen while walking up the back steps. I could imagine my dad breaking 
some white hick kid's neck for something like this. I wished he would; two birds with one 
stone. 

“We got into a fight before I told him. He went out.” Mom picked up the bag of ice again. 

“Oh.” 

Ricky’s spoon scraped the bottom of his bowl. I scratched my head. 

“Who was the kid who did it?” I asked. 

“Darren Greene.” 

“I know his brother.” 

Ricky put his empty ice cream bowl in the sink and climbed into Mom’s lap, burrowing 
his face into her collar bone. She stroked his hair with one hand and pressed the ice pack 
to her lip with the other. I tried not to look at her. 

I picked up by my backpack and went to my room. I sat down on my bed and turned on 
the radio. News coverage of the air strikes on Baghdad. I opened my earth-space science 
textbook. I had a report due on comets in a few day that I hadn’t started. I couldn’t 



concentrate. 

I kicked off my shoes and lay on my back for a minute. I thought about Darren Greene 
and a scene in a Stephen King novel I had recently read. I imagined straightening 
paperclips and shoving them into Darren's eyes. I turned off the light. I dozed in and out 
of sleep still wearing my clothes, while a radio journalist in Baghdad described what 
tracer fire looked like. I woke up in the middle of the night to my parents shouting in the 
kitchen. I got undressed, turned up the radio, and laid back down. I stared at the 
moonlight on the ceiling a long time and listened to the radio hiss crackling static and 
anti-aircraft fire. 
 
 


